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Abstract 
This dissertation explores ways in which “queer digital media use” re-
organizes and co-produces senses of space, time, and queer being in con-
temporary Russia. Since Russia implemented laws against “gay propaganda” 
during the early 2010s, queer citizens have become symbolic targets for 
battles fought about Russia’s place within modernity, resulting in heighten-
ed queer exposure and persecution. Considering the particular implications 
of visibility/invisibility for queer living, as well as the importance of com-
partmentalizing different often conflicting spheres, the study aims to pro-
vide a grounded and contextualized account of queer life lived with and 
through digital media in a context currently characterized by “anti-gay” 
sentiments. 

Queer digital media use in this study includes all engagement with digital 
media supporting a queer orientation in the world, and covers e.g. main-
stream social media networks, queer dating forums, geolocative applica-
tions, digital bulletin boards and IRC-channels. Empirically, the study 
draws on in-depth interviews with nineteen queer male informants in Saint 
Petersburg, and fieldwork performed there during 2013–2015. The selection 
of informants is limited to same-sex desiring cis-men, and the material has 
been collected and treated in accordance with a “non-digital-centric” digital 
ethnography.  

Taking a distinct phenomenological perspective, the study asks how 
digital media is implicated within the informants’ general queer orientation 
towards the world. How does digital media affect perceptions of the here 
and now, the proximate and the distant, and spaces of belonging? In what 
way is it entwined with the directions they are taking and how they perceive 
of the future? And how do the different mobilities of flesh and code relate to 
one another?  

While aiming to answer such questions, the study outlines a “queer digi-
tal media phenomenology”, primarily combining Sara Ahmed’s queer phe-
nomenology and Shaun Moores’s media phenomenology. While Ahmed 
provides the study with a deep understanding of queer habituation, Moores 
adds a consideration of the multiply positioned digital media user, as a 
fundamental pre-requisite for contemporary social experience.   

Rather than echoing the commonly accepted idea of speedup and instan-
taneousness within digital culture, the results show that digital media is 
often used among the informants to help produce slowness and lingering, 
thereby serving to postpone further action. By producing spaces understood 
as “safe” and/or private, digital media provides sites where the work of 
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generating a queer orientation in the world can be done, and where the 
larger geography of everyday living may be negotiated. As such, the inform-
ants are often highly invested in efforts to keep various sites online and 
offline separate, which however becomes increasingly challenging due to 
“the culture of connectivity” and “the real name Internet”. The study thus 
explores how the informants travel across these multiple sites, particularly 
articulating the dynamics between online and offline spaces, and the dis-
continuities of queer digital media use.   

Challenging the idea of constant connectivity and an online/offline col-
lapse, the dissertation follows recent studies in suggesting that digital media 
use exposes unorthodox ways of imagining relationality, and that we need 
to critically consider inbuilt normative assumptions about the embodied 
subjects anticipated to live “seamless medialives”.  

Keywords: digital media, queer, Russia, phenomenology, space, time, mo-
bility, visibility, embodiment, discontinuity, Hornet, Growlr, VKontakte, 
Mamba. 
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Sammanfattning 

I denna avhandling utforskas hur “queert digitalt mediebruk” samproducerar 
och omorganiserar uppfattningar om tid, rum och queert varande i samtida 
Ryssland. Sedan Ryssland implementerade lagar mot ”gay propaganda” 
under tidigt 2010-tal har queera medborgare blivit symboliska måltavlor i 
slaget om Rysslands plats i moderniteten, vilket resulterat i ökad synlighet 
och förföljelse. Med hänsyn till de särskilda implikationer som synlighet/ 
osynlighet har för queera individer, samt vikten av att kunna hålla isär olika 
sfärer som ofta står i konflikt med varandra, ämnar den här studien att bidra 
med en kontextualiserad beskrivning av hur queert liv levs med och genom 
digitala medier, i en miljö präglad av ökad homofobi. 

I studien räknas all användning av digitala medier som stödjer en queer 
orientering i världen som queert digitalt mediebruk, och inkluderar till exem-
pel sociala medienätverk, queera dejtingforum, geolokala applikationer, 
digitala bulletin boards och IRC-kanaler. Empiriskt baseras studien på 
djupintervjuer med nitton queera män boendes i Saint Petersburg, samt 
fältarbete som genomfördes där mellan 2013–2015. Urvalet av informanter 
är begränsat till cis-män som har sex med män, och materialet har samlats in 
och behandlats i enlighet med en ”non-digital-centric” digital etnografi.  

Genom att anlägga ett distinkt fenomenologiskt perspektiv, avser studien 
att besvara frågor om hur digitala medier hör samman med informanternas 
övergripande queera orientering i världen. Hur påverkar digitala medier 
uppfattningar av det som är här och nu, vad som är avlägset och nära, och 
vart de tänker sig höra hemma? På vilka sätt är digitala medier samman-
flätade med informanternas riktning framåt och hur de förnimmer sin 
framtid? Och hur kan vi förstå samspelet mellan kroppars och de digitala 
kodernas olika rörelseförmåga?  

För att besvara sådana frågor sätter studien samman en ”queer digital 
mediefenomenologi”, huvudsakligen genom att kombinera Sara Ahmeds 
queera fenomenologi med Shaun Moores mediefenomenologi. Medan 
Ahmed utrustar studien med en djupare förståelse för queer habituering 
understryker Moores att en fundamental utgångspunkt för att förstå samtida 
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sociala erfarenheter är att den digitala medieanvändaren är mångfaldigt 
positionerad i flera rum samtidigt. 

Medan digital kultur vanligen sammankopplas med ökat tempo och det 
omedelbara visar resultaten att studiens informanter ofta använder digitala 
medier på sätt som saktar ner farten, i kvardröjande rörelser som syftar till 
att skjuta upp vidare handling. Digitala medier genererar rum som uppfattas 
som ”säkra” och/eller privata där det ”arbete” som krävs för att utveckla en 
queer orientering i världen kan göras, och där vardagslivets övergripande 
geografi kan förhandlas. Därmed är informanterna ofta mycket investerade i 
försök att hålla olika platser online och offline separerade, vilket dock 
utmanas av samtida tendenser kopplade till det som kommit att kallas ”the 
culture of connetivity” och ”the real name Internet”. Studien utforskar 
därmed hur informanterna rör sig mellan dessa olika rum och betonar 
särskilt dynamiken mellan platser online och offline för att fånga diskon-
etinuiteten i queert digitalt mediebruk.  

På så vis vill avhandlingen utmana idéer om konstant konnektivitet och 
en online/offline-kollaps, och i likhet med samtida röster peka på att digitalt 
mediebruk visar på okonventionella sätt att föreställa sig det relationella, och 
att vi kritiskt behöver granska normativa utgångspunkter gällande de 
kroppsliga subjekt som antas leva ”sömlösa medieliv”. 

Nyckelord: digitalt mediebruk, queer, Ryssland, fenomenologi, tid och rum, 
mobilitet, synlighet, kroppslighet, diskontinuitet, Hornet, Growlr, Vkon-
takte, Mamba    
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CHAPTER 1  

Introduction 

On the last night of my penultimate fieldtrip in Saint Petersburg, I arrange a 
party for some longstanding informants in my small one-room apartment 
nearby Legovskiy Prospect. The Airbnb studio, always notoriously clean and 
slightly too hot, which has functioned as my temporary home over three 
years of visits, has been a central space for getting to know those involved in 
the study, as we have retreated from the humid winter cold, clustering 
around the tiny kitchen table, drinking tea, conversing through the trans-
lation functions of our mobile phones, getting close; or getting tipsy before 
rolling over to Club Cabaret. Now they arrive one after another, spreading 
out across the limited seating options, curiously inspecting one another. 
Eduard and Roman squeeze in at the windowsill, quietly whispering and 
giggling. Apart from Roman’s roommates, the young couple do not have 
any queer friends and have deleted all their queer online accounts after 
hooking up through the digital bulletin board BBS, as a gesture of com-
mitment. Now they look excited and fairly uncomfortable at the same time. 
I am happy to see Ilja talking to Fedir by the kitchenette, because they 
should have quite a lot in common, both approaching their 40s and work-
ing with IT, while still being so different in regards to their dreams and 
ways of living. Perhaps Ilja is preparing Fedir for our next stop at Club 
Cabaret as he was for a long time out clubbing almost every weekend, while 
Fedir has never been there before. Fedir and his boyfriend Aslan rather 
associate with the Bear sub community1 and are trying hard to create an off-
line forum for them to meet here in Saint Petersburg, without much suc-
cess. I am curious about what their reactions will be to the glimmering drag 
show regularly starting at 2.30 a.m. Unfortunately, neither Adrian nor 
Alexandr could make it, which is a shame because I had intended to match-
make them, since they are both searching for long-term relationships but 
are having problems finding the man of their dreams through their respec-
tive online dating.  

— 
1 Soon to be further explained.  
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Dima has climbed up on top of the stationary closet and smilingly looks 
down on the rest of us holding a bottle of beer. He has just started to explore 
his affiliation with the Bear community, after moving to Saint Petersburg a 
few years ago, and the other day he spoke at length, amid some under-
standable confusion, about all the different “types” that he is learning about 
through the geolocative bear app Growlr. Is he merely a “chaser” or an 
“admirer”, or does he in fact qualify as a “cub”? Dima is on his way to migrate 
to New Zealand, and has already started to take the first steps towards 
locating queer others down under. In fact, we all seem to be somewhat 
transitioning. Eduard and Roman are soon to be done with their university 
studies and about to leave for Moscow, Aslan and Fedir are struggling to get 
their visas to Hungary – they cannot stand another day in Putin’s neo-tradi-
tionalist Russia – and me myself, I am about to go back to my regular life in 
Sweden, away from the small apartment in which we have created a queer 
space throughout the past few weeks, to my wife and our longstanding 
attempts to get pregnant. Among us present this evening, only Ilja will stay 
little more than a year, here in Saint Petersburg where he has his life, his 
boyfriend, and his friends – why would he want to be anywhere else?  

At the same time, I am struck by the overwhelming challenge of trying to 
extract something feasible about queer digital media use in Saint Petersburg 
from the scattered voices of the collection of informants that I have been 
following and gotten to know over the years. Some only through one single 
interview, others repeatedly over a period of time that has been exceptional 
to Russia, in the sense that issues regarding queer living suddenly have been 
at the center of public attention. I had come here in 2013 with the intention 
of understanding the role of digital media use for queer men’s everyday 
living in the midst of ongoing social controversy and heightened public 
attention due to the “gay propaganda ban” that was recently implemented. 
What I had ended up with was a diverse set of situated perspectives, draw-
ing towards disparate endpoints, always highly interconnected with digital 
media use, but impossible to understand without thick contexts. Rather 
than being firmly anchored within the here and now, the material pointed 
as much backwards as forwards – at the presence of histories and futures to 
come. It was spun as much out of dreams and desires as of practices and 
habits, and I felt in debt to do it justice, while at the same time not claiming 
it to be anything else, more or less, than what it was. That is, close-ups of 
fleeting moments in time and space, when bodies gathered around nodes 
understood as queer within an increasingly homophobic setting – online, 
offline, at bars and clubs, and by small kitchen tables in apartments always a 
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bit too hot, talking about life in general and queer digital media use in 
particular.  

This study is the result of these close-ups, which I have weaved together 
in a way that creates a whole, likely much more coherent than they in fact 
are. It is importantly situated within the Russian context, or to be more 
exact, in the context of Saint Petersburg – the country’s second largest city, 
often referred to as Russia’s “window towards Europe”, where people come 
from near and far in search of jobs, education, independence, and love. It 
definitely does not capture queer living in Saint Petersburg at large, but the 
themes identified and discussed are understood in relation to their 
situatedness in Saint Petersburg during the first half of the 2010s, aiming 
thereby to illuminate the importance of sociocultural specificities for queer 
digital media studies.  

Queer digital media use is analyzed within this study through the prism 
of orientations in time and space. I thus draw on an understanding of media 
use as bound up in processes of spatial production and habituation (e.g. 
Bengtsson, 2007; Falkheimer & Jansson, 2006; Couldry & McCarthy, 2004; 
Moores, 2012; 2017; Pink & Leader Mackley, 2012; 2013; 2016). While 
much early work on the relationship between electronic media and space 
assumed a weakening of geography and our “sense of place” in a more 
traditionally bounded meaning (Meyrowitz, 1985; Relph, 1976), later per-
spectives have rather regarded digital media as multiplying or recombining 
the spatiotemporal (Graham, 1998). This means that our intense engage-
ment with multiple mobile screens, social media platforms, geolocative 
technologies, etc., in present post-industrialized societies leads us to pre-
viously unseen spatial complexities. It shapes what we perceive of as near 
and far, what we regard to be within reach, what we look upon as private 
and public spheres, and how we sense the textures of space. Media geo-
graphers therefore point at the importance of looking into such trans-
formations, and the “spatial ambiguities” arising as a result, within what has 
been called the regime of “hyper-space-biased communication” (Falk-
heimer & Jansson, 2006). Borrowing from Harold Innis’s (1951/1964) dis-
tinction between “time-biased” and “space-biased” forms of commu-
nication throughout history, where the former implies the heaviness and 
durability of, for example, stone inscriptions, the “hyper-space-biased” 
regime of the present implies the ability of communication to cross vast 
distances as well as a temporal speed-up. This increase in the instantaneous-
ness of content and communication across space is commonly captured in 
tropes like “the network of flow” (Castells, 1996; Castells et al, 2007). 
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In regards of media and space, it is further still being debated whether 
digital media should be seen as producing spaces in their own right. Though 
there was a tendency among Internet studies during the nineties to speak of 
a “cyberspace”, largely disconnected from “real life” (e.g. Rheingold, 1993; 
Turkle, 1995), such perspectives were soon increasingly critiqued as studies 
of everyday digital media use evolved (e.g. Bakardjieva, 2005; Baym, 2010; 
Miller and Slater, 2000; Sundén, 2003). Today, as evermore aspects of our 
everyday living have become digitalized, digital media are thus more rarely 
treated as separate entities, and we may perhaps rather think of ourselves as 
living what Mark Deuze (2012) has termed “medialives”, where it has 
become increasingly difficult to single out media as anything other than just 
life. Therefore, some media scholars argue that the spatial distinction 
between online and offline has lost its bearing (e.g. Byam, 2010).        

At the same time though, queer research has long shown that digital 
media is used and experienced by many queer individuals as a “safe space” 
where they can retreat for support and self-exploration (e.g. Berry & 
Martin, 2003; McKenna & Bargh, 1998; Campbell, 2004; Craig & McInroy, 
2014; Hillier & Harrison, 2007; Pingel, Bauermeister, Michelle, Eisenberg & 
Leslie-Santana, 2012). This is illuminating of the fact that queer individuals’ 
engagement with digital media must be understood as both consequences 
and responses to their historical and sociocultural experiences of mar-
ginalization and oppression (as argued by Mowlabocus, 2010). Hence, 
among queer individuals, digital media resources have commonly been felt 
to constitute somewhat separate intimate spheres where one can express 
oneself more freely, get in contact with others without having to reveal 
one’s identity, and circumvent offline barriers often related to family and 
peers (e.g. Berry & Martin, 2003; Barber, 2010; Batiste; 2013; Berger, 2010; 
Brown Maycock & Burns, 2005; Campbell, 2004; Craig & McInroy, 2014;  
Cooper, 2010; Davis, Flowers, Lorimer, Oakland, & Frankis, 2016; Gray, 
2009a; 2009b; DeHaan, Kuper, Magee Bigelow, & Mustanski, 2013; Hillier 
& Harrison, 2007; Light, 2016; McKenna & Bargh, 1998; McLelland, 2000; 
Pingel et al, 2012; Shaw, 1997; Woodland, 2000).  

However, digital media developments over the past decade or so, have 
inevitably further complicated the relation between offline identity and 
digital media use. If early queer Internet culture was largely based on 
anonymous or pseudonymous uses of digital bulletin boards and IRC-
channels, we have lately seen the immense popularization of queer-catering 
resources with a much more intricate relationship to offline space. With the 
rise of geolocative applications, through which members can instantly map 
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out queer others, mobile queer digital media becomes complexly inter-
woven with heteronormative space, propelling in-group visibility through 
the layering of territory with “electronic position and relational presence” 
(Hjort & Lim, 2012: 478). It has been argued that such spatial ambiguities 
possibly weaken the segmentation of space as either heterosexual main-
stream or queer altogether, and that  

[g]ay men’s ability to see other gay men, and meet these men on the fly, in
the public sphere, re-constitutes the entire social structure of heteronor-
mative society, changing the ways in which gay men view society and their
place within it.

(Baptiste, 2013: 118).  

Writing on the largest geolocative queer male application Grindr, Yoel Roth 
hence contends, “therein, at the nexus of the physical and the digital, instan-
tiated in services such as Grindr, is the new geography of gay community” 
(2016: 442).  

Further, along with social media, digital culture is strongly pushing 
towards a “real name Internet” (Hogan, 2012), where, for example, Face-
book policies force members to tie their accounts to “authentic” offline 
identities and users are encouraged to connect as many of their online 
platforms as possible (see e.g. van Dijck, 2013). On social media, we are 
expected to combine spheres of our lives that would otherwise likely be held 
separate, ranging from close friends, to family, colleagues, and new ac-
quaintances. This spatial re-organization has been discussed by media 
scholars in terms of “context collapse” because it challenges the boundaries 
between different settings and social roles (Hogan, 2010; Marwick & Boyd, 
2011) and makes it increasingly complicated to compartmentalize spheres 
and “audiences” (Marwick & boyd, 2011; Hogan, 2012; van der Nagel & 
Frith, 2015; van der Nagel, 2017).   

These digital media logics have specific consequences for queers who 
previously took advantage of the strong sense of anonymity online. 
Focusing on Australian queer men, Elija Cassidy (2013), for example, 
argues that the increased bleed between media platforms used for subcul-
tural purposes on the one hand, and social media on the other, in important 
ways fosters self-discipline and limits queer men’s social media use due to 
discretion and privacy concerns. Far from surprisingly, further studies show 
that the level of “outness” is crucial to the degree of safety measures 
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practiced by queer social media users (Fox & Warber, 2015). Studies draw-
ing on contexts lacking in visible queer culture, and/or away from the too 
often implicit starting point of what we might refer to as “the global West”2, 
has also illuminated a highly charged relationship between mediated and 
territorial spheres (e.g. Davis et al, 2016; Dhoest & Szulc, 2016; Gray, M. 
2009b; McLelland, 2000; Sam Chan, 2016), making the potential for 
controversy particularly high. Though there is a scarcity if studies into 
queer digital media use in Russia, research on queer living more generally 
has noted that Russian queers in fact commonly struggle to preserve a 
separation between spheres where they are seen as queer and those where 
they may pass in accordance with mainstream expectations (Kondakov, 
2017a; Soboleva, Yaroslav & Bakhmetjev, 2015; Stella, 2012; 2013; 2015). In 
opposite to much queer politics in the global West “visibility and 
authenticity per se are seldom prized” as positive core values of queer living 
(Stella, 2012: 1837). Arguing for the importance of recognizing alternative 
Russian public spheres, besides traditional NGO work, it has thus been 
noted that digital media serve to support these parallel publics of queer 
existence and expressivity, with a greater range of possible actions than 
within the offline sphere (Kondakov, 2017a).             

We might ask, then, what the increased porosity of spheres, within the 
“hyper-space-biased” regime, might imply for queer living in contemporary 
Russia. While several first-generation queer digital media researchers, were 
focusing on contexts and groups originating away from Western metro-
politan centers (e.g. Tsang, 2000, working on bulletin boards among south-
east Asian men; McLelland, 2000, working on Japanese gay men’s afford-

— 
2 Throughout the study, “the global West” is used to designate the post-industrialized 
and capitalist liberal democracies of the Christian world, largely situated within Europe, 
the US, and globally, due to historical European expansionism. “The global West” is a 
term with an inherent contradiction, pointing both at a specific direction and a global 
span, meant to destabilize “the West” as a unitary category, while at the same time 
holding on to the historical and geographical specificity of certain global hegemonies. It 
is by definition a macro-term of the broadest kind, aiming to capture dominant ideas, 
starting-points, life-styles and epistemologies, stemming from specific contexts though 
often posing as universal. At the same time, it is also important to keep in mind that if 
actually applied to specific localities situated in e.g. Europe or the US, the same patterns 
soon become complicated. For example, even though sexual identity politics struggling 
for “sexual citizenship” based on ideas of queer visibility were developed and gained 
ground in the global West during the 1970s and onwards, certain states within the US 
for instance would not abolish their sodomy laws until the early 2000s. Similarly, 
speaking about queer lifestyles in “the global West”, the differences between countries, 
and perhaps particularly between urban metropolitan centers and rural areas are often 
flagrant.       
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ances of privacy and safety through digital media; and Berry & Martin, 
2003, working on Taiwanese and Korean configurations of queer identity in 
relation to local and global online communities), not as much has been said 
about how queer lifestyles in contexts characterized by a low degree of 
social acceptance towards sexual minorities are adopting the current digital 
media landscape, largely rearranging the spatiotemporal dimensions of 
everyday living. This has led to recent calls within the field for a greater 
sensitivity to sociocultural specificities among queer digital media users 
(Davis et al, 2016; Dhoest & Szulc, 2016; Sam Chan, 2016). Thus, by situat-
ing this study in contemporary Russia, I am interested in a more distinct 
focus on how queer digital media use of today interacts with cultural and 
material contexts through perceptions of space and time.  

The concepts of space and time are throughout this study understood as 
intimately entwined with senses of at-homeness and orientation (Merleau-
Ponty, 1997/1962). This implies questions that couple the spatiotemporality 
of digital media use with an interest in how to accomplish a queer 
orientation in a straight world. Where and how do queer individuals, for 
example, come to feel at home when their “turnings” with and towards 
queer digital media might cross whatever distances? Theoretically, this takes 
us towards core concepts of phenomenology. As such, this study aims to 
answer to calls from the broader field of media studies for existential 
perspectives that understand our navigation through media as “revealing of 
the human, meaningful, and phenomenological now” (Lagerkvist, 2016: 
101), also raised more particularly from within queer digital media studies 
(Shaw & Sender, 2016: 1).  

While the field of media phenomenology is comparatively small but 
growing, previous studies have paved the way for an understanding of how 
media becomes incorporated into the lifeworlds of media users through 
everyday habitual practices. This might imply how people modify media 
technologies and practices to suitably accompany their everyday lives in 
relation to different spaces and temporalities (Bengtsson, 2006; 2007, 
Moores, 2012; Pink & Leder Mackley, 2012; 2013; 2016). At the heart of 
these attempts to capture mundane media use is an understanding of media 
practices as being largely habitual and unspoken dimensions of everyday 
routine. We might not even think of it as important until it is suddenly 
missed (Moores, 2012). But there are also those media phenomenologists 
recognizing how media use can connect with senses of being lost or 
alienated, and thus calling for a more critical media phenomenology 
(Morely, 2000; 2001). This could for example imply revealing the work done 
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with and through media in order to obtain a basic sense of “existential 
security” (Lagerkvist, 2016) in the face of exclusion and marginalization.   

Within this study, I intend to shed light on the role of digital media use 
for queer belonging in time and space – not in relation to a specific media 
environment, but across different spheres, both online and offline, 
throughout the informants’ everyday living. In order to do so, I aim to 
synthesize a queer digital media phenomenology, equipped to capture how 
queer “politics of location” intersect with digital media use (Rich, 1986 
through Sundén, 2006). The synthesis primarily draws on a combination of 
the media phenomenology formulated by Shaun Moores (2012) and the 
queer phenomenology by Sara Ahmed (2006). While Ahmed’s writing is 
extremely rich in providing tools for understanding queer habituation in 
heteronormative space, Moores’s accentuates the multiple positioning of 
the digital media user, in mediated as well as territorial spaces, as key for 
understanding social experience in contemporary times.  

A move towards phenomenology further means a treatment of queer 
digital media use and queer spatial production that strategically disas-
sociates itself from the terminology and logics of identity in favor of the 
queer lifeworld. Applying the concept of “queer” within a Russian setting is, 
however, not self-evident. Queer theory and activism are very much con-
structs that respond to historical and sociocultural situations, particularly 
within the United States. Thus, research aiming to apply queer theoretical 
perspectives in the Russian setting has been thoroughly criticized for 
robbing Russia of its own timeline in order to demonstrate concepts 
formulated in a completely different context (e.g. Baer’s 2002 critique of 
Essig, 1999). We will go deeper into this discussion within Chapter Two, 
but for now I wish to emphasize that “queer” within this study is used in 
alliance with attempts to de-center queer theory from the global West (e.g. 
Baer, 2002; 2011; Kulpa, & Mizielinska, 2016/2011; Stella, 2015). My use of 
“queer” as a signifier for individuals and practices described within the 
study at hand draws on the central recognition by queer theory of gender 
and sexuality as socially constructed, and the questioning of universal and 
fixed sexual identities across time and space (e.g. Butler 1990; 1993; de 
Laurits 1991, Kosofsky Sedgewick, 1990; Rich, 1980; Warner, 1993). Using 
“queer” is thus an attempt to both recall, in line with Ahmed (2006:161), 
“what makes specific sexualities describable as queer in the first place: that 
is, that they are seen as odd, bent, twisted”, but also to leave it as an open 
question if and how those sexualities are lived as “identities”.   
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The choice of focusing exclusively on “queer men” is to be regarded as a 
strategic limitation. I agree with Jack Halberstam (2005b) that treating 
queer men and women together when working with queer cultures is not 
necessarily the most fruitful approach because their histories and subcul-
tures are to such a large extent separated. This goes for the Russian context 
as well, and particularly within the urban centers (Stella, 2012: 1833). Thus, 
the main subjects of the analyses that follow are same-sex-desiring and self-
identifying cis-men, signified as “queer men”, or men with “queer dispo-
sitions”, rather than, e.g., “gay men”. I see “gay” to connote a much more 
specific way of living sexual difference commonly associated with a metro-
politan “out identity” (cf. Sinfield, 1998), while “queer” is intended to invite 
for a loosening of such understandings. Hence, “queer” is here used to 
signify non-heterosexual desires and practices, sometimes but far from 
always equating a gay male identity and subcultural belonging3.  

My use of the term “disposition” further refers to the etymology of “pre-
vailing tendency”, “mood”, “inclination”, or “temperament” (Merriam 
Webster, 2018), and it sheds light on what queerness so to speak “does” 
with the informants’ lifeworlds. Rather than treating queerness as a label, or 
as a prescription of certain ways of living one’s life, the “queer disposition” 
says something about how queerness might be felt and experienced from 
within the body – as strange and often (at least initially) frightening inclina-
tions, as leanings towards the “wrong” objects of desire, and as a sense of 
being out of place in a straight world. Dispositions understood as “tem-
perament” are in fact picked up from the astrological use of the term, 
implying the "position of a planet as a determining influence" (Merriam 
Webster, 2018). This serves as a convenient pairing with the work of 
Ahmed’s (2006) queer phenomenology, mainly discussing queerness in 
terms of orientations in space leading towards objects of desire. If queerness 
is, as she suggests, best understood as the prevailing tendency of diverting 
from the straight line in order to reach our sexual object choice, then “queer 
dispositions” seems a suitable extension of that terminology.  

— 
3 It should be noted that this definition of “queer men” is in no way regarded as self-
evident, as the queer concept is commonly used also to capture non-binary sexual and or 
gender identities as well as individuals from the trans-spectrum. However, the study at 
hand has been consciously limited to same-sex desiring men, in order not to make the 
sample too complex due to my lack of contextual knowledge in Russia. However, as will 
be discussed within the methods chapter, the sample nevertheless came to include an 
informant who was recruited on the same criteria as all others, but who turned out to 
identify as a trans-woman, and whom I decided to keep in the analysis in order to 
complicate and point out the specificities of patterns found among the other informants.        
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1.1 Aim and research questions 
The broader aim of this study has been to explore and analyze ways in which 
digital media use interconnects with senses of belonging and orientation in 
time and space among queer men in contemporary Russia. 

This is done through a phenomenological treatment of ethnographic 
work performed in Saint Petersburg during 2013–2015, containing twenty-
five unstructured interviews with nineteen queer male informants, four 
expert interviews, and extensive field observations. The main focus of the 
analytical treatment lies within the interviews, focusing on the informants’ 
own rich contemplations over their everyday lives, their desires and fears, 
and their histories and dreams – all connected to their queer digital media 
use. The method at hand should be regarded as “digital ethnography” in 
line with that described by Pink et al. (2016), implying a “non-digital cen-
tric” attitude. Rather than a “virtual ethnography’s” (Hine, 2000) or a “net-
nography’s” (Kozinets, 2011) concern with a specific digital culture, this at-
titude means that I have tried to capture the role of digital media use within 
larger processes of “queer world-making” (Yep, 2003) and often strate-
gically approached the subject at hand in an indirect fashion. I have not 
beforehand decided what digital resources to discuss, and inventories of 
actual resources have only been done when commonly used among the 
informants and in order to better understand the interviews.  

All fieldwork was performed in Saint Petersburg, a particularly interest-
ing site within the current geopolitical, and highly sexualized, negotiations 
of Russian belonging in relation to Europe and “the global West” (e.g. 
Edenborg, 2017; Riabov & Riabova, 2014a; Riabov & Riabova, 2014b). It is 
often described as Russia’s “window towards Europe”, as well as its “gay 
capital”, while simultaneously being one of the few Russian districts that 
implemented a “gay propaganda ban” already in 2012 before such a ban 
went national. This reenforced Saint Petersburg as the center of much queer 
political activism and public discussion at the time4. It is further a place to 
which queers from the entire country (and elsewhere) pilgrimage in hope of 
a better life, hence connecting a wide range of rural, urban, and trans-
national experiences.  

Studying digital media use within Russia also has its rather specific cir-
cumstances that are not easily understood through contemporary media 
studies from other settings. These circumstances involve, for example, the 
— 
4 Ever since 2006 when the All-Russian LGBT Network started organizing in Saint 
Petersburg, the city has been a significant center for queer political activism in Russian. 
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history of general mistrust towards the information society, the existence of 
multiple and alternative publics (Kondakov, 2017a; Oswald & Voronkov, 
2004), and more recent developments of increasing censorship and 
attempts to take control over user information online (Freedom of the Net, 
2016). This has in recent years come to give Russia an unflattering position 
on Reporters Without Borders’ list of “Enemies of the Internet” (2014).  

The more general term “digital media”, as used throughout this study, is 
meant as a loose umbrella term for communication media hardware and 
software, enabled by modern computerization and smart technology, and 
commonly combined with Internet connectivity, such as the smartphone, 
tablets, and home computers. The more particular term “queer digital 
media use” specifically implies using such technology for queer endings. It is 
not that all things queer people do with digital media make it turn queer – 
as if paying the bills with online banking suddenly would become a queer 
practice if done by a queer individual – but that certain digital media prac-
tices are part and parcel of a queer orientation towards the world. This 
includes using “queer-catering” software, but also other resources appro-
priated for “queer endings”. Such endings are not limited to actions sup-
porting, e.g. dating and queer networking, but also embrace ways of, e.g. 
concealing one’s queer disposition. The study covers the use of mainstream 
social networks, IRC channels, digital bulletin boards, dating sites, web-cam 
forums, and geolocative hookup applications.      

The research questions guiding the analyses are:  

• How can queer digital media use be understood in relation to a
queer orientation in the world among the informants?

• In what ways does queer digital media use co-produce and re-
organize the informants’ perceptions of space at different scales
(for example, the near and the far and senses of intimacy and
privacy)?

• What role does queer digital media use play in the ways in which
the informants move across different spaces?

• What kinds of temporalities are enhanced and negotiated through
the informants’ queer digital media use?
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Throughout the analysis, the aim and questions are dealt with in accordance 
to four interrelated chapters, each respectively zooming in on one of the 
research questions.  

Before going into a more detailed presentation of the chapters that will 
follow, we shall first take a closer look at the fields of queer digital media 
studies and media phenomenology in order to further flesh out the founda-
tion on which this study builds.  

1.2 Visibility and invisibility in queer digital media use 
Digitalization has fundamentally changed the prerequisites for “queer 
world-making” (Yep, 2013) since anyone with an Internet connection can 
find queer others just a few clicks away or by simply opening up a geolo-
cative application. Digital media has thus enhanced the means for queers to 
engage in sex and romance, create community, and to learn about queer 
culture, even within otherwise heteronormative and stigmatizing environ-
ments (e.g. Brown, Maycock & Burns, 2005; Berry & Martin, 2003; 
Campbell, 2004; Craig & McInroy, 2014; Gross, 2003; Hillier & Harrison, 
2007; Kim et.al, 2001; McKenna & Bargh, 1998; Mowlabocus, 2010; Offord, 
2003; Phillips and O’Riordian eds., 2007; Pullen, 2010; Pullen & Cooper 
eds., 2010; Shaw, 1997; Sundén & Sveningsson, 2012; Wakeford, 1997; 2002; 
Woodland, 2000). Studies show that among queer individuals, digital media 
is central for queer self-presentation (e.g. Alexander & Losh, 2010; Cooper, 
2010; Cooper & Dzara, 2010; Craig & McInroy, 2014; Duguay, 2016; 2017; 
Gray, 2009a; Pullen, 2010; Sundén och Sveningsson, 2012), the production 
and spreading of subcultural content (e.g. Barber, 2010; Berger, 2010; 
Gregg, 2010; McHarry, 2010; Pullen, 2010; Whitesel, 2010), mobilization of 
queer activism (e.g. Cooper & Dzara, 2010; Offord, 2003), and HIV-
prevention (e.g. Brown, Maycock & Burns, 2005; Clift, 2010; Kim, Kent,  
McFarland & Lausner, 2001; Mowlabocus, Haslop & Dasgupta, 2016; Pingel 
et al., 2012) among other things.  

It is common to analyze digital media use by queer men and women 
separately because digital resources catering towards these audiences are 
more often than not divided by gender5. A growing body of research is thus 
specifically focusing on queer male digital media cultures, and primarily 
from the starting point of the global West (e.g. Ahlm, 2017; Batiste, 2013; 
— 
5 See e.g. Pullen & Cooper (eds.) for accounts on specifically lesbian or trans experiences 
of digital media use. Further studies of lesbian digital media use comes from e.g. Correll, 
1995; Duguay, 2017; Harris & Daniels, 2017; Hightower, 2015. 
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Blackwell, Birnholz, Abbott, 2015; Brown Maycock & Burns, 2005; 
Brubaker, Ananny & Crawford, 2016; Campbell, 2004; Cassidy, 2013; 2015; 
Clift, 2010; Davis et al, 2016; Dhoest & Szulc, 2016; Licoppe, Riviére & 
Morel, 2016; Light, Fletcher & Adam, 2008; Light, 2007; 2016; Mowlabocus, 
2007; 2008; 2010; Møller, 2017; Roth, 2016; Sam Chan, 2016; Shaw, 1997; 
Whitsel, 2010). Already in 1997, studies found that queer male IRC chan-
nels had become an integral part of queer men’s “coming-out processes” 
and “establishment of a gay identity” (Shaw, 1997). Since then, the develop-
ment of queer male social networking forums and dating applications has 
exploded and become so integrated within the communities that scholars 
speak about a digitalization of Western gay male subculture (Mowlabocus, 
2010: 13).  

Within the following overview, we will look at some central tenets within 
this field through the perspective of the visibility/invisibility spectrum, 
which is of central importance for the study at hand.     

1.2.1 Being seen or being exposed? 
Within his seminal work on one of the biggest international queer male 
dating forums over the years, Gaydar.com, Sharif Mowlabocus (2010) em-
phasizes the need to understand the forum’s significance for British queer 
men through local and historical contextualization. The offline context is 
indispensable, Mowlabocus contends, because queer male digital interac-
tion has always relied heavily on offline meetings and “on the body of the 
user as a point of reference” (2010: 13). Within Gaydar profiles, the body is 
constantly reproduced through visualization, eroticization, and profile 
information, aiming to translate the offline body into the online. Thus, 
Mowlabocus establishes the concept of cybercarnality to illuminate the 
centrality of the body in Western gay male digital culture and this culture’s 
preoccupation with techniques of visibility.  

Within his study, Mowlabocus also recognizes the very different profile 
management within Gaydar.com compared to a smaller online group called 
Uni_cock that was used to facilitate quick sexual hook-ups for queer men at 
a large British university. While many Gaydar profiles drew on cybercar-
nality, the Uni_cock profiles were as good as redundant, with many mem-
bers referring to themselves as heterosexual. Thus, while Gaydar profiles 
seem to act as representations of the self, Uni_cock seems to endorse 
activities that are less invested in a queer subjectivity but that still claim 
space online (2010: 128).  
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This resonates with results from several other queer digital media scho-
lars, highlighting the significance of anonymity and possibilities for partial 
disclosure online, which were central to many early Internet resources such 
as IRC channels and digital bulletin boards where queer individuals 
gathered (e.g. Berry & Martin, 2003; Brown, Maycock & Burns, 2005; 
Correll, 1995; Hillier & Harrison, 2007; McKenna & Bargh, 1998; Shaw, 
1997; Tsang, 2000; Woodland, 2000). The possibility of being more or less 
anonymous, or to feel in control over your private information online, is 
regarded to open up creative possibilities for flexible identities, as well as 
practices and expressivity that might be in conflict with other parts of one’s 
life (Marwick & boyd, 2011; McKenna & Bargh, 1998; van der Nagel, & 
Frith, 2015; van der Nagel, 2017). And as we know, queer people often have 
particularly good reasons to “compartmentalize” different spheres of their 
lives due to homophobia and conflicting interests. While some other early 
Internet studies were discussing anonymity online as a possibility for 
identity-play and being somebody else (e.g. Rheingold, 1993; Turkle, 1995), 
queer Internet studies revealed that anonymity online gave queer indi-
viduals the means for more “authentic” and honest self-presentations (e.g. 
Campbell, 2004; Gross, 2003; Gray, 2009a; Tsang, 1996). But as Internet 
resources, and especially social media networks, have begun pushing for 
intensified connectivity across online sites through algorithmic bleed, and 
across online and offline sites through real name policies, anonymous 
Internet use is becoming marginalized and even a target of suspicion 
(Hogan, 2012; Marwick & boyd, 2011). In more recent years, the main focus 
of popular discourse about online anonymity and pseudonymity has been 
the concern about practices that support online hate speech and crime, and 
this has also been a pervasive discourse promoted by social media repre-
sentatives (as discussed by van der Nagel & Frith, 2015). However, as much 
as these are important concerns, it should not be forgotten that anonymity 
and pseudonymity also “add texture to being social on the Internet”, as 
argued by Emily van der Nagel and Jordan Frith, and enable “context-
specific impression management” (2015: 8).      

Thus, present logics of digital media culture, which are pressing for 
transparency, personal exposure, and unitary online identities, are in con-
flict with the needs and aspirations of many queer digital media users 
(Cassidy, 2013; 2015; 2016; Dhoest & Szulc, 2016; Duguay, 2017; Fox & 
Warber, 2015). Trying to navigate within and across digital landscapes, 
queers therefore often have to invent strategies to try to protect their 
privacy and anonymity. This is especially true of social media, which is why 
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queer individuals’ use of Facebook has been the subject of several critical 
investigations. Stephanie Duguay (2017), in a recent exploration of British 
queer students’ Facebook use, found that those who intended to only 
disclose their gendered or sexual selves to a limited audience had to care-
fully tailor their online use, e.g. with the help of privacy settings. Similarly, 
Fox and Warber (2015) established that the degree to which queer Facebook 
users strategically conceal aspects of themselves is a matter of both their 
level of general outness and factors such as professional concerns and 
conservative attitudes among especially close others. The same can be said 
about the informants in Dhoest & Szulc’s (2016) study of queer Facebook 
users with a migration background, now living in Belgium, who were 
delicately trying to balance the different cultural contexts that they all had 
to relate to. An illustrative example came from a Russian informant who 
had created two Facebook accounts – one that was “gay” and one that was 
“regular” – and even used different browsers for them in order to avoid 
automatic links between the profiles and other applications (p. 6).     

Elija Cassidy (2013) further explored ways in which community-specific 
queer male digital resources extend into social media and thus cause 
strategic identity management “in the context of the technocultural en-
tanglement of these two sites" (p. iii). Cassidy found that the lack of control 
over the ways in which content travels places queer media users in pre-
carious positions, having to implement ad-hoc and often ineffective privacy 
measures. These included  

using the site in a very limited capacity – not joining any groups that might 
indicate their sexuality; refraining from posting pictures of themselves; and 
engaging in daily censoring routines, where they would delete wall posts and 
untag themselves in anything which might point towards their homo-
sexuality (p. 200).  

Besides this, the informants reported heightened privacy and safety con-
cerns also when using their community-specific resource Gaydar, due to the 
linking of pseudonyms and identifiable profiles. Cassidy’s study also 
showed that the fear of appearing in photographs and/or nametags on social 
media likewise created anxiety extending into the offline queer meeting 
venues. Despite the safety measures taken by Cassidy’s informants, several 
still reported cases when they had been involuntary outed via Facebook, and 
become subjected to bullying and stalking (Cassidy, 2013: 199). 
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Thus, the dominant economic and cultural models of contemporary on-
line networks might simply not be compatible with a “less open” queer life-
style and might cause serious and potentially dangerous “context collapse” 
(Hogan, 2010; Marwick & boyd, 2011) on the part of queer digital media 
users, who are cautiously trying to remain partly hidden through calculated 
user strategies. These strategies of disengagement might be understood in 
relation to broader discussions within media studies about the productivity 
of “disconnective practices”. Because social media seems to propel an all-
consuming connectivity by its users (van Dijk, 2013), Ben Light (2014), for 
example, argues that disconnection efforts, by which users strive to take 
more selective control over their online selves, have become central aspects 
of this digital culture. This includes practices such as “untagging”, editing, 
and selective sharing. Similarly, Tero Karppi (2014) sees these ways of 
online navigation as acts of turning away from the principles of the regime 
of connectivity.   

Moving within this overview, from cybercarnality to the strategic prac-
tices of identity concealment, we end up with the tension between visibility 
and invisibility that lies at the heart of queer culture. While heteronorma-
tivity deems queerness invisible, ways of finding queer others have always 
depended on strategies for making oneself visibly queer to one another. At 
the same time though, visibility is connected with exposure and makes 
queer individuals in homophobic environments vulnerable to both social 
stigma and physical violence. Further, as we have seen, visibility works on 
many different levels in current digital media landscapes, including self-
presentation, but also visible social links, the quick spread of photographs 
and tags made by others, and geolocative positioning. Within the following, 
we will zoom in further on the centrality of location-based search methods 
for contemporary queer digital media resources, directly linking visibility in 
code with visibility in flesh.       

1.2.2 Queer cartographies: mapping out queer others 
A central aspect raised by previous research is the intimate connection 
between queer male digital culture and offline encounters. The goal to meet 
offline and to experience embodied sex has always had a central position, 
even during the time of IRC channels and digital bulletin boards, thus 
interconnecting digital media with subcultural practices such as cruising 
(e.g. Ahlm, 2017; Brown, Maycock & Burns, 2005; Clift, 2010; Cassidy, 
2013; Kim, Kent, McFarland & Klausner, 2001; Licoppe, Riviére & Morel, 
2016; Light, 2016; Tsang, 2000), cottaging (Mowlabocus, 2008; 2010), and 
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barebacking (Mowlabocus, 2007; 2010). Today, when Tinder and similar 
applications primarily targeting heterosexual users have revolutionized 
mainstream dating since its launch in 2012, it might be informative to call 
attention to the fact that queer male smartphone owners have been using 
geolocative dating applications at least since 2009, when Grindr first saw the 
light of day.  

Often referred to as “hook-up apps”, Grindr, Growlr, Hornet, Scruff, and 
others – all targeting queer male users – have garnered much attention 
within the field of queer digital media studies trying to define the (sexual) 
connections and cultures propelled by their usage (e.g. Ahlm, 2017; Batiste, 
2013; Blackwell, Birnholtz and Abbott, 2015; Brubaker Ananny & Crawford, 
2016; Davis et al., 2016; Licoppe, Riviére & Morel, 2016; Møller, 2017; Roth, 
2016; Sam Chan, 2016). Seen from the perspective of visibility, geolocative 
applications could be regarded as the epitome of queer fantasies of recog-
nition, previously communicated through particular attributes, or the active 
appropriation of certain spaces through which queers have learned to 
identify one another. With geolocative targeting, members are now capable 
of an “instant queering” of any immediate surroundings, providing them 
with a “queer cartography” of nearby others (Batiste, 2013).  

In the case of geolocative applications, however, being able to see most 
commonly also means enabling others to see you, returning us once again 
to another layer of the delicate issue of queer visibility. We could, for 
example, reflect, drawing on queer geographer Larry Knopp (2007), on 
what the centrality of territorial positioning in contemporary queer digital 
media means for the vulnerability of “placement”, which he argues to be 
central to many queers.  

The visibility that placement brings can make us vulnerable to violence as 
well as facilitate our marginalization and exclusion from the security and 
pleasures that placement typically brings members of dominant social 
groups. It is no surprise, then, that queers are frequently suspicious, fearful 
and unable to relate easily to the fixity and certainty inherent in most 
dominant ontologies of ‘place’. Indeed, many queers find a certain amount 
of solace, safety and pleasure being in motion or nowhere at all. Social or 
sexual encounters with other queers can feel safer in such contexts – on the 
move, passing through, inhabiting a space for a short amount of time 
(Knopp, 2007: 23).      

Commenting on the “new geography of gay community” due to geolocative 
applications, Roth (2016) argues that these applications challenge a basic 
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tenet of queer cultures throughout the 20th century, namely “the idea of 
maintaining the security of queer communities in the face of unfavorable 
social conditions by insisting on the delineation of ‘safe spaces’—locations 
within which queer visibility becomes normative and therefore inherently 
less dangerous (vis-à-vis legal or public persecution)” (Roth, 2016: 441). 
Thus, the perceived distance between online and offline – recognizable in 
the understanding of digital media as itself a “safe space” – is destabilized, 
and the line between visibility in flesh and code is increasingly blurred. 

Further, being “outed” is not the only issue to take into account regard-
ing visibility within queer digital media use, and much research has also 
served to illuminate the important issue of large-scale surveillance within 
the data-mining economy.    

1.2.3 Online surveillance of queer populations 
Many media scholars have expressed their concern about the fact that social 
networks have gone from community-grounded to business enterprises 
relying on the willingness of members to give up personal information to be 
sold to advertisers and investors (cf. Andrejevic, 2002; Allmer; Fuchs; 
Kreilinger & Sevignani, 2014; Fuchs; 2012; Humphreys, 2011; Lyon, 2001; 
2007; Marwick & boyd, 2011; van Dijk, 2013). This form of corporate 
surveillance is today a more or less inescapable aspect of digital culture, 
turning queer audiences into niche markets. Because surveillance rhetoric 
in digital media is commonly based on notions of care and assistance, 
marginalized groups in search of safe spaces are particularly vulnerable to 
exploitation. While queer individuals are enticed by the promise of a free 
and inclusive community, the social networks simultaneously present them-
selves as “surveying entities” to corporate clients, often based on stereo-
typical descriptions of a preferably “gay” male consumer (Campbell, 2005). 
This has generated discussions on how big-data gathering becomes part of 
the power system that shapes and normalizes queer subjectivity by granting 
types of people practical reality (Conrad, 2009; Phillips & Cunningham, 
2007: 34; also Gamson, 2003).  

While this political economy perspective on data gathering is an im-
mensely important aspect of queer media surveillance, it should be noted 
that nowhere nearly as much attention has been paid to the threat of 
organized monitoring of queer populations online and of state-inventions 
made possible through the self-participatory creations of queer databases. 
Why this is the case must possibly be seen in light of the dominance of 
queer digital media studies performed in liberal democracies, where the 
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streamlining of sexual identities might be a more central concern than 
large-scale persecution. However, while much of the social networks in the 
global West are becoming increasingly commercialized, the major Russian 
social network VKontakte has recently been taken over by Kremlin-friendly 
oligarchs, reportedly giving out user information for political persecution 
(e.g. The Moscow Times, 2014). Even if no large-scale initiatives have been 
taken by the Russian regime outside of the Chechnya region, recent years 
have provided enough examples from areas immediately related to Russia – 
where queer digital media profiles have been used for the harassment of 
queer populations – for there to be an urgent need to acknowledge this 
potential threat.   

During 2017, rulers in both the Russian republic Chechnya and the 
neighboring country Azerbaijan initiated mass arrests of citizens suspected 
of belonging to the queer community, which in both cases included target-
ing victims through social media profiles (Mortimer & Bacchi, 2017; Ravesz, 
2017). Allegedly, in Chechnya, the authorities are believed to have posed as 
queer men looking for dates online. There have been no official confirma-
tions of such activities in either cases, but escapees have reported witnessing 
hideous torture methods and even executions taking place in concentration 
camp-like detention centers (Brock & Edengren, 2018; Nechepurenko, 
2017; Ravesz, 2017). The very intricate layering of visibility/invisibility 
among queer populations (as compared to other minorities who are less 
able to conceal their existence) is further accentuated in these cases because 
the authorities have been able to claim that the persecution of queer citizens 
cannot be an issue in their regions, since no such people can be proven to 
exist there6 (Ravesz, 2017). Further, it has been said that, if in fact there were 
any such people there, the authorities would not have to deal with them 
because “their relatives would send them somewhere from which there is no 
returning.” Thus, as noted by Maria Brock and Emil Edengren (2018: 3) 
“queers are doubly erased” since “the speaker insists that not only are there 
no queer subjects, but even if there were queer subjects, there would be 
none, as they would be dead or have fled the country already”. 

— 
6 The information about persecution of queer citizens in Chechnya was first reported on 
by the Russian newspaper Novaya Gazeta. As a public response to the Interfax news 
agency, the spokesman for Chechnya’s leader Ramzan Kadyrov, Alvi Karimov, said, 
“You cannot detain and persecute people who simply do not exist in the republic,” 
followed by, “If there were such people in Chechnya, the law-enforcement organs 
wouldn’t need to have anything to do with them because their relatives would send them 
somewhere from which there is no returning.” (Ravesz, 2017) 
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In addition, private groups organizing across Russia (and beyond) have 
been using social network sites to get in contact with queer male indivi-
duals. Using fake accounts, these “activists” are initiating contact with men 
and luring them into meeting places where they have been harassed, 
brutally beaten, and sexually abused in front of a camera (e.g. Levesque, 
2013). Further exploiting the queer men’s sensitivity to exposure, the films 
have thereafter been posted on YouTube and the major social network 
VKontakte and spread for public humiliation.  

These kinds of occurrences imply levels of online surveillance not com-
monly captured in accounts focusing on non-marginalized media users, and 
they deserve more attention also within queer digital media studies. The 
question to ask is in what ways queer digital media environments are also 
perceived as landscapes of fear, and to what degree queer media users adjust 
their behaviors in accordance with a presumed digital panopticon in 
authoritative regimes.  

Within the study at hand, my interest in online surveillance, as well as in 
other modes of visibility and invisibility online, lies within the ways in 
which fears, discomfort, and self-discipline, as well as security, relief, and at-
homeness are sensed as embodied experiences of digital media use. This is a 
fairly different approach to much of the studies mentioned so far and is an 
attempt to capture the relationship between queer lifeworlds and queer digi-
tal media use. 

As stated, this means tying in with media phenomenological inquiries, 
which have so far rarely been combined with queer perspectives (examples, 
though, come from Cante, 2015; Longhurst, 2017; Wight, 2014). While 
central media phenomenological themes will be further engaged with in the 
theory chapter, we will now look into some of the pillars for how to under-
stand media use from within this tradition of thought.   

1.3 Media phenomenology 
Media phenomenology is a small but growing field, and it has seen renewed 
interest over the past few years due to the influential work by, for example, 
Shaun Moores (2012; 2017) and Sarah Pink (e.g. 2012; Pink & Leder Mackley, 
2012; 2013; 2016). At the center of media phenomenological thinking is a 
move away from issues of content, culture, and representation towards 
understandings of how media use is sensed and perceived within the larger 
context of everyday living through the embodied media user. This suggests 
that perhaps our media habits are sometimes better understood through 
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logics of the different temporalities and spaces we occupy and move through, 
our daily routines, or the forms of morality we hold than through our 
relationship to different media content. Within queer media studies, recent 
requests have also been made for a move towards such a “third framework” 
and to engage in issues such as the “queer affect and its relationships to 
mediated spatiality and temporality” (Shaw & Sender, 2016: 1).   

1.3.1 Making space “feel right” 
A central trait within media phenomenological studies is a focus on how 
different media are used in mundane ways to make us “feel right” and to 
feel “at home”. We might think of how many people always have their TV 
or radio on during their morning routine, only as a background without 
paying much attention to it. It just makes the home feel “as it should” in the 
mornings. Thus, media phenomenologists are interested in capturing these 
sensibilities as central features of the meanings attached to media use.  

Sarah Pink and Kerstin Leder Mackley (2012; 2013; 2016), for example, 
have done much work showing how different media resources are central 
for producing what they call a “sensory aesthetic of home” within the 
domestic sphere (2016). They argue that media are part and parcel of the 
temporality of the home. For example, their fieldwork in domestic settings 
reveals that switching the TV on and off marks the beginning of a long list 
of “switch- and lock-related activities” among their informants in the begin-
ning and end of the day. Emphasizing the active media user, Pink and Leder 
Mackley argue that media is central not only for the ways in which we 
experience the world, but also in how we create our worlds through inno-
vative and strategic forms of media engagement. Similarly, Stina Bengtsson 
(2006) has highlighted the ways in which people who work from home have 
to negotiate the ways in which the home comes to be lived as both a 
workplace and a place for leisure. Bengtsson thus also points at the power of 
the TV set, experienced as a medium able to separate leisure time from 
working time by being turned on or off. 

Attempting to capture dimensions of “at-homeness”, a large proportion 
of the contributions to the field have taken their starting point in the 
domestic sphere (Bakardijeva 2005; Bengtsson, 2006; Gray A., 2009/1987; 
Pink & Leder Mackley, 2013; 2016). Others have, however, taken media 
other places in order to show how it helps users “feel right” in various 
settings (Bengtsson, 2007; Moores, 2012; Morley, 2000). We might think of, 
for example, how browsing our mobile screens has become integrated with 
traveling by public transport, and thus become a way to create a certain 
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degree of privacy and tranquility when out in public. Stina Bengtsson 
(2007) has likewise illuminated how people continuously modify and vary 
media technology and practices to suitably accompany the movements 
across spaces in their everyday lives. The combination of different forms of 
media, genres, and content with different spaces occupied during different 
times of the day (re)produces social and cultural norms regarding behavior 
that are felt to be important to the media users’ sense of comfort (p. 229).  

Thinking about the ways in which queer digital media users commonly 
balance conflicting investments that are variously connected to separate 
spheres and temporalities and the particular kinds of vulnerabilities they 
face due to issues of homophobia and heteronormativity, we might ask how 
digital media is used to make space and time “feel right” and at what 
moments it simply “feels wrong”. Further, my interest within this study is 
not in “the home”, understood as a domestic setting, but as a phenom-
enological notion of “at-homeness” in and across time and space.     

1.3.2 The sensing body in media use 
What is it that we feel then when we “feel right” or “feel wrong”? Turning to 
Ahmed’s (2006) queer phenomenology, we might say that it is partly about 
the feeling of being as one with your environment. Of being so at ease that 
we simply forget where the body ends and the world begins. And sometimes 
media use might help us “sink into space” or might help ease a sense of 
general discomfort. The mobile screen on the metro, as previously men-
tioned, might provide us with such a feeling, but it can also be about bridg-
ing actual distances between ourselves and that which we need in order to 
feel right.  

Although Maria Bakardijeva (2005) aimed to understand how the 
Internet – as a new technology at the time – was domesticated and incor-
porated into the lifeworlds of ordinary users in their homes, she found that 
some of her informants approached the Internet out of a feeling of isolation. 
While being immobile due to health issues or overwhelming family respon-
sibilities, the Internet connection was very much regarded as a lifeline that 
served to transcend the limits of the domestic sphere and thus make it less 
suffocating. A much more recent study comes from Robin Longhurst 
(2017) looking into how Skype calls are perceived of by different groups of 
users, such as partners in long-distance relationships engaging in web-cam 
sex. However, Longhurst’s informants primarily experienced such efforts as 
being inherently skewed and uncomfortable. Among them, arousal was 
connected with touch, and the replacement of touch by vision was sensed as 
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pornographic and masturbatory. Thus, while the new technology did enable 
long-distance presence and forms of intimacy, the ways in which it engaged 
the sensing body still made it something completely different and prevented 
the informants from losing themselves in an intimate encounter. In this 
case, the media itself was also that which in the end “stopped the body” 
from sinking (Ahmed, 2006: 139). These examples raise awareness of the 
ways in which the body might be extended by digital media, but also of how 
such extensions might fail. This is further connected with the ways in which 
new communication technologies cannot be seen as disconnected from the 
offline body, but neither can they be conflated with it. It raises central 
questions about what it actually means to be embodied in and with media 
and about the role of the flesh within digital media use.       

Someone who has looked deep into this question is Jenny Sundén (2003; 
2010; Sundén & Sveningsson, 2012) who – primarily by focusing on online 
gaming worlds – discusses the circulation of emotions and corporeal desires 
online. By paying close attention to the dually embodied gamer’s arousals, 
longings, solidarities among players, and so on, she challenges the binary 
nature of the “virtual” and “physical” body by fleshing out how emotions 
are set in motion in and through the games. Seeing online games as “desire 
machines”, where the connections between bodies, body parts, and techno-
logy is anything but stable, Sundén (2010) opens up for complex explora-
tions of digital embodiment and the materiality of the virtual.      

This is central to the study at hand due to its pronounced interest in the 
embodied experience of queer digital media use, including critical reflec-
tions on the multiply situated media user and the tensions arising due to 
this. Within the theory chapter, we will delve deeper into discussions of 
what it means to be embodied in and with digital media and – particularly 
by taking the work of media phenomenologist Shaun Moores into account 
– we will extrapolate an understanding of digital media use as spreading out
the body-subject across multiple sites.

1.4 Summary and positioning 
With a starting point in queer digital media studies and media phenom-
enology, this overview has aimed to sketch out the central themes of 
importance for the study at hand. As mentioned, these different strands 
rarely meet, and I see a great potential in combining them into an exis-
tential perspective on queer digital media use. By focusing in particular on 
the visibility/invisibility-spectrum, we have seen how contemporary digital 
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media culture might be experienced as a double-edged sword by queer 
media users. At the same time as queers are presented with previously 
unimaginable possibilities to reach out to one another, space is simul-
taneously reorganized in ways that blur queer and heteronormative separa-
tions, potentially challenging less “openly queer” lifestyles. Further, the 
heightened centrality of hypervisibility – propelled both by economic 
models online and the dominance of Western ideals within queer digital 
culture – serves to enable in-group targeting, but also makes queer popu-
lations vulnerable to exposure and persecution.  

Among previous studies, most take their starting point in English-lan-
guage Western contexts and, as also argued by others, “tend to lose sight of 
the cultural specificities of Internet use” (Dhoest & Szulc, 2016: 1), making 
it appear as more general than specific. Besides the previously described 
work by Mowlabocus (2010) on British digital gay male culture, another 
exception comes from Alexander Dhoest and Lukatz Szulc’s (2016) attempt 
to shed light on how social, cultural, and material contexts among indi-
vidual queer media users with a migration background affect their ways of 
navigating their online selves. Focusing on the informants’ balancing 
between their context of cultural background on the one hand and their 
context of a generally more liberal and visibly queer Belgium on the other, 
the authors note a greater level of conflict than in other published work on 
context collapse among queer media users and thus call for greater diversity 
in research samples within the field.         

Since we know from previous research that the production of queer 
space in Russia tends to include strategies of invisibility and the separation 
of queer spheres (Kondakov, 2017a; Stella, 2012; 2013; 2015), this study 
pays attention to how such tendencies might be translated into digital 
media usage. How is the interweaving of queer and heteronormative space 
through, for example, geolocative applications, perceived? And what is in 
fact the position of the visibly queer male body within digital media culture 
in Russia? To what extent are queer digital media resources regarded as 
producing spaces in their own right? And if they do, how do these spaces 
relate to the offline world?  

Further, within this study I aim to discuss queer digital media use from a 
more existential perspective in terms of how it relates to queer lifeworlds. 
Building on the ways within media phenomenology to understand media 
use in terms of sensibilities, of helping the body sink into its environment, 
or of disorienting the media user due to how digital media re-organizes and 
multiplies the body’s positionality, I want to grasp the situation of the 
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embodied media user with a queer disposition in a straight world. How 
does digital media use help clear space, not only for particular subcultural 
practices, but also for queer existence? What dreams are spun through the 
world wide web of queer connectivity, and what lines appear on the ground, 
previously unseen? These kinds of questions take on a specific urgency in a 
context where queers are increasingly symbolically excluded from the 
imagined national community of belonging, which will be further discussed 
within the next chapter.  

1.5 Disposition of the book 
In order to contextualize queer living in Russia, the next chapter will 
present the reader with previous queer research focusing on the region. It 
covers a brief historical background of some of the legal and cultural 
circumstances surrounding Russia’s queer population during the twentieth 
century, as well as a more detailed account of the contemporary situation, 
including the infamous “gay propaganda ban”. It also discusses queer 
lifestyles and includes an overview of sites that were recurrently included in 
the fieldwork, focusing on queer-catering entertainment locations in Saint 
Petersburg. This chapter further provides a discussion about how the queer 
theoretical project has been understood and criticized in relation to the 
Russian contexts, followed by definitions of the related concepts and 
terminology used throughout the study.  

Thereafter, in Chapter Three we will move over to the theoretical frame-
work of the study. Here, the concept of space is at center stage and is largely 
dealt with in relation to power and body politics. We dig deeper into the 
field of human geography and the social production of space, primarily 
drawing on the work of Henri Lefebvre (1984/1974) and Doreen Massey 
(2005), as well as queer geography. Moving towards the micro-perspectives 
of the perceiving subject, the chapter presents the foundational work of 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1997/1962) before going deeper into critical 
phenomenology (primarily through Ahmed, 2006; Young, 1980). Arguing 
for a queer digital media phenomenology, the chapter aims to create a 
framework for what it means for queer individuals to be embodied with and 
through digital media use and how this orients them in space and time.  

Chapter Four, “On closeness and distance: a fag hag ethnography” 
thereafter presents the methodological approach used. It is dispositioned as 
an exposé of experiences in the field, including recruiting, interviewing, and 
doing fieldwork, as well as analyzing and writing. It includes the more 
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specific concerns relating to a “multi-sited field”, including digital environ-
ments, and a definition of a non-digital-centric digital ethnography as 
discussed by Pink et al (2016). The chapter further covers discussions on the 
numerous ethical considerations within the field. Particularly, the chapter 
presents the figure of the “fag hag ethnographer” and the implications of 
this positionality.  

Before moving over to the analysis chapters, a brief interlude serves to 
contextualize the most commonly used queer digital media resources within 
the study, and to give a more detailed description of each informant. The 
interlude is meant as a gallery of voices possible to return to while reading 
the following empirical analyses.  

The analysis is thereafter organized into four chapters. First, within “A 
queer kind of dwelling”, we look at what might be learned about early queer 
life narratives in relation to digital media from a phenomenological per-
spective. Drawing on interviews with the informants, retrospectively look-
ing back at their childhood and/or youth, often coinciding with the early 
digitalization of Russia, I discuss the finding of queer others in terms of 
orientations in space and time. Taking Moores’s (2012) conceptualization 
of “dwelling” as a media phenomenological term, I look at the extensive 
periods of time spent in queer-mediated space as embodied habituation and 
as the kind of “work” needed in order to establish a basic queer orientation 
in a straight world.   

In “(Re)organizing space and new digital spatialities”, we look closer at 
the informant’s current queer digital media use and how it can be under-
stood to co-produce and reorganize space within their everyday lives. It 
discusses how the informant’s queer digital media use relates to spaces of 
belonging, such as the nation and the family, and how the informants 
perceive of the place of queerness within the world into which they’re 
thrown. This chapter reveals that the informants use digital media in a way 
that corresponds to a complex layering of privacy and concealment. While 
supporting a queerness that is lived as a compartmentalized multiplicity, 
queer digital media use also implies risks of leakage and “context collapse” 
(Hogan, 2010; Marwick & boyd 2011). For others, queer digital media use 
also creates faraway proximity, in that distant queer others come to feel 
close by becoming part of their intimate everyday sphere, and propels vast 
movements.       

Thereafter, “Mobility: to walk off line” looks at the informants’ move-
ments within and across spaces both online and offline while paying special 
attention to the factors governing different mobilities. The chapter high-
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lights how the inaccessibility of queer places might be renegotiated through 
digital media, pointing out the importance of these resources also in sites 
where offline queer infrastructure is available. In fact, the results indicate 
that online queer connectivity almost always predates offline contact with 
queer sites even for those born and raised in the urban centers. This chapter 
also includes descriptions of how informants get together with queer others 
through digital media and what motivates their chosen strategies. Due to 
the conflicts between different spheres of investment, the results flesh out 
different kinds of discontinuities in queer digital media use in relation to 
the online and the offline.  

The last analysis chapter “Futurities – from here to queer?” discusses in 
what ways queer digital media interconnects with imagined futures. What 
dreams are fueled? Are bodies mobilized? Or is there a discrepancy between 
futurities and the mobility of bodies? The chapter further critically discusses 
the applicability of queer theoretical writing on futurity formulated within 
the West in light of what has been called the “anti-social turn” within the 
Russian context. The results imply that different forms of digital media use 
among the informants are also connected with different queer temporalities 
and ways of leaning (or not leaning) towards the future.    

Lastly, in the final chapter “Bodies against the flow” I approach the 
results from the analyses while moving from the use of “queer” as a 
phenomenological description towards a more theoretically challenging 
“queering” of prominent tropes within current digital media studies. The 
tropes discussed are the “real name Internet”, the “online/offline collapse”, 
and the “disappearance of media”, pointing at what the broader field of 
media studies might gain from a queer perspective. The other way around, 
the chapter also discusses implications on queer phenomenology when put 
in relation to digital media. Lastly the chapter draws together the central 
components of what has been fleshed out as a “queer digital media 
phenomenology” throughout the study.   
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CHAPTER 2

“Queer” in Russia 

In the following, I aim to sketch out a sociocultural context for queer desires 
and ways of living within contemporary Russia. In doing so, this chapter 
primarily draws on previous research, but also involves the voices of expert 
informants interviewed for this project. It should however be noted that 
queer/gay & lesbian studies is a fairly under-researched field in Russia 
(Kondakov, 2016), even though being the largest and fastest growing among 
the Central and Eastern European countries (as noted by Kulpa & 
Mizielinska, 2016/2011), and there is limited knowledge about the com-
plexities of queer existence within the country throughout history. A further 
limitation on the range of resources drawn upon in this overview is the 
inevitable incompleteness of a contextualization based only on sources 
written in, or translated into, English or otherwise second-hand sources. 
Important work from Russian academia is thus certainly missing here, and 
this chapter should consequently not be understood as an attempt at an 
exhaustive review, but simply as a brief outline.  

To begin with, the chapter gives a short historical summary, primarily 
focusing on juridical legislation and public discourse, aiming to define “the 
place” of queerness within Russian society at large7. Here, some basic 
background information about the contemporary digital media landscape 
and Internet regulations within the country will also be presented. 
Thereafter, we will take a closer look at queer lifestyles, including meeting 
places and public culture, moving from the Soviet period into contem-
porary times. The chapter then ends with a critical discussion of what it 
means to use queer theory within the Russian context in general, taking into 
account the critique of previous studies from the region, and what that 
implies for my own research in particular. 

— 
7 More comprehensive overviews may be found in e.g. Essig (1999). 
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2.1 Regulating queer bodies 
There is an old catchphrase “there was no sex in the Soviet Union”. The 
quote draws on a statement from a Soviet lady named Lyudmila Ivanova 
during a televised conference between audiences in the United States and 
the USSR in 1986, and became widely spread, due to its ironic resemblance 
with Stalinist discourse (Russiapedia, 2014). The frequent echoing of the 
phrase implies something about the sexual morals propagandized within 
the Union, largely restricting public affection, premarital intimacy, sexual 
education, birth control, and “vulgar” aesthetics, among other things, caus-
ing what has been called retrospectively a “sexual anorexia” (Naiman, 1997). 
This was not least true of queer male intimacy, which was criminalized 
between 1934 and 1993 according to criminal code 154, and later 121.1, 
deeming male-to-male sex (muzhelozhstvo) punishable with up to eight 
years’ imprisonment, with slight variations throughout the period (Essig, 
1999: 7–14). As in many similar law texts around the world, same-sex 
activity between women was never included as a crime, and consequently 
rarely led to imprisonment. Instead, queer women were commonly 
subjected to mental institutionalization and abusive psychological and 
physiological treatments (Essig, 1999; Gessen, 1994; Stella, 2015).  

However, in order not to cement the image of Russia as a homophobic 
stronghold throughout history, a quick glance at the periods pre-dating the 
criminalization in 1934 might serve as a counterweight. The tsarist decades 
preceding the Bolshevik Revolution are in some accounts regarded as 
somewhat of a golden age for Russian sexual minorities, with a number of 
queer public figures among both the cultural elite and the state leadership. 
There are estimations indicating that as many as eight grand dukes were 
leading queer lifestyles during the reign of Nicholas II (Berberova, 1997 in 
Baer, 2000: 183). Homosexuality was still a criminal defense, but it did not 
“serve as a vehicle for symbolic politics”, as it later would (Engelstein, 1992 
in Baer, 2000: 184). Rather, during this time, the urban queer subculture 
was unattended enough to go through a state of commercialization, similar 
to that which is said to have produced the modern homosexual identity in 
the global West (cf. D’Emilio, 1993). This included, for example, queer male 
bathhouse services and bars (Kondakov, 2017a: 6). The relative freedom of a 
queer lifestyle was nevertheless more so for the rich and famous than for 
regular people, who could face severe punishments if convicted. Thus, it has 
been noted, an overly romanticizing perspective on the tsarist era overlooks 
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both peasant experiences as well as the emotional suffering present in many 
Russian historical queer accounts from the time (Baer, 2000: 186).  

Also, after the Revolution the Bolsheviks further promoted an attitude 
towards same-sex desire that was very permissive by international measures 
at the time (e.g. in comparison to Sweden, the UK, and the US). They saw 
legislation drawing on morality to be a bourgeois leftover and therefore 
decriminalized homosexuality in 1917 (while this would take until 1944 in 
Sweden and 1967 in England. In the US, sodomy laws were gradually 
removed between 1962 and 2003). Some Bolsheviks even regarded sexual 
liberation as a central concern for the Revolution itself (Edenborg, 2017: 
80). However, this would change dramatically under Stalin’s reign. What 
was new about the Stalinist era, also in comparison to previous sodomy 
laws, was the way in which sexual practices became part of one’s trust-
worthiness as a citizen. Laurie Essig (1999: 5) contends that:  

the pervert was never a patriot. Queers were fascists, fascists were queers. 
Good citizens – always straight – must control, punish, and eventually elimi-
nate treasonous desires.  

On May 23, 1934, the two biggest Soviet newspapers published an article by 
the prominent intellectual Maxim Gorky claiming that homosexuality was 
directly related to the Western bourgeoisie and German fascism. The article 
concluded “Destroy homosexuality and fascism will disappear!” (Mogutin, 
1995). Dan Healy, professor in modern Russian history, argues that the 
English translation of the phrase “Unichtozh’te gomoseksualistov – fashizm 
ischeznet” misses out on the “unmistakably genocide resonance” of the 
original statement, encouraging the destruction of – not a phenomenon – 
but an entire group of human beings (Healy, 2001: 332). In 1936, 
muzhelozhstvo was declared a political crime against the Soviet state and the 
proletariat, and thereafter became subject to large-scale prosecution 
(Mogutin, 1995).   

Consequently, queer lifestyles turned into an “unmentionable sin” (Kon, 
1993 in Essig, 1999: 7), implying a pressing need for discretion for any 
queer activity. Among the general public, only the hundreds of Russian men 
jailed and sent to working camps every year implied the queer’s ever-
present existence within the Soviet Union. Any suspicion of committed acts 
of muzhelozhstvo could lead to imprisonment, and a hint from a neighbor 
might be enough to have someone arrested. Those prosecuted under Article 
121 were further very likely to be relegated to the opushchennyye or petukhi 
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caste, i.e. “the degraded” within the gulag system, who suffered especially 
inhumane treatment. The petukhi did not only consist of those recognized 
as queer, but also other prisoners who for different reasons were being 
subjugated by inmates, commonly through rape. In order to expose the 
degraded and deem them sexually available to all the “real men” among the 
other prisoners (the muzhiki, or patsany), the petukhi were commonly 
branded by tattoos (Healy, 2010: 215). This systematic torture became 
widely known among the queer citizenry through testimonies from the ones 
surviving their imprisonment and through what was later reported publicly 
by former queer inmates such as the writer Lev Samuilovich Klein and the 
Leningrad poet Gennady Trifonov. Healy means that, due to the vast 
amount of men imprisoned and sent to camps throughout the Soviet 
period, these tattoos and the humiliation they represent in the collective 
memory still today work “as a significant specter that haunts the ways in 
which physical love between men is imagined in post-Soviet Russia” (2010: 
215). Similarly, Adi Kuntsman (2008: 280) shows in her work on recent 
Russian hate speech against sexual minorities that the gulags are still 
“formative of Russian views of same-sex relations as disgusting and dan-
gerous” through intertextual reverberations and name-calling coming from 
these sites.  

After the death of Stalin in 1953, the worst moralist prosecutions were 
gradually loosened among the general public, and the 1960s and 1970s have 
been described as a period of more decadent lifestyles in urban Russia, even 
though the criminal code 121 would remain in force all the way until 1993 
(Kozlovsky, 1986 in Kondakov, 2017a: 8). In the late 1980s/early 1990s, the 
last Communist leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, introduced his glasnost and 
perestroika reforms aiming to lead the Soviet society in a more democratic 
direction. At that time, loosened media censorship and more liberal atti-
tudes towards freedom of speech suddenly opened up for public debates on 
sex and sexuality and new media representations of pornography and 
erotica (Healy, 2010). After the fall off the Soviet Union in 1991, market 
forces entered Russian society making queer subcultures more visible 
through their commodification, including discos, publishing houses, and 
restaurants, offering “comfortable spaces to enjoy, have fun, explore homo-
sexuality and spend money” (Kondakov, 2017a: 10).  

With the rapid slide towards more “traditional values” and the erosion of 
democratic societal functions since the start of the 21st century though, 
queer living has once again become subjected to juridical regulation. In fact, 
already in 2002, criminal code 121 was considered for re-introduction in 
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Russia, including same-sex relationships between women (Edenborg, 2017: 
80). Even though the bill was voted down, the political discussion on queer-
related issues has remained ever since. Regardless of loosened tensions over 
the preceding decades, queerness has continued to be regarded a threat to 
the moral fabric of the country, and it is mostly tolerated only so long as it 
remains “private” and invisible (Stella, 2012: 1825). Marking the boundaries 
for queer expressivity in the country, the current regime – intimately 
entwined with the Orthodox Church – in the beginning of the 2010s intro-
duced the internationally infamous law banning what was being referred to 
as “gay propaganda”.     

2.1.1 The anti-gay law and contemporary public discourse  
on queerness 

During 2012–20138 the Russian State Duma gradually implemented the bill 
On the Protection of Children from Information Harmful to their Health and 
Development, which criminalized “‘propaganda of nontraditional sexual 
relationships among minors”9 The bill, commonly referred to inter-
nationally as “the gay propaganda ban”, or “the anti-gay law” was meant to 
prevent the spread of information or public actions presenting “homo-
sexualism” as a “behavioral norm” that could risk “popularizing” such a 
lifestyle (Article 19, 2013: 4). The bill is frequently framed by officials in 
terms of distinct national culture, and the text of the law relies heavily on 
notions of “tradition” as it aims to prevent information that might “cause” 
minors to: 

form non-traditional sexual predispositions, notions of attractiveness of 
non-traditional sexual relationships, distorted ideas about the equal social 
value of traditional and non-traditional sexual relationships, or imposing 
information about non-traditional sexual relationships which raises interest 

— 
8 In fact, different versions of similar bills have been implemented throughout Russian 
regions ever since at least 2006. The federal bill was first initiated by the Legislative 
Assembly of Novosibirsk Oblast in March 2012, and is comprised of three articles that 
introduce amendments to two federal laws and the Code of Administrative Offences 
respectively (Article 19, 2013). However, it was only in 2012, when Saint Petersburg 
implemented a propaganda ban similar to the federal version that it turned into a major 
news topic and a central symbolic question within political contestations. As the bill 
then turned federal in 2013, it evoked the peak of public discussion nationally and 
internationally up until the Sochi Olympics in January 2014.     
9 The terms used within the law text and public discourse are often related to “homo-
sexualism” or “homosexuals”, even though sometimes aiming to capture what would be 
called in other contexts, for example, LGBTQI-people 
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in such relationships insofar as these acts do not amount to a criminal 
offence. 

 (in Article 19, 2013: 12) 

The “homosexuals”, it is often said by officials, may do whatever they like 
behind closed doors, but they should not confront others with it because 
doing so conflicts with the “Russian way of living”. This argument is in itself 
nothing new with the introduction of the propaganda ban, but was heard 
from officials also, for example, during the first attempts to organize a Pride 
parade in Moscow in 2006, which was met by strong resistance from both 
the authorities and civil society. At the time, Moscow mayor Yuri Luzhkov 
stated:  

If anyone has any deviations from normal principles in organizing one’s 
sexual life, those deviations should not be exhibited for all to see, and those 
who may turn out unsteady should not be invited to do so.  

          (in Stella, 2013: 471)    

The years following the introduction of the bill showcased a previously 
unmatched debate about queer living in Russia, turning it into an inter-
national news subject as one report after another described Russian queer 
activists being arrested and violent attacks on queer public manifestations 
(e.g. Ashenden, 2013; CNN, 2012; Elder 2012; Luhn, 2013). Ironically, the 
attempts to regulate and quell queer visibility instead made queerness more 
visible than ever, even in the Russian media (Edenborg, 2017: 81).    

The “gay propaganda initiative” was further accompanied by a media 
campaign in which queer activists were being associated with “lobbyism”, 
“imperialism”, and “elitism”. Through extensive analyses of Russian media 
output, Emil Edenborg (2015; 2017) has identified the three most re-
occurring narratives within the campaign. The first theme equated “the 
homosexual” with the end of the nation, as President Putin repeatedly was 
connecting sexual minorities with Russian birth rates. “The homosexual” 
thus became, as Edenborg notes, “a symbol of the nation’s inability to 
reproduce itself” (2015: 11) Secondly, queers were being framed as enemies 
of the state, with “agendas” to propagate. Drawing on anti-Semitic dis-
course, queers were defined as a “world-spanning elite wielding a power 
vastly disproportional to their number”. Therefore, the regulation of queer 
visibility could be interpreted as a “people’s revolt” against the “dictatorship 
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of liberal values” (p. 12–13). The third narrative explicated by Edenborg is 
the idea of a tight connection between “the homosexual” and Western 
imperialism. In practice, this was exemplified in how possibilities to organ-
ize and perform queer NGO work were seriously undermined by the 
Foreign Agents Law adopted in 2012, which forced all NGOs that received 
foreign funding for conducting “political activity” to register their organi-
zation and to publicly identify themselves as “foreign agents” (Civil Rights 
Defenders, 2015). Because queer NGOs have never received state funding in 
Russia, they have been largely dependent on foreign sponsors and are thus 
utterly crippled by this requirement.  

Over the past decades, Russian “traditional values” have thus increasing-
ly become rhetorically positioned against the perceived decadence of 
Western Europe and the US, which is why restricting queer rights can be 
framed as a form of “anti-colonialism” (Edenborg, 2015: 16). This discourse 
is not unique to Russia, and should be recognized as part of a broader 
transnational trend expressed within conservative-nationalist movements 
throughout contemporary Europe and elsewhere. Mainly targeting identity 
politics, multiculturalism, and women’s rights, this “illiberal populism” is 
framed as a “people’s uprising” against the “liberal elites”, claiming to repre-
sent the “silent majority” in distinct national contexts even though being a 
very well-coordinated and global phenomenon (e.g. Kuhar & Paternotte, 
eds. 2017). As a consequence, though, there has been a rapid rise in openly 
declared homophobia within the Russian public sphere (e.g. Kondakov, 
2017b). A recent example comes from the gourmet food chain Bread and 
Salt, launched in, among other places, Saint Petersburg’s main shopping 
street in 2017. While the chain was considered by the local media to be 
impudently overpriced, not as much attention was paid to the fact that all 
shops had hand-carved wooden signs fronting the entrance saying, “No 
pederasts allowed” (Volchek, 2017).  

Obviously, queer politics have become part of a larger geopolitical battle 
in which cultural globalization is increasingly regarded a threat, and where 
the question of “how far an open homosexual identity is compatible with 
Russian citizenship” has taken on immense symbolic value (Healy, 2010: 
211). As queer politics are becoming hijacked by this broader nationalist 
discourse, it affects the safety of, and attitudes towards, those leading a 
queer life within the country. Research shows that the amount of hate 
crimes has doubled between 2012 and 2015, with a gradual rise starting in 
2013, when the propaganda law was nationally implemented (Kondakov, 
2018). A yearly survey performed by Russian NGOs in 2014, including over 
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a thousand anonymous participants, showed that almost half of the res-
pondents had faced psychological violence, while fifteen percent had suf-
fered physical violence. As many as thirty-seven percent had also experi-
enced work-related discrimination due to their sexual orientation or gender 
identity. In a number of cases, the propaganda bill has further been used to 
motivate hate crimes (Coming Out et al., 2014).  

2.1.2 Digital media regulations 
The threat of “gay propaganda” is discursively connected with control, or 
lack of control, over digital media. This is crystalized within the text of the 
bill, saying: 

Given the modern level of development in mass communications and 
information technologies, parents and teachers are often unable to protect 
children from information that is negative or may be harmful to them.  

(Kremlin, 2011)  

“Propaganda” that is carried out with the use of mass media or the Internet 
is consequently met with harsher fines then other forms (Article 19, 2013: 
11).  

Russia is today by far the biggest Internet market in Europe, with about 
100 million users and 76.4 percent Internet penetration in 2017 (Freedom 
House, 2017). During recent years though, governmental surveillance and 
restrictions on free speech have been ever more applied also to online 
environments, among which the propaganda ban is but one example. 
Accordingly, in 2014, Reporters Without Borders (2014) added Russia to its 
list of “Enemies of the Internet”. After that, in 2015–2016, a further package 
of control measures was presented within the Yarovaya’s Law, significantly 
furthering authorities’ access to user data. Freedom House called attention 
in their 2016 Freedom of the Net report to “a dramatic hike in arrests of 
social media users” due to so-called “extremist expression online”. They 
specifically pointed out that queer social media groups and websites were 
being routinely censored, with examples including the blocking of five 
accounts of queer groups on social media site VKontakte due to “gay 
propaganda” offences. In addition, a private member on the platform was 
during the same year found guilty of having “distributed ‘homosexual 
propaganda’ among minors after posting a supportive message on the page 
of a queer group, for which he was fined approximately 1,500 euros. 
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Initiatives working with community support online for queer minors have 
repeatedly been subjected to legal charges and threatened with being closed 
down (Freedom House, 2016), and in early 2018 the very well-established 
Gay.ru portal, which had been running for over twenty years, was added to 
a list of banned sites for violating the law on gay propaganda (The Moscow 
Times, 2018).  

In addition to state surveillance online, several LGBTQI spokespersons10 
have also highlighted increased vulnerability for queer Russians online due 
to systematic tracking and persecution by homophobic groups and indi-
viduals (Human Rights Watch, 2014).  

Overall, looking at the general picture of contemporary regulations of 
the queer population shows serious limitations on civil rights both offline 
and online. However, as we know from before – not least in Russia – legisla-
tion and top-down imperatives do not say that much about how life is 
actually lived. Also, in Soviet times, queer people found their ways to con-
nect and produce space for themselves, even though facing persecution by 
an authoritarian regime. So, the question regarding queer living is rarely if, 
but how. Today we should, however, ask in what ways this how may be 
answered, taking digital media into account.   

2.2 Queer lifestyles 
Somewhat paradoxically, the “secret” meeting places appropriated by queer 
people have often consisted of highly public venues such as parks, metro 
stations, and public lavatories. Also, throughout Soviet history these and 
other places have served to expose queer bodies to one another and to 
simultaneously hide them from the gaze of others (Fiks, 2013a; Schluter, 
2002). The places in which queers in Russia have tended to clear space for 
themselves thus have much in common with the public sexual cultures 
documented in the global West during the 20th century among (particu-
larly) queer men (e.g. Bell, 1997; Califa, 2000; Humphries, 1970; Lindholm 
& Nilsson, 2005), but must at the same time be understood through their 
own local logics. Alexander Kondakov (2017a), for example, argues that the 

— 
10 Igor Kochetkov, chairman of the Russian LGBT Network says: “This is an organized 
phenomenon, these groups operate across Russia, they are coordinated online, and this 
movement has a distinct ideology, it’s a neo-Nazi ideology. It’s important to understand 
who we’re dealing with. These are fascists who have chosen the easiest prey, which are 
gay people.” In the short film by Human Rights Watch (2014) “Russia: Gay men beaten 
on camera”.    
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occurrence of queer public space in the USSR must be recognized as an 
“alternative public” produced through the seemingly totalizing monopoly 
over both public and private space by the state. While private housing was 
being exchanged for communitarian apartments, “the private” became 
politicized, and all space became public space and under social control, 
including sexual behavior (p. 7). At the same time, the public was being 
redefined according to a range of prohibitions on what could be done and 
expressed publicly, and because any space was considered inherently 
political, even such a thing as casually gathering in parks or city squares 
could be regarded as anti-socialist behavior (p. 6). Thus, citizens started to 
practice public space in disobedient ways, producing an alternative public 
sphere where many deviant ways of living were accepted and normalized, 
even to the degree that they were quietly overlooked by state officials and 
KGB agents (Kozlovsky, 1986 in Kondakov, 2017a). Further, even if the 
public queer meeting places in the USSR were reminding of those in other 
places during the same time, it must be recognized that apart from these 
spaces there was a complete lack of commercial enterprises catering to 
queers, such as gay bars and clubs, and this situation lasted all the way until 
the 1990s11. Thus, Russian queers fundamentally relied on appropriating 
partly public places in order to find one another, and this developed into 
alternative queer geographies within the cities. 

Train stations were one of the sites where Soviet queers commonly met. 
Besides article 121.1, queers – like all Soviet citizens – faced severe restric-
tions on personal mobility as very few had private transportation options. 
In addition to this, places to appropriate demanded a cover for standing 
around, such as window-shopping by the avenue, or waiting for your turn 
by the public lavatories, as well as some measure of possible privacy in 
reaching for more intimate encounters. Due to such reasons, long-distance 
and inter-city commuter train stations became known as queer meeting 
places because rail travel was the most widely used transportation and 
loitering could be masqueraded as waiting (Schluter, 2002: 88–89). A queer 
body circulating a train station would soon be recognized by other cruisers, 
perhaps by a subcultural sign such as a dress code, body language, or simply 
by the very act of circulating in such a space. It is said that the empty trains 
that parked overnight at Moscow’s train stations would turn into erotic 

— 
11 There are some reports that certain establishments, particularly in the urban centers, 
could sometimes be appropriated for queer use due to the willingness of individual 
workers or managers. This was, however, rather rare (Schluter, 2001: 106–107).     
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hotels after midnight for cruisers in search of somewhere to crash with their 
new acquaintances12.  

The most common form of public meeting places was, however, the 
“pléshka”, often consisting of a busy city street with benches in reach for 
gathering, and a not too far away hidden space. In Saint Petersburg, the 
pléshka was located at the very center on the main avenue Nevsky Prospect, 
where men were strolling the sidewalks pretending to be window shopping. 
In a warehouse and loading dock for a nearby department store, a long dark 
courtyard served as a shelter where men had quick casual sex “among the 
idle trucks, empty packing crates, and garbage dumpsters” (Schluter, 2002: 
91). A few blocks away was also a park surrounding a big monument of 
Catherine the Great, referred to by local queer men as “Cathy’s Garden” 
where many gathered at the beginning of the evening. In a survey among 
447 Soviet queers (predominantly male) in the early 1990s, 72.5 percent of 
the respondents reported that they had a pléshka in their city and that it was 
by far the most likely place to cruise for sex partners. Hence, the pléshka is 
described in the literature as a “very widespread institutionalized meeting 
place” (p. 92). Other known places for queer appropriation during this era 
were, for example, public toilets and beaches – the most well-known situ-
ated in Sochi.  

As mentioned, the two decades following Gorbachev’s reforms produced 
significant queer organizational infrastructure across the country and a 
previously unseen public presence of queer expressivity through activities 
and nightlife establishments, particularly in the big cities. Until the present, 
this has included national NGOs such as The Russian LGBT Network, 
Coming Out, the Transgender Legal Defense Project (Rainbow Foundation), 
the Side by Side International Film Festival, and a number of long-running 
bars and clubs. During the 1990s, the first openly homoerotic media 
material since before the Revolution was also produced, starting with the 
gay periodical Tema in 1990. The entire decade thereafter became a time of 
“relative freedom” for the gay and lesbian press, including shorter and 
longer lifespan magazines such as Partner(sha!), Ty, Uranus, RISK, Zerkalo, 
Gay, Slavine!, ARGO, and the successful 1/10 (Odna desiataia). 1/10 lasted 
most of the decade and constituted a much-frequented space for same-sex 
contact ads before online social networking took over towards the turn of 
the millennium (Healy, 2010: 215–216). It has also been recognized that 
online slash fandoms (queer fan fiction) are today treated as important sites 

— 
12 Picked up in discussions with informants from the Moscow region.   
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for subcultural practices, identity work, and political expressivity for queer 
Russians facing an “ever-shrinking public space for their voices” (Rajagopa-
lan, 2015: 43, also Palash, 2013; Samutina, 2014).   

Today, there is a fairly broad range of dating sites, social media groups, 
applications, and digital bulletin boards catering to queer Russian audi-
ences. The portal Gay.ru has been running since 1997, and besides offering 
different services for online queer connectivity, it has also provided global 
news reporting on community issues, city guides, and detailed recom-
mendations on how to date and how to keep safe. As mentioned, though, 
the site is currently undergoing legal charges for propaganda offenses, and 
the outcome was not yet known at the time of writing. However, the digital 
bulletin board BBS, which is reached through Gay.ru, is still available within 
Russia, even though the main domain can only be reached from outside the 
country.  

Another well-known queer digital media phenomenon is the group Deti-
404 (Дети-404. ЛГБТ-подростки) running since 2013. Highlighting the fact 
that the “gay propaganda law” means that it is now illegal to provide 
underage queers with support and encouragement, and that the law text is 
formulated as if underage queers do not exist, the name of the group refers to 
the internet message "Error 404 - Page not found”. The project consists of 
both a private "closed" group on the Russian social network VKontakte, 
offering psychological assistance to queer teens where they can share their 
problems and get help from adult participants, and an open group on 
Facebook and VKontakte. The public groups publish letters and discreet 
pictures from the underage queers who contact them, and other members can 
support them by commenting. In order to protect the children’s anonymity, 
all content is sent to an email address and then posted second hand by the 
administrators of the group. The pictures always include the text Deti-404, 
commonly written on anonymous body-parts like an arm, or on a piece of 
paper. The initiator and administrator Lena Klimova has been charged for 
gay propaganda offenses numerous times, but has so far not been convicted. 
At the time of writing, the open group had 90,000 members.   

2.2.1 Saint Petersburg’s queer infrastructure 
Being Russia’s second largest city after Moscow, with a population of roughly 
five million citizens, and situated by the banks of the Gulf of Finland, Saint 
Petersburg is commonly considered the country’s most cosmopolitan city. 
Inhabitants tend to pride themselves on being more outward looking than the 
rest of the country, more fashionable (Lönn, 2018), and more liberal, and, as a 
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consequence, I am often told throughout my visits that Saint Petersburg is 
regarded as Russia’s “gay capital”. Without putting that statement to the test, 
it is fair to agree that Saint Petersburg does have a rather stable (especially 
male) "queer” infrastructure, including nightclubs, cruising clubs, outdoor 
cruising areas, specialized subcultural meeting places, and a well-organized 
activist sphere with several different NGOs. During my fieldwork, the city 
also hosted a yearly queer film festival.  

Rather than being clustered in one particular “gay area” such as Canal 
Street in Manchester or “The Village” in Montreal, the queer sites are spread 
out across the city. The clubs and bars are primarily targeting an either 
queer female or queer male audience, combined with more or less costly 
sanctions towards visitors of the opposite gender, ranging from complete 
prohibition to enter, to triple admission fees or the stipulation of entering 
together with at least three others from the usual crowd. In accordance with 
my previous experience from other places, the queer female clubs are (for, I 
am sure, very good reasons) more closed for male visitors than the other 
way around, which was made extremely clear when I brought my informant 
and (as time went by) good friend Nicolai as company to one of the clubs 
situated far away from our usual areas. Nicolai, who for obvious reasons 
had never been to a queer female bar before, had to negotiate for half an 
hour before finally being let in for the complete robbery of seventy euros. 
After repeatedly not being let through to the bar, but pushed away by 
irritated women, we soon called it an evening and took a cab back to our 
good old Club Cabaret, where I was more mildly overcharged but more 
than welcome.  

In the following, I will briefly present some of the reoccurring queer sites 
commonly used by the informants in Saint Petersburg in order to draw a 
picture of what “the scene” looks like today. It is a sporadic map of spaces 
where the informants and I spent time together, or which they themselves 
tended to frequent. It says very little about the city as such, but more about 
the commercial queer male scene, even if not in any exhaustive manner. 

Club Cabaret was the place that we frequented the most, and it soon 
came to feel like a second living room with its heavy curtains and warm 
cozy atmosphere. It is one of those places I guess you can find today in 
roughly any bigger city with an existing commercial queer scene, wildly 
combining elements of drag, cheesy hit music, and glamour. Only at 
Cabaret it all seems multiplied by ten. The drag show is more spectacular, 
the queens wittier, the air smokier, the karaoke crazier, and the main setting 
more lavish than an up-market gentlemen’s club. During the daytime, the 
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establishment serves as a restaurant, which then turns into a queer haven at 
eleven p.m. during weekends, with opening hours until six a.m. Every 
Saturday the drag show starts at two thirty a.m., with new choreographies 
every month, and a constant hostess, with a wit as sharp as a knife, and a 
faithful fan-base of regulars. After paying the entrance fee of 500 rubles for 
women and 300 for men, and following the red carpet via the flamboyant 
gentleman always working in the closet, the visitor comes onto the main 
floor with several bars and the big saloon. The saloon has a stage covered by 
thick shimmering curtains, and tables set for those willing to pay. One table 
is usually reserved for the owner, who sits with an entourage of handsome 
men around him by the start of the show, and who always gets a homage 
from the stage. Lastly, there is the disco where visitors are dancing, hugging, 
kissing, flirting, and rounding up with cheek-to-cheeks towards closing 
time. On the second floor there is a chill-out area, another bar, a karaoke 
room, and a closed door leading to the darkrooms. Cabaret attracts a broad 
range of mostly queer men, with a larger age-span than the other places, but 
also some occasional queer women and other female visitors. It has a very 
friendly, community-like air to it, and several of the informants seem to 
appreciate it as a non-pretentious and relaxed alternative to the trendier and 
more “metropolitan gay” nightclubs down in the city center.  

The clubs in mind then, would be the ones situated at Ulitsa Lomo-
nosova, just by the back of the vast department store Gostiny Dvor, the 
arcades of which previously served as part of the central pléshka. The street 
is just in the city’s contemporary main downtown party district, with a 
variety of clubs, restaurants, and bars, and it hosts both the Blue Oyster 
(Golubaya Ustritsa) and the karaoke bar Pricilla Queen of the Desert as well 
as the biggest queer male club in Saint Petersburg, Central Station. Central 
Station is a huge place with several dance floors and bars, as well as a 
darkroom area. The club has a modern industrial air and is packed during 
my visits with well-built young men flashing their torsos, trendy hipsters, 
and glamorous drag queens, as well as a smaller number of women. 
However, I am told that some nights and later hours, there might be a pretty 
big straight crowd as well because the club is renowned for hosting the city’s 
best electronic dance floor. Often people come here late, after pre-partying 
somewhere else, and stay until very late, as the club is open until eight a.m. 
during weekdays and eleven a.m. on the weekends. The entrance is free to 
men, but women have to pay, and overall the crowd does not seem overly 
enthusiastic about female visitors. Only a few of my informants go here 
regularly, though, and I have only visited twice over the years. On both 
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occasions my companions and I got separated from one another in the vast 
and tumultuous area, and I consequently felt a bit estranged there, but I am 
told that many rely on Central Station as a community space where they feel 
safe. However, drunk guys from the neighboring mainstream nightlife 
would occasionally drop by in the early mornings to “look at the gays” or to 
start a fight, which was experienced as an overarching threat by some, while 
others seemed untouched by it. Or as one visitor said, “this is our territory”.   

Just next door is another large queer male establishment, the Blue Oyster 
– a very appreciated and growing club proclaiming itself as a “trash bar”. It
has several bars, darkroom areas, and a legendary dance floor, often
reaching all the way to the tables at it greatest point. The entrance is always
free, but security staff perform strict face controls of anyone who wants to
enter. Further, women are only allowed if coming in the company of at least
three male visitors. Drinks are affordable, and many go to the Blue Oyster
for pre-partying, which usually lasts until a good few hours past midnight
before some continue to Central Station.

Pricilla Queen of the Desert, in the same building as the Blue Oyster (and 
somehow interconnected in a way that I never really get my head around), 
is the newest star in the Saint Petersburg queer heavens, aiming to be a 
young and hip alternative and always offering cocktails and house music 
with international DJs. The entrance is the same as to the Blue Oyster, and 
thus the same rules apply. All of the mentioned establishments at Ulitsa 
Lomonosova host open events targeting a queer (mainly) male audience, 
such as concerts and drag shows and special theme nights. As pointed out, 
the street where they are located is right at the city center, and there are 
often a lot of drunk people in circulation outside. Thus, my informants have 
all kinds of “rules” for how to best appropriate the location without getting 
into trouble. Some talk about having been approached by guys in search for 
a fight while they have been waiting in line for the entrance, thus recom-
mending waiting for “the right moment” before going all the way in.  

In addition to these places, there is also a beach strip not too far from the 
center functioning as a queer male meeting place, and “Cathy’s Garden” – I 
am told – is still regarded as a cruising site, even if my informants mean that 
it has largely been replaced by digital media resources and that it is only 
“old-fashioned”, and consequently elderly, queer men who “don’t under-
stand new technology” who still meet there. Saint Petersburg also has 
several more low-key all-male cruising clubs, which I (naturally) was never 
able to attend during opening hours, but was frequently told about, such as 
Bunker and Labirint Club, and a number of saunas. However, I was invited 
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to visit the most recent cruising club at the time of my fieldwork, namely 
Bang Dating Space, before opening hours.  

As a complete stroke of luck, the apartment I rented on one of the small 
backstreets surrounding Legovskiy Prospect had no less than two queer male 
clubs in immediate reach. The small cruising club Bang Dating Space (now 
closed) had just opened in a basement on my very own courtyard, and Club 
Cabaret was situated literally around the corner. I could easily have missed 
Bang altogether, even though passing by several times a day, because the 
facade was completely anonymous with no signs or advertisements. Instead, 
windows and doors were covered in black plastic, as if at a construction site, 
and only a small computer-printed note with the club’s name gave a clue. 
The entrance was always locked from the inside and a doorbell and a 
camera notified the security when someone was outside, and they only let 
people in who looked “trustworthy”. The manager told me that it was both 
a matter of security and of discretion on behalf of the costumers. But even 
with all these precautions, he still got a few complaints from visitors who 
would have preferred the entrance to be located at the back of the building. 
Bang held a tiny bar space and a small lounge area with leather sofas, tables, 
and a TV set showing erotic movies during opening hours. Downstairs was 
the heart of the facilities with an extensive toilet and darkroom area. The 
darkrooms covered almost 100 square meters and were very dark indeed, 
with a red siren light flashing in the middle and music playing loudly. Bang 
was obviously a male-only club, open six days a week during the time of my 
fieldwork, from seven p.m. to six a.m., with after-parties until ten a.m. on 
the weekends and security service round the clock. The entrance fee was 
rather low, at 150 rubles for “boys under 22” and 200 rubles for those above. 
On its homepage, Bang was promoted as Saint Petersburg’s “first European 
gay club”, or “the European Island in the center of St Petersburg”, and the 
homepage was translated into both German and English. We will have 
reason to come back to this fact later on in the analysis. One informant had 
a good friend working in the bar of Bang, but apart from that none of the 
informants frequented this place, and few had even heard of it, being as it 
were a very new establishment that was mainly known about through word 
of mouth.   

Among the clubs mentioned, Club Cabaret was the place most fre-
quented among those informants who attended Saint Petersburg’s queer 
nightlife at all. I am positive that in addition to the sites covered here, there 
were other queer male-catering establishments that were simply not fre-
quented or known by my informants and thus missed out on.  
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2.2.2 Queer activism 
What about the state of more formal queer activism and organization? The 
fall of the Soviet Union led to an invasion of foreign journalists and NGOs 
expecting to witness the natural emergence of a large-scale “gay revolution”, 
just like those documented in the global West (Essig 1999). Several ini-
tiatives to organize queer interests were made, often with the financial sup-
port of organizations from abroad, but the support from the local com-
munities was poor, and the membership bases were never more than a 
marginal phenomenon. Thus, it did not take long for outside observers to 
declare that the Western model of lesbian and gay activism had failed in 
Russia (Baer, 2002: 503).  

Robert Kulpa and Joanna Mizielinska (2016/2011) – writing from the 
perspective of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) – thus call for attention to 
the fact that queer cultures and sexual politics within “the East” and “the 
West” depend on very different timelines. While “Western queer time” con-
stitutes the normative sequencing of things happening one after the other, 
the “Eastern queer timeline” is a coincidental and rapturous one. When the 
Soviet Union fell, it meant the continuation of Western time into “the end 
of history” (Fukuyama, 1992) as capitalism and neoliberal democracy 
triumphed after a long struggle for dominance. However, within the East, 
the end of communism meant a sharper and more abrupt break, literally 
bringing “the collapse of one world and the promise of another one” more 
“coincidently” than sequentially. For the queer population in Russia, which 
was starting to organize in the early 1990s, this implied adopting a ready-
made vocabulary of sexual politics according to global LGBTQI termi-
nology instead of looking for their own, thus implying mismatched models 
and realities (Kulpa & Mizielinska, 2016/2011). Hence, the normativity of 
the Western timeline was “forcing the ‘Western present’ as a ‘CEE future’ to 
be achieved” (p. 17). 

Queer organization in Russia still today shares few traits with that in the 
global West, and there have been few signs of a queer mass movement 
claiming civil rights on the basis of shared sexual identities. Studies suggest 
that the general political queer subject in Russia might not be best captured 
through identity politics because the queer citizenry of the country are often 
fairly skeptical towards activism aiming for public recognition (Konakov, 
2017; Soboleva, Yaroslav & Bakhmetjev, 2014). Instead, more low-key kinds 
of queer cultural festivals, such as the Festival of Lesbian Art and the Festival 
of Women’s Songs, have been running yearly since the late 1990s, and 
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organizations have been working with community building through leisure 
activities and by providing support and advice while keeping a low public 
profile (Stella, 2013: 467–468).     

This has evoked questions among researchers about the efficiency of 
politics of queer visibility within the Russian context (Edenborg, 2017; 
Kondakov; 2017a; Stella, 2012; 2013; 2015). For example, the attempts to 
organize Pride parades in Moscow since 2006 have been made by a small 
number of local activists with the backing of international human rights 
and LGBTQI organizations, but without much involvement from the larger 
Moscow queer community (Kondakov, 2017a). The lack of support from 
the local queer citizenry sheds light on the underlying assumption, within 
ideas of sexual citizenship, of visibility as a universally empowering method 
for queer organizing, without taking into account regional variations. While 
global LGBTQI politics is largely “based on the principle of reclaiming 
public space and making queerness visible” through, for example, Pride 
parades or kiss-ins (Stella, 2012: 1823), invisibility has been theorized as 
“the defining feature of gay oppression this century” as symbolized by the 
closet and equated with denial and symbolic erasure (Stella, 2012: 1826).  

In his interviews with queer Russians, however, Kondakov (2017a: 11) 
found that open street protests, like those associated with Pride parades, 
“reminds post-Soviet queers about USSR-style of politics, where public 
demands were [only] openly articulated in a form of support for the 
government”. Further, equalizing visibility with empowerment means dis-
regarding the vulnerability associated with queer exposure in many places. 
While the Pride parade in Moscow was meant to claim queer public space, 
and to act as community support, it rather served to demonstrate the hege-
mony of the state as activists have been outnumbered by protesters and 
have been physically attacked, usually with no interference by the riot police 
(Stella, 2013: 472). The majority of reports have as a consequence framed 
these events as an impossible battle fought by Russian queers in a totally 
repressive environment, denying activists all agency, while overlooking 
other forms of everyday resistance that queer Russians engage in (Wiedlack, 
2017).  

Francesca Stella (2012), for example, notes in her work on queer and 
lesbian communities in Moscow and Ulyanovsk in the early 2010s that 
forms of strategic invisibility were in fact a central factor for the production 
of queer space among her informants. In order to “carve out” a safe and 
comfortable environment for themselves to inhabit, the groups actively 
worked on sheltering queer space from public scrutiny rather than making 
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it visibly queer (p. 1839). In both cities, much socializing was organized 
around public places, but was habitually done with consideration of safety, 
privacy, and personal comfort through self-management in terms of, for 
example, gender appearance and by refraining from same-sex affection (p. 
1835). The participants in Stella’s study did not express an interest in an 
“openly” queer lifestyle, but rather desired to keep it an “open secret” and to 
actively preserve the boundaries between queer and non-queer space (p. 
1841) Similarly, in a recent study based on seventy-seven in-depth inter-
views with Russian queers, Soboleva, Yaroslav & Bakhmetjev (2014) found 
that the majority of the respondents followed the principle of “don’t ask – 
don’t tell”, for which strategic invisibility was central, in order to achieve a 
sense of independence from the state and their surroundings. Thinking 
about queer digital media use in Russia, then, we need a more nuanced 
understanding of the far-reaching possibilities for practicing (in)visibility 
through and within mediaspace.  

On a theoretical and conceptual level, we might recognize figures and 
tropes reoccurring within queer struggles across socioculturally and/or 
geographically dispersed parts of the world as related but never simply the 
same. Thus, while acknowledging that queer living in Russia for many 
means rejecting an “open” and visibly queer lifestyle, this should not be 
understood as a rejection of assimilationist identity politics such as argued 
for by many within Western queer activism because that would be a rejec-
tion of something that one never possessed. Brian James Baer (2002; 2011), 
defines a problematic tendency among academics coming from abroad to 
study queer culture in Russia, to be in search of “local alternatives” to the 
perceived hegemony of gay and lesbian identity discourse in the West (with 
reference to Boswell 1994; Essig, 1999; Followell, 1994; Tuller 1996). Such 
an approach, Baer argues, risks situating Russia in a faraway East where 
sexuality is imagined as pre-modern because it has “not yet been institu-
tionalized as gay or straight” (2002: 502). Thus, Russia becomes celebrated 
as both “pre-modern”, as a place not yet colonized by the global LGBTQI-
politics, and simultaneously “post-modern”, as a place assumed to manifest 
Western queer theory, thus robbing Russia of its own sexual history in 
order to illustrate a Western intellectual project. So how are we then to 
conceptualize a theoretical starting point for queer studies in Russia today?   
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2.3 Queer theory de-westernized 
Within the US, queer activism in the late 1980s and 1990s, represented by 
networks such as Queer Nation and ACT UP, was departing from previous 
work within the “gay and lesbian movement” working for tolerance and 
acceptance by instead calling for radical methods of confrontation and 
more provocative forms of visibility. Activists argued that sexual identity 
politics had come to sanitize public discourse on non-heterosexual lives and 
downplayed more conflictual issues of, e.g., homophobia and the AIDS 
crisis. In academia, queer theory was sparked by the emergence of queer 
activism as scholars started to question clearly demarcated sexual identities 
and wanted to illuminate the intricate relationships between sex, gender, 
and desire (e.g. Butler 1990; 1993; de Laurits 1991, Kosofsky Sedgewick, 
1990; Rich, 1980; Warner, 1993). Drawing on feminist theory and the work 
of Michel Foucault, queer scholars shed light on how sexual identities, 
practices, and desires are organized in accordance with conventions and 
regulations that come to constitute normative cores. The critique of nor-
mativity would soon also come to apply to the communities and studies of 
sexual minorities themselves, as a critical self-reflexivity of in-built norms 
that were being propelled by processes of normalization, assimilation, and 
reproductive rights (e.g. Eng, Halberstam & Munoz, 2005).  

But while the US and other liberal democracies had seen the formation 
of gay and lesbian activism since the 1970s onwards, gradually making 
queer desires more visible to the majority culture and partly integrating 
queer subjects into the privileges of sexual citizenship, same-sex practices 
remained illegal and could lead to serious punishment until 1993 in Russia. 
At the time the queer critique started, as a response to previously margi-
nalized groups being conditioned for acceptance within mainstream culture 
through assimilation in the global West, queer citizens in Russia were still 
being sent to labor camps. In fact, still today in Russia “there is little 
evidence of a selective co-optation of ‘respectable queers’ into mainstream 
society” (Stella, 2012: 1825).  

Thus, in the anthology De-Centering Western Sexualities, Kulpa and 
Mizilienska (2016/2011) ask what is left of “queer” in the CEE context. 
Consequently, for the purpose of this study, I will try to boil down what I 
aim to take on board from the luggage of the queer concept within this 
particular setting. To start with, we might contend that the critique of 
assimilation and normativity is not what should be at the center stage of the 
analysis. In fact, as Kulpa and Mizilienska point out, holding on too tightly 
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to such conceptualizations might risk missing out on the possibility that 
“what is called ‘essentialist politics of identity’ in the Western context may 
very well function to bring close results to those of ‘Western queer’, if pre-
sent or used in a non-Western (here CEE) context” (p. 19).        

As we have seen, however, queer theory also carries the central recogni-
tion of gender and sexuality as socially constructed, and it questions the 
idea of universal and fixed sexual identities across time and space (e.g. de 
Laurits 1991, Butler 1990, 1993; Kosofsky Sedgewick, 1990; Rich, 1980; 
Warner, 1993). It further acknowledges the articulation of normative cen-
ters of belonging and how power operates through such regimes of norma-
tivity. Drawing on this, queer theorists use the concept of heteronormativity 
in order to capture how queer desires are always imagined in opposition to 
a certain kind of heterosexual center. Heteronormativity further acts as a 
governing and often injurious force in queer lives (Yep, 2003). 

This basic queer critique opens up for the acknowledgement of a much 
broader and complex spectrum of desire, and we might do well as 
researchers to not take recognizable sexual identities for granted, but 
instead to look at what they exclude and at what does not fit into such neat 
segmentations. It might then be noted, for example, that the Western “gay” 
male identity “signifies the formation of a sub-cultural identity based 
around certain desires at a point in history when the capacity for such an 
identity to be constructed and maintained as valid has become a reality” in 
certain locations (Mowlabocus, 2010: 25). That is:  

‘Gay men’ have not always existed – we are a relatively new species, much 
younger than the ‘homosexual’ or the ‘homophile’ or other same-sex 
desiring subjects (although we undoubtedly share some things in common 
with these earlier identities), and we would do well to remember the ‘new-
ness’ of the ‘gay man’. We would also do well to acknowledge the fact that 
this recent identity is but one of many and, while it is the most widely 
recognized form of male homosexuality, it by no means speaks for all same-
sex desiring men. Nor is it an identity open to all.  

(Mowlabocus, 2010: 25) 

Hence, this study is invested in “queer” as a broad concept aiming to shed 
light on the contextuality of how non-heterosexual desires are lived, 
understood, and conceptualized at any given place and time. “Queer” in this 
study is not in any way used as a measurement for subversivity, or as the 
radical counterpart to gay and lesbian identities, but as a more critical term 
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than, for example, “non-heterosexual” because “queer” implies the acknow-
ledgment of a power struggle and the instability of sexual identities. In 
order to capture the range of individuals included in the study, and to pre-
vent the forced designation such as terming all informants “gay”, I use 
“queer” as a conceptually loose umbrella term in my writing to signify 
sexual subjectivities and practices that break with the norms of hetero-
sexuality.  

In my own contacts with queer people in Russia throughout the 
fieldwork for this thesis, I have come across the usage of a variety of terms 
and concepts to describe non-normative sexual and gendered identities and 
practices, among which I would say that the term “gay” is the most 
commonly used when speaking English. Other terms used were, for 
example, “homosexual” (gomoseksual'nyy) as opposed to “normal” 
(normal'nyy, often used to describe heterosexuality), or “LGBT” used by 
those involved in the activist sphere and also sometimes by others. In 
addition, there are certain local terms commonly used when speaking 
Russian, such as “goluboy” (meaning “blue”) about queer men, and “tema” 
as a broader term signifying sexual deviation, and not all that different from 
“queer” (Kondakov, 2017a: 13). Informants from the Bear community13 on 
— 
13 The Bear community is a transnational queer male subcommunity, including self-
identifying Bears and a whole range of other related subcultural “types”, primarily 
drawing on hypermasculine aesthetics borrowing from e.g. leather and motorcycle 
culture, such as hair and beards and fat-affirming beauty-standards. There is no real 
consensus about the point when the Bear was born as a self-identificatory label, but 
researchers have noted the occurrence of queer male hypermasculinity, variedly referred 
to as “Bears” throughout the latter part of the 20th century. However during the 1980s, 
groups started to organize in the US and in Europe based on the Bear label. The oldest 
existing group "Bartmänner Köln" (Bears Cologne) started in 1984 (Wikipedia, 2018), 
and in 1987 the (initially underground) BEAR magazine was launched in the US, largely 
establishing and spreading a more specific aesthetic for the community. American 
subculture at the time also included the “Bear Hugs” parties, being private parties 
arranged by gay men in Berkeley and San Francisco, for other gay men who felt too old 
or not bodily fit enough to be accepted by the metropolitan gay male beauty standards 
such as they had developed since the 1970s, of slender, youthful and smooth looks. 
Simultaneously the advent of electronic communication was soon appropriated by self-
identifying Bears, developing specified digital bulletin boards and email lists, referred to 
as “cybearspace” (Wright, 1997: 29). All these occurrences may be regarded as “catalysts 
that sparked the concept of the self-aware, self-identifying bear across communities” 
(ibid.) Why this happened at this specific point, is discussed by some in light of the 
aftermath of the AIDS crisis, when many queer men started to put on and eroticize some 
extra weight as a counter to the sick and emaciated queer male body. E.g. Les Wright 
describes the sudden occurrence and popularization of the Bear culture in the US at the 
time as partly an outcome of the long period of shock which had pacified gay culture, 
and the significantly older, less fit and emotionally wounded men who came out on the 
other side of the crisis. “Bears, during the 1980s,” Wright contends, “represented a break 
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the other hand seemed to first of all identify mostly as “Bears”, which is not 
so very different from what I am used to in other places. It might, however, 
be, as suggested by Baer, that even when Anglo-American terminologies are 
in use they do not translate well in Russia because they seem to promise a 
more fixed mode of identification than the lived life of many queer Russian 
citizens, which I also came to learn over time (Baer, 2011).  

Most of all, sexual identities in Russia are obviously part of complex 
negotiations of belonging and dis-belonging, involving a number of indi-
vidual and collective investments and attachments. They are also in con-
stant flux and are more likely today than ever before to stretch across bord-
ers, thus relating to spatiotemporalities produced by new ways of connect-
ing globally through communication technology, popular culture, and (for 
some people) global mobility (Leap & Boellstorff, 2004). And even if these 
connections might serve to homogenize global queer vocabulary in a nega-
tive and potentially imperialist sense, it has also been argued that such sub-
jective experience of geographical and cultural “ruptures” might “shake the 
individual sexual/erotic sense of self” in productive ways (Hacker, 2007: 69). 
So just like digital media produce new spatiotemporalities, these trans-
national contact zones might also generate new queer lifeworlds.  

Hoping by now to have provided more of a sociocultural context for the 
study that follows, we are next to look into its theoretical basis.  

with the competitive and objectifying tendencies which had alienated so many 
Stonewall-era gay men. Bears continued the tradition of masculine identification, the 
social identity politics of gay liberation, and basic Enlightenment values of equality, self-
determination and self-fulfillment.” (p.29) As such, the Bear culture in the US was for 
example closely affiliated with the Radical Faeries movement, underscoring the need for 
affectionate and emotional support between queer men. Still today, many Bear 
communities are more or less separated from the gay commercial scene as a whole, 
forming their own events and community infrastructure, including print and online 
digital media resources. Increasingly however, the community is also criticized from 
outside and inside, for having become just as elitist as the metropolitan gay culture it had 
served to criticize, by setting up rigid standards of how to be and appear as the right kind 
of Bear, and falling into traditional masculinist disallowance and shaming of femininity 
and camp masculinity (Wright & Dececco, 1997). 
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CHAPTER 3

A critical phenomenology of queer digital media use 

For the study at hand, perspectives on space and time are at center stage. 
But what is actually implied by this? My interest in space and time can be 
understood as ways of grasping the circulation of power at different scales 
in relation to the politics of location and movement; in other words, how 
structures of differentiation materialize through embodiment and make us 
travel unevenly across distance within the near and the far and how media 
can be understood as spatiotemporal technologies interconnected in such 
processes.        

Within this chapter, perspectives on space from the field of human geo-
graphy will be combined with the understandings of the spatiotemporal 
within phenomenology. Letting these strands further lead over into critical 
and queer phenomenology on the one hand, and media phenomenological 
thinking on the other, the aim is to draw together a queer digital media 
phenomenology that captures both the habituation of queer dispositions in 
a straight world and a multiply situated queer digital media user. 

3.1 Space as socially produced 
While traditions of psychoanalysis, hermeneutics, and structuralism were 
long questioning the world outside the realm of our relative knowledge by 
emphasizing mental conceptions and textual structures, sociologist Henri 
Lefebvre (1984/1974) set out to formulate a critique of the subject within 
space. Lefebvre thus turned against contemporary semiologists and post-
structuralists in the 1970s, such as Julia Kristeva, Jacques Derrida, Roland 
Barthes, and others, stating that the intellectual emphasis on texts had 
served to eliminate the subject and oversaw social relations permeating 
space. He stated: 

The theory of space describes and analyses texture […] [a] texture implies a 
meaning – but a meaning for whom? For some ‘reader’? No: rather, for 
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someone who lives and acts in the space under consideration, a ‘subject’ 
with a body – or, sometimes, a ‘collective subject’ (p.132)  

With such a starting point, Lefebvre aimed to analyze the social nature of 
space as embodied and constantly in a state of becoming.  

Further, if space is socially produced, this means that it must also exist in 
multiple forms. Human geographer Doreen Massey (2005) describes space 
as the simultaneity of things existing at the same time. Space, according to 
Massey, should be recognized as the product of interrelations ranging from 
the intimate to the global defined as a “simultaneous multiplicity”. Thus, 
while Lefebvre emphasizes the social production of space on a macro-scale, 
Massey emphasizes the multiplicity of space, and both of them underline 
the dialectic between structure and agency within space. 

3.1.1 Space and power 
Just because space is regarded as socially produced and multiple, this does not 
mean that it has an endlessly negotiable and flexible character. Instead, 
Lefebvre highlights that power operates in space through textures – include-
ing material and symbolic aspects – that are dominated by certain ideologies. 
Space is structured, planned, governed, divided, mixed, and so on. Perhaps 
more importantly than ever, Massey notes, in a world increaseingly con-
nected through technology, trade, and other human and non-human flows, 
globalization and its political/material incarnations across spaces present us 
with a new kind of thrownness that should be critically examined. Rather 
than globalization implying a unity of equally interconnected global spaces, 
the lines on our maps still constitute “a cartography of power”, blessing only 
some bodies with global mobility and never-ending resources, while others 
are condemned to stasis and scarcity (Massey, 2005: 85, also Massey, 1993). 
Further, Lefebvre underscores how certain material practices or social orders 
cause closures in space through the ways in which space is normatively 
dominated by certain logics. Drawing on Marxist theory, his prime example is 
how capitalism texturizes through urbanization.  

Most obviously, city-planning inscribes capitalism through the com-
mercialization of public space, which grants entrance only to citizens with 
the ability to spend, or the “building away” of “unfit” bodies through, for 
example, “excluding design” such as divided or leaning park benches and 
spiky sidewalks (e.g. Flusty, 1994; 2004; Fornäs, Becker, Bjurström & 
Ganetz, 2007). For those who mainly use city benches to wait for the bus, 
the leaning of the bench or the iron handle that has been placed in the 
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middle might not even be noticed. It is only at the point when someone 
who aims to treat the bench as a shelter feels like lying down that the pur-
pose of the design becomes obvious.  

Moving closer towards a Bourdieusian understanding of habitus, capital-
ism is also inscribed in space through habitual ways of carrying bodies and 
using certain spaces, allowing some people to move with comfort while 
others feel lost. As a small-town girl from a fairly modest background, I 
have, for example, never been able to enter the upmarket shopping center 
constituting a central node in downtown Stockholm without feeling dis-
oriented. The posh atmosphere and restrained politeness always make my 
body feel clumsy and visibly out of place. The other way around, my father 
in law, with his slightly aristocratic aura, seems to easily become un-
comfortable in the tumultuous commercial mish-mash outside, and thus 
regards the same shopping center a safe haven where he can always go to 
find whatever he needs in a bounded and graspable area. Supported by the 
spendability of his credit card, the shopping center simply feels like home.  

Dominant spatial discourses first of all aim to include and exclude, as 
illustrated by Lefebvre with the power of “the façade” and its ability to give 
visibility to certain acts, while condemning others to obscurity and there-
fore belonging behind the façade (Lefebvre, 1984/1974: 99). They “speak” 
through material and non-material reminders and commanding bodies, 
“prescribing or proscribing gestures, routes and distances to be covered.” 
(Lefebvre, 1984/1974: 143) However, in accordance with Antonio Gramsci’s 
understanding of hegemony (1992), spatial discourse relies on a consensus 
of “tacit agreement, a non-aggression pact, a contract, as it were, of non-
violence.” (Lefebvre, 1984/1974: 56) When everything works as agreed, this 
hegemony is reproduced simply by subjects following the dominant lines 
without deviations. But as anyone familiar with Gramsci knows, hege-
monies are backed up by the underlying threat of violence, and someone 
suddenly breaking the pact might cause a sudden outrage. The relegation of 
public queer expressivity in Russia and elsewhere is only but one clear 
example of ways in which such discourses might materialize in space.  

While there is structure in space aiming at control, there are also agency 
and micro-alterations because space is always in the making. This means 
that whether or not we are reproducing dominant spatial systems, following 
the beaten tracks, staying inside, crossing continents, or simply daydream-
ing, we are “always, inevitably, making spaces and places” (Massey, 2005: 
175). This dialectic gives space an inherent instability, including subjects 
walking off track, forming their own maps of belonging, negotiating the 
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hegemonic uses of particular places, occupying forbidden spaces, and leav-
ing their embodied imprints for others who come after. Behind every 
attempt to take control, there will also be a kind of underground or repres-
sed life, which is possible to think of as a spatial unconscious, according to 
Lefebvre (1984/1974: 36).  

This is indeed a helpful way of thinking about the production of queer 
space, even if Lefebvre focuses more or less exclusively on political eco-
nomy, neglecting other dominant social orders. Queer theorist Jack 
Halberstam (2005) points out that, in fact, canonical work on postmodern 
geography more generally, including that of David Harvey (1989), Edward 
Soja (1989), and Fredric Jameson (1997), among others, has been largely 
unable to capture the spatiality of sexuality, the body, and the local in favor 
of class, politics, and the global. While Harvey (1989) helpfully points out 
that space is naturalized through subordination to time, for example, by 
designating space to either work or recreation, he misses out on the 
opportunity to also deconstruct the gendering of “reproductive time” and 
“family time” (Halberstam, 2005: 10). There are of course no reasons for 
why such factors would not be just as important as class and capital if 
wanting to understand how power works within the spatiotemporal. Queer 
geographers thus highlight how mundane spaces such as churches, the city 
center, or the chain restaurant might be constituted through regulations 
where “normal behavior” is equated with heterosexuality (Johnston & 
Longhurst, 2010). In doing so, they stress the need for acknowledging the 
centrality of sexuality and desire in human geography in general (e.g. Bell & 
Valentine, 1995; Brown, Browne & Lim, 2007).  

3.1.2 The sexualization of space 
The way of thinking about space as “divided up” is a product of Western 
modernity, including dominant binaries such as local/global and space/ 
place, and the highly sexualized and gendered private/public. As shown by 
feminist philosophers, the idea of the Habermasian public sphere disregards 
the historical limitations for different people – not least women – for 
participating in public life, and it romanticizes domestic space as a haven 
for leisure assumed to be free from political implications, even though such 
domestic spaces have often been women’s workplaces (Fraser, 1990).  

As we have seen, in contemporary Russia borders between the “private” 
and “public” are referred to in order to discipline queer embodiment, just as 
such borders have been used to disqualify queer and female interests 
globally and have served to block the building of non-normative sexual 
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cultures. Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner (1998) have, for example, 
shown how the “re-zoning” law by the New York City Council from 1995, 
which banned all “adult businesses” from residential areas, in practice 
meant a removal of queer meeting places to much more unsafe regions. In 
Sweden, the “Sauna-club law” (Bastuklubbslagen, 1987–2004) had similar 
consequences for same-sex desiring men as it criminalized public meeting 
places that were used to enable queer male intimacy in the 1980s. Aiming to 
prevent the spread of the HIV-epidemic and to discourage promiscuity, 
authorities were rebuilding several of the country’s bathhouses by removing 
the changing booths and putting up glass doors for the saunas (Rydström, 
2005). In many of the public parks in the cities, high bushes were cut down 
in order to keep “cruisers” away. Within the United Kingdom, Thatcher’s 
“Clause 28” comparably served to (re)establish clear boundaries between 
the private and public by suppressing non-heterosexual visibility in the 
public sphere during the 1980s (Mowlabocus, 2010: 30–33), with highly 
comparable rhetoric to that of the current Russian gay-propaganda bill.  

A critical masculinity perspective on the gendering and sexualization of 
space further emphasizes the ways in which hegemonic masculinity governs 
over space at different scales of patriarchy, disciplining women, children, 
genderqueers, and marginalized masculine configurations (e.g. Connell 
2000; 2003/1995; Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Namaste, 1996; Kimmel, 
1994). For example, public same-sex affection between men is one of the 
things reported to provoke the most violent reactions among other men 
(Tiby, 2011: 55). Sociologist Raewyn Connell states that within patriarchy, 
being gay is the location for everything that has been symbolically excluded 
from hegemonic masculinity (2003/1995: 102). Through spatial discourse, 
then, this exclusion comes with a requirement for staying behind the façade, 
in line with Lefebvre, and “gay-bashing” is illustrative of the underlying 
threat of violence within such a “tacit agreement”.  

In terms of “politics of belonging”, the relationship between sexuality 
and the spatiotemporal construction of “the nation” is commonly discussed 
in terms of sexual citizenship (e.g. Bell & Binnie, 2004). While the figure of 
the nation state itself is often constructed as heterosexual, the queer appears 
as a foreign threat penetrating the social body and is pointed out as a “bad 
citizen”, or even a “traitor” due their presumed inability to reproduce. It is 
hard to see the long-lasting reluctance among a number of countries, 
including the US, the UK, and Sweden, to deploy emergency interventions 
in the face of the 1980s AIDS crisis as anything but an unwillingness to see 
the hordes of dying queer men as citizens worthy of the protection of the 
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state. The spatial figure of the queer alien has been made visible in previous 
chapters on contemporary national discourses in Russia, but it has also been 
used in numerous conflicts, from the Second World War, where both 
Russian communists and German fascists were constructing the other as 
queer, to the cold war rhetoric where both sides were framing the queer as 
prone to espionage (Johnson, 2004; Fiks, 2013b).  

Returning to Lefebvre, domination over space will however lead to a 
“spatial unconscious” (1984/1974: e.g. 36), and marginalized groups 
through their attempts to project themselves towards the world will pro-
duce alternative geographies. I prefer the notion of a spatial unconscious 
over the tendency to connect queer contact zones with placelessness, as 
some do. Queer geographer Larry Knopp, as we could see, writes about 
queer world-making as often relying on the relative safety of “being in 
motion or nowhere at all” (2007: 23), and thus suggests that queer geo-
graphy lends itself to thinking about place as less static and fixed and more 
ephemeral and plastic. On this point I definitely agree with him, and 
therefor guess that it is more a question of how one defines “place”. While 
Knopp tends to speak about fleeting and flowing practices as “placeless”, I 
would rather argue that place is in itself fleeting and to a large extent 
constituted through forms of mobility (in line with Massey, 1991; 1995; 
2005; Moores, 2012; 2017). As noted in the overview of queer living in 
Russia, everyday queer geography – even when not territorialized through, 
for example, commercial venues – is in fact often very specifically place-
bound, even if the appropriation of place is made in accordance with high 
levels of secrecy and discretion. To not recognize the queer appropriation of 
space as fundamentally part and parcel of the multiplicity of these places 
seems strange. Because queer meeting places are further frequently situated 
at central locations, in ways that make one think that they are ignored 
rather than unknown by the majority society, it makes the notion of a 
spatial unconscious fairly illuminating.  

Until now, this chapter has been dealing with the constitution of space 
and power at a macro scale, as socially produced and carrying the logics of 
sexual and gendered norms. However, throughout the current study space, 
time, and media will be dealt with primarily from the perspective of the 
perceiving subject. In order to get closer toward the queer digital media user 
orienting herself in space and time, we will now move over to phenom-
enological perspectives. Through phenomenology, we will extrapolate con-
cepts about the sphere of perception, bodily impressions, hard-to-express 
tendencies, and that which exceeds conscious self-representations of habit 
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and gratification when it comes to spatiotemporality and media use. In this 
way I hope to capture understandings of media and space that take their 
starting point in the body and its sensations (O’Dell, 2006: 235). Keeping 
these initial ideas of space and power in mind, it will, however, soon be clear 
that it is a sociological and critical phenomenology that we are after.      

3.2 Perceptions of space and time 
The following treatment moves from a more general phenomenological 
approach towards queer phenomenology, and finally to media phenom-
enology. The initial source of inspiration comes from Maurice Merleau-
Ponty (1997/1962) and his Phenomenology of Perception, centrally locating 
subjectivity in the intentionality of the body.  

3.2.1 The intentionality of the body 
In line with the phenomenological tradition of thought, Merleau-Ponty set 
out to clarify the primordial function of perception in which space, time, and 
objects reveal themselves and through which we adopt them. Central to 
Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology is his critique of the Cartesian definition 
of the body as an object and only the sum of its parts, while the soul con-
stitutes the mere center of consciousness. But it is impossible, he argues, to 
think of, for example, sight, motor functions, and sexuality as isolated third-
person processes connected through causality. Rather, they are all entwined 
together in “the bodily drama” (1997/1962: 177). Thus, the body as subject 
cannot be referred onto itself, like any other object out there, but is inten-
tionally referred onto the possibilities of the world.  

Merleau-Ponty locates intentionality in motility. The movement of the 
hand towards an object implies the object, not as a concept, but as the thing 
that we throw ourselves out towards with immediate enactment of intentions. 
Consciousness then, is to be with the objects by means of the body (1997/ 
1962: 100). By projecting its aims towards the world, the body unites with its 
surroundings, turning space into an extension of its own being.  

Therefore, the body, to Merleau-Ponty, is the origin of all space because 
space must be anchored in existence. Simultaneously, space has to exist in 
relation to the subject and thus constitutes a certain field of possible action 
for the body to move within. With reference to this, there is, according to 
Merleau-Ponty, a distinction between the “lived space” or “phenomenal 
space” arising through motility and intentionality on the one hand, and 
“objective space”, such as that of geometry and science, on the other. The 
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phenomenal space is referred to by Merleau-Ponty – with reference to 
Edmund Husserl’s concept – as the lifeworld. It is built up through the 
meanings attached to objects and others around us, creating orientation in a 
world that otherwise would be overwhelmingly disorienting. The lifeworld 
is always based on previous experiences situated in time and space, from the 
very intimate to the most common, and is thus both particulate and 
universal, like a middle-ground between context and subject where she is 
imprinted by the world, and the world by her (Bengtsson, J. 2001/1988). As 
a region, the spatial aspects of the life-world are accentuated, inter-
connecting phenomenological questions with those of human geography – 
however, through a perceiving subject who is furthermore to be understood 
as a lived body. Also, although only touched upon so far, there are clear 
temporal aspects to this lifeworld.  

3.2.2 The consciousness of internal time 
Within Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of perception, he synthesizes the 
accounts of Edmund Husserl and Martin Heidegger by picking up on 
Heidegger’s Dasein, as the human condition of being thrown into existence, 
though adding the fundamental embodiedness of Dasein. However, while 
Heidegger criticized Husserl for being too focused on the cognitive, 
Merleau-Ponty holds on to many of the basic ideas from Husserl, where 
temporality is at the center.  

Husserl aimed to describe the structures of consciousness that make 
possible the unified perception of a temporal object. Why, asked Husserl, 
are the notes of a melody not perceived as distinct moments, but as in fact a 
melody? The scientific and psychological accounts of time, such as that by 
Newton, can only explain the separation of moments, but not their inherent 
continuity, such as that of the melody (Kelly, 2018; para 3). In response to 
this question, Husserl was the first to suggest that consciousness is inten-
tional and is constantly transcending itself in numerous ways. In order to 
perceive continuity, consciousness must extend beyond the now, giving a 
temporal width to perception. Perceiving a temporal object thus means 
experiencing what Husserl calls “the flow” of the intentional act of per-
ception (Kelly, 2018). This is possible due to two simultaneously operative 
modes of intentionality – transverse intentionality and horizontal inten-
tionality. The “primal impression” runs from the living present through 
transverse intentionality to the object of the consciousness, while horizontal 
intentionality runs from the living present along “retention” – i.e. the living 
past – and “protention” – i.e. the living future. Due to horizontal inten-
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tionality, consciousness is capable of experience over time. Even though 
referring to this as a “flow” of conscious life, Husserl is clear that these 
“moments” are inseparable and are in fact non-temporal but are the very act 
of temporalization. Thus, the ability for immediate enactment of inten-
tionality by the body, as described by Merleau-Ponty, is illustrative of the 
pre-reflexiveness of retention and protention as something completely 
different than memory and imagination. While memory is regarded by 
Husserl as an objectifying awareness of the past, retention is automatic and 
non-objectifying. Memory in itself can never constitute consciousness 
about the past, as both Husserl and Merleau-Ponty emphasize, but is rather 
“opening up” past time with the implications of the present (Kelly, 2018: 
para 24–31). As such, the body is our permanent way of communicating 
with space and time (Merleau-Ponty, 1997/1962).  

Some commentators have problematized the use of “flow” to describe 
the non-temporal state of the living present, and thus prefer the term 
“shimmering”, which quite beautifully captures the intermingling of past, 
primal impression, and future in the living present (Kelly, 2018: para 26, 
with reference to Sokolowski, 1974). It is not that the now can be frozen 
into containing both the past and the future, but that there is a width to the 
living present.  

Within the study at hand, I thus aim to take with me the strong emphasis 
on the body in Merleau-Ponty and his refinement of Husserl’s flow of the 
living present as a way of thinking about the temporalization of queer 
existence. With the help of phenomenological thought, we have thus 
established tools to describe perceptions of space and time, staying close to 
the skin of the living, acting subject.  

Critical phenomenologists have pointed out, however, that even if there 
might be certain fundamental structures for our most basic pre-conditions 
of perception, we must take in the situatedness of the subject if we want to 
say anything more specific about living in this world. A phenomenology of 
an absolute structure of consciousness always runs the risk of essentializing 
on the basis of certain embodied positions, which we have been reminded 
of by a long line of feminist, queer, and anti-racist scholars (e.g. Ahmed, 
2006; Braidotti, 1991; Butler, 1997; Diprose, 1994; Fanon, 1986; Young, 
1980). Thus, while Husserl and to some extent Merleau-Ponty accentuate 
“essential structures” of the consciousness as enabling perception, it might 
be a good idea to complement Merleau-Ponty’s embodied phenomenology 
with Heidegger’s critical emphasis on context. To Heidegger, the most fun-
damental aspect of subjectivity is our existence as human beings in a certain 
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time and space – that we are thrown into this world where the subject has to 
project herself towards that world, thus emphasizing protention. For the 
present study, Heidegger’s thrownness might be used to underline the 
situatedness of the queer digital media user who is thrown into a world that 
she has to negotiate.  

Body-politics in fact have a lot to say about structures of consciousness, 
and many have therefore rather used Merleau-Ponty’s theory of the inten-
tional body-subject as a starting point for formulations of phenom-
enological accounts of gendered, sexualized, and racialized difference. As 
body-subjects internalize the time and space surrounding them, turning 
into orientations and leanings, so body-politics also produce lockups and 
closures through habitual incorporation. Even the most immediate res-
ponses – what are commonly referred to as an affect – carry our history 
through the ways in which we are imprinted into our bare nervous system 
by experience. Thus, Sara Ahmed (2004) questions the distinction between 
emotions as cognitive and affect as pre-cognitive due to its immediacy. 
Rather, she means that no matter how immediate they are, emotions – 
which in her reading also include the instantaneous – always carry meaning 
and are mediated due to how they resonate with bodily memories. They 
perform a kind of work, molding and configuring bodies, including the 
ways in which they move, lean, and relate to each other through closeness 
or distance (in Sundén, 2012). So, let us take a closer look at the ways of 
thinking about intentionality within critical phenomenology.   

3.2.3 Critical phenomenology and the habituation of difference 
Critical phenomenology analyzes social differences as the effect of “how 
bodies inhabit spaces with others” as well as the intercorporeal aspect of 
bodily dwelling (Ahmed, 2006: 15). One of the first and most influential 
writers to put Merleau-Ponty’s theory in dialogue with feminist theory was 
Iris Marion Young (1980), who discussed “the basic modalities of feminine 
body comportment, manner of moving, and relation to space”, with a 
starting point in what it means to “throw like a girl” (1980: 139). Denying 
all kinds of natural or ahistorical feminine qualities, Young contends that 
focusing on the actual body comportment of women might be revelatory of 
the structures of female existence.  

While relying on Merleau-Ponty’s conviction that the ordinary inten-
tional orientation of the body as a whole towards its environment defines 
her relation to her world, Young combines these insights with those of 
Simone de Beauvoir about the basic tension between immanence and 
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transcendence for women within a patriarchy (1980: 140). Drawing on the 
circumstantial specificities of being a woman in a patriarchal context, 
Young (1980: 141) argues that this will structure the body’s existence in the 
world due to how “[t]he culture and society in which the female person 
dwells defines women as Other, as the inessential correlate to man, as mere 
object and immanence”. Young suggests that due to this mode of existence, 
women’s engagement in bodily activity embodies hesitancy and “a failure to 
make full use of the body’s spatial and lateral potentialities” to reach the 
intended goal of the activity (1980: 142).  

Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology, according to Young, means that 
“[t]he transcendence of the lived body […] is a transcendence which moves 
out from the body in its immanence in an open and unbroken directedness 
upon the world in action. The lived body as transcendence is pure fluid 
action, the continuous calling forth of capacitates, which are applied to the 
world” (Young, 1980: 145). Young, however, argues that this openness is 
ambiguous and overlaid with immanence within female body comport-
ment. Even as the feminine existence stretches out towards a projected end 
with an “I can”, it “withholds its full bodily commitment to that end in a 
self-imposed ‘I cannot’” (p. 146). This results in a dis-continuous motility.  

Further, Merleau-Ponty states that a fundamental aspect for the body to 
exist as a transcendental presence with immediate enactment of possibilities is 
that it cannot exist as an object. But female bodily existence also stands in a 
discontinuous unity with itself and its surroundings, argues Young, because 
the body is commonly experienced as both subject and object for itself at the 
same time and in relation to the same act (p. 148). Female bodily existence is 
then to a certain extension self-referred, and exists in space, because it lives 
itself as an object. Many women, according to Young, throughout activity 
such as throwing or swinging, stay attentive towards their own bodies while 
in action, as if to make sure it is doing what it is supposed to do. She then 
“posits her motion as the motion that is looked at” (p. 148).  

This crystallization of a discontinuity between “a here and a yonder” by 
focusing on activities such as throwing and swinging, I do believe has strong 
resonance, not only to women, but to a whole range of people sharing the 
experience of marginalization in school. I cannot help but seeing the image of 
myself as a twelve year old, having become more and more self-aware about 
my (lack of) achievements in school gymnastics due to failures and shaming, 
to the point that I was incapable of the most basic challenges. Like many other 
girls in class, I had accepted to not even try hitting the ball during baseball 
sessions, but instead took the flat bat, big as a frying pan, and simply hit the 
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ball straight down onto the ground in front of my feet. However, this parti-
cular day, when I was supposed to repeat this charged and shameful ritual, I 
got so locked up imagining my own failure that I could not even hit the ball 
straight down. Hopelessly stumbling with the wooden frying pan and rising 
embarrassment, intensifying with every laughter, I managed to miss the ball 
three times in a row. Two decades later I had throwing and catching therapy 
with my wife in an attempt to ease the horror I still experienced every time 
ball activities were initiated in social life.  

With that said, I regard Young as having significant points to make 
about bodily comportment within critical phenomenology. But while 
Young focuses her account on the phenomenology of female existence 
within “contemporary advanced industrial, urban, and commercial society” 
(p. 140), I do believe it is crucial to apply a more intersectional perspective 
to the ways in which bodily comportment carries the experiences of 
marginalization of different kinds. I am certain that many queer and/or 
bullied boys would recognize the broken link between a here and a yonder 
within school gymnastics due to the habituation of failure. I am also sure 
that many racialized individuals, regardless of gender, know what it means 
to exist in space, as a body. In fact, the kind of critical phenomenology I 
would like to propose does not take an open and unbroken directedness 
upon the world as the default mode of acting.  

As Merleau-Ponty sees the body as the origin of all space, the body as 
lived is never an object and cannot be said to exist in space. In this sense, 
Merleau-Ponty must be regarded as rather utopian, taking as his starting 
point the uttermost sense of comfort when being as one with our environ-
ment. Rather, I think the transcendent openness of the body towards its 
world might be regarded as a measurement of at-homeness, and that this 
“flow” is constantly broken by uneasiness and disorientation of different 
kinds. And as has been thoroughly explicated by postcolonial phenom-
enology, this flow is further to be understood in relation to privileges and 
normativity, as some people more easily than others pass unnoticed without 
being frozen into static objects due to how they are reminded to “stand out” 
in space (Ahmed, 2006; Fanon, 1986).  

In a discussion about at-homeness and migration, David Morely (2000), 
for example, quotes Auzoz Begag (1989), who like Young lifts “the gaze of 
others” as fundamental to a feeling of at-homeness. Referring to a Tunisian 
friend returning to Tunis after living in France, Begag states that the 
foremost difference his friend reported was how he felt when just walking 
down the street in relation to how people looked at him. Back in France, 
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Begag notes, his friend, as soon as he left his house, had to “submit to the 
gaze of others and negotiate with that look”, but back in Tunis he:  

felt safe, free from the gaze of … people unlike himself, Westerners. He 
could walk freely in the streets with a feeling both of anonymity and pre-
sence. He could be himself, among people like himself without getting 
strange looks from anyone.  

(quoted in Morley, 2000: 48)  

This description is very similar to that of Young, as she contends that due to 
the particularities of female bodily comportment and motility there are also 
particular modalities of feminine spatiality. The racialized existence – both 
spatially constituted as an object and at the same time a constituting spatial 
subject – in similar ways as the female existence might be said to live space 
as enclosed or confining, as herself positioned in space (Young, 1980: 149. 
For a more thorough discussion on postcolonial phenomenology, see 
Fanon, 1986).        

This also reminds us that the existence of the body-subject is plastic and 
highly relational, in the sense that “a transcendent openness towards its 
world” is something that can be had and lost (cf. Lönn, 2018). It might be a 
matter of how different spaces extend different bodies, such as the example 
from Begag’s Tunisian friend. But it might also be a matter of a more 
fundamental internalization of an “I can’t” fracturing the lifeworld, such as 
the example from Young of female bodily comportment. Thinking about 
this, I am once again reminded of the bodily incorporation of hierarchies in 
school, and the fracturing of bodies due to bullying – not as on that 
occasion when a boy had his arm brutally broken during a rough tackling in 
the corridor – but as in how bullied bodies are aiming to disappear from 
classrooms, youth centers, and school discos, even though being there in the 
flesh. To a bullied person, the school building is a strange-place that will 
never simply become background, but where every corridor, dressing room, 
and classroom is a potential minefield, and this threat is commonly 
absorbed into how she stretches out towards her world. A bullied person is 
often easily recognized by her excessive self-awareness. She is simul-
taneously hyperaware of her own presences, while striving to minimize 
herself, as an object in space. Noiselessly, controlled, with all limbs aiming 
at making the total of flesh as small as possible, the gaze firmly targeting the 
floor. It is as though she is positioned within space to the degree that she is 
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almost unable to project subjectivity. Further, the simplest of actions, such 
as saying her own name in front of the class, or opening her locker 
surrounded by others, might become an unbearable challenge starting from 
an embodied “I cannot”, hopelessly resulting in failure. There are even 
those witnessing about the way in which being constantly bullied about how 
one walks eventually has led to the loss of actual abilities to walk properly, 
resulting in limping and lameness.    

Without taking any of this as given in relation to queer embodiment, I 
am interested in how queer-dispositioned individuals in homophobic 
environments live and move their bodies in space, taking into account the 
critical phenomenology of bodily comportment treated above. Further, 
adding the lens of media phenomenology, I want to grasp how digital media 
is taken up and experienced within their projections of themselves and how 
– in effect – spatiotemporal complexities are incorporated into the queer 
lifeworlds. Coupling a critical phenomenology with theories of the social 
production of spatiotemporality is a matter of illuminating how social 
actors come to experience space and time in highly different ways due to 
issues of habituation. It is also, as within Sarah Ahmed’s queer phenom-
enology – towards which we are now to turn – that our bodies collectively 
get directed in some ways more than others, why only some things and not 
others get our attention. While the critical phenomenology has so far 
mainly discussed marginalized embodiment in terms of lack and fracturing, 
Ahmed rather focuses on the critical productiveness of queer spatiotem-
porality.   

3.2.4 The straight orientation of space 
Already Merleau-Ponty pointed out the sexual function of the body as an 
ever-present ambiguous mode, co-extensive with life (1997/1962: 139), and 
as an affective unity of sexual physiognomy, erotic zones, individual sexual 
schemes, and the calling of gestures (p. 123). In Ahmed’s queer phe-
nomenology, she picks up on desire as a central intentionality of the body-
subject and its orientation towards the world. However, according to 
Ahmed, how desire is extended into sexual orientations, such as hetero-
sexuality or homosexuality, is a matter of incorporating social and habitual 
practices into the lifeworld. Indeed, she contends, we might “become” 
queers as an effect of “the contact we have with others as well as objects, as a 
contact that shapes our orientations towards the world and gives them their 
shape” (in the very same way, that is, as others “become” heterosexual) 
(Ahmed, 2006: 94).  
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Importantly, inhabiting space “decides” what comes into view, as Ahmed 
argues referring to Lefebvre, because space is in itself always oriented 
through social and embodied inscription (Ahmed, 2006: 14). While 
Lefebvre uses the metaphor of “texture” to discuss how power works in 
space, Ahmed describes heteronormative spatiotemporality as a “straight 
line” because heterosexual endings are what will “line up” straight ahead for 
anyone not actively deviating from the main sociospatial tracks.  

The normative dimension can be redescribed in terms of the straight body, a 
body that appears ‘in line.’ […] Rather than presuming the vertical line is 
simply given, we should see the vertical line as an effect of this process of 
alignment. […] Lines disappear through such processes of alignment, so that 
when even one thing comes ‘out of line’ with another thing, the ‘general 
effect,’ is ‘wonky’ or even ‘queer’ (p.66).  

In Merleau-Ponty’s writing, he notes that such moments occur when things 
seem out of place, and the world no longer appears “the right way up”. He 
calls these “queer moments”, though obviously without queer theoretical 
associations, but in terms of perception becoming odd and twisted. Queer 
moments, to Merleau-Ponty, are highly intensive and therefore force the 
subject to re-orient herself, to overcome the queer effect (in Ahmed, 2006: 
65–66).  

Ahmed, however, takes Merleau-Ponty’s notion somewhere else and 
reads it along queer theoretical lines. She sees queer moments to be about 
the body’s ability to extend with, and be at ease within, the space it inhabits, 
which is why bodies and objects breaking with the straight orientation of 
space will appear as disorienting. Rather than assuming the need to reorient 
ourselves, Ahmed asks what will happen if we stay with those queer mo-
ments? She suggests that if we do, new tracks will emerge because how we 
come to desire others and objects creates direction in time and space. 
Ahmed draws on the etymology of “direct”, relating to “being straight” or 
“getting straight to the point”, concluding that “[w]ithin the concept of 
direction is a concept of ‘straightness’ (Ahmed, 2006: 16)”, and due to the 
straight line, queer orientations must lead the subject off track.  

Even though being tremendously uncomfortable, queer moments also 
present opportunities and might fuel desires to go further off. There is an 
endpoint to which we would arrive, an object that might be too enchanting 
to resist. It is this tendency of deviating from the straight line that produces 
“queer orientation” as an embodied accomplishment in time-space. Ahmed 
notes that within landscape architecture, the term “desire lines” is used to 
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describe “unofficial paths”, that is, “those marks left on the ground that 
show everyday comings and goings, where people deviate from the paths 
they are supposed to follow” (Ahmed, 2006: 19). Desire, then, fuels alter-
native landscapes and becomes particularly central for enquiries into queer 
world-making.  

Due to the straight orientation of space, all queers, according to Ahmed, 
have to somehow “become queer”, not necessarily in terms of a sexual 
identity, but as in:  

gathering such tendencies into specific social and sexual forms. Such a 
gathering requires a ‘habit-change,’ to borrow a term from Teresa de 
Lauretis (1994: 300): it requires a reorientation of one’s body such that other 
objects, those that are not reachable on the vertical and horizontal lines of 
straight culture, can be reached. The work of reorientation needs to be made 
visible as a form of work  

(Ahmed, 2006: 100).   

Within the analysis of digital media use among queer men, I aim to lift this 
“work” to the forefront, as much queer contact is nowadays first of all 
initiated within the online sphere. Especially within contexts largely ob-
scuring the existence of queer desires in social life and culture, digital media 
is more likely than ever to be the place where one would first be presented 
to queer others, and where such tendencies start to gather. So, what then 
does it mean to reorient one’s body, and for lines to emerge through a 
global network, where proximity in code does not necessarily equate to 
proximity in flesh? For it should be noted that Ahmed leaves rearrange-
ments of space and time, due to the digitalization of queer living, unnoticed.  

There are, however, plenty of opportunities to use Ahmed’s concepts as 
starting points for a queer digital media phenomenology. I am, for example, 
compelled to think of digital media in terms of what she refers to as “queer 
tables”, that is, as objects that support queer proximity and by which queers 
might find support for their actions (Ahmed, 2006: 170). In Ahmed’s 
writing, furniture is in fact at center stage as an illustration of that which is 
merely taken for granted. As she says, it is perhaps even the very meaning of 
furniture to disappear from view and be noticed only in how it supports 
action. In that sense, she acknowledges, queer furniture might be that 
furniture that never becomes merely background, but which simply stands 
out. Thus if the family table, with its fixed places and sets of rules supports 
continuity, the queer table rather supports ruptures. Queer tables then are 
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all the surfaces that support queer departures from the straight line and 
enable the changing of one’s ground. These might include all kinds of 
human and non-human objects and sites, from support groups to books or 
public cruising grounds, and have throughout history covered many 
different forms of media, such as telephone hotlines or contact ads in the 
local newspaper.  

Thinking with this figure does not presume anything about the nature of 
such contact zones or how they will be experienced by the individuals 
gathering there, only that they do. It changes the focus from identity and 
community to proximity, leaving it as an open question what kinds of 
dispositions will gather around the queer table. As previously extrapolated, 
the concept of queer disposition aims at the etymology of tendencies, neatly 
marrying with Ahmed’s writing that emphasizes that queer contact zones 
are not primarily produced by the fantasy of likeness, but by “opening up 
lines of connection between bodies that are drawn to each other in the 
repetition of this tendency to deviate from the straight line” (Ahmed, 2006: 
105). That tendency is what makes us end up at the queer table. Focusing on 
queer proximity means having an analytical focus on “how queer engenders 
moments of contact; how we come into contact with other bodies to 
support the action of following paths that have not been cleared” (Ahmed, 
2006: 170). 

But what is even implied by proximity when an indefinite multiplicity of 
lines are stretching out from devices across traditional geographies, 
destabilizing spatiotemporal logics? In order to understand that, we need a 
more thorough definition of how to think about the situatedness of the 
digital media user in time and space. If we have thus far moved towards a 
phenomenology asking what it means to inhabit space as a body-subject 
through a queer orientation, this will now be coupled with questions asked 
within the field of media phenomenology.  

3.3 To be embodied with and through digital media 
“[W]here am I when my traces are all over? What does being there signify in 
digital culture?” asks media scholar Amanda Lagerkvist (2016) in a call for 
“existential media studies”. Putting together Heidegger’s Dasein with Sherry 
Turkle’s (2011) notion that we are nowadays “wired into existence through 
technology”, Lagerkvist argues that the digital human condition presents us 
with a particular kind of thrownness. Rather than echoing Heidegger’s own 
conception of technology as alienating us from ourselves as human beings, 
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Lagerkvist refers to media phenomenologists like Paddy Scannell (2014) 
who regards our navigation through media as revealing of the human 
lifeworld. 

Therefore, the principal subject for media studies, and the inhabitant of 
the digital ecology is first of all, according to Lagerkvist, an “exister”: “a 
stumbling, hurting, and relational human being, who navigates within 
limits and among interruptions through the torrents of our digital 
existence, in search for meaning and existential security” (p. 1). Providing 
an existential perspective on digital technologies thus means stressing the 
uncertainty and vulnerability of the digital human condition into which we 
are thrown, rather than savviness and skill. Lagerkvist particularly empha-
sizes the ways in which digital culture can be understood in light of our 
search for, achievement, and loss of existential security, thus challenging an 
often taken for granted secular frame of media culture. In her adoption of 
existential security, she draws primarily on the work of Soren Kirkegaard 
(1846) and John D Peters (1999; 2015) defining it as a “temporally achieved 
sense of cohesion, meaning, direction, purpose, ethics, grounding, con-
tinuity, and community, despite the contingency and finitude, ambivalence 
and absurdity of our lives” (Lagerkvist, 2016: 7). Described in this way, the 
existent in search of existential security points in the same direction as the 
body-subject whose transcendent openness towards her world cannot be 
taken for granted, but is situational and relational, and can be had as well as 
lost. But to return to Lagerkvist’s initial question, how are we then to 
conceive of the situatedness of the digital media user, simultaneously spread 
out across different sites online and offline? Lagerkvist does not aim to 
provide any answers, but there are others who do.      

3.3.1 The multiply positioned media user 
Starting with the synthesis between Erving Goffman (1990/1959) and 
Marshal McLuhan (1994/1964) as produced by Joshua Meyrowitz (1985), 
Shaun Moores (2004; 2012; 2017) aims to expand on the capacity of new 
forms of media to alter the geography of everyday social action by adding a 
phenomenological perspective. Moores thus focuses on the role of media in 
regards to the time-space relationships of the individual lifeworld by extra-
polating on Paddy Scannell’s (1996; 2014) notion that there is a 
spatiotemporal doubleness to media practices. Taking this as a starting 
point, Moores’s answer to our question would be that the exister is best 
conceived of as occupying several spaces at once, instead of assuming them 
to be collapsed into one or ascribing primacy to one or the other at any 
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given time. Rather than thinking that a person who, for example, is watch-
ing a romantic movie is either furthermost in territorial space, because that 
is where her mortal body is situated, or conversely furthermost in the 
narrated space of the movie, because that is where she is emotionally 
absorbed, she should be seen as co-present in several sites, each intimately 
interconnected and experienced through the living body.  

Media in Moores’s view thus offers locations or spaces of a sort to 
occupy, such as television channels and email inboxes, while media users 
simultaneously also occupy an inescapable physical environment. Moores 
then speaks about a “dually” situated media user. Thinking in terms of a 
duality makes sense in regards of the difference between what we might call 
either “online” or “offline” space, but in our current multimedia-packed 
lives it would probably be more accurate to speak about a “multiply” posi-
tioned media user. This illustratively confronts us with the multiplicity of 
space, as discussed by Massey, and makes possible the analysis of conflicts 
associated with the spatiotemporality of queer media use because we know 
that queers commonly entertain conflictual spheres of engagement.  

However, making such distinctions is not necessarily self-evident today, 
and there are many who are compelled to argue for a more “seamless” unity 
of media within everyday living. In early Internet studies, it was not uncom-
mon to speak of a separate “cyberspace”, conceptualized as a parallel 
universe to that of “reality” (e.g. Benedikt, 1991; Rheingold, 1993). Inspired 
by writers predicting electronic media to lead to the end of geography 
(Meyrowitz, 1985; Relph, 1976), this universe was regarded by some as 
inherently placeless (e.g. O’Brien, 1992; Ohmae, 1995; Pawley, 1995) and 
was understood in opposition to physical “real” territoriality (e.g. Batty, 
1993). However, today, few conceptualize digital experiences to be “less 
real” or to be completely disconnected from other aspects of lived life. 
Rather, the Internet is most commonly experienced as embedded in 
people’s lives in relation to specific contexts (e.g. Bakardjieva, 2005; Baym, 
2010; Hine, 2015). As ever more aspects of our lives have become digi-
talized, digital media is predominantly understood as fully integrating 
aspects of everyday living, instead of something separate. Further, the 
constant connectivity of the smartphone or the intimate relationship 
between our social lives at large and that of social networks undoubtedly 
complicate claims on clear distinctions between “online” and “offline”, as 
we commonly do not even think about when we “go online” (Hine, 2015). 
Thus, for example, Mark Deuze (2012) calls it simply naïve to insist on a 
world outside of media, or to try to make sense of how media influences 
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ways of being alive. Doing so, he argues, obscures rather than unveils the 
interconnectedness between humanity and technology, “as it keeps insisting 
on finding ways of making sense of the world outside of media, of attri-
buting primacy of the social over the technological” (Deuze, 2012: xiii). 
Christine Hine, in her exploration of contemporary Internet regimes as 
embedded, embodied, and mundane, likewise focuses on how experiences 
from Internet environments are seamlessly integrated with other embodied 
experiences, thus disappearing from view (Hine, 2015). Similarly, Nancy 
Baym (2010: 153), while arguing that mediated communication should not 
be regarded “a space”, states that “online and offline are not different 
entities to be contrasted. What happens via new technology is completely 
interwoven with what happens face‐to‐face and via other media – the tele-
phone, the television, films, music, radio, print”.  

And still, digital media take us places, and how our flesh travels and 
occupies space cannot simply be conflated with how we might occupy and 
travel in code. Thus, from a phenomenological perspective, to never make 
such distinctions seems fairly unsatisfactory. Where our body – in flesh and 
in code – is situated matters. It matters to the transnational business 
traveler, being everywhere at once carrying her office in her laptop, but not 
being able to get on the last flight home. It matters to immigrants being able 
to Skype family and friends on a daily basis, but never being able to give 
them a hug. And it matters to queer people around the world who may 
express themselves freely online, but have their lives at risk if doing the 
same offline. In fact, paying closer attention to how people themselves make 
sense of their engagement with digital media, there are often quite good 
reasons for analytically separating between “online” and “offline” space. Just 
because digital media is interwoven in everyday living does not mean that it 
is not also sometimes perceived of and used as a space in its own right. 
Recognizing digital media’s ability to be lived as a space is not the same as 
assuming that space to be disconnected from place or to produce disem-
bodiment, but rather the opposite. Following Jenny Sundén’s (2006) update 
of Adrienne Rich’s (1986) concept of “the politics of location”, pointing at 
“the material conditions that constitute subject position” (p. 282), I rather 
agree that a “politics of location” for our times must be able to capture the 
location of several bodies “in flesh as well as in code” and their multiple 
points of reference (p. 293).  

In arguing for a multiply situated media user, Moores’s media phenom-
enology ties in with grounded approaches to media geography (Falkheimer 
& Jansson eds., 2006; Couldry & McCarthy eds., 2004) that aim to “look 
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closely at the complex microphysics of the ways in which media take place 
and claim space” (Löfgren 2006: 299). Such perspectives, like Moores’s, 
stress the place of media within the materiality of everyday life from a 
micro-perspective, with close attention to the situatedness of media use (e.g. 
Bengtsson, 2006; 2007; Morely, 2000; Moores, 2000; Pink, 2012; Pink & 
Leder Mackley, 2012; 2013; 2016). How does media, for example, interact 
with “the physical conditions of acting and thinking” due to “the actual 
character and physical limitations of the room” (Bengtsson, 2006: 190)? 
What are the social and normative limitations for possible and acceptable 
action? Writing from a critical queer perspective, this is where I would 
situate my understanding of media and space. Queer digital practices 
cannot only be understood in terms of merging because queer actions and 
gatherings both online and offline often respond to heteronormativity and 
exclusion from mainstream culture. Rather, digital media practices among 
marginalized groups often entertain spaces and communities that have 
highly conflicting relations with other notions of community and shared 
space. Depending on the context and position of the individual, these zones 
may or may not be merging with larger social contexts, and strict divisions 
can even be imposed by law and/or social pressure.  

3.3.2 The production of space through media 
In this study, I thus pick up on Moores’s (2004; 2012; 2017) useful con-
ceptualization (with a slight modification) of a “multiply situated media 
user” due to its particular potential for queer media studies. I also follow 
Moores and other media phenomenologists “beyond an interest in the mere 
occupation of spaces, including media spaces”, towards an interest in 
matters of habituation (2012: 104). It is important to note that Moores also 
has a rather specific take on the conceptualization of “place”. Drawing on 
phenomenological geographers Yu-Fu Tuan (e.g. 1977; 2004) and David 
Seamon (e.g. 1980; 2015/1979), Moores regards “place” as a matter of the 
orientation and familiarity with space that arises through repetitive em-
bodied practice, evoking affective attachments to environments. Through 
“dwelling”, the body-subject becomes oriented, and by that turns space into 
place. Seen in this way, place is an accomplishment involving all sorts of 
everyday practices, and Moores emphasizes the underexplored centrality of 
media use within such processes. According to him, the connections 
between place and media use are indispensable for understanding “skillful 
bodily orientation and habitation (that is, getting around and feeling 
comfortable in various environments” (Moores, 2012: 108). Place, then, 
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according to Moores, is understood as habituated space, which is constantly 
in the making through distant connections and mobilities of bodies, 
information, and objects. Throughout the analyses that follow, though, I do 
not regard this distinction between space and place – where place is merely 
an embodied accomplishment – as central. Rather, I associate with Massey’s 
more Heideggerian take on place, as constituted through the thrown-
togetherness of humans and non-humans, creating certain dynamics of 
existence there and then. According to Massey, places are “temporary 
constellations of trajectories” and are “events” that call for negotiation (p. 
154). She explains that places:   

are formed through a myriad of practices of quotidian negotiation and 
contestation; practices, moreover, through which the constituent ‘identities’ 
are also themselves continually molded. Place, in other words, does – as 
many argue – change us, not through some visceral belonging (some barely 
changing rootedness, as so many would have it) but through the practicing 
of place, the negotiation of intersecting trajectories; place as an arena where 
negotiation is forced upon us (2005: 154). 

Aiming to discuss queer digital media use in relation to the specificity of 
material and social contexts, this way of regarding place seems most 
compatible with a critical phenomenological approach. My preference for 
this conceptualization is also related to the way in which I find Moores’s 
understanding of habituation to disregard the “orientation of space” itself.   

Moores somewhat sees the habituation of space turning into place as 
naturally leading to the disappearance of media from our active awareness. 
Through habituation, media become part of pre-cognitive practice, and this 
makes navigation unnecessary. In the long run, according to Moores, as 
space becomes familiar, media use as well as the texture of the place itself 
become invisible (cf. Hine, 2015) and thus is hardly noticed until it is 
suddenly missed. However, as much as I agree with the applicability of such 
ideas in regards of many media habits within everyday living, I do not agree 
on a straightforward relationship between habituation and the primacy of 
practice. Rather, as we have seen in the discussion of critical phenom-
enology, much habituation, especially when it comes to the habits and 
dwellings of stigmatized groups, relies on the primacy of calculation and 
navigation.   

It is interesting to note here that this conclusion by Moores resembles 
that of Merleau-Ponty by taking for granted that the basic relation of a 
body-subject to her world is one of ease, harmony, and open transcendence, 
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as long as she knows her way. While Moores importantly notes that a media 
phenomenology tending towards embodied practices of media use could 
easily become essentialist if not paying thorough attention to social dif-
ference and power, he falls a bit short of his own ambition, perhaps due to 
the fact that he in the end engages very sparsely with the range of feminist 
media studies that are heavily engaged in body/object relations (e.g. Ahmed, 
2006; Braidotti, 1991; 2013; Butler, 1990; 1993; 1997; Diprose, 1994; Grosz, 
1995; Young, 1980). In fact, it seems to me that not only Moores, but also 
many other media phenomenological enquiries, tend to overlook power 
relations due to regimes of, for example, gender and sexuality. This results, 
among other things, in the uneasy division of the public and private spheres 
remaining largely unproblematized, as well as in a flattening out of social 
difference in order to arrive at a protagonist possible to name “the ordinary 
man”.  

For example, a large proportion of media phenomenological contribu-
tions analyze the notion of the home with a starting point in the traditional 
domestic sphere (e.g. Pink & Leder Mackley, 2012; 2013; 2016; Scannell, 
1996, Bakardijeva 2005; Gray A., 1987). And even if they do problematize 
gender characteristics of the nuclear family unit, there are few serious 
ambitions to deconstruct the domestic environment as a safe haven for 
intimate selves. Bakardijeva, for example, even though acknowledging that 
the domestic sphere might also be alienating and unsafe for some of its 
inhabitants, consciously “brackets out” such experiences in order only to 
look at cases where “home”, as a safe and familiar terrain where the person 
feels in control, does coincide with the place of residence (Bakardijeva, 2005: 
77). My point, however, is not only that this limits the scope of inquiry to 
certain kinds of experiences, but that this might be an impossible task 
because many structures relating to gendered and sexual power relations are 
embedded in silence, invisibility, and shame and will rarely be within reach 
only by asking straight-up questions.  

Turning to the work of media scholar David Morley (2000; 2001), I 
instead recognize the need for a media phenomenology taking its starting 
point in “geographies of exclusion” and what it means to approach new 
media technologies for those who might not feel “at home” within 
popularly imagined communities such as the household, the local, or the 
national.  
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3.3.3 A phenomenology of “being stopped” 
David Morley (2000, 2001), in his critical media phenomenology of at-
homeness in the postmodern world, focuses on physical and symbolic 
spaces of belonging without relating these to domestic life. In order to do 
so, he draws on the concept of Heimat, aiming to capture spaces of 
belonging and identity where people think of themselves as being “at 
home”, as the opposite node of social alienation. Morley focuses on how the 
nation and the household are constructed within media discourse as a 
Heimat for its citizens “and on the corresponding question of who does or 
does not come to feel ‘at home’ within it” (2001: 436). An example brought 
up by Morley is that British working-class consumers tend to regard 
American culture as less foreign to them than the traditional class-bound 
forms of British culture (with reference to Hebdige, 1988). Therefore, 
according to Morley, “the question of what is foreign to whom is perhaps 
best posed experientially and empirically – and ‘foreignness’ is by no means 
always a matter of nationality” (2001: 438).  

Morley likewise insists on a more serious attention to Arjun Appadurai’s 
(1996) – more quoted than attended to – demand for studies of the con-
junction and disjunction of communication flows and mobility, such as the 
potential disjunction between ethnoscapes and mediascapes (Morley, 2001: 
427). He uses this notion to polemically argue against what he sees as “a 
rather uncritical celebration of all notions of mobility, fluidity and 
hybridity, as themselves intrinsically progressive” (2001: 427) within some 
anti-essentialist accounts within cultural studies. In a comment on the 
booming interest in “cultural flows” before the turn of the millennia, 
anthropologist Ulf Hannerz (1997) similarly stated that there is an inherent 
risk with “flow” as a metaphor because it might make cultural processes 
seem too easy and smooth. But in fact, all kinds of flows, whether they 
involve humans, commodities or media, involve a range of “perceptual and 
communicative modalities […] which probably differ importantly in the 
way they draw their boundaries; that is their discontinuous distributions 
over people and relationships (p. 13).  

Therefore, the analysis of new kinds of movements across time and space 
must be able to capture shifts and boundaries. Hannerz maintains that if 
flow “suggests some sort of continuity and passage” seen from a macro-
perspective, boundaries have to do with small-scale “discontinuities” and 
“obstacles” (p. 12). Similarly, Lagerkvist states the need for existential media 
studies to recognize “interruptions and voids, silences and breaks, limits 
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and limitations as inescapable and perhaps, valuable aspects of human 
existence in the digital age” (2016: 8).  

These arguments certainly resonate with recent studies of disconnective 
media practices, as previously discussed, but also with how Ahmed speaks 
about her queer phenomenology as a phenomenology of “being stopped”. 
Ahmed (2006: 139) contends: 

A phenomenology of ‘being stopped’ might take us in a different direction 
than one that begins with motility, with a body that ‘can do’ by flowing into 
space. 

The way I read this, a critical queer perspective on the spatiotemporal di-
mensions of the digital media user’s lifeworld means making possible a pro-
ductive focus on shifts and boundaries, as real and not least political aspects 
of our digital thrownness. Thus media research of politics of belonging and 
forms of mobility should benefit from an accentuated focus on sexuality 
and queer critique together with the indispensable articulation of geo-
political situatedness in order to de-construct normative assumptions 
regarding the digital exister.  

3.4 Summary 
Throughout this chapter, I have presented central perspectives from the 
traditions of human geography and phenomenology. While the tradition of 
human geography serves as a framework for how to conceive of space as 
social and multiple, and thus implicated with issues of power, the phe-
nomenological tradition serves as a way of conceptualizing the perception 
of space and embodiment from the perspective of the body-subject. 
Primarily combining the work of Shaun Moores (2004; 2012; 2017) and 
Sarah Ahmed (2006) I have further aimed to develop a queer digital media 
phenomenology as a distinctively critical perspective on the spatiotem-
poralities of digital media use. I find Moores to be at his strongest in his 
analyses of the multiply situated media user, and that this lends itself very 
well to an analysis of queer living, with its often conflicting social and 
spatial investments. It further adds productive tension to Ahmed’s writing 
about the implications of queer proximity, discontinuous appropriations, 
and possible coordinates of queer belonging.  

However, while Moores first of all writes about this as a “doubling” of 
place, there are good reasons for rather talking about a multiplication of 
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place in contemporary media culture. Further, instead of conceptualizing 
these “overlapping social environments” as “media settings” and “physical 
settings”, as picked up by Moores from Meyrowitz, I will speak about them 
in accordance with the often derided terminology of “online” and “offline”, 
even though recognizing that these are intimately interlinked through the 
sensing body. From the horizon of how body-subjects perceive of the 
spatiotemporality of everyday living, I do believe that such a distinction 
might have relative bearing and that it might serve as a way of capturing 
movements as well as boundaries in digital media use. Thus, recognizing a 
multiply situated digital media user, moving between different sites in flesh 
and in code, we might ask how to best capture these movements and what 
“stops” bodies in mediaspace. Like Moores, I believe that such a pluralist 
definition of space is “helpful for coming to terms with the organization of 
social situations in contemporary society” more generally (2012: 103).  

However, the kind of critical media phenomenology I would like to 
propose does not take an open and unbroken directedness upon the world 
as the default mode of acting, traceable from Merleau-Ponty and present in 
Moores’s writing, but rather starts from the idea that such flow is a matter 
of the body’s ability to “sink” and is relative to the body’s orientation in 
space. 

Further, introducing a pluralist definition of space and embodiment 
within Ahmed’s queer phenomenology also puts things in motion. For 
while Ahmed perceives of lines as unitary paths that you are either on or off, 
a multiple positionality opens up for other ways of thinking about con-
tinuity and discontinuity. It also shakes the idea of queer “proximity” as 
something purely embodied, because the digital media user might be both 
close to and distant from their objects of desire. So what does that imply 
about how one relates to “the straight line” and what it means to walk off 
track? What kinds of connections and belongings do in fact line up from the 
“queer tables” of digital devices?     

Throughout this study, I will put the concepts extrapolated from this 
chapter into use in order to answer the research questions. Within the first 
analysis chapter, I discuss how queer digital media use can be understood in 
relation to a queer orientation in the world among the informants, 
primarily thinking of this in terms of “the work” of queer orientation, as 
discussed by Ahmed, and what it means to approach media for those not 
feeling “at home”, as discussed by Morley (2000; 2001). Looking at the 
informants’ early queer digital media use, I examine how the phenom-
enological notion of “dwelling” might be understood as a digital media 
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practice and how queer orientations cross the multiplicity of online and the 
offline spaces.     

In the second analysis chapter, I discuss in what ways queer digital media 
use co-produces and re-organizes the informants’ perceptions of space at 
different scales. Here I analyze how digital media “multiply space” and by 
that inform the way the informants perceive the geography of everyday life. 
I particularly look at how perceptions of “the private” acquire their meaning 
in relation to queer digital media use within Russia. Here, I also discuss the 
issue of “proximity” in light of digital media’s ability to spread out body-
subjects across the near and the far.   

In the third analysis chapter, we will look at the role of queer digital 
media use to identify the ways in which the informants move across 
different spaces, keeping in mind the “discontinuous motility” of the body-
subject positioned in space, as discussed by Young (1980). Trying to capture 
movements between online and offline space within everyday queer digital 
media use, I pay strategic attention to that which also “stops” bodies in 
terms of boundaries and shifts.    

Finally, within the fourth analysis chapter I discuss what kinds of tem-
poralities are enhanced and negotiated through the informants’ queer 
digital media use by focusing on the ways in which they project themselves 
as queer-dispositioned individuals partly through digital media. Trying to 
understand their queer digital media use in thick context, I aim to capture 
the width of the living present and what that says about possible ways of 
connecting and staying together with and through digital media.   

Within the final discussion, I further discuss how to think about a queer 
digital media phenomenology drawing on the results and implications of 
my own work. 
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CHAPTER 4

On closeness and distance: a fag hag ethnography 

As we have now established a theoretical framework for the analysis, this 
chapter serves to introduce the methodological approach and the methods 
used while conducting the study. Here I aim to critically discuss procedures 
and choices and the implications these have had on the results I have ended 
up with.  

This chapter describes in detail the gradual development of a “multi-
cited ethnographic field” through the selection and following of informants, 
while explaining the particular take on digital ethnography performed in 
relation to this. The chapter also includes discussions of the many con-
siderations made in regards to ethics and safety due to the sensitivity of the 
topic, as well as the inventiveness needed in order to conduct ethnographic 
work in a context where I as a researcher lacked in both lingual and cultural 
knowledge. In particular, the chapter includes thorough discussions on the 
tension regarding closeness and distance between me and the participants 
from several different angles. In regards to the female ethnographer doing 
work among queer male informants, I deliberate the position of a “fag hag 
approach”. Finally, we will also look into particular concerns in relation to 
the treatment of the material and the procedure of ethnographic writing 
when working with interviews where the participants do not speak their 
mother tongue.  

While working with this study, I have been spending approximately a 
month a year over a three-year period in Russia, interviewing and following 
nineteen informants. With many informants, I have spent a lot of time 
getting to know them and their everyday lives, and I have kept extensive 
field notes. Still, the interviews play the major part in the analysis, and my 
main focus is on interpreting these interviews in relation to my contextual 
knowledge about the informants.    

While the chapter certainly aims to cover all important aspects of 
conduct, it also serves to move closer toward the material and the following 
analyses, which is why it is rather dispositioned as a tale from the field, 
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gradually interweaving important methodological concerns and methods of 
procedure.  

4.1 Back and forth to Saint Petersburg 
As we have seen, my fieldwork corresponded with major controversies 
surrounding issues of sexual and gender liberty and freedom of speech in 
Russia, which were heavily reported on in international media. I first went 
to Saint Petersburg in early 2013, at a time when the “gay propaganda bans” 
introduced in a number of provinces, including Saint Petersburg, had 
resulted in well-monitored protests from both local Russian activists and 
from abroad. In combination with the scandalous trial and imprisonment of 
members of the feminist art-collective Pussy Riot in 2012, Russia was 
definitely put on the mental map of human rights watches. As time went by, 
there was much international debate regarding whether or not different 
liberal democracies should boycott their attendance at the 2014 Winter 
Olympics in Sochi in solidarity with the Russian queer population.  

During the weeks leading up to the opening of the Olympics, the battle 
fought around the exclusively built sports arenas in the picturesque coastal 
city – known by many for its recreational qualities, and by others for its 
vivid queer male culture throughout history – was not between aspiring 
world champions, but between world leaders regarding a previously un-
precedented interest in Russian queer lives. As I spent most of those weeks 
in Saint Petersburg, my (mainly) Swedish Facebook feed was overflowing 
with imagery of protesters from near and far expressing their support, 
commonly featuring a rapidly spreading satirical picture of Vladimir Putin 
with makeup against a rainbow background. In my hometown of Stock-
holm, two thousand people gathered at a big arena with rainbow flags to 
sing Russia’s national anthem, and the video of the event spread virally. 
Everybody from Lady Gaga to Barack Obama took a stance.  

But back in Saint Petersburg things were quiet. My informants did not 
seem very interested in discussing the conflicts unravelling by the banks of 
the Black Sea, presumably in their honor. On the week before the opening 
of the Olympics, I went for a short visit to Stockholm to celebrate my wife’s 
birthday. We also attended the yearly “gay gala” arranged at a concert venue 
in Stockholm and broadcasted by national television as an extravagant 
event, attracting all kinds of high profile celebrities. The gala was held on 
February the third, while the opening of the Olympics was to be held later 
that week, on the seventh. Inevitably, the ongoing events in Russia were to 
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be constituting a background element to the celebration of Swedish gay 
culture. As the gala opened, the host was melodramatically singing the 
famous Russian song “Moscow Nights” (Podmoskovnyje vetjera, 
Подмосковные Вечера) dressed up in a gigantic fur coat in front of a 
projection of the Red Square together with balalaika players. Suddenly the 
music changed and a line of bare chested young sailors marched in on stage 
and helped the host undress to a captain’s uniform. The chorus of the song 
now playing, especially written for the gala by one of Sweden’s most well-
known gay profiles, was done as a celebration of “gay propaganda.” While 
the host kept on chanting for an army of lovers and tolerance, rainbow flags 
were seen in the Red Square projection, and the scene was filled with a 
parade of lesbian couples in wedding dresses, a huge banner saying “Proud 
parents,” a male couple with a stroller, drag queens and roller derby girls. 
But as I sat there watching this “celebration of love” directly targeting my 
informants, I was not all that sure they would have actually appreciated it. 
The rainbow flags waving in front of Saint Basil’s Cathedral and the 
fronting of nuclear family gayness seemed more like mockery than an act of 
solidarity.  

Later in the evening as the gala was about to reach its yearly climax, 
lately including an exceptional special guest for the presentation of the “Gay 
of the year”- award (the year before it was presented by the crown princess 
of Sweden), the screen casted a video of Pussy Riot, and the audience 
exploded in applause as the front figures Maria Alyokhina and Nadezhda 
Tolokonnikova entered the stage. They were on their way to New York to 
appear on stage together with Madonna on a charity concert, but now they 
had stopped by in Stockholm to give a speech and present the football 
player Nilla Fisher, as the official Swedish “gay of the year” winner. You 
could almost smell the rush of adrenaline pushing through the gala hall as 
Alyokhina and Tolokonnikova expressed their admiration for the event and 
their hopeful prospect that sometimes in a distant future such a thing would 
be possible also in their home country. “Here”, they said, “we feel like 
home”. As I sat in the audience, I could not help but wonder if that was all 
the radical activists felt about a Swedish gala using Russian struggles as 
background antidotes for its own gay culture. So when bumping into one 
another in the mingle afterwards, I asked them, “Was it only me who had an 
uncomfortable feeling about Swedish same-sex couples posing in wedding 
dresses in front of the Red square?” The two of them looked slightly 
irritated as they shook their heads and answered that Russian queers needed 
all the support they could get, before disappearing into the crowd.        
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I returned to Saint Petersburg the next day, and Sasha picked me up by 
the airport in his car. He was going to work the evening shift that day, and 
consequently had time to patiently wait for me even though my plane was 
late, and then drive me across the city to my apartment. We were sitting 
quietly in the car after our usual “privet” and cheek kissing, as we shared no 
language in common, sometimes smiling towards one another or doing 
thumbs up to the songs playing on the radio. I so wanted to tell him about 
the gala, and ask for his opinion – what would he have felt about it? But, in 
fact, I realized that Sasha and I had never even mentioned the Olympics, 
and something told me that it would have made him uneasy just talking 
about it. It is likely that the serious and concerned look – that often came 
across his usually kind and smiling appearance when talking about politics 
of queer visibility – would have clouded his face. Maybe it was for the best 
that I couldn’t ask him straight out right there and then. 

When opening my computer the day before the opening ceremony, I was 
met by a rainbow-colored Doodle featuring a series of sportsmen as a not-
so-subtle posture from Google towards the controversy. Feeling strangely 
disconnected to the whole event even though being in Russia, I wrote to 
Nicolai and Sasha to ask how they felt about the opening that was 
approaching. They then invited me over to watch the ceremony together on 
national television in their apartment. Once arriving, Sasha welcomed me 
with drinks and snacks, and as the notorious collectors they are, Nicolai 
solemnly gave me two Sochi Olympics special collectors’ items in the form 
of a tea cup and a banknote. We then nested up in the sofa, watching the 
three-hour show and giggling about its grandiosity.    

Of course, my informants in general were aware of the disputes sur-
rounding the Olympics and were also ready to reflect on them when asked, 
but only a very small number seemed engaged. To me, this was a point of 
realizing some of the central tensions regarding queer living within con-
temporary Russia, which the informants were balancing, and the divergent 
stances circulating on issues such as sexual identity and politics of visibility.  

This story is telling of a number of aspects regarding my fieldwork in 
Saint Petersburg. For one thing, it becomes clear that the selection of 
informants was not particularly aimed at individuals engaged in Russian 
queer organization. Neither were they activity excluded, but I still ended up 
with participants who were not overtly invested in the kind of queer 
activism that was going on in relation to the ongoing controversies, or for 
that matter, in the organized LGBTQI politics that was also heavily affected 
by the harsh and hostile atmosphere at the time. Consequently, if I had 
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chosen to follow a different set of individuals, I am sure that my story about 
the Sochi Olympics, and many other events throughout my fieldwork, 
would have been completely different. If taking a starting point in one of the 
fairly small but very active and well organized LGBTQI networks in Saint 
Petersburg, asking about the opening ceremony could possibly have meant 
an invitation to protests. I am painfully aware of the experiences suffered by 
those involved in such, or the ones just quietly trying to arrange community 
events during this period, who were often violently targeted by attackers as 
well as authorities. And still, I was sitting on a sofa in a quiet suburb, eating 
Pringles with my informants during the opening of the Sochi Olympics.  

4.2 Selection of informants: the construction of a field 
Obviously, my informants were – with a few exceptions – not affiliated with 
queer organizations. Nor did they necessarily consider themselves part of “a 
community”, which is otherwise often assumed about queer people. This 
might be seen in relation to the fact that my informants were selected 
through a snowballing sample starting with a personal contact, rather than 
from a chosen queer site such as a gay club or an NGO. Thus, the in-
formants did not share a common ground, and I regard them to constitute a 
fairly dispersed group of individuals. Very few of them knew each other first 
hand, and they were committed/not committed to different queer 
subcultural contexts, which all-in-all resulted in a very multi-sited ethno-
graphic field (Marcus, 1995) as I was following them around.  

4.2.1 A non-digital-centric digital ethnography 
“The field” is rarely somewhere out there, but is actively constructed by the 
researcher, and the multiplication of spatiotemporal dimensions produced 
through digitalization further implies new challenges and possibilities for 
how to define and delimit the regions where we engage (Fornäs, 2006; 
Gemzöe, ed., 2004; Hine, 2015). Further, following individuals who are 
constantly connected to others and other sites through their devices means 
that the field is always bleeding beyond. Through the inclusion of digital 
media sites, I have, for example, also been able to engage “in the field” while 
being at home in Sweden, which certainly has its benefits as well as its 
complications because the fieldwork seemingly “never ends” (cf. Bengtsson, 
2014). Thus, the field is often not limited to one observational site, and 
“[i]ts contours emerge only during the research process as the ethnographer 
traces informants across multiple sites that turn out to become relevant in 
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the light of the research question” (Nadai & Maeder, 2005: 4). It has been 
argued in relation to the contemporary paradigm of digital media satura-
tion, as everyday living becomes ever more entwined with digital techno-
logy, that our methods as ethnographers should be adjusted accordingly. 
Thus, while Christine Hine (2000) at the turn of the millennium influ-
entially fleshed out measures of a virtual ethnography, purely focusing on 
online milieus as “fields” in their own right, she has recently updated her 
working procedures to rather emphasize multi-sited and mobile approaches 
across the online/offline divide in order to capture the fleeting aspects of 
Internet use as embedded, embodied, and mundane (Hine, 2015).  

Guided by such ideas, I have had to let the informants of this study 
decide what sites – online as well as offline – to include. By following them 
throughout everyday life, the field has come to encompass all kind of spaces 
they use and produce for themselves, and to which I have been allowed to 
visit, including the informants’ private homes, concerts, ballets, public 
holiday celebrations, art museums, a zoo, restaurants, a queer film festival, 
home parties, outdoor excursions, churches, and digital platforms. No 
particular digital resources have been studied extensively in their own right, 
but have rather functioned as sites where the informants would sometimes 
take me to show their interaction with others, or to give me a tour, or to 
illustrate something.  

Such a procedure might be regarded in light of the “media go-along” 
method practiced by Kristian Møller (2016; 2017) while studying the use of 
queer male geolocative applications. Developing on Margarethe Kusen-
bach’s (2003) go-along method, the media go-along implies interview 
situations where the researcher and the informant “look at, navigate and 
talk about the latter’s personal media” together (Møller, 2016: 40). In this 
way, I have been able to get a sense of how resources are used in real time 
and of the informants’ personal settings. When invited, I have “followed” 
the participants while they were using their profiles and watched them 
interact with others, exchange pictures, track down other members, or 
manage their profile settings. When it was possible to communicate ver-
bally, I often asked them to explain things and to give more detailed 
descriptions about how the resource in question worked. When we did not 
communicate verbally due to linguistic obstacles, I was more of a “fly on the 
wall” just observing over their shoulder.  

The major part of the fieldwork has, however, taken place in what we 
might call the “offline” context, without the strategic attention of the media 
go-along method on their digital media resources, but rather through inter-
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views and other interactions. Working with such a combination of digital 
and non-digital sites might be seen in light of what Hine (2008) has called a 
networked or connective approach, aiming to illuminate “threads of 
meaning-making that might cross the online/offline divide (p. 258)”. In my 
case, the character of these threads, and the ways they are spun, broken, or 
cut in relation to the online/offline is in fact at the very center of the 
analysis. 

However, the primary reference for the methodological approach is 
picked up from Pink et al. (2016: 2) in their outline for “digital ethno-
graphy” as they emphasize its “non-digital-centric” character. They outline 
a fairly specific take on digital ethnographic procedures, not only multi-
cited across the online/offline, but strategically disassociated with the digital 
as the object of study. Though there has been much discussion among 
media scholars over the value of “non-media-centric” media studies (e.g. 
Adams et al, 2017; Krajina; Moores & Morley, 2014; Moores, 2012; 2017, 
Morley, 2009; Pink & Leder Mackley, 2013), I do find Pink et al.’s proposal 
convincing for a study such as mine that is trying to capture structures of 
the lifeworld. Coming from a media phenomenological perspective, Pink et 
al. take their starting point in what they call “the digital intangible”, aiming 
to capture the relationship between digital, sensory, atmospheric, and 
material elements of our social worlds (2016: 7). Searching the thickness of 
digital media experience, a non-digital-centric approach consciously de-
centers the focus on media itself in order to privilege other aspects of the 
participants’ worlds and lives that are unavailable to us if, for example, we 
are mainly asking about their media habits. Thus, Pink et al. argue that non-
digital-centric ethnographers should not be “prefaced with the idea of 
needing to use digital methods”, but could instead take advantage of focus-
ing on “the domains of activity in which digital media are used rather than 
the characteristics of use of media” (2016: 10). Further aspects from the 
non-digital-centric approach that are illuminating for the working pro-
cedures of this study include the already mentioned multiplicity of sites as 
well as an open-ended design process and an ambition to bring attention to 
unorthodox ways of knowing about other people’s worlds, which will be 
more thoroughly discussed later on in this chapter.  

It could, of course, be discussed what the value is of emphasizing what 
you are not doing instead of what you are doing, and we could instead call 
such an approach a “context-centered digital ethnography”, or simply as 
Moores (2017) has recently suggested, “everyday-life studies” involving 
digital media use. But because the presumptions about digital methods and 
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milieus are quite pervasive (for good reasons) when speaking about digital/ 
virtual/Internet ethnography, “non-digital-centric” might be a reasonable 
designation for the boundaries of such a specific approach. This does not 
mean that it would be a better way of doing digital ethnography, but only 
one rather particular way of doing it.    

Within the study at hand, the digital is thus the red thread while simul-
taneously being located in the periphery of working procedures, and it has 
more been in the back of my head than at the forefront of interaction with 
my informants. As will be noticed in the analytic chapters, my take on a 
non-digital-centric approach means including lots of context on inform-
ants’ ways of perceiving the world in order to reach a deeper understanding 
of their queer digital media use as parts of their life-worlds.      

While this has meant missing out on in-depth descriptions of the 
informant’s experiences within and by specific digital media environments 
and resources, it has enabled the identification of unexpected connections 
between queer digital media use and other aspects of their ways of per-
ceiving the world they live in, as well as the ability to capture digital media 
practices serving queer endings that would not be understood as “queer” 
from the outset, such as concealment strategies or “non-uses”.  

4.2.2 Slippery subjects: the selection process 
Recruiting informants comes with a certain challenge if taking in the les-
sons from queer theory about the instability of the queer subject and the 
aim among queer researchers to also consider “practices that do not fit into 
hetero/homo categories” (Brown & Nash, 2010: 5). Hence, such a starting 
point in fact destabilizes both “the field” and “the social” for enquiries into 
sexual and gendered lives, and has consequently been at the center of dis-
cussion for methodological reflections among queer ethnographers (e.g. 
Jackman-Connors, 2010; Nash, 2010; Dahl, 2010). Ulrika Dahl (2010: 155), 
for example, argues that queer approaches come with the rejection of a 
“more conventional social science model assuming that there are clear and 
bounded definitions of any community studied”. So how do we then formu-
late a basis for the selection process without relying on identity concepts?  

Because I knew very little beforehand about queer cultures in Russia 
when coming to Saint Petersburg for the first times, I realized I needed to 
remain flexible regarding the selection of informants and to let the field 
emerge at a slow pace. There were also some pre-given obstacles already 
from the outset that significantly shrank the base for recruitment. The first 
and most important one being the need to find English-speaking partici-
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pants because I did not speak Russian (see further discussion on this under 
paragraph 4.5.1) – but also the comparatively “hidden” character of queer 
living. Therefore, recruitment was done through other informants, with the 
appeal of putting me in contact with English-speaking queer men. Through 
this procedure, I could take advantage of the trust already established 
between individuals who were somewhat invested in the same network of 
people or platforms. Starting from a couple of “snowball nodes”, I asked 
participants to put me in contact with male acquaintances whom they knew 
to be attracted to other men and who spoke English. No other parameters 
such as age or background were used to narrow down the selection.  

In the end, several of the informants included in the study did not look 
upon themselves as stable gay/homosexual/bisexual, and some never or very 
rarely attended any community spaces other than digital media resources. I 
see this as one of the clear advantages of having had such an “open” sampl-
ing method, which enabled capturing a broad range of experiences without 
the limitations put up by certain identity categories or lifestyles. In practice, 
the initiation of the selection was done with the indispensable help of a 
friend of mine from Moscow, who identifies herself as a lesbian and who 
came with me to Saint Petersburg during my first visit. She showed me 
around the city, acted as translator, and introduced me to, on the one hand 
Sasha and Nicolai who were friends of hers, and on the other to Bogdan, 
whom she had only met briefly. From these two nodes, snowballs were set 
in motion creating rather different chains of selection.  

Bogdan had a very “cosmopolitan” attitude, was living a middle-class 
life, spoke fluent English with a broad American accent, and was a com-
mitted member of the Bear community. The individuals who followed the 
sample snowballed from him were also of a fairly similar kind. He put me in 
contact with Dima, who later introduced me to Aslan and Fedir, who in 
their turn introduced me to Yegor. Among them, all but Yegor were con-
nected to the bear community. I also spent a lot of time over the years with 
Bogdan and his boyfriend Lyosha, who was a professional private chauffeur 
and who enthusiastically took me on excursions around the city.  

Nicolai and Sasha on the other hand, who became my constant com-
panions in Saint Petersburg until they separated in 2015, were of a rather 
different kind, and I guess I would never have been able to even include 
them in the study if it were not for Elena. Neither of them spoke English, 
other than sporadic words, but with Elena’s competent help, I was able to 
conduct interviews during our first week in Saint Petersburg, and because 
they knew each other well from before, the interviews felt unusually open-
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hearted for being carried out with a translator. We also spent enough time 
together during that first week to become comfortable in each other’s 
presence, and we developed communicative strategies using translation 
programs on our telephones and computers. This included having aural and 
textual translations intermediating in real time as we were speaking, as well 
as writing directly in the translation programs while face-to-face.  

Nicolai further became passionately involved in helping me with the 
fieldwork, and in fact recruited the larger portion of the participants. He 
placed ads during my visits on the digital bulletin board BBS, targeting 
queer males in Saint Petersburg, with a call for English-speaking parti-
cipants, and to which several responded. I do not doubt that the success of 
this method largely relied on him functioning as a middle-man invoking a 
certain degree of trust. Among the six participants recruited in this way, a 
couple were obviously first of all interested in getting in contact with 
Nicolai, but agreed to being interviewed in order to do so, while another 
had studied Scandinavian languages and wanted to practice his Swedish 
skills by spending time with me. Yet another seemed to have a personal 
need to speak about his heartbreak after being left by his boyfriend.  

In addition, Nicolai introduced me to lovers and friends, resulting in 
four participants, and Sasha later introduced me to his new boyfriend 
Mikhail. Regarding the six informants from the bulletin board, they had 
nothing in common other than attending a digital media resource desig-
nated for queer adverts and speaking enough English to be able to meet me. 
Regarding the friends and lovers of Nicolai and Sasha, it may be said that 
they were generally not as fluent in English as some of the others.  

Through Nicolai, I also got in touch with Natalia, a longtime friend of 
his from his hometown, whom he introduced at first as a gender-am-
bivalent “gay” man, but who turned out during interviews to be a trans-
identified woman. At that point, it was not self-evident to include her in the 
study. I had decided to limit the selection to male-identified same-sex 
desiring individuals in order not to make the material more complex than I 
believed I could handle in light of my limited contextual knowledge, and 
trans experiences are not to be conflated with those of same-sex desire. At 
the same time, Natalia was recruited on the basis of those same criteria, 
implying zones of commonality, and I thus decided that her participation 
could be used as a kind of additional perspective that could produce tension 
in regards to the central issues for the study, such as the relationship 
between the body and digital media, as well as digital visibility and con-
cealment.  
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Only one informant was recruited outside the snowball sample, as I met 
Adrian during fieldwork in a nightclub, and he had no further connection 
to any of the others. In addition, I also recorded two longer face-to-face 
interviews with representatives from the local LGBTQI activist sphere, as 
well as a queer male nightclub manager. Lastly, I conducted an interview by 
email with one more activist, as well as numerous informal interviews with 
people, which were only maintained through field notes. Even though 
spending time and connecting with many more people throughout the 
fieldwork, I have chosen to treat only the ones I have either interviewed or 
followed over a more extensive period of time as “informants”.      

4.2.3 Reflection on the composition of informants 
There will be an elaborate presentation of each informant following this 
chapter, but for now I will briefly give a more general impression of the 
informants as a group.  

Altogether they are nineteen individuals. I have interviewed eighteen of 
them, one – three times each, and I have been reconnecting with seventeen 
of them over a period of two - three years. Some of them have mainly been 
interviewed, while I have engaged more intensely with others, including 
meeting family and friends, going out clubbing, hanging out, and in several 
cases becoming good friends. They were all living in Saint Petersburg 
during the time of the study (even though some of them moved while the 
fieldwork was still ongoing), and ranged between twenty-one and forty-
three years old.  

They came from a rather broad range of backgrounds. Some were from 
the countryside and some from the cities; a few were legal or illegal 
immigrants, while most had lived all their lives in Russia; and most lived in 
suburbs and only a few lived in the city center. However, it should be 
acknowledged that most of them held higher education even if not working 
with their profession in practice, including teachers, IT professionals, bank 
employees, university students, artists, and real estate agents. None of them 
could thus be said to belong to the lower socioeconomic strata in Russia. So 
while, for example, Aslan had a severely disadvantaged position as an illegal 
immigrant from a much discriminated origin, and Lyosha was on long-term 
sick leave due to an injury, they both had jobs and quite well-paid partners. 
Still, the informants typically lived in shared small apartments that they 
rented rather than owned, most about twenty–forty minutes by train away 
from the city, and would be considered far below average by Scandinavian 
standards. They worked hard for fairly small paychecks (with the same 
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standard in mind), and only a few were partaking in a more consumerist 
urban lifestyle, including shopping, fashion, dining, and popular culture, of 
which there is plenty in Saint Petersburg.  

Still, their socio-economic status did imply a certain bias, leaving out 
experiences from less privileged – and definitely less urban – queer indi-
viduals. This might be noted in regards to their mobility, as many had been 
able to move away from their hometowns, and several had also been able to 
emigrate from other countries. As we know, many others do not get such 
opportunities. A related issue is that of me depending on all except five to 
speak English, which is also of course largely a matter of class and edu-
cation, and often connected with more “outward looking” attitudes, taking 
part in foreign culture and enabling contacts beyond the national. As we 
will see throughout the analysis, transnational orientations and fleeting 
identifications are central themes in regards of the informant’s digital media 
use and ways of conceptualizing queerness, and this should thus partly be 
seen in light of such contextual specificities.  

4.3 A fag hag ethnography 
So what are in fact the implications of being a cis-woman14 doing ethno-
graphic work on and among queer men? Within the following, I will discuss 
this particular situatedness in terms of the potential distance it produces 
between researcher and researched, as well as the potential nearness, and 
what implications this has had on this study.  

4.3.1 The distance between us 
While working with a multi-sited and mobile field, it is particularly 
important to reflect on where you as a researcher have been able to move, 
and what locations have been blocked (Hine, 2015). Throughout the 
gradual emergence of a field, the question of access is no doubt an ongoing 
negotiation between you and a number of interests and obstacles ranging 
from the privacy of your informants to group affiliation and economic 
factors. While such aspects might sometimes be modified by ways of 
dressing and behaving, other personal characteristics are simply not nego-
tiable, such as, in my case, gender (Atkinson and Hammersley, 1995: 123).  

— 
14 An individual whose biological and juridical sex corresponds with her gender identity. 
Marking this out more specifically is of certain significance in this particular case 
because queer male environments also tend to include women from the trans spectrum. 
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Being a female researcher sometimes served as a hindrance for field 
observations because quite a few of the queer male establishments did not 
allow for female visitors. Others had special conditions for women, such as 
being accompanied by at least three male visitors and/or paying admissions 
three or four times as high as for men. This necessarily limited the number 
of nightclubs I visited during opening hours. As a female researcher, it was 
further not possible for me to engage in the kind of fieldwork where one 
actually participates in (somewhat) the same premises as others. I was not 
able to attend cruising clubs during opening hours, and if my informants 
would have wanted to continue into the darkrooms while we were out 
clubbing, I would have had to wait outside. Thus my body was in this regard 
a potential obstacle, stopping and slowing me down in the field.  

Being a female researcher among queer men also had implications for 
the degree of involvement I felt entitled to within the all-male digital 
environments. Not because I wasn’t allowed entrance, but because it did not 
seem completely ethical of me to actually participate in these queer male 
“free-zones”. I therefore decided that it was not essential to announce my 
presence at all the resources I visited, as I only intended to do brief 
inventories. On the all-male applications Growlr and Hornet, I thus pos-
sessed “passive” profiles, as in an “empty” account without any photos, 
contacts, or personal details. These were solely used as a way to get access to 
the resources, and I tried to minimize any kind of interference with the 
milieu and its users. Due to the risk of “standing out”, both as a women and 
as a researcher, a low profile was a matter of ethical consideration so as not 
to risk creating any anxiety among local members of the applications in 
times when they were facing increased surveillance from both civil society 
and the state. An empty profile hopefully did not cause any particular 
suspicion within the application plethora because such a profile is common 
as a means for discretion among users.  

4.3.2 Queer male/female friendship 
While my gender in this respect created a kind of distance between me and 
my informants, and held me back in the field, it should also be recognized 
that being a cis-woman in queer male environments is not the same as 
being a cis-man in queer female environments. While queer women have 
often had good reasons to be suspicious towards male intruders within the 
spaces they have designated for themselves, due to unwelcomed attention 
and sexualization, the bond between queer men and women is well-
documented worldwide (e.g. Fackler & Savalto, 2012; Leopold, 2007) as well 
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as that between “gays” and “lesbians” more particularly (Doyle, 2008; Nestle 
& Preston, 1994).  

Jennifer Doyle (2008), for example, beautifully traces the figure of the 
female and queer male friendship within literature as a powerful promise of 
a relation between men and women undisturbed by the forceful dynamics 
of heterosexual culture, but which is constantly held back or consciously 
misunderstood due to the same mechanisms. Doyle reads this attachment 
between some queer men and certain women as:  

a coupling against the pressures of heteronormative structures in which 
mutual recognition converts not into a proposal, but into a lifeline. Within 
such a friendship one’s sexual being is not merely acknowledged, but 
nourished in its full complexity (p. 328).  

If this is true, it is of course tremendously advantageous for a study in-
terested in the complexity of sexual being in terms of lifeworlds, but let us 
not get carried away. I most definitely do not attempt to claim that the 
“female on queer male” research position is the ultimate one, but only that 
it is also one with particular advantages as well as hindrances.  

It is worth noting that, among my informants, most were overwhelm-
ingly prone to socialize with females, and they had their closest and most 
fundamental relationships with women. For many, this tendency to as-
sociate the most with women besides other queer men was life-long and 
went hand in hand with an out-spoken discomfort with straight men. While 
being afraid of homophobic reactions, the ones that the informants were 
most commonly referring to as their allies, and whom they confided in 
about their queer dispositions were persistently girlfriends, sisters, mothers 
and other female relatives (even if this did not always protect them from 
such reactions). Several of them, like Vasilii and Adrian, lived with female 
friends, or had done so before, and Nicolai and Sasha had been able to get 
their apartment by having their best girlfriend sign the contract together 
with Sasha. Yegor previously married one of his female friends, and he 
recently had a child with another. On their social media profiles, many of 
the informants’ close girlfriends willingly pose in affectionate postures with 
them, spreading smokescreens towards other observers. On the digital bul-
letin board BBS, an entire section is focused on promoting friendship 
between queer men and women in order to form families and/or marriages.  

Within Doyle’s (2008) writing on these intimate connections between 
queer men and women mentioned above, she is markedly hesitant towards 
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using the term “fag hag” while speaking about the women involved. The 
term has a long history, and as Doyle notes, many negative connotations, 
not least by placing these women “conceptually within a model of parasitic 
friendship. […] As a stereotype”, she concludes, “(the insecure straight 
woman who retreats into asexual friendship with similar stunted homo-
sexual men) the fag hag obscures the full range of relationships between 
women and gay men” (p. 332). I certainly agree with this critique in many 
ways, not least having been that woman myself, who was often looked down 
on by others while attending queer venues with my “gay” friends. 
Affectionately associating with queer men as a young queer woman, my 
own same-sex desires were, for example, often put into question, as if they 
were simply a desperate pose in order to “join the party”. However, queer 
communities have a long history of reclaiming burdened terminology used 
to medicalize and/or shame us, among which “queer” itself is but one, and 
other commentators have rather chosen to embrace the fag hag epithet (e.g. 
Leopold, 2007).   

I, myself, regard “the fag hag” as a forceful figure pointing at the non-
sexual but highly intimate and affectionate bonds between queer men and 
women. Due to this bond – which is of course not a given but a potential – I 
think that a “fag hag approach” to undertaking ethnographic research 
among queer men also comes with advantages and that the deep sincerity 
that I have experienced in many encounters is telling of that.  

4.3.3 Interviews: a “dialogical approach” 
One advantage, particular for connections between queer men and queer 
women, is the potential to quickly form affectionate associations without 
having to fear misunderstandings or to negotiate potentially sexual signals. 
This problem, for example, had to be dealt with by Kristian Møller (2016) in 
his interview study among queer men recruited through geolocative hookup 
applications. In order to signal professionalism and avoid coming about as 
an erotic invite, Møller consciously held his interviews in public locations, 
which sometimes created problems for open and relaxed interview situa-
tions (2016: 41). Conversely, in the contact with my informants, I was able 
to immediately invite them to my place for a one-on-one meeting in a safe 
and homely environment. I was also able to express honest and whole-
hearted fondness, such as compliments and hugs as our relationships 
developed, without risking coming off as unprofessional.  

Often, the first interview was conducted as part of an initial meeting with 
the participant with a more formal interview set-up, while the second and 
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third interviews often were related to social occasions such as larger get-
togethers, pre-parties, or lazy afternoon hangouts. The first interviews took 
the form of life narratives, tracing queer moments, desires, and milestones 
throughout their personal history, highlighting occasions when media in 
general, and digital media in particular, appeared significant. Follow-up 
interviews tended to focus more specifically on the present time and the 
ways in which they use digital media right now for different purposes 
related to queer living. The length of the interviews normally ranged from 
thirty minutes to about three hours. 

Because the purpose of this work has been to understand attitudes and 
lifeworlds, I worked with non-structured in-depth interviews (Johnson, 
2001) in the form of face-to-face conversations, loosely organized around a 
few themes. They did not include a formal questionnaire, and they 
intentionally allowed for rich contextualization. Typically I asked the infor-
mants to tell me about queer feelings (early experiences, ways of under-
standing these feelings), spaces (growing up queer in particular settings, 
being queer in Saint Petersburg/Russia, spaces of queer belonging), and 
practices (of connecting with queer others, of self-expression, of using 
different queer digital media resources). This is telling of the above men-
tioned “non-digital-centric” approach to digital ethnography, strategically 
focusing only indirectly on the actual digital media use (Pink et al., 2016).  

Anyone who has worked with interviews knows that it often takes time 
to move beyond the level of polite conversation and that many interviewees 
initially tend to act as representatives of themselves, leaving out or denying 
seemingly controversial or contradictory aspects of their lives. For example, 
it became obvious over the course of this project that several of the 
participants found it hard to navigate verbally in regards to issues such as 
shame and homophobia. During such circumstances, being somewhat of an 
“insider” – as a queer woman, and as a fag hag – could be an advantage, but 
there was certainly no guarantee that this was the case. Even if immensely 
different in context, living in a lesbian relationship in Sweden has still 
provided me with a privileged reference point. I believe, as has been said 
about “feminist subjectivity”, that this often springs from a kind of 
“affective dissonance” between the subject and societal discourse (Hem-
mings, 2012), and the same can be said about “queer subjectivity”. What is 
being shared by many queer individuals worldwide is perhaps primarily 
experiences of frustration, marginalization, indignation, pain, and loss of 
dreams. By commonly describing shared feelings of “affective dissonance” 
in heteronormative surroundings, the dialogues in this study sometimes 
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managed to open up significantly during the interviews, and by sharing 
personal experiences or those of my queer network back home such detours 
sometimes became turning points in the dialogue.  

As suggested by ethnographer Ruth Frankenberg (1993), this might be 
thought of as a dialogical approach, consciously used to produce a safe space 
for the interviewee to talk within.  

[R]ather than maintaining the traditionally distant, apparently objective, 
and so-called blank-faced research persona, I positioned myself as explicitly 
involved in the questions, at times sharing with interviewees either informa-
tion about my own life or elements of my own analysis (p. 30).  

Using a dialogical approach, then, can be thought of as a productive way of 
working with “shared experience” and subcultural knowledge, aiming to 
provide a certain degree of trust and mutual investment. Acknowledging 
the porosity of such a bond, though, can be at best described as what 
Catherine Nash (2010: 141) calls a “fragile sameness”. Side by side with this 
zone of commonality is also an entire landscape of differences – that 
inescapable imbalance between the researcher and the participant, and in 
our case, between queer femininity and queer masculinity, and most 
importantly between queer existences in Sweden and in Russia. Thus, at the 
same time as I might have intended to open up a safe space to talk, by 
sharing and entering into dialogue, I might just as much have been steering 
the way the interview was going through my own predispositions. For 
example, it took me quite a while to realize that even my initial questions 
about what term they preferred for themselves, such as gay/queer/ 
homosexual, was suggestive that queer dispositions are expected to be 
synonymous with some kind of identity label, which did not always make 
sense to a few of my informants.  

Paying further attention to notions on reflexivity, we will now move over 
to the considerations taken regarding safety and discretion due to the level 
of sensitivity of the research topic.   

4.4 Working procedures and ethical considerations 
As ethnographers, we are invited to take part in other people’s lives and 
lifeworlds. But for participants to expose themselves in such a way, ethno-
graphy also comes with the responsibility to earn this trust by making sure 
that the participants’ interests are being protected. As such, working with 
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ethnography is bound up with issues of self-reflexivity, continuously con-
fronting your own project with critical suspicion. Or as Beverly Skeggs 
(1995) says, it is not so much a method as it is a theory on how one should 
do research. Doing fieldwork on queer-related issues in Russia in a time of 
persecution and increasingly homophobic attitudes, I definitely felt a great 
responsibility to think through what I was doing so as not to risk the 
informants’ safety in any way.   

4.4.1 Discretion in the field 
Coming to Russia to do research on queer topics at the time I did was not 
something to be too explicit about, especially because the terminology of 
“foreign agents” was being used as an administrative offense against 
foreigners engaged in such activities. During the time I was working in 
Russia, a number of foreign activists and journalists were arrested for 
reporting on queer-related issues or for engaging in queer activism (e.g. 
Katz, 2013; Svensson, 2014). In order to ensure continued access to the 
field, I decided not to be open about my status as a researcher within the 
visa processes, nor towards anyone outside of “the queer sphere”. 
Practically, this meant having an alternative story about my purpose for 
being there, ready-at-hand to tell my sweet landlord, gregarious co-pas-
sengers on the flights, talkative neighbors, and shop assistants. I also 
avoided establishing contacts with any local universities on site after an 
initial probing by my supervisor had been met with suspicion. Sometimes 
these precautions seemed a bit exaggerated, as I am sure that it would have 
been possible to find very productive academic connections in Saint 
Petersburg, and also that many of the people I met would have had nothing 
negative to say about my work. But still, not being all that sure about the 
current atmosphere, I felt it to be in the best interest of my informants if I 
kept a very low profile.  

Throughout my time in Saint Petersburg, I tried to protect both my 
ongoing work and the participants from unwelcome attention, not only in 
terms of obvious harm, but also, as pointed out by Paul Atkinson and 
Martyn Hammersley (1995: 246), to avoid creating unnecessary anxiety 
among people who were already in a stressful situation. To minimize such 
impact on behalf of the participants was a central ethical consideration 
throughout the fieldwork.  

It is interesting to note that in a way this arrangement while in field 
mimicked a kind of segmented living, typical for several of my informants, 
where all queer-related activity is completely cut off from the rest of their 
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lives, such as family, straight friends, school, workplaces, etc. Going back 
and forth between Saint Petersburg and Stockholm, between VKontakte and 
Facebook, and between my informants and my life back home thus meant 
being torn between two very diverse ways of comprehending queer 
existence. I am certain that I did not always juggle this tension in the best 
way, and there were certainly lessons learned along the way, which I will go 
more into detail about in section 4.5.   

4.4.2 The importance of anonymity 
All informants were of course informed about the focus of the study in a 
fairly comprehensive way, and they agreed to participate based on this 
information. But obviously the topic implied more far-reaching responsi-
bilities because it included individuals with a lot at risk due to their 
participation. For one thing, they could be subjected to legal interventions if 
I were to be suspected of doing something inappropriate in the eyes of the 
authorities. But perhaps more pressing, as almost all of the informants were 
not fully “out” everywhere and to everyone, they were also risking queer 
exposure, which could have damaging effects on their personal relation-
ships as well as professional lives. It is hard to foresee the potential spread of 
texts treating charged topics, and even if the most likely outcome of 
academic writing is (sadly enough, most of the time) that it will only be read 
by a very small circle of professionals, it cannot be disregarded that it could 
also be picked up by other interests. Therefore, I have seen it as better to be 
safe than sorry in regards to anonymity and discretion.  

Even when participants are aware that they are part of a research 
situation, it is easy to forget about it as you get to know each other better 
and the line between friendship and professional relationship becomes 
blurred. It could even be said that ethnographers “seek to facilitate this” 
blurriness in order to get as personal and honest accounts as possible 
(Atkinson and Hammersley, 1995: 264). This is especially the case when it 
comes to the informants that I have maintained extensive contact with, and 
whom I have spent much time with “off the record”. For when does inter-
action while in the field cease to be fieldwork? Does it ever (cf. Bengtsson, 
2014)? Can informants still be said to be participating under informed 
consent when the interview has moved over into vodka drinking? Are my 
observations of them through the strobe light on the dance floor suitable for 
analysis? And what about that time when I was hospitalized due to an 
assumed miscarriage and Aslan and Fedir spent days by my sickbed, 
comforting and consoling me – was I still a researcher then? No doubt, the 
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relation between “researcher” and “researched” is a messy one, and in the 
end these questions depend on the judgment of the researcher.   

Due to the same messiness, participants with a lot at risk might become 
“seduced” by the kind of atmosphere that you create together, in terms of 
comfort and support, and suddenly disregard the importance of discretion 
and anonymity. Among the participants, several did, for example, state that 
even though they were living rather secretive queer lives anonymity was not 
that important to them and, somewhat contradictorily, that they “had 
nothing to hide”. In these situations I still regarded it as my responsibility to 
have the participants’ discretion in mind, and to continue to try to estimate 
whether my presence in the field and in places we frequent together, as well 
as my ways of presenting the material, might mean any exposure to anyone 
involved. I further explained in advance of all interviews that anything 
compromising their anonymity, such as names and places, will be changed 
and intermingled no matter what they prefer. This was both to protect their 
privacy and safety, but also about enabling boldness and sincerity on their 
part. Even if there might be reasons to sometimes question the “norm” of 
anonymizing participants when, for example, working with more col-
laborative methods (Dahl, 2010), I am still convinced that anonymity in 
most cases enhances the depth of interviews and their potential to move 
beyond mere platitudes and representativeness. Thus, all personal names 
used throughout the study are pseudonyms, which the informants often had 
the chance to choose for themselves.  

4.5 Notions on situated knowledge 
It obviously matters who produces the knowledge, as we have learned from 
postcolonial scholars and “critical border thinkers” aiming to promote 
epistemologies of non-Western-world regions (e.g. Mignolo & Tlostanova, 
2006; Chakrabarty, 1992; Spivak, 1990). In that sense, it is particular prob-
lematic to come as a foreigner to a country where you lack both socio-
cultural competence and language skills and to try to produce qualified 
knowledge about that context, and there were no precautions I could have 
taken to make that go away. I can only assert that I have been honestly and 
critically aware of this during the research process and that I have 
continuously become wiser along the way. Thus, the self-reflexive 
discussion on this research position should not be read as reservations 
aiming to make the study look more “innocent”, but rather the opposite. 
According to Donna Haraway (1988), to emphasize the situatedness of the 
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researcher is not to argue for subjectivity, but instead is a way to establish a 
strong position to speak from within post-modernity while still acknow-
ledging the agency of the world we study. Through reflexivity we may 
produce “situated knowledge”, formulated from a particular point of view, 
that is, a highly embodied epistemology, including a researcher of flesh and 
blood as the very medium for observation.  

As a researcher coming from Sweden, I necessarily represented and 
carried with me dominant Western epistemologies in how I perceived and 
interpreted things in the field. Besides the ways in which I might have 
steered dialogues or privileged interpretations, other aspects of interaction 
include what I might have put in motion by being there and engaging in the 
participants’ lives. How, for example, did that which I embody, by my very 
way of living as an “open” Scandinavian lesbian, with state-sanctioned 
marriage and child rearing, color the narrative the informants presented to 
me? This question was particularly central during my very last fieldtrip in 
2015 when I was pregnant, and my growing womb was constantly there as a 
physical manifestation of my privileges and sexual citizenship. And even if 
all my informants generously expressed their excitement over the 
pregnancy, to me my belly was somehow undermining that fragile sameness 
I was after. It possibly also created an orientation within the room towards 
talking about the generational line and about futurities in the form of 
nuclear families.  

Other events possibly put into motion over the course of my fieldwork 
included the informants’ orientation toward Sweden and Europe, as 
Nicolai, for example, started to learn some English through online courses 
and spoke more and more about migration. Similarly, some informants 
started to look for houses in Sweden, and others were searching for jobs in 
Stockholm. Reflecting on these kinds of motions, there were obviously 
complicated power dynamics at work here, where I was possibly part of 
putting things in motion that might seem within reach, but in fact are only 
possible for very few. So while I was rather freely travelling back and forth 
between the countries, the choice of changing queer life-modes along with 
destinations was not equally available to my informants.    

A very specific motion was when Nicolai and Sasha came to Stockholm 
for the Pride festival in 2014, possibly being the occasion during the 
research process that I am least proud of. As I got to know fairly late about 
their arrival in Stockholm, I already had plans for the weekend, but of 
course decided to meet up. The collision of the different queer worlds that 
usually tore at me between my life back in Sweden and that which I related 
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to in Saint Petersburg was flagrant. I met up with the two young men after 
the parade still dressed in a lace bodysuit, which certainly exposed more 
than it covered, only to see that serious and concerned look in Sasha’s face. 
They seemed somewhat lost in the glimmering mish-mash of feather boas 
and rainbows, and I was somehow unable, or perhaps unwilling, to go into 
the Saint Petersburg mindset and to shake off my own ecstatic Pride mode, 
which probably would have been a precondition for us to actually connect 
there and then.  

Thinking about how they took care of me in Saint Petersburg over the 
years, and the attentive sensitivity we developed in order to be able to meet 
one another across linguistic divides, has caused a lot of regret in relation to 
this. The lesson learned is that ethnographic research implies responsi-
bilities that stretch beyond the researcher/participant and into the personal 
and private. In the same way as they generously let me in under their skins, 
despite all the discomfort, I cannot really hide from them behind a need for 
privacy.   

Such ways of learning, through my own sense of context collapse, or the 
tensions and secrecy surrounding a segmented queer life while being in 
Saint Petersburg, have indeed served as embodied sources of understanding 
the field. As we have learned from a long range of feminist and queer 
ethnographers, research takes shape through the living body of the 
researcher, and her many different ways of sensing the field hold valuable 
knowledge (e.g. Hemmings, 2012; Sundén, 2012; Rooke, 2010; Wacquant, 
2005). This includes intimate and personal investments due to extensive 
involvement, and this is not least the case when working with marginalized 
groups involving a political imperative (Harding, 1993; Harding ed., 2004). 
As I have already mentioned, I have come to think about my fieldwork as a 
kind of fag hag approach, as a response to the commonly asked question of 
why I am engaging in queer digital male media use and not the digital 
media use of queer women. Having tried to come up with well-thought 
intellectual responds, the frank answer is that my academic interest in queer 
men’s lives is a result of personal relationships and solidarity over the years 
with queer dispositioned men. It is a matter of close affiliation, recognition, 
and sisterhood across the gender gap, from my fierce camp friend crying 
from small town suffocation in my arms during our teenage years, over 
shared fears of male attackers, experiences of sexual violence, and a weak-
ness for skincare, to the queer male friend now being the father of my child. 
Yes, such a fag hag approach is a highly emotive affair, always involving 
feelings such as empathy, disgust, rage, or obligations. It also indicates the 
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often blurred distinction between researchers and activists within queer 
cultures (Dahl, 2010; Halberstam, 2003).  

Hence, the body remains “a contested site of knowledge production” 
throughout the whole research process in terms of how we engage with, 
interact with, and are moved by our projects and participants (Bain & Nash, 
2006: 99). Still today, Saint Petersburg is far from a “city” to me, as I have 
only moved within the grid of sites where my informants have taken me. I 
still have not seen the Hermitage or the Mariinsky Theatre, but I have led an 
everyday life for a month a year by Ligovsky Prospect. Saint Petersburg to 
me is for the most part a network of relationships, knit together by kitchen 
tables, drag shows, and digital translation systems. It is a very emotional 
space, which I can sense more than navigate – a mixture of winter breezes, 
strange smells, home-cooked food, distant threats, and intimate conver-
sations. It is my ambition to let this speak through the analysis.  

Another aspect where a sensory delicacy has been productive throughout 
the fieldwork is in relation to the compensatory efforts needed when 
interacting with informants with whom I could not speak.  

4.5.1 Non-verbal ethnography and “slow communication” 
It should be clear that most of the participants did speak fairly good, or very 
good, English, but with four of them I used a translator in order to conduct 
the interviews, and with one I chose to focus solely on other forms of 
engagement. Still, in several of the other contacts, conducting interviews 
and communicating was a matter of very slow and patient lingual nego-
tiation. Obviously, not being able to communicate freely is a major obstacle 
for coming close to people and their understandings of different situations. 
But from a methodological point of view, it also forced me to work 
creatively with other ways of bonding and making sense out of situations 
through, for example, body language, charades, and exaggerated facial 
expressions. This further required and enabled me to become more 
attentive to non-verbal aspects of social situations, such as forms of 
interaction between participants and others, their media habits in different 
settings, changes in temper and atmosphere, and so on. Sasha, a passionate 
collector of everything from miniature cars to magnets, could spend ours 
showing me all of his favorite items accompanied by immersive facial 
expressions. This way, I got to understand all the places he had travelled to 
outside of Russia, and how he felt about the different locations through 
looks signaling “snobbish”, “crazy”, “decadent”, and so on. He also kept a 
comprehensive number of photos on his computer documenting the past 
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eight–ten years of his life, which in the end gave me a feeling of knowing 
him better than even some of the participants who were fluent in English. 
This method resonates with ethnographer Mark Graham’s (2010) focus on 
objects as important knowledge producers in the field (even if his method is 
far more rigorous in terms of this). Working among gay-identifying men in 
Australia, Graham specifically argues that “attention to things can serve as a 
useful method for accessing sexuality and the part it plays in a person’s life” 
(p. 65) This is particularly true in terms of how things might contradict and 
thus “open up” verbal accounts and narratives. An example of this can be 
noted from my engagement with Sasha and Nicolai, who spoke in 
interviews with translator about how they were “not open” about their 
relationship with friends and family members. Still, in their shared apart-
ment where they often had family members visiting, numerous things were 
telling of their relationship to one another. Such as the fact that there was 
only one bed. Or holiday photos of the two of them together. Or Men’s 
Health magazines lying around. Hence, this speaks of a much more 
complex and layered form of “not being open”, as of an open secret, than 
one would think if only speaking to them.  

Another way of spending time together “without words” was to engage 
in activities such as going to clubs and concerts, watching TV, having them 
show me around the city, or activities around their digital resources in a 
media go-along.  

This kind of non-verbal ethnographic work is very dependent on the 
willingness and comfort of the participants to make the extra efforts 
necessary for it to work, which at times was rather exhausting for both them 
and me. I was frequently feeling probably just as embarrassed as the 
informants when it came to socializing without being able to speak to one 
another verbally, making the interaction clumsy and full of misunder-
standings. But I was amazed by the generosity and enthusiasm that so many 
of them showed in making me a fairly annoying element of their everyday 
life for intense periods of time.  

Further, looking at it from a digital ethnographic point of view, it is 
obvious that current media devices have opened up new and fascinating 
possibilities for engagement beyond linguistic barriers, which might be 
particularly rewarding for media studies. Independently of whether or not 
we could communicate first hand, I was always able to have participants 
show me their membership profiles and guide me around different digital 
forums, as well as translate conversations and interactions taking place 
there. Online video/film/and music channels are also a major arena for 
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socializing and sharing cultural references during face-to-face interactions. 
With partners and friends of participants who were too shy to meet in 
person due to poor English skills, I was able to befriend them on social 
networks and to chat with them through translation systems, however 
usually about fairly mundane things because it proved too difficult to have 
any deeper or more sensitive discussions. Thus, the translation systems 
definitely have their limitations.         

With the inventive help of Nicolai, who only knew very basic English, I 
further cultivated forms of face-to-face slow communication through the 
translation systems of our smartphones and computers. Even though being 
enormously time-consuming, we were at times able to have entire con-
versations face-to-face simply by letting our devices mediate in Russian and 
English, respectively, coupled of course with a big dose of forbearance 
towards grammar and misunderstandings. But more generally, this was a 
way of still enabling important information to get through when we were 
spending time together, which we did a lot. In general, throughout the 
fieldwork translation programs were a steady companion and were always 
readily available to mediate and bridge our fractured dialogic mode, and I 
am rather doubtful whether this study would even have been possible 
otherwise.      

4.5.2 Hermeneutic transcription and ethnographic writing 
As we can see, the data collection was performed in ways demanding a lot of 
interpretative efforts already in the field, and the result was a fairly untidy 
collection of recordings, field notes, and electronic communication records. 
The main part was collected during two weeklong fieldtrips in 2013 and two 
longer visits in 2014 and 2015, both lasting for approximately six weeks. 
Throughout the field trips I kept a daily diary of activities, people involved, 
impressions, conversations, and ideas that crossed my mind. These field 
notes contained both practical information and thorough descriptions 
about milieus and what I had learned about the participants during our 
meetings, but also very personal details about my relationships with the 
participants, including senses, emotions, and intuitions. These might cover 
intense feelings during certain conversations or happenings when it felt as 
though the contact was having a “breakthrough” and moved to a deeper 
level, or feelings of mistrust and suspicion towards the honesty or 
authenticity of things being said and done. It also included senses of failure 
in the field, frustration, and ethical dilemmas, covering, for example, loyalty 
conflicts towards participating couples that suddenly split up, or obligations 
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when becoming a witness to a participant’s apparent mistreatment of his 
boyfriend. Altogether, the field notes covered diary entries from most days 
out of fourteen weeks spent in field. Electronic communication records 
contained long-term contact with eight participants and one additional 
expert.     

The recordings of face-to-face interviews with the participants contained 
twenty-five interview occasions with nineteen main informants and two 
expert interviews, equaling approximately forty hours all together. Because 
many of the interviews were conducted either with a translator, or with 
poor verbal standards, the recordings would definitely come across as 
“messy” for someone not involved in the interview occasion, which is why it 
was never an option to have them transcribed by someone else. It would 
possibly also have been too problematic from a more ethical point of view 
as well, considering the need to protect the informants’ anonymity. All 
interviews were thus transcribed by me personally, either in part or in their 
totality, depending on their level of relevance. However, I found it hard to 
judge beforehand what might come to be relevant throughout the analysis, 
and thus felt a need to repeatedly go back to the recordings. Transcribing 
interviews is in itself a very analytical act (Klein, 1990), often including 
numerous listenings and a kind of bodily habituation of the interviews, 
through which you soon know every accentuation and melody of what is 
being said.  

While I have on other occasions felt strongly about very detailed trans-
cription methods, including transcribing all there is to be literally heard 
throughout the recordings, the interview situations of this study called for a 
rather different approach, which I would call hermeneutic transcription. 
This implied not always writing down what the informants were actually 
saying, but what they were trying to say. For what are the actual reasons 
when working with interviews of very poor lingual quality to include 
minute-long pauses as an informant is trying to find the right translation, 
perhaps using Google, or while we together try out different suggestions 
until we hit the right one? Or to include mistakes and shaky grammar. 
What analytic purpose would such transcripts have? Instead, I have sought 
to optimize the readability of the interviews by making the language as 
correct as possible, while still including, for example, hesitations, laughs, 
and sudden changes in temper because they might be important for inter-
pretations.  

When it comes to the formal presentation of transcripts within the 
analysis, the primary principle has been to give voice to the participants in 
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an ethical way. Presenting material in a very raw format, including, for 
example, incoherent and repetitive talk might stigmatize the participants by 
stupefying and stereotyping them. Including such mistakes in quotations 
does not fill any reasonable purposes, as long as it does not seem unclear 
what the participant is actually trying to express.  

While transcribing, I have further done so in relation to color schemes, 
marking out sections having to do with my initial interest in space, time, 
and media use, but also themes evolving more organically from within the 
material such as queer visibility and segmentation practices. The material 
has thus been organized deductively and inductively both by themes based 
on the theoretical framework and by themes extracted from the material 
itself, that is through “ethnographic abduction” (Atkinsson, 2015).    

A hermeneutic transcription method is a rather natural addition to a 
more general hermeneutic approach towards the material, through which 
interpretations are made in the search for deeper meanings of what is being 
said (Ricoeur, 2008/1970). In order to move beyond the level of the 
manifest towards hidden structures and relations of the text, I have 
intended to keep a certain critical distance – a so-called “hermeneutics of 
suspicion”, as discourse both serves to reveal and to conceal. The her-
meneutic interpretation means constantly moving between the parts and 
the whole, letting the general illuminate the specific and the other way 
around (Radnitzky, 1970). For example, I have read individual statements 
in relation to the broader impression of an interview or relationship with a 
participant, opening up for contradictions and negotiations between dif-
ferent aspects of life and identity that might productively be brought to the 
forefront. 

Finally, when putting a study into a coherent text, the literary and 
narrative qualities of the ethnographic end product become blatant (e.g. 
Atkinson & Hammersley, 1995; Clifford & Marcus 1986; Richardson & St. 
Pierre, 2005) as you struggle with the seemingly endless possibilities of 
interpretation. What do I choose to regard as relevant? What assumptions 
do I impose on the infinitely complex situations of lived life? It seems clear 
that ethnography is most certainly, as stated by James Clifford and George 
Marcus, rather “caught up in the invention, not the representation, of 
cultures” (1986: 2 [my italics]). One way, though, of trying to disrupt such 
omnipotent authorship was by sharing preliminary interpretations of the 
interviews and observations with the informants and to ask for their 
opinions and spontaneous reactions on different aspects of the material. 
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Four informants have further read the entire analysis and given feedback on 
other parts of the manuscript.  

Throughout this chapter, I have carved out the methodological approach 
of the study and explicated on the methods used within field. As we are now 
moving closer to the analytical chapters, it is time to give the real flesh and 
blood of this study a proper introduction. In an interlude before entering 
the analysis, we are thus now to become familiarized with both the inform-
ants and the digital media resources of interest.   
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INTERL UDE

Setting the scene 

So who are in fact these Russian “queer men” this study proclaims to build 
on, so far only flashing by in the text? In order to give a more compre-
hensive presentation of each informant, this interlude is aimed to function 
as somewhere to return while reading the analysis if wanting to remind 
oneself about the context of the different voices heard throughout the text. 
But first of all I will provide some further insight into the different digital 
media resources most commonly used among the informants, and which I 
have consequently looked a bit closer at.  

The queer online sphere 
Inventories of digital environments only regard the digital media resources 
most commonly used by the informants, even though, as we will see, several 
others are mentioned and used. These are the digital bulletin board BBS, the 
dating site Mamba, the social network forum VKontakte, and two smart-
phone applications, Hornet and Growlr. While BBS, Hornet, and Growlr 
more particularly cater to a queer male membership/user base, Mamba is a 
dating forum used by all genders and sexual preferences, and VKontakte is 
the Russian equivalent of Facebook, i.e. the biggest social network used by 
large segments of the population for all kinds of purposes.  

Hornet 
Hornet is the most commonly used geolocative application among Russian 
queer men, and also among my informants, even though its competitor 
Grindr is still the world’s largest. It was founded in 2011 and today has 
approximately twenty-five million users. Hornet is also possible to use over 
the web, but my informants only seem to refer to it and use it as an 
application. Besides enabling dating and networking, Hornet also features 
“the largest LGBTQ newsroom in the world” (Hornet.com, 2018), covering 
community-related issues from Pride festivals to hate crimes in seven 
languages, among which Russian is one. The network has an outspoken 
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social responsibility policy and was, for example, cooperating with regional 
and global human rights organizations during the state persecution of queer 
individuals in Chechnya to ensure that the “community of users in that 
region had access to information and resources” (ibid.).  

When signing up for the network, the user only has to give up an email 
address, but it is also possible to log on using a Facebook or Google+ 
account. No further information is needed, other than giving the appli-
cation access to the location of your smartphone. Nor do you need to create 
a profile in order to start exploring other members. If you do want to create 
a profile though, it is possible to add information about age, body 
characteristics, ethnicity, HIV-status, and more, as well as to write some-
thing about what you are searching for.   

Once entering the application, the user is met by a grid of nearby others 
who are commonly, but far from always, represented by a photo, as well as a 
green dot if the person is currently online. Upon tapping the photo you can 
see if the member has given up a name or a pseudonym, and if he has 
entered his age, as well as when he was last online. It is also possible to tap 
once more in order to see a kind of “profile” with feeds or to scroll to see 
more pictures. Many users additionally have “locked” pictures that you can 
ask to have unlocked, and which I am told often contain face pictures and/ 
or nudity.  

On Hornet, the users have long been able to also explore members in any 
other chosen region besides just seeing those nearby. For Grindr such a 
feature was only made available in 2018 and thus was not an option 
throughout the fieldwork. This is a much-appreciated function and is one of 
Hornet’s prime qualities among some of my informants.  

For those willing to pay a smaller amount of about two euros a month – 
about half of the price compared to Grindr – it is also possible to sign up for 
a premium membership, which among other things enables the user to see 
more profiles, make more specific searches, and to “browse in invisible 
mode”. While using the invisible mode, the user does not show up on 
others’ grids and does not leave any traces if they have checked out other 
users (which otherwise happens).  

If wanting to get in contact with any other user, you either send a chat 
message or only a heart as a nudge signaling interest.  

Mamba 
Mamba is a major Russian dating forum, running since 2003, and catering 
to all audiences. Today it is used internationally with thirty-two million 
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profiles, and it is also available as an application. The forum was used to a 
great extent some five–ten years ago, even if not as much during the time of 
the fieldwork. For a long period, it is said to have been the main online 
option for same-sex networking though, and was being linked to through 
the popular site Gay.ru, now offering the digital bulletin board BBS.  

Mamba is a quite regular dating site, where it is possible to mark both 
the gender option “man” and the search option “men”. The forum is built 
around profiles, commonly including a first name, age, place of residence, 
and a picture. The forum requires giving up an email address, a first name 
and a date of birth. However, lately that forum has added requirements 
aiming to decrease the amount of anonymous profiles. For example, in 
order to confirm the account, one also has to give up a telephone number to 
receive a confirmation code, and is further encouraged also to connect the 
Mamba-profile to a Facebook-account to “make it more popular and trust-
worthy”. Still, if wanting to show up in others searches it is also mandatory 
to upload a profile photo which has to be an authentic face picture in order 
to follow the rules. While building one’s profile it is possible to give up 
detailed information about everything from general interests to sexual pre-
ferences. There are VIP features available for eight euros a month through 
which members can for example use an invisible mode, and numerous extra 
services for additional fees.  

However, I am told by the informants that the site previously did not 
demand face-pictures, or phone numbers, and that it was possible to use in 
very discrete ways.  

VKontakte 
VKontakte is a social networking service and the Russian equivalent to 
Facebook. It is used among a broad spectrum of the citizenry, and it is the 
most visited website in the country, with at least 477 million accounts. In 
May 2018, the site was available in eighty-six languages, and it is very 
popular also in neighboring countries. Today it is owned by VKontakte Ltd, 
which has been accused of being indirectly connected to the Kremlin by the 
creator Pavel Durov, who launched the site in 2006 but was later pushed out 
of the company. Durov has reported being forced away because he was not 
willing to give out user information to the Russian Federal Security Services 
(The Moscow Times, 2014).  

Participation in the network requires registration, and like on Facebook, 
users are intended to use their real names and personal information. Most 
profiles that I came in contact with did include a real first and last name, a 
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face picture, and information about interests, place of residence, education, 
etc. Further, many shared a large number of photos, but it did not appear as 
though other kinds of updates, such as the text-based Facebook “status”, are 
as commonly used.   

VKontakte allows private and public messaging, event announcements, 
and sharing and tagging content such as texts, images, videos, etc., and it 
allows users to stream media, film, and music, which is a very common and 
appreciated area of use.  

In addition, VKontakte contains different forms of “communities” – 
where “groups” invite private users to get together in relation to a shared 
interest or topic and to communicate through discussion boards. 
Performing a search with the word “gay” (гей) generated hundreds of hits, 
with more or less specific gay-related themes, including “Gay movies/Gay 
Themed movies”, “Gay music”, “Gay chat”, “Chechnya gays”, and nu-
merous groups for different community activities such as different bars, 
nightclubs, organizations, etc. The three largest groups have 227,000, 
197,000, and 117,000 members, respectively (VKontakte, 2018).  

Among the informants, these were the most common platforms for 
queer interaction on the VKontakte network, and as we will see, many used 
multiple profiles in order to engage in such interactions.  

BBS 
BBS is part of the Russian server Gay.ru catering to “homosexual, lesbian, 
bisexual and transgender” people, and it is Russia’s most long-running 
digital media resource for queer people, including news and community 
activities. BBS is a traditional and very simple digital bulletin board, where 
people post short messages without having to rely on personal profiles or 
having to register as a member. The bulletin board is organized according 
to different cities, and Saint Petersburg has its own subsection and is of 
course one of the major sections first appearing when entering the site. You 
can also choose other cities and other (predominantly east European and 
central Asian) countries. On the Saint Petersburg BBS section, there are 
different sub-boards, including “Gay dating”, where most activity is hap-
pening and which is a purely male-to-male space. Women are only allowed 
to post commercial messages and are otherwise asked to use the “Bisexual” 
sub-board. There is also a “Massage and Services” board, largely containing 
escort ads, a “From 40 years old and up” board for a more mature crowd, a 
“BDSM” board, a “Bear” board, and a “Trans” board. In addition, there are 
boards focusing on “Jobs”, “Club life”, and “HIV+ and Hepatitis”. However, 
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it is obvious that most posts, independent of boards, are focusing on sex-
related searches.  

When posting on the board or leaving an answer, one has to give up a 
name and an email address. However, the poster is actively encouraged not 
to use their “real name”. When posting an ad, one is additionally able to 
give up the nearest metro station, and by that enable quick hookups. Apart 
from that, it is fairly common to use metro stations as a headline for the ad 
message, which are shown in chronological order once entering the “Gay 
dating” subsection, e.g. “Is anyone near Smolny?” It is also possible to 
perform specific searches in accordance with the following parameters: 
“Sent during the last:” (chosen period), “Word/phrase content”, “Messages 
from the author”, or “Near metro station”. 

Excessive posting (i.e. more than two boards in thirty minutes or more 
than ten messages per day) and using non-Russian IP addresses are not 
allowed. Between midnight on Saturday and noon on Sunday on a regular 
weekend, there will be about 700 ads posted on the “Gay dating” board in 
Saint Petersburg. 

The board also features commercial ads for poppers, lube, and a mini 
hotel promoted as “100% gay friendly, tolerant, confidential” and where 
“nobody will ask any unnecessary questions”. The prices are further said to 
be especially good for those checking in during the night, and there is a 
special number for the administrator for those who might have “non-
standardized/complex questions” or who might be “particularly shy or dis-
creet”.  

BBS was commonly used among the informants for both sexual net-
working and for dating and was regarded as a very discreet and effective 
digital media resource.  

Growlr 
Lastly, Growlr is a geolocative application specific for the sub-communities, 
identities, and niche audiences clustered under the “Bear” label. It has eight 
million users around the world and is both similar and different to other 
applications like Hornet. Like on Hornet, one can search for other members 
nearby, or at a different chosen location, which then will appear as the same 
kind of grid of photos and the green dot, signaling whether they are online. 
In the same way, one may also tap the photos to enter their profile that has 
additional information. What is different on Growlr though is that one does 
not automatically see the grid once opening the app, but a menu of different 
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alternatives such as “Events”, “Bars”, “Check-ins”, “Feeds”, and others, 
clearly signaling more of a “community feeling”.   

Members are able to send and receive private messages, pictures, and 
voice memos. Like on Hornet, and unlike Grindr where you have to fill in 
your date of birth, registering does not require any other information than 
an email address. However, if registering without uploading a profile photo, 
which is the photo visible to all other members on their grids, an automatic 
message appears saying: “No Public Photo? Really? There is probably a 
camera in your hands right now. Wouldn’t you like to show everyone how 
handsome you are?” Visibility is thus clearly encouraged. There are even 
additional services on Growlr, possible to pay for, in order to enhance your 
visibility towards others, for example, by opening your private pictures for 
others in a specific chosen area for five euros. Otherwise, any additional 
photos will be locked towards others, thus often containing erotic and/or 
face pictures, I am told.   

Besides the possibility to fill out the usual profile information regarding 
physical features, interests, and so on, the Growlr application also includes 
the possibility to identify according to a long list of subcultural identities 
within the community, including “Bear”, “Cub”, “Muscle Bear”, “Chaser”, 
“Chub”, “Otter”, “Silver Daddy”, “Pup”, and many more. These are not only 
self-identifications, but are regarded in accordance with detailed ideas of 
who qualify and who do not for each identity according to appearance and 
interests. This, users report, causes quite a lot of controversy among the 
members.   

All the bear informants used Growlr, and they seemed to regard it a 
resource that binds them to a global community of “others like them”.  

Gallery of voices 
So now we are to move over to the informants. All have been given pseudo-
nyms, and the presentations do not include any names of places, but only 
broader indications of where they come from. Some presentations, as will 
be noted, are more detailed than others, mirroring the extent of time that I 
actually spent with them. While I met some of them numerous times over 
the years, some I only met during one single interview. They are presented 
in alphabetic order, and couples are presented together because so much of 
the information about their lives was shared.  
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Adrian 
Adrian is twenty-seven years old when we meet for the first time in 2014 by 
the bar at Club Cabaret together with his two friends, Danil and Oksana. 
Both Adrian and Oksana speak very good English, and they are in fact the 
one’s approaching me when they overhear me saying something in English 
to Nicolai. After telling them that I am looking for informants for my study, 
they all give me their contact details and I soon after decided on an inter-
view with Adrian. 

Adrian comes from a small village in Siberia, where he grew up together 
with his grandmother. At twenty he moved to a bigger city in Siberia to go 
to university, and he has now lived in Saint Petersburg for two years. Just 
around the time we meet, he and Oksana had moved in to a newly built 
one-room apartment with a large kitchen at the very last station of a long 
metro line. When I come visiting, they still have no furniture other than a 
kitchen table and a bed, but they are overwhelmingly happy about their new 
home.  

Adrian teaches in English and German and has spent one semester 
studying in Germany. Neither Adrian’s family nor his friends from back 
home nor his colleagues know anything about his queer disposition, and he 
is very eager to keep it that way. He very rarely goes back to his hometown, 
and his family does not come visiting, which is not so strange considering 
the 4,000 kilometers between them. Besides Danil, he has some other queer 
male friends in Saint Petersburg whom he has met through the online 
dating forum Mamba. Ever since receiving an Internet connection while 
living in Siberia, Adrian has been using different queer-catering digital 
media resources – but primarily Mamba – in order to locate and secretly 
meet queer others. He has had one longer relationship since moving to 
Saint Petersburg, whom he also met through Mamba. He has further tried 
out Grindr and Hornet, and would very much like to meet a boyfriend 
again.     

Adrian and I meet several times over the years, and I conduct two inter-
views with him, one at his and Oksana’s place in 2014, and one at my place 
in 2015. We quickly establish a sincere contact, and Adrian is one of the 
informants with whom I have stayed in steady contact and who has read 
parts of the manuscript. He is very gentle and well-mannered, and a little bit 
shy. He often smiles and laughs, but he has an aura of sadness about him.  
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Alexandr 
Alexandr is an acquaintance to Nicolai and Sasha, and we meet in their 
apartment for the first time in 2013, when Alexandr is twenty-four years 
old. He comes from a small town where he grew up with his parents, and 
then moved to Saint Petersburg at the age of seventeen for university studies 
in order to become a civil engineer.  

When we first meet, he is very much engaged in the local LGBT-network 
and the ILGA queer film festival, arranged annually in Saint Petersburg. 
Since coming into contact with the activist community a few years ago, he 
has been assured about the importance of being “open” about his queer 
disposition, and he is drawn to international politics of visibility such as 
Pride festivals. He has been travelling a lot and has visited activist activities 
in different European countries. Inspired by a film screening at the ILGA 
festival the year before we met, he “came out” to his parents and all his 
friends. After that he did not speak to his parents for months, and now they 
pretend like nothing has happened and do not want it to be brought up 
again. He takes it quite easy and has no problem with giving them time to 
accept it. Some of his old friends stopped talking with him, but most of his 
girlfriends have not had any problem with him coming out. 

The wave of hatred and violence during the 2013–2014 anti-gay cam-
paign shocked Alexandr substantially, and during our second meeting in 
2014 he comes across as a markedly less convinced activist. When we meet 
for the last time in 2015, he has started to doubt the efficiency of the 
LGBTQI political agenda and is consequently disassociating himself from 
the activist sphere. In Alexandr’s mind, at this point it should be possible 
for queers and anti-queer sentiments to co-exist, and he does not want to 
force any dogmas upon anyone. He has also stopped thinking that he has to 
be “open” towards everyone because he has now started to work and finds it 
too complicated in his professional life.  

Alexandr has been using Mamba ever since he received an Internet 
connection in his teenage years, and has been using BBS, Grindr, and 
GayRomeo since moving to Saint Petersburg. Increasingly though, he is 
primarily using Hornet, both for flirting and searching for dates, as well as 
for meeting locals while travelling. He has had two long-term relationships 
with men he has met online, and he frequently hooks up for casual sex. 

For our first meeting in Nicolai and Sasha’s apartment, we were initially 
planning for Elena to translate, but it turned out that Alexandr’s English is 
much better than he had said. Even though Elena, Nicolai, and Sasha are in 
the apartment during the interview, it feels as though we get some privacy, 
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enhanced by the fact that Nicolai and Sasha do not speak English. 
Alexander is very funny and openhearted. Our next meeting in 2014 is at a 
café downtown, and in 2015 we meet for a final interview in my apartment. 
Besides this, we also spend some time together going out for drinks.  

Bogdan and Lyosha 
I meet Bogdan one late evening during my very first visit in Saint Peters-
burg in 2013, as he is an acquaintance of my friend Elena. He is thirty years 
old at the time, and he lives together with his boyfriend of nine years Lyosha 
and their three dogs outside of the city.  

Bogdan comes from Saint Petersburg and grew up with his parents with 
whom he is really close. He is an IT administrator, but also works with the 
trading industry and also has a small business of his own within the same 
sector. He lives a fairly transnational business life, and he often travels even 
when he is not working.  

Lyosha is in his mid-thirties when we first meet, and was born and raised 
with his parents in a middle-class suburb of Saint Petersburg. He is working 
as a professional private driver, but he has been on long-term sick leave due 
to back problems. He does not speak any English at all.  

Bogdan and Lyosha live a rather quite life in a big and tidy two-room 
apartment, with a very personal and cozy atmosphere. They enjoy cooking 
and wine and going out to restaurants. They both identify with the Bear 
community, and especially Bogdan is very engaged in different activities 
both locally and transnationally. For example, he translates texts from 
English into Russian for the online community. They have travelled many 
times to Sweden and Finland to visit Bear clubs and activities. Apart from 
that, Bogdan also has a fairly big queer network and sometimes goes out to 
nightclubs like the Blue Oyster and Club Cabaret, which was also the place 
where he and Lyosha first met. Some years ago, Bogdan would go out 
almost every weekend, but not anymore.   

Even if the couple does not talk to colleagues or family about their rela-
tionship, they are otherwise very established as a couple. Lyosha’s parents 
are very much attached to Bogdan and they meet frequently, but they never 
articulate the character of their relationship. Bogdan has told his mother 
about Lyosha, and she was accepting, but the relationship with his father 
has become problematic ever since he was told.    

Bogdan spends much more time using different queer digital media 
resources than Lyosha does, and he has even started a local Facebook group 
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for bears in Saint Petersburg, with about 250 members. Besides that, 
Bogdan also uses Growlr and Hornet, while Lyosha seems less interested.   

I only conduct one interview with Bogdan which takes place at our first 
meeting. He strikes me immediately as a very urbane and “cosmopolitan” 
person, and he has a kind of gentleman’s approach to our meetings. Before 
the interview, he gets to choose the setting and takes me to a straight hipster 
bar in a hip downtown area with an exclusive south European cuisine and a 
lot of young, cool people where we eat cheese and drink wine. Bogdan 
speaks perfect English with an American accent and is very calm and 
articulate.  

I never get the chance to interview Lyosha because we are unable to 
arrange for a translator, but over the years we have quite a lot of contact 
over VKontakte, where we communicate using Google translate. He has very 
strong opinions about things, as it turns out, and we also have heated face-
to-face discussions about gender roles, feminism, the meat industry, and 
much more, with Bogdan as a translator.  

I spend a lot of time with Bogdan and Lyosha in 2013 and 2014, as they 
take me around Saint Petersburg sightseeing and going on excursions. We 
also meet for dinner several times at my place as well as theirs.  

Dima 
Dima and I meet in my apartment in 2014 for our first interview, but we 
had already spent the afternoon together the day before. Bogdan, who is 
communicating with Dima on the Growlr application at the time, put us in 
contact when I needed a translator for visiting Bang Dating Space. Since 
Dima has lived in the US for half a year, where he worked as a waiter, his 
English is excellent.  

By coincidence, Dima happens to be from the same city as Nicolai and 
Sasha (where Natalia and Lev also come from), where he grew up with his 
mother and sister. His father left the family when Dima was eight years old, 
and he says that ever since then he started to look for father figures and new 
husbands for his mother, and he was continually falling in love with older 
men.  

He went to university in a nearby city, where there was a small queer 
community regularly attending a particular café, but he never dared to 
approach it. He only had straight friends, apart from one bisexual girlfriend, 
and he was too afraid to meet with men through digital media resources 
because he had heard so much about HIV. Dima moved directly to Saint 
Petersburg after graduating from university, but was still too afraid of trying 
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to attend queer activities because he was teaching during his post-
graduation and felt that he could not risk being exposed. It was only very 
recently, now at the age of thirty, that he started to “come out” as he says 
himself, referring to the fact that he is now finding queer friends and has 
started to go out to nightclubs. He has also realized that he feels connected 
to the Bear community and has started to explore it.   

Already when living in his hometown he found Mamba and was able to 
establish contact with a few men from there. He has even had a few long-
distance relationships since moving to Saint Petersburg, all of whom he met 
through Mamba. Nowadays he primarily uses Growlr, specifically targeting 
Bears. When we meet, Dima is on his way to move to New Zealand and is 
only waiting for his visa, but before that we have time to hang out quite a lot.  

It soon becomes obvious that he and Bogdan are having a fling, which I 
am not really supposed to know about. This will come to complicate our 
relation a great deal because I am trying to balance the different loyalties. 

Even though Dima and I only have one real interview, we meet many 
times during 2014. The interview, however, takes place in my apartment 
and lasts an entire evening over several bottles of wine. Going together to 
Bang Dating Space before was probably a good entrance point because 
Dima has seen me around the cruising areas and understands that I am not 
easily embarrassed by sexual content. He seems happy and excited to talk to 
me and goes into lengthy detail about his life story.  

Eduard and Roman 
Eduard answers to Nicolai’s ad on BBS and brings his boyfriend Roman to 
meet me at my hotel in 2013. At that time Eduard is twenty-five years old 
and Roman twenty-two, and they are both studying at the university. 
Roman is becoming an IT specialist, and Eduard is working on his Masters 
in Norwegian linguistics. They established contact through BBS about a 
year ago, but only recently met and became a couple. Now they are very 
much in love. Because Roman does not speak any English, we always meet 
together over the following years so that Eduard can translate for him. 

While Roman was born and raised in Saint Petersburg, Eduard comes 
from a large town outside of Moscow, and only moved here a few years ago 
for university studies. He lives in a dormitory, but nowadays spends most of 
his time at Roman’s place, which he is sharing with three other queerly 
dispositioned students. The apartment appears to be a kind of free zone for 
their romance. None of them identify with their sexuality, and they seem 
skeptical towards the idea of stable sexual identities and say that they just 
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“live together”. Eduard has previously had relationships with girls as well, 
while Roman has been more consistently oriented towards other men. 
Nobody among their friends or family know about their queer dispositions, 
or them being a couple, except for Roman’s roommates.  

Eduard does not enjoy queer nightlife, but has for long time had a few 
queer male friends who are completely separate from the rest of his life. 
Roman, however, has been out in Saint Petersburg several times and seems 
to enjoy it. Before meeting with Eduard, he had another two-year long 
relationship with a man.  

Besides having used BBS fairly frequently in Saint Petersburg, they have 
both had dating profiles on Mamba for many years, enabling dating and 
hookups with other men, also within the smaller town from where Eduard 
comes from. However, now they want to live in a monogamous rela-
tionship, and as a proof of their dedication to one another they have deleted 
their Mamba profiles and their email accounts used for queer connectivity.  

In 2014, when I come back, the couple have finished their university 
studies and moved to Moscow for work. However, they come visiting in 
Saint Petersburg, and we have a second interview, as well as a third in 2015. 
At that time, they had not re-activated any queer digital media resources 
and had neither searched for nor found any queer others in Moscow. 
Obviously, they do not really see why they would and they are very content 
with their life together.  

Eduard has been a few times to Sweden, Norway, and Denmark and has 
participated in student projects about Scandinavian-Russian exchanges. He 
has been reading Scandinavian languages, and he gladly practices his 
Norwegian with me. I do believe this to be a major factor in why he wanted 
to meet in the first place. Throughout our interviews, the couple comes 
across as very tightly knit together, and Eduard continuously translates 
everything we say to Roman, who thereby actively participates in the con-
versations. Roman often sticks in sarcastic comments making all of us 
laugh, while also seeming very shy and easily embarrassed. 

Our first interview takes place in my hotel in 2013 and the second two in 
my apartment in 2014 and 2015. The second interview in 2014 mainly 
focuses on Roman, while Eduard translates.  

Fedir and Aslan 
I get in contact with Aslan and Fedir through Dima, who is a good friend of 
theirs, and he brings me to their place for the first time in 2014 for dinner 
and interviews. Dima has told me very heart-warmingly about the atmos-
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phere in their apartment – that they always cook really good food and that 
they want to meet new people and to talk politics. Aslan and Fedir’s one-
room apartment is rather big by Saint Petersburg standards, with a kitchen-
table for four, and a balcony were Aslan has his pottery equipment. They 
have made great food and we have a very joyful and heated conversation. 

Fedir is thirty-eight years old when we meet and works as a computer 
programmer. His parents come from Ukraine, but he grew up in Moscow 
and studied in Saint Petersburg. He has just recently undergone gastric by-
pass surgery due to health problems, and he has lost about a hundred kilos. 
Before, he was almost two hundred kilos and has always found it hard to fit 
into the queer male subculture’s beauty standards until getting involved 
with the Bear and chubby community and their fat-affirming attitudes. That 
is how he met Aslan.  

Aslan is thirty-four years old when we meet and is a professional potter. 
He comes from Baku in Azerbaijan, but moved to Moscow at twenty-one. 
He has also been spending longer periods of time in Greece with a Greek 
boyfriend, as well as in Italy for the same reasons. He comes from a home 
where topics on sex and intimacy have been strictly taboo. Today his sister 
and brother know about his queer disposition, even if it is not outspoken, 
and he is “out” to most of his friends. Fedir, however, is more secretive, and 
the couple have a lot of discussions about how they want to live their life 
together. When we meet they have started to plan a move to Hungary. 
Aslan does not have a residence permit in Russia, and during parts of the 
fieldwork he is there illegally, which is why they have to find a solution on 
how and where to live. They are very critical toward Putin’s regime and the 
political situation in Russia. When we meet in 2015, there is only one 
independent news channel left that is able to survive on subscribers and that 
is airing online from an apartment. Fedir and Aslan have a subscription for 
1500 rubles quarterly, and that is where they get most of their information.   

They both started using the Internet at around twenty, and they have 
been heavily involved in transnational queer online communities. At first, 
Aslan primarily used queer MSN groups, while Fedir used IRC channels. 
Eventually they found foreign Bear and chubby online resources where they 
have met friends and boyfriends. Currently, they are mostly using the 
Russian site Q-bears, which includes a web-cam system through which they 
keep in contact with Bear friends from near and far. There, as well as on 
Hornet and Growlr, they have a shared profile, trying to find new friends 
and contacts.  
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From 2014 onwards, Aslan and Fedir are very central for my fieldwork, 
and also turn into very good friends. We meet numerous times, and I 
conduct interviews with them. We also still keep in contact through Face-
book, after the end of the fieldwork and they have read the manuscript.   

The first interview is carried out together with Dima in 2014 in their 
home. The second interview is also together with Dima in my apartment the 
same year. I also interview Aslan separately in 2014 and in 2015.  

The attitude between them is rather witty, but full of warmth. While 
Fedir sometimes seems to get stuck in argumentative positions, they both 
immediately comes about as very personal.   

Ilja 
Ilja and I meet at my hotel room in central Saint Petersburg during my 
second visit in 2013. He has been recruited by Nicolai who found him 
through Mamba, and he seems very curious about what I am doing. He is 
thirty-seven years old at this point, and works with IT. Ilja was born and 
raised in Saint Petersburg, but does not have any siblings, and his parents 
have been dead for some time. Now he lives with his boyfriend, but they are 
in an open relationship and he frequently meets others.  

Before, he was out clubbing quite a lot, but nowadays he is not as 
interested anymore. Ilja has never aimed for being “open” about his queer 
disposition towards everyone, and he does not understand why that would 
be desirable. Thus, he has a clear separation between his queer network and 
boyfriend on the one hand, and his other friends and colleagues on the 
other. 

Ilja has been using IRC channels and dating forums for meeting queer 
others ever since receiving an Internet connection, but nowadays he pri-
marily uses BBS. I suspect that he wants to meet me partly because he is 
interested in Nicolai, but he also seems honestly interested in meeting new 
people and exchanging world-views. I am very impressed by his patience 
and eagerness to communicate with me even though his English skills are 
fairly limited, and in the end we manage to understand one another quite 
well.  

Ilja comes across as well-read and interested in discussing politics and 
society. He is very friendly, but is not afraid to defend his opinion, and often 
does so very convincingly.  

Our first meeting takes place at my hotel in 2013, and we meet again in 
2014 in my apartment for a second interview.  
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Lev 
Lev is thirty-one years old and comes from the same city as Nicolai and 
Sasha, who recruit him for an interview. We meet during my first visit in 
2013 at Nicolai and Sasha’s apartment. Lev just moved to Saint Petersburg a 
few months before to be with his boyfriend, who comes from another part 
of the country. They first met briefly through common friends a year ago, 
but then developed a long-distance relationship over VKontakte, and then 
decided to get an apartment together in Saint Petersburg. However, they 
have already split up, but decided to keep on living together.  

Lev realized that he was drawn to men only when being courted by a guy 
at university who lived in the same dormitory. They then had a secret 
relationship that lasted for five years in parallel with having girlfriends. 
Absolutely nobody knew anything about the nature of their relationship. It 
was not until he had his third boyfriend that he got in contact with the 
“queer community” in the town. The city where he comes from has a queer 
club and a local organization, and he has been visiting the club fairly regu-
larly.  

His sister and brother know about and accept his queer disposition, but 
not his mother, and he has no plan on telling her.   

He uses different groups on VKontakte for information on queer-related 
issues, and now that he is single again he uses Mamba and Blue System to 
try to find new dates and hookups.  

During the interview, Elena is accompanying us as a translator because 
Lev’s English is very limited. He comes across as very shy and not very used 
to speaking about these issues. In the end, I am not very happy with how the 
interview turned out because we never got really personal. A major factor in 
this was probably that he didn’t know Elena from earlier and that the whole 
situation became too stiff due to the translation slowing down a natural 
dialogue. Because I could not get Elena’s help after that, and because I did 
not want to engage translators who were unfamiliar to the informants, there 
were no further interviews with Lev.  

Mikhail 
Mikhail is Sasha’s new boyfriend after he and Nicolai split up in 2015, and 
we meet twice the same year. Mikhail is twenty-five years old and comes 
from a middle-sized city in north-east Russia where he grew up with his 
parents. When he was nineteen, his parents accidently found his notebook 
where he kept pictures and texts indicating his queer disposition. Since then 
they have supported his absence, first by paying for him to study in 
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Moscow, and then to move to Saint Petersburg two years ago. Even though, 
he seems very close to his family.  

His queer disposition became obvious to him when he was twelve and 
fell in love with a boy at school. However he did not act on it, and did not 
talk to anyone about it, because he “understood that it could be dangerous, 
because” as he explains, “in our culture it is considered a sickness”. 
Mikhail’s father is Muslim from Uzbekistan and Mikhail considers queer-
ness a particularly complicated issue for him due to religious reasons.   

He started using the Internet at the age of fourteen or fifteen, and created 
a profile at Mamba. His family had a computer at home that he and his 
brother was sharing, but it was very slow since the Internet was so expensive 
within the region where they lived.  

When he moved to Moscow he found queer friends through Mamba, 
while he did not have the same success at BBS where most people were only 
looking for sex. Eventually he also found a boyfriend through Mamba, but 
he says that he has a difficult character and that it is hard to find partners 
due to this. He considers himself to be very nervous, and he does not like 
open relationships.  

Mikhail moved to Saint Petersburg due to his ex-boyfriend. All his 
friends here know about his queer disposition, but he only has straight girl-
friends and gay/bisexual male friends, and avoids associating with straight 
men. He has tried going out to gay-clubs but do not like the atmosphere.      

He lives in a really tiny apartment outside of the city where Sasha has 
also moved in at the time of our meetings. We meet once at my place and 
once I am invited for dinner at their place. The apartment is situated in a 
badly maintained five stores building from the forties. Even though the 
kitchen is hardly big enough for us to squeeze in, Sasha has made a really 
great dinner and we have a nice evening together. Somehow, Mikhail comes 
across as more conservative than Sasha, indicating Putin friendliness and 
suspicion towards ethnical minorities. His English is rusty, but he is very 
unpretentious and doesn’t seem bothered even though it takes us a lot of 
work to get through the interview. 

Natalia 
Natalia is a friend of Nicolai’s whom he knows from his hometown. She is 
twenty-four years old when we meet in 2015 after Nicolai got us in touch 
with each other. Natalia is a transgender woman, but is still living and 
passing as a man. She is now visiting in Saint Petersburg to meet a psy-
chologist in order to be allowed gender-confirming surgery.   
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Her family comes from Ukraine, but she has lived in Russia her whole 
life, except from two years when she was a child. Nowadays she does not 
have any contact with her Ukrainian relatives and has even become enemies 
with some close family members because of the political opposition 
between the countries. She grew up in a small town in northern Russia and 
spent most of her childhood with her mother and grandmother. Feeling 
herself to be a girl, she could not understand why her family was correcting 
her for using the wrong pronoun, as many everyday things in the Russian 
language are gendered. When starting school she understood, however, that 
she was expected to be a boy. At eighteen, Natalia moved to Nicolai’s home-
town for university studies and is now an industrial engineer. However, she 
works as a real estate agent in order to earn enough money for her treat-
ments. She has already had an operation on her nose and spent a lot of 
money and effort on that.  

Natalia found groups for same-sex-desiring queers through VKontakte 
when she was eighteen and started to communicate and meet for sex. Still 
she did not feel right about it, and she wanted to meet men who desired her 
as a woman. She has only had one such relation, and it never became 
serious. Today, Natalia has no queer or transgender friends but Nicolai with 
whom she meets offline, and many of her other friends are openly homo-
phobic and intolerant towards queer issues. She has, however, now been 
able to find some trans contacts through VKontakte, from whom she has 
been able to receive advice and with whom she can chat about her situation.  

We meet in my apartment for an interview. It is fairly difficult because 
she is nervous and her English is a bit limited, but we still manage to have 
an intimate meeting, often with help from our mobile phones’ translation 
systems. We also spend time out clubbing together with Nicolai and others 
and have had reoccurring contact over VKontakte ever since.  

Nicolai and Sasha 
Nicolai and Sasha are both twenty-seven years old when we first meet 
during my very first fieldtrip to Saint Petersburg in 2013. Elena – who is a 
friend of theirs – has already put us in contact with each other through 
Facebook, and I have asked Nicolai, who speaks a little bit of English, to help 
out with recruiting informants, which he has happily agreed to do. They 
come from an industrial city in Northern Russia, where they grew up with 
their parents and siblings. Two years before meeting me, however, they 
decided to move to Saint Petersburg in order to find jobs after going to 
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university. Nicolai now works as an automotive engineer, and Sasha is a 
bank employee.  

They live in a small one-room apartment with a tiny kitchen, a studio 
couch, and a cat. Their home has a very nice and friendly atmosphere, and 
Sasha is always cooking and providing everyone with tea and sweets.  

The couple does not have a big queer network, but a few friends that they 
have met through online resources. However, they fairly often go out to 
Club Cabaret, which is their favorite bar. They do not speak about their 
relationship with colleagues or older friends, and their families do not know 
anything about their queer dispositions. In some ways, they seem to have 
rather different perceptions of how much they long for a different kind of 
life, as Sasha is content with the way things are, while Nicolai seems to 
dream about living somewhere else. They frequently travel together and 
have recently been to Egypt, and Nicolai was in Stockholm during the Pride 
festival a few years ago to visit a friend who had moved to Sweden. They are 
collecting plates with travel motifs from their trips, as well as model cars, 
magnets, and kitsch.   

They had both had longer relationships with girlfriends and boyfriends 
before meeting one another, and they have been together for five years 
when we first meet.  

They have been using queer-catering digital media resources since their 
teenage years, and especially Nicolai still does so very enthusiastically. He 
uses BBS, Hornet, and different VKontakte groups, and every now and then 
the couple finds others to date together through these resources. Besides 
having one smartphone each, their home is centered around a stationary 
computer, and they also have a shared laptop.  

Over the years, we come to meet many times, and I am often out in their 
apartment or doing stuff together with them elsewhere. Nicolai in particular 
also becomes a central figure for the recruitment process, and both he and 
Sasha help me with many practical things, such as lending me telephones 
and buying sim-cards, picking me up from the airport, and so on. Towards 
my last fieldtrip in 2015, the couple have, however, separated after seven 
years together.  

My only real interview with Nicolai and Sasha takes place with Elena’s 
help in 2013 in Sasha and Nicolai’s kitchen while drinking whisky. Even 
though using a translator, the interview feels honest and has a high emo-
tional charge.   
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Pavel 
Pavel is thirty-nine years old when we meet in 2014, is working within 
medicine and originates from the Baltics. He has responded to Nicolai’s call 
for informants on BBS. Pavel’s father has been living in Saint Petersburg, 
and recently Pavel came to Russia to take care of him while he was dying. 
Otherwise, Pavel has been living in Manchester the last eight years because 
he was offered the chance to go there after finishing his degree. He now has 
a working permanent residence in the UK, and can travel back and forth as 
he wants.  

However, he finds his life in Saint Petersburg to be very comfortable, 
because he has quite a lot of savings from the UK, and he has now 
renovated his father’s flat where he lives. He currently works only as much 
as he wants to, but his plan is to open up his own practice in Saint 
Petersburg, which he will do in 2015. Pavel does not seem interested in 
moving back to the Baltics, even though the rest of his family is there, and 
says that his heart is in the UK. Still, he really enjoys living in Russia for 
now, and aims to stay here as long as that is the case.   

He is starting to develop a queer community in Saint Petersburg, and he 
is sometimes out clubbing. When we meet for the last time in 2015, he has 
met a boyfriend whom I am being introduced to. Pavel says that he feels 
very independent and lives his life the way he wants to. The level of secrecy 
and taboo on queerness in Russia does not appear to be a problem for him, 
and in fact might even be regarded as something exciting. In Manchester he 
has been living a completely “out” life, and he has spent a lot of time on 
Canal Street15. 

He started to meet queer others through newspaper ads already when 
growing up in the Soviet Union. Since receiving an Internet connection at 
the age of twenty, he has been using a wide range of queer-catering 
resources for dating and networking. In Manchester he was using Gaydar, 
GayRomeo, and the local resource Fitlad, and currently he uses Grindr when 
traveling, and Hornet or BBS while in Russia.  

Pavel and I meet at my apartment in 2014 to conduct an interview, and 
then again at a café with his boyfriend in 2015. Pavel has a rather skeptical 
attitude to all my questions, and we never really get beyond the level of 
attitudes and positioning. I do get the feeling that he has a kind of “agenda” 
that he wants to promote to me being a “Westerner” who is assumed to look 
with pity on the Russian queers’ situation.  

— 
15 The centre of Manchester Gay Village, with a large number of gay bars and nightclubs.  
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Vasilii 
Vasilii is a twenty-five year old musician and has moved to Saint Petersburg 
just four months before we first meet in 2013 to try to establish a music 
career. He grew up in a small town in the Far East with his mother and 
sister, and then moved to a larger city within the same region to study at the 
age of seventeen. He is a teacher in Russian and English and is currently 
working as such while struggling with his music on the side. 

While growing up, he was very isolated and did not have any friends, 
and he went through periods of bullying due to being seen as queer. It was 
only recently when he started to perform as a musician at the age of twenty 
that he was able to break his isolation and establish some friendships.  

He has had two longer relationships with older men, and he is heavily 
oriented towards romantic long-term relationships. He even “married” one 
of his previous boyfriends by buying rings and going to the church during a 
service and secretly exchanging them and kissing while the priest was giving 
the blessings.  

Even though seeing himself as “gay”, I soon understand that Vasilii 
identifies much more with his music than with his queer disposition, and 
this colors everything that we are talking about. He does not have any queer 
friends, and he says that he is not interested in that either. Still, Nicolai and 
I convince him to come with us to Club Cabaret one Saturday evening, 
which he truly hated.  

He first had an Internet connection at the age of seventeen and was then 
using Mamba and Blue System to search for information about queer 
others. Thereafter he was also using BBS and Hornet. Nowadays he logs into 
his accounts about twice a month, but usually without finding anything 
interesting. 

Vasilii replied to Nicolai’s ad on BBS, and I get the impression that they 
have probably talked quite a bit and that Vasilii is mainly interested in 
meeting Nicolai. He comes about as very emotional and complex. His 
English is nuanced and his way of expressing himself is drastic and vivid, 
but not always completely coherent. He has a way of putting things with a 
drop-dead serious certainty, but then soon says something that contradicts 
what he just claimed.    

We meet several times, and I interview him at my hotel in 2013 and then 
again in my apartment in 2014.  
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Vladimir 
Vladimir is twenty-two years old and comes from Saint Petersburg where 
he has grown up together with his mother and grandmother. He still lives 
with them, and he describes his home as religious and conservative.  

He studied in Germany for a short period of time when he was nineteen, 
and he now studies sociology at one of the big universities in Saint Peters-
burg. Vladimir comes about as very intellectual and eager to discuss social 
theory when talking about queer living in Russia, as well as his personal life. 
He tried to tell his mother about his queer disposition, which led to a major 
crisis in their relationship. After trying to cure him with prayers over an 
extensive time, they no longer talk about the subject. He finds this com-
plicated because he seems close to his mother. He has had two long-term 
boyfriends in recent years, which he has had to keep secret.  

Vladimir does not have a queer network around him, and he does not 
associate with subcultural activities or offline spaces. He primarily identifies 
with his friends at the university, and they know about his queer dis-
position, but it is not something they regularly speak about.  

Over the years, Vladimir has been using several queer-catering digital 
media resources. Through those he has been communicating with queer 
others, and also meeting them offline. He has had two longer relationships, 
and he met his first boyfriend through a website. The most recent boy-
friend, though, he met through the university, and they were together for 
two years, until just recently when his boyfriend left him. Now he is heart-
broken and not ready to meet anyone new yet, so he has not created new 
profiles anywhere and is generally very skeptical towards online dating 
because he regards it as an unnatural and restrained way of getting together. 
However, he is obviously checking out the digital bulletin board BBS 
because he responds to Nicolai’s ad there.   

We meet in my apartment only once in 2014, and we have a long inter-
view. I have a sense that he is meeting me to have someone to talk to about 
his heartbreak, but still the interview stays at a fairly formal level because he 
seems to be relating to me as a co-intellectual and wants to show his 
theoretical knowledge. At some moments though, it gets more personal, 
such as while talking about his relationship with his mother or the grief 
after being dumped.  

Yegor 
Yegor and I meet only once, in my apartment. He is a friend of Aslan and 
Fedir, and they have put me in contact with him during my last visit in 
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2015. Yegor is forty-three years old, and an educated nuclear physician, but 
works as a hardware developer at a big IT company. He comes from a small 
town in northern Russia, but went to high school in a slightly bigger city 
closer to Moscow, where he first came across a queer contact ad in the 
yellow press. After that, he insisted on moving there for university studies, 
and he has only returned to his hometown for brief visits ever since. After 
living in Moscow for some years, he moved to Saint Petersburg because of a 
love affair. Today he lives in a monogamous relationship with his boyfriend 
of six years, whom he met online.    

About seven years ago he wed his female friend in an arranged marriage, 
because he very much wanted to have children, but it never worked out 
between them. Today they have divorced, and instead Yegor has started a 
family with a lesbian couple that he has known for some time. Their daughter 
is five months old when we meet, and she lives together with the moms. 
Yegor, however, meets her several times a week. He has told his mother about 
his queer disposition and way of living, but she is, as he says, “not ok” with it, 
and sometimes they have had heated arguments. Yegor’s colleagues and old 
friends do not know anything about his queer disposition.   

He is not interested in queer culture, like nightclubs and activism, but 
appreciates communicating with queer others. He found bulletin boards 
and IRC channels for queers when he was in his mid-twenties, where he 
spoke with people whom he also met up with offline and established 
friendships as well as relationships. Today he mainly uses Facebook and 
VKontakte where he has double profiles, and he occasionally uses Hornet 
and Grindr while travelling for guidance and recommendations.  

Yegor speaks very good English, and comes across as very gentle and 
warm, and he soon invites me to join him and his boyfriend for dinner at 
their place. Unfortunately this never happens as I am suddenly hospitalized 
soon after, and then terminated the fieldwork.  

Expert interviews 
While in Saint Petersburg, I also came to interview a few individuals in 
relation to their profession rather than as private persons, which I will 
briefly present. While interviewing them, I was not all that sure about what 
I was going to do with the data other than for providing orientation and 
context in the field. In the end, that is exactly what they are best served to 
do. The information gathered from these interviews is used very sparsely 
throughout the analysis, and is mostly used within Chapter Two serving to 
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contextualize queer living in Russia. In addition, these interviews were 
valuable to me as an interpretative foundation. 

These interviews include one meeting with the manager at Bang Dating 
Space in 2014, primarily focusing on understandings of their crowd, the 
possibilities to manage and promote queer activities in light of the new 
propaganda ban, and visions about what they wanted to offer their visitors. 
As already mentioned, Dima was with me as a translator during this 
interview, which took place in the club before opening hours and included a 
tour around the facilities.  

I also conducted an interview with a representative from the LGBT-net-
work in Saint Petersburg the same year, focusing on the current situation 
for the queer population and the activists’ whereabouts in light of recent 
policy and juridical austerities. The interview took place over lunch nearby 
the organization’s headquarters and included a visit to their premises after-
wards.   

An unexpected development was that the contact with my twentieth 
informant Dmitry rather turned into an expert interview because he was 
not really interested in speaking about his personal matters, but had a lot of 
expert knowledge. Dimitry was a sociologist from the European University 
in Saint Petersburg who was volunteering for the local Coming Out organi-
zation, writing national reports on the situation for the queer population. 
He was also very engaged in the activist sphere more generally. Dimitry 
answered Nicolai’s ad on BBS, and we met in 2013 at a café nearby my 
hotel. The interview mainly came to be about the different queer spheres in 
Saint Petersburg and the difference between urban and rural experiences 
found in his reports.  

Finally, these interviews also included an email interview with Sergey, a 
queer activist working with the Rainbow Association in Moscow, who were 
trying to reach out online to the men who had become victims of Occupy 
Pedophilia and similar groups in order to offer support.  

Having set the scene for the study, it is time to move over to the analyses.  
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CHAPTER 5  

A queer kind of dwelling 

Media technologies are fundamental for the ways in which we relate to our 
surroundings to make them “feel right” (Bengtsson, 2006; 2007; Moores, 
2012; 2017; Pink & Leder Mackley, 2012; 2013; 2016). Human beings thus 
navigate and negotiate their digital thrownness in search for a temporally 
achieved sense of direction, grounding, or continuity (Lagerkvist, 2016: 7). 
Earlier research has, for example, illuminated the significance of media 
technologies for migrants’ experiences of making oneself “at home” in new 
and unfamiliar geographical settings (Moores, 2012). In a similar vein, I am 
here interested in how digital media is implicated in “the work”, as 
described by Ahmed (2006: 100) that is needed to produce a basic sense of 
queer orientation in a heteronormative world.   

This first analysis chapter thus focuses on early life narratives and has the 
dual function of presenting an initial analytical theme and providing a deeper 
understanding of what the informants “come from”. In the following, we will 
look at the role of digital media in how the informants have come to find their 
bearings as queer-dispositioned individuals. First, the chapter treats the 
informants’ early memories of locating queer others through digital media 
resources, and the time spent on these resources, looking closer at the kind of 
contacts they had/did not have and how this made them feel. In relation to 
this, we will also specifically zoom in on the ways in which online practices 
related to the places where they lived at the time.  

As we will see, queer digital media use has been very important for the 
informants’ ability to establish a basic sense of security, and from there to 
feel their way forward in the search for queer others. Rather than echoing 
the commonly accepted idea of speedup and instantaneousness resulting 
from digital culture, I will here discuss how digital media might help pro-
duce slowness and serve to linger and postpone action.    

Towards the end of the chapter, we will also take in more contradictory 
experiences from the informants in order to critically discuss under what 
circumstances digital media use might help bring about existential security. 
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5.1 Early encounters: finding queer others 
One of the things that I was initially curious about when getting to know 
the informants was their early memories of queer dispositions. At first, I 
thought of this as a way of provoking their thought, and for me to grasp a 
wider context for where they are today. While the informants come from 
rather different circumstances, all of them share the experience of 
witnessing “the Internet revolution” during childhood or as young adults. 
Thus, I was interested in whether that would be brought up as significant 
for how they came to understand themselves as queer individuals. As the 
project later on began to slide towards a phenomenological approach, less 
caught up with present-time specificity, these interviews transformed into 
valuable analytical resources.   

In practice, the participants were asked during the interviews to describe 
their earliest memories of same-sex desire and how they remember 
comprehending it at the time in relation to their local context. Did they 
have any frameworks of interpretation for same-sex desire? Did they speak 
to anyone about such emotions? Were such emotions caught up with 
notions of at-homeness at local, regional, and/or national levels? 
Throughout their narratives I was paying particular attention, and giving 
follow-up questions to, times when media technologies were being brought 
up. As it turned out, that would be rather often.  

5.1.1 Queer disorientation 
A clear pattern regarding the informant’s childhood is that the Internet was 
commonly experienced as a kind of secret room where they made peace 
with their queer disposition. Against a background of childhood and teen-
age years described by most as completely lacking any queer identification 
or outlet, Internet connections were for many the first opportunity to locate 
queer others. Many had long been secretly drawn towards their male 
friends, experiencing the strange pleasures of watching classmates’ bodies, 
or just held interests and attributes making them feel queerly out of place. 
Altogether, most of them describe it as though they have always known 
about their queer dispositions, so there were no such moments of 
“realizing” who they were, but more of a growing discomfort. They were all 
acutely aware of the heteronormative expectations surrounding them, 
constantly re-producing the boundaries for boyhood and masculinity. A 
combination then, of on the one hand a more or less complete lack of 
visible queerness around them, and on the other hand the persistent pre-
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sence of “the queer” as only the negative opposite of heteronormative cul-
ture in its many banal manifestations, created intense feelings of being out 
of place, coloring much of their early memories.  

Few found any traces at all, to their memory, of queer visibility, either in 
books, media, or any other sites of information, and it was most definitely 
not spoken about in school. Yegor, a forty-three year old hardware develop-
er, grew up in a small town with a complete lack of vocabulary for what he 
was experiencing.       

Yegor: I knew it from a very young age. I think it was at five years, or six 
years, so it was always. I did not understand it, but I thought about it always. 
You know it was strange in my childhood, because there were no such words 
as “gay” or… “homosexual”. It was nothing I heard of, and I couldn’t read 
anything about it, I couldn’t see it anywhere, so I didn’t know what it was. It 
was only the way I felt, and I didn’t speak with anyone about it. I couldn’t 
speak with anyone. 

It might be important to note here the rather specific circumstances of the 
surrounding media landscape in Russia at the time of growing up for the 
informants, most being between twenty-five and forty years old at the time 
of meeting me. At first, the pre-glasnost era did not allow for queer 
expressivity, and such topics were totally banned from the information 
sphere. While sex and intimacy in general were being hidden away in the 
official Soviet society, queer desires were treated as an “unmentionable sin” 
(Kon, 1993 quoted in Essig, 1999: 7). The ban against male same-sex inti-
macy and the systematic persecution and imprisonment of suspected queers 
figured quietly in Soviet society as an unspoken undercurrent. While several 
informants were born in the late 70s and early 80s, it would take until 1993 
before the ban was removed. Thereafter, queer visibility increased signi-
ficantly during the 90s – primarily in popular culture and in the face of 
globalized cultural trends – but it continued to be subject to political con-
troversy and was never granted a natural place in the Russian public sphere. 
Following from the early 2000s and growing commercial and political 
centralization of the media, queer visibility was once again pushed further 
towards the periphery (Edenborg, 2017: 53–58). At the same time, the alter-
native and, relatively speaking, uncontrolled online media sphere had a 
comparably slow start in Russia, and still in 2008 only twenty-seven percent 
of the population had internet access, and less than half of the population in 
2011 (while currently having reached seventy-six percent). The difference in 
reach across the country was also palpable.   
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Thus, the informants were generally no doubt growing up with a scarcity 
of visible queerness surrounding them. As young people, living with their 
families or relatives, they were also experiencing limited mobility in terms 
of both where and when they could move around. Thus, their places of 
origin, rather than, for example, the national level, are often brought up as 
the primary reference for queer alienation and disorientation when speak-
ing about growing up. Especially for the informants from rural areas or the 
Russian “provinces”, “compulsory heterosexuality” (Rich, 1980) is often 
understood as inscribed within the very landscapes of their hometowns. 
Adrian, a twenty-seven year old teacher in English and German who re-
cently moved to Saint Petersburg, and who grew up in a tiny village in rural 
Siberia with his grandmother, describes it as a completely different Russia 
than that of the big cities.  

Adrian: [I]t’s two different countries: Moscow and Russia, it’s two different 
things. It’s hard to compare. Absolutely different people; different levels. 
And people in small cities like mine, they are absolutely not ready to think 
about such things like gays or something. But of course, there are gays 
(laughing) but…it’s eh…people don’t feel free to express their feelings. 

At twenty, he moved to a city of about one million citizens in Siberia to go 
to university, but there he experienced the same kind of queer dis-belonging 
as in his old village.  

Adrian: [O]f course you couldn’t be yourself, cause all your friends at the 
university; your family, they are heteros, and if I try to speak to them about 
this…this problem (nervous laughter), they just try…they believe that it’s a 
problem of big cities maybe, of Saint Petersburg or Moscow, but in [city 
name]? No! (laughing) It can’t be here. 

Thus, Adrian’s queer disposition was for a long time experienced – not as 
something in the margins – but as a non-possibility, a complete closure. This 
is reminding of the way in which Merleau-Ponty (1997/1962) writes about 
the way in which the oriented body stretches out towards its world with an 
“I can”, while Young (1980: 146–147) notes how the habituation of dif-
ference overlays the body with immanence, and a distinct “I cannot”.    

The same goes for Sasha, a twenty-seven year old bank employee living 
in Saint Petersburg with his boyfriend Nicolai for a couple of years. He 
explains that while growing up in an industrial region of Northern Russia, 
his queer disposition was “within him from the beginning”, but that he 
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could not make any sense out of it. Having no framework of interpretation, 
he was convinced that nobody else felt the way he did, and thus he 
concealed this aspect of himself as an unarticulated secret during his entire 
upbringing. Like Adrian, he looks upon his place of origin as particularly 
heteronormative, contending:  

Sasha: I lived in a small town; the population was sixty thousand people. On 
the scale of Saint Petersburg, it’s tiny. And to be interested in… homo-
sexual… sex, it was the same as suicide. 

Sasha’s and Adrian’s “sense of place” then, locate the regional, small, or 
rural as naturally opposed to queer dispositions in a self-explanatory sense, 
often with reference to a different temporality in relation to the big metro-
polises – as parts of Russia still stuck in a Soviet past. Their descriptions of 
being completely alone with their feelings echoes previous research in many 
different locations, of young queer individual’s isolation, reflecting the often 
totalizing effect of heteronormative culture on the individual (c.f. Yep, 
2003).  

After being introduced to Internet connections, Sasha and Adrian, like 
many other informants, were however able to locate queer-catering websites, 
and in their cases, like for many others, it was the section of “men searching 
men” on the dating site Mamba. In a group interview with Sasha and Nicolai, 
they both ascribe great significance to this point. For Sasha, it was the first 
time he ever got to know about queer others, and he would spend much time 
online searching and following members in his home region. This, he 
explains, “played a major role” for his “establishment as a gay”.  

Nicolai, now a twenty-seven year old automotive engineer in Saint 
Petersburg, grew up in the same region as Sasha together with his parents 
and sister. Like Sasha, he says that he does not “know anything else” than 
being drawn to boys, so there was always an innate sense of dis-belonging in 
relation to his surroundings. Already in early primary school he remembers 
the pleasures and fears connected with watching his male classmates, result-
ing in immense disorientation. The only explanation he could come up with 
to himself was that he in fact belonged to another planet.    

Nicolai: When I was a kid I thought I was… coming from another planet, 
because I liked boys. But, while growing up I understood everything. It was 
more due to the Internet that I understood what it was. 

[…]  
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Nicolai: But at that moment I couldn’t really understand why I liked my 
friends, so I thought that maybe I was from another planet, that it was 
wrong. When I was fifteen I started realizing that I even had a sexual 
attraction to my friends. But the first sex that I dared to have with a guy…I 
was nineteen, or twenty or twenty-one, somewhere in between.  

M: So, there were many years for you- 

Nicolai: I’ve been preparing for this for a long time. I couldn’t really dare to 
do it. 

The long “preparation” described by Nicolai is telling of “the work” of queer 
orientation suggested by Ahmed (2006: 100), and as we will see this work 
was for many of the informants primarily performed through queer digital 
media use.  

If we, for now, accept a conceptualization of place as accomplished 
through senses of home and comfort in space (like Moores, 2012; 2017), it 
might be true, as argued by human geographer Larry Knopp (2007), that 
especially the early life narratives of many queer people are characterized by 
“placelessness”. In that case, it makes sense to imagine oneself as belonging 
in outer space. But if placelessness can connote a kind of flowing state, it is 
important to note that this placelessness is grounded in dis-belonging in 
very particular places, and experienced as a stop rather than a flow, as also 
noted by the informants’ repeated references to their specific hometowns or 
regions. It is a matter of how places are experienced as simply not open for 
certain bodies in how space itself is oriented (Ahmed, 2006: 11). For 
Nicolai, his hometown was all he knew, and not being extended by that 
place, he felt himself to not even belong to this world. Similarly, for Sasha 
seeing his queer disposition as an ontological threat, by equating same-sex 
desire with suicide, is directly related to his place of origin. Also, Yegor, 
speaks about queer disorientation in terms of death.  

Yegor: At a certain age, I thought that if I couldn’t get this out of my mind, I 
would kill myself. I never wanted to die, but I thought about it, when I was 
twenty and twenty-one. I thought that I needed to get out of this world, 
because there are no people like me, who understand me. 

Trying to define some point of origin for that otherly existence, which could 
be shared with no one, several informants developed for themselves very 
real biographical narratives of being “aliens” and “changelings”. Ahmed 
describes how the failure to orient oneself toward “the ideal sexual object” 
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within heteronormative culture, i.e. the opposite sex, comes about as a 
“threat to the social ordering of life itself [emphasis added]”, which is why 
the queer child is “read as the source of social injury” (Ahmed, 2006: 91). In 
light of this, we might also understand the inability among the informants 
to see themselves as part of their biological families and understand their 
perception of their feelings in terms of death.   

5.1.2 To find one’s bearings 
Throughout these disoriented periods of the informant’s lives, some tell 
stories about pre-digital encounters, when they came across queerly opaque 
traces, such as a suggestive contact ad in the local newspaper, or a phone 
number written in the men’s room. In these cases, such experiences and 
objects would be treasured and kept as holy artifacts to return to, physically 
or in memory, over and over again. However, many had their most signi-
ficant “breakthroughs” when introduced to Internet connections, and if 
queer dispositions were initially experienced as being accidental visitors in 
reality, the locating of queer others in the world is described by the 
informants as coming to be at ease with their being, in a very basic sense. 
This was, for example, the case with Nicolai, who had previously thought of 
himself as an alien, when he started to use Mamba.  

Nicolai: No, I guess it was more, to turn to the Internet to realize that I am 
not the only one. […] I had this phobia that I was from another planet, and 
that went away. I started to understand that I am a son of my parents and, 
and that there are people nearby similar to me.  

Aslan, an Azerbaijani immigrant in his mid-thirties working as an art 
teacher in Saint Petersburg, witnesses about similar experiences. Aslan grew 
up in Baku with a very traditional upbringing, but worked as a teenager 
within metropolitan hotels and restaurants where he met several queer men 
from near and far. Still, he had difficulties with his own queer disposition, 
both in relation to heteronormative culture and in relation to these queer 
others. He describes himself as a traditionally masculine guy, who realized 
at an early age that he was drawn to a spectrum of masculinities that he 
thought of as incompatible with queer desire and that he saw nothing of at 
his work. Nowadays, Aslan belongs to the Bear community, characterized 
by hypermasculine aesthetics and valorization of attributes such as body 
and facial hair and body fat, but at that time he thought that he was the only 
one in the world with his kind of queer disposition. But once he got an 
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Internet connection he was able to register a fake Hotmail account in order 
to find MSN-groups, and there he found Bear and chubby communities. At 
this point, Aslan – just like Nicolai – went from thinking about himself as 
being from another planet, to having to re-conceptualize the planet itself. 
Aslan gets wide-eyed when he speaks about this.  

Aslan: I was like crazy, “Oh my god! This kind of thing can happen!” like 
“How can there be a chubby community? Is this real, or what?” And I 
thought like there are so many people here, it’s not like a small group of 
people, it’s quite big and huge and especially like in the US or in Europe, and 
they have like parties there and cruising and, oh my god! This is like a 
completely different planet! 

So, with the risk of taking their statements too literally, it might be sug-
gested that by finding queer others, Nicolai and Aslan were able to accept 
that they could in fact be part of this world, that Nicolai could actually be 
the son of his parents. As phenomena that were previously considered alien 
became part of the informants’ lifeworlds, the world was turning into a 
different place than it was before, and by that a place for mere being. In a 
phenomenological sense, we might say that the lifeworld is oriented 
through that which appears in view, and here completely new objects 
overthrew previous perceptions. Speaking in spatiotemporal terms, locating 
queer others eased a sense of placelessness and gave room for existence. The 
term existence is here used in a rather abstract sense, but there are good 
reasons to remind the reader that there is also an acute literal meaning as 
queer youth are dramatically over-represented in the statistics of attempted 
suicides (e.g. Kulkin, Chauvin & Percle, 2000; Marshal, Dietz, & Friedman, 
2011), with death being, as it is, the ultimate state of placelessness. However, 
such a basic thing as to make queers visible to one another might in 
situations otherwise lacking in queer visibility promote a sense of 
“existential security” (Lagerkvist, 2016).  

Alexandr, now twenty-four years old and a university student from a 
small village in the provinces, also acknowledges the fundamental relief he 
felt after finding the “men-searching-for-men”-section on Mamba. Living 
together with his family and sharing only one computer, he knew that he 
could be jeopardizing his relationship with his parents if he were caught, 
but he still took the risk. Thus, he learned that there were in fact others like 
him, who – in his words – “lived normally” and that “it’s okay”. Similarly, 
Ilja, says that having an Internet connection around the age of twenty-four 
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helped him to “discover and to identify” after a long period of intense 
confusion.   

This is much evidence to suggest that belonging is in no way as simple as 
having a family membership or a national citizenship, but depends on 
affective dimensions connected with self-identification and recognition by 
others (Edenborg, 2017: 23). While, for example, Zygmunt Bauman (1997) 
would speak about domestic media as a problematic invasion of the “realm 
of the far” within the “realm of the near” – where the near is presumed to be 
the arena for ontological security (quoted in Morley, 2001: 428) – these 
experiences illustrate the opposite. Here the realm of the far, through digital 
media, is able to evoke an ontological security that was never to be found 
within the problematic realm of the near.  

This adds to previous queer media research, which has established that 
queer youth, through their use of digital media, are able to explore their 
identities and “digitally engage in coming out” (Craig & McInroy, 2014: 95, 
also Alexander & Losh, 2010; DeHaan et al, 2013; Gray, 2009a; 2009b; 
Hillier & Harrison, 2007; McKenna & Bargh, 1998; Pingel et al, 2012). It 
also resonates with Mary L. Gray’s (2010; 2009) work on rural queer youth 
in the US, where she presents the particular vulnerability of queer youth 
growing up in places understood as hostile to difference in general and 
queerness in particular. In her writing, Gray points out the complexities of 
trying to forge a queer identity balancing such social contexts on the one 
hand and queer media engagement on the other. However, while the 
referenced works have discussed queer media use more in terms of afford-
ances and recourses, I have articulated the phenomenological implications 
of being presented to queer others online in how this can help find one’s 
bearing and reach a sense of existential security.  

5.2 Queer digital dwelling 
After locating queer others, many informants in fact spent long periods of 
time without initiating contact or actively taking part in the forums they 
had found. While much previous research has witnessed about the abilities 
of digital media to enable quick connectivity especially between queer men 
(e.g. Ahlm, 2017; Batiste, 2013; Licoppe, Riviére & Morel, 2016; Møller, 
2017), many of those I interviewed were initially rather passively lurking 
around, or at most anonymously chatting.  

For Aslan, for example, it would take months before he was using the 
MSN-group he had found with such exclaimed thrill to actively contact 
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anyone. Instead, he spent much time on this and other websites quietly 
watching and stretching himself out to full length. He did not use a face 
picture or his real name, but just hung out anonymously at the sites, 
gradually acquiring a certain level of “comfort”.  

Aslan: [Y]ou know [the Internet] was kind of the door; like the portal to 
another world. Like the Internet was really a support and help during that 
time. […] Because before, […] there were newspapers and such, but I would 
never have written letters to anyone in newspapers. […] So, the Internet at 
that time provided you with confidence and you could, you know, hide 
yourself, and no one knew […] I wasn’t really ready at that time to post my 
picture. Because I knew that - you know - someone could see that. 

Also, Alexandr used Mamba in similar discreet ways for quite a long time.   

M: Was that a good feeling for you? [to find others] 

Alexandr: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Just a little bit awkward but more good.  

M: Mm, yeah. But you were chatting with people- 

Alexandr: Mhm. 

M: Did you have a picture of yourself on this site? 

Alexandr: No, I hadn’t, I hadn’t. I was afraid that someone from my town 
would find me. And it would be, not so good for me.  

M: Mm, mm. Okay, and you never exchanged pictures with others?  

Alexandr: Eeeh, no, no, no. No. 

M: Okay. So, it was only chatting? 

Alexandr: Yeah, only chatting. 

M: No talking on the phone or- 

Alexandr: No, no, no, no, no.  

As previously described, bodies become oriented through “dwelling”, 
making space feel gradually extendable. Thus, I would suggest that the time 
initially spent on queer digital media by the informants should be regarded 
as such. Dwelling is not only a question of the occupation of space, but 
refers to time and the process, as described by Heidegger, to “make room” 
(1973: 146 in Ahmed, 2006: 20). To dwell on something, as highlighted by 
Ahmed, is also to “linger, or even to delay or postpone”, which is why 
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dwelling clearly takes time. A fundamental aspect of this “digital dwelling” 
among the informants, which served to postpone and delay, is the far-
reaching possibilities for anonymity.   

Ilja, who grew up in Saint Petersburg, unlike the other informants men-
tioned so far, also tells about similar experiences when being introduced to 
an Internet connection. Like so many others, he knew from an early age that 
he was drawn to other men, but he never acted on these desires even though 
being in an urban setting that had offline meeting places such as cruising 
areas and nightclubs. Instead, for a long time during his mid-twenties, he 
rather used a queer-catering IRC channel.  

M: So, do you feel as though you have had… gay life around you your entire 
life? That you have known where to go for clubs and stuff like that?  

Ilja: I know from the Internet, when the Internet appeared I used it to find 
partners and afterwards I know from them about gay life.  

[…] 

M: Mm. How old were you at that time? 

Ilja: 24. 

M: 24, mm. And were there like big gay Internet forums already by that 
time?  

Ilja: No, I remember that it was not specifically gay resources, it was…eh- 

M: Like social networks?  

Ilja: Like chats, with plenty of people, where you could find somebody, and 
chats were special in the way that you could be anonymous there. And you 
could feel free….to (laughing) - 

M: So, no face picture?  

Ilja: No face picture and no other picture either or any other information 
about you. Just a nickname and after that you…. I did not lie there, but you 
could feel free there because all limits were off. 

This way of relating to the online milieu resonates with previous studies on 
anonymous and pseudonymous interaction in digital media environments, 
and the possibilities if offers people to explore and enact aspects of them-
selves that they are not ready or willing to show publicly (e.g. Albury & 
Byron, 2016; Brown Maycock & Burns, 2005; Berry & Martin, 2003; 
Cassidy, 2013; Craig & McInroy, 2014; Hiller & Harrison, 2007; Light, 2016; 
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McKenna & Bargh, 1998; Pingel et al, 2012; van der Nagel & Firth, 2015; 
van der Nagel, 2017; Tsang, 2000). However, besides that, it also points at a 
related, but still different issue, namely that of invisibility, as many inform-
ants were using digital media resources leaving very few traces. It was not 
that anonymity was first of all used in order to “express themselves”, for 
example, but as a cloak under which they could invisibly spend time in 
queer online environments.   

This contrasts in interesting ways with inquiries into the potential 
appeals offered by opportunities for private exposure through digital media 
(Albrechtslund, 2008; Koskela; 2004; McGrath, 2004; van der Nagel, 2017). 
Such “empowering exhibitionism”, it has been argued, can serve to release 
the subject from feelings of shame and can challenge “cultural tensions” 
centered around conceptions of, for example, gender, morality, and vision 
(Koskela, 2004: 199). Sharif Mowlabocus (2010) has similarly suggested that 
the often rather graphic erotic gay male online visual culture, and the kind 
of commonplace exhibitionism among user profiles, might be discussed as a 
kind of empowering visual culture, working in opposition to the strict 
disciplining of male-to-male desire in much of the outside world. 
Furthermore, media scholars Miyasee Christensen and André Jansson 
(2011) argue that online spaces for “sexual expressivity” might hold the 
potential to turn the marginal into the center of the subject and by that 
reformulate subject formation and orientations from there.  

According to my informants, however, we could as well talk about an 
empowering invisibility and a kind of online activity that cannot be regarded 
as “expressivity”, but rather as “dwelling” and the enabling habituation of 
queer dispositions. Invisibility is particularly lifted to the forefront by the 
informants, “providing you with confidence” as suggested by Aslan, or 
making you “feel free” as noted by Ilja. Similarly, one of Craig & McInroy’s 
(2014) young queer informants said, “I think it’s a lot easier for people to be 
themselves online because … you can hide behind a façade” (p. 102). This 
most definitely provides a rather interesting perspective on Lefebvre’s 
(1984/1974) trope of “the façade”, as also a resource for empowerment. 
Thus, “the representational model” – i.e. the idea of a straightforward 
relationship between visibility and politics of belonging for marginalized 
groups – is seriously destabilized. This implies that the possibilities for 
social (while not commercial or potentially political) invisibility offered in 
digital media environments must be recognized as potentially empowering 
because it enables individuals to habituate queer orientation and produce 
spaces to occupy.  
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However, while many describe a sense of relief with being anonymous 
and invisible, and a process-like development of “confidence” due to that, 
this is not to be confused with the gradual development of recognizable 
sexual identities, nor necessarily something leading over to increased visible 
exposure. Rather, as will be discussed in later chapters, many of the 
informants have kept a very “discreet” digital media profile, and strategic 
invisibility is still central to the management of everyday life, which often 
includes contradictory nodes of identification.    

5.2.1 Appropriating territory: multiplying place 
So, what then were the connections between such “work” of queer orien-
tation and local territory? Among the informants who were more physically 
bound to their hometowns during the time they started to use queer digital 
media resources, there were some analytically intriguing examples regard-
ing what we may now term online queer dwelling. For at least Alexandr, 
Sasha, Nicolai, and Adrian, this “work” of queer orientation was specifically 
targeting queer others in close proximity, but without any intention to meet 
offline. For example, Sasha explains about first encountering “men search-
ing for men” on Mamba, that finding nearby others was his immediate 
impulse. 

Sasha: I got so curious, so I tried to find in my town, a guy who was looking 
for a guy. So, I registered under a fake name. I had a fake picture. So, I was 
trying to figure out whether these people existed in my town. 

During the time described, there were no inbuilt geolocative technologies, 
but most queer-catering sites, or as in this case dating sites, did provide the 
option to register one’s place of residence or to request such information 
from other members. Consequently, it was possible to make specified 
searches for members in certain geographical areas. Thus, trying to find 
members within one’s own hometown was the first thing several did after 
discovering queer-catering websites. After that, some spent years online, 
anonymously dwelling, without any contacts transcending into offline 
meetings. So why then even bother with searching for people nearby? Why 
did not all informants limit their searches to distant others, as some did, 
and by that minimize risks of unintended clashes with local people?  

I would suggest that the impulse to locate others in close proximity 
might be regarded a strategic re-negotiation of the local. Because media can 
be understood to multiply place (Moores, 2012; 2017), this enabled queer 
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dwelling “within” the local, making the informants more “at home” in their 
actual place of residence. Simply targeting others, and repeatedly spending 
time in the space constituted between the digital nodes of their bodies, was a 
safe way to appropriate their hometowns as queer-dispositioned indi-
viduals. Even though the dwelling was strictly kept in mediated space, speci-
fically locating nearby others helped reshape the experience of embodied 
existence in a particular time and place making offline territory more 
“accessible”.    

This kind of discreet queer dwelling can further be related to what media 
scholar André Jansson (2014) has discussed in terms of “interveillance”, 
referring to the routinized “checking” of others through different social 
networks and geolocation software. According to Jansson, interveillance is 
not so much about using our far-reaching global media technologies to 
expand our social horizons as it is about feeding a sense of stability in 
everyday life by monitoring already existing relationships (Jansson, 2014: 
156). However, among my informants, interveillance was not about keeping 
track of friends and family, but strangers who by their mere existence 
constitute a sense of stability and security in the local context.  

Further, the multiplying of place through digital media is highlighted by 
the possibility for a sharp distinction between life lived offline and that 
reached online. Sasha, while interveilling queer others in his hometown, 
kept his contacts strictly to the online sphere.   

M: So, during those years when you were on the Internet and searched for 
people to speak to [chat with] there, didn’t you speak to anyone in your 
offline context? 

Sasha: No, never.  

The same goes for Dima, a thirty-one year old computer programmer, who 
happened to come from the same area as Sasha and Nicolai. He also shares 
the experience of spending much time searching for information and queer 
others to chat with online without any similar counterpart offline. 

M: So, was it a couple of years or something that you were online before you 
moved to Saint Petersburg?  

Dima: Yes, it was like two or three years.  

M: Yeah, and during that time, were you making any other efforts to meet 
gay people. Were you visiting like clubs in other cities or- 
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Dima: No. 

M:-or doing anything outside of the online sphere? 

Dima: No, not at all. 

Also, Mikhail and Adrian speak about struggling to uphold a barrier 
between the queer disposition they could act out online and the rest of their 
lives.  

M: [A]t the time when you were new on Mamba and you were trying to, to 
find yourself- 

Adrian: Mhm. 

M: -I guess, in all this. Then you didn’t have anyone who was supporting 
you in this way? And who was trying to kind of give you advice or- 

Adrian shakes his head.   

M: No.   

Adrian: I supposed everyone had the same problem, so no one could give 
any support at that time.  

M: Mm. Was that very hard for you? 

Adrian: Mm…I would say yes. Because with friends and family you had to 
be “the other man”, just to play like a role or something. And regarding the 
other side of myself, I could only speak to people whom I didn’t know at all.  

Of course, these kinds of segmentations are rarely airtight, and several 
informants describe occasions when the line between the online and the 
offline was crossed in different ways, but the interesting point here, and 
which we will be returning to repeatedly throughout the following chapters, 
is that there is a highly invested effort to keep these sites apart. There are no 
doubt fascinating tensions going on in how these multiple sites of place are 
occupied by the informants. Moores’s (2012; 2017) conceptualization of the 
doubling/multiplying of place through media does leave room for conflicts 
between sites that are simultaneously occupied, such as that occurring if a 
digital map fails to lead the way. But the very conscious and vital 
maneuvering between simultaneous and yet distinct sites in these accounts 
is something rather different. Here, dwelling is restricted to the media-
constituted sites of place, and keeping this multiplicity of place strictly 
separated is thought of as a matter of life and death.  
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5.2.2 Slow mediated hook-up 
And still, the online/offline segmentation described by the informants, even 
if extremely important over rather long periods of time, is destined to bleed 
into one another because orientation is, in the words of Ahmed (2006), 
always directed towards objects of desire. Desire rarely works in intact ways, 
and boundaries are over and over again being crossed, disrespected, and re-
negotiated. Bodies do get together; the thirst for human connection is rarely 
satisfyingly quenched through code alone. Ahmed (2006) contends that 
when we walk off line, we will be inclined to extend into other kinds of 
alternative spaces, towards others who return our desire. Eventually, the 
periods of fairly passive Internet-dwelling did over time transcend into 
offline contact with queer others, through what must be considered an 
extremely slow mediated hook-up.  

Nicolai tells about his very first boyfriend whom he met when he was in 
his early twenties in his hometown while still living with his parents. At that 
time, he was trying to live in a relationship with a girl, but he had a secret 
profile on Mamba that was set on “men-searching-men”. Through that 
profile he got in contact with a guy whom he spoke with online for six 
months. The only thing he knew about him was that they were the same age 
and lived in the same town.    

Nicolai: [F]irst we talked on the Internet for six months. In a small town, I 
couldn’t really dare to send my real picture. 

M: Ah, so you spoke for six months before you sent a picture?  

Nicolai: Yes, only on the Internet. Then we exchanged pictures, and after 
that we called each other on the phone. […] [And] after seeing pictures of 
each other, we still continued to speak on the Internet and on the phone. 

[…] 

M: So, it was as if you had a relationship…by telephone and on the 
Internet…anyway? 

Nicolai: It was more a communication, but not a relationship. 

Altogether, it would take Nicolai eight long months of contact before he 
actually met with the guy that he had been investing so much in. It then 
turned out they lived only a few blocks away, and they soon became 
boyfriends. This stands in rather stark contrast to the otherwise common 
observation of queer male digital media use as being particularly prone to 
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transcend into embodied meetings (e.g. Campbell, 2004; Mowlabucos 2008, 
2010; Licoppe, Riviére & Morel, 2016; Shaw, 1997).  

Not that far away, at almost the same time, Sasha came home from the 
army to his girlfriend who had been waiting for him the whole time. 
Homoerotic tensions between the young men living 24–7 together over an 
entire year had, however, convinced Sasha that he was in fact drawn to men 
and that he was going to find others like him. Hence, he left his girlfriend 
without further explanation and used his account with a “fake picture” and 
“fake name” on Mamba with a new kind of determination. Still, it took him 
months after establishing contact with a local guy before they actually met. 
But, as a first step, they had to make the difficult decision and send their 
real pictures to one another.   

Sasha: So before, before you send the picture some time had passed. So, 
before we were talking on the Internet, so we were getting to know each 
other. And then when I was realizing that that person is not fake, that he is 
not just making fun of me, that he is really gay, then I could show my real 
picture. Then I sent it. 

As the other guy’s photo appeared on Sasha’s screen, he realized that it was 
in fact someone he knew. When the shock had passed, he called him up to 
confirm that it was in fact him. Eventually they met and became boyfriends.  

5.3 Contradictory experiences 
Throughout this chapter I have been illuminating moments of importance 
for queer habituation when queer digital media use, in fundamental ways, 
has served to re-negotiate the informants’ sense of being in this world and 
promoted existential security. However, it is important to note that this was 
not always the result when the informants started to search the web for 
queer others. It would be all too easy to assume that “the others” found 
online always reflect that which is being sought after in a meaningful way, 
or that the queer environments constituted online are not experienced as 
just as intimidating as the offline sphere.  

Many have criticized the logics underpinning queer digital media forums 
since the heightened commercialization of social media, turning com-
munities into commodities within an information-mining machinery 
(Campbell, 2005; Conrad, 2009; Gamson, 2003; Phillips & Cunningham, 
2007). As businesses courting external advertisers, many queer online 
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forums have come to promote a glossy gay lifestyle exhibiting sellable 
bodies of primarily white, fit, smooth, young men and serving as one 
important reminder of the many closures also constituted by the new 
“alternative” media sphere. Ongoing negotiations of what it means to be 
masculine in the “gay community” by and large are also reflected in online 
forums, including, for example, the marginalization of effeminate men 
(Light, 2007: 5).  

Despite the many descriptions of queer online dwelling we have seen so 
far, there are thus also some informants who tell a completely different 
story. For example, Aslan’s boyfriend Fedir, now also dedicated to the Bear 
and chubby communities, first felt even more alienated when trying to 
approach one of the early mainstream Russian queer IRC channels called 
Gayslav.ru. He refers these experiences to the underlying rules of attraction 
at the site and his own inability to live up to normative beauty standards.  

Fedir: - first of all of course I found the Russian chat [gayslav.ru] and it was 
very stressful for me […] And I felt really terrible about myself, that I was 
really ugly and so on.  

[…] 

M: So, was it that unbelievable to you that someone could be attracted to 
you? 

Fedir: Yes, it was a problem. And really, this site gayslav.ru gave me even 
more complexes, cause as I told you, the people at this site were very young 
and for almost all of them I was too old already (laughing), and I was too fat. 
So… after I had my first lover [whom he met offline] there were two years 
when I didn’t have anybody at all.  

M: So, this gayslav.ru, for you that wasn’t very liberating to find that site and 
to be able to use that site? 

Fedir: For me it wasn’t. 

Fedir’s experience sheds light on the centrality of embodied qualities while 
occupying online space, which resonates with previous work on queers 
belonging to fat-affirming communities (Campbell, 2005; Whitesel, 2010). 
While much popular discourse surrounding Internet culture still seems to 
assume the ability to “be anyone you like” online, in fact the offline body 
constantly risks getting in the way of comfortable inhabitance of online 
space.  
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This also complicates all attempts to fall into one-dimensional assump-
tions about any inherently liberating qualities in queer digital media use, 
and the complexity of sexual marginalization, because it intersects with 
parameters such as class, functionality, ethnicity, age, etc. However, being 
able to stretch far beyond that which first appeared in view – trans-
nationally and with more specific search criteria – eventually did lead Fedir 
to an Italian site for Bears and chubbies, providing a homecoming sensation 
and highlighting the relational character of dwelling.   

Fedir: (very excited) And then, I found a foreign community for bears and 
these guys liked me! (Louder) They liked me!! (Louder) They liked me!!! 
Finally! 

Fedir’s story points at the fact that online spaces are also oriented, extend-
ing some bodies while not leaving any room for others, and thus the 
importance of finding online sites where you do not stand out – where the 
lines of the room do not constitute closures upon you. Like the work of 
Campbell (2004) on online fat-affirming groups suggests, such niche spaces 
might restore a sense of legitimacy to bodies that are otherwise excluded 
from gay mainstream subculture.  

Other cases of queer subjects who fall outside of “homonormativity” 
(Duggan, 2003), which often dominates larger queer digital media forums, 
include bisexual or transgender individuals who, like Fedir, might have 
senses of disorientation that are further enhanced by trying to find others in 
gay and lesbian community spaces. As another counter to the many 
enthusiastic recollections of discovering queer others online is my one 
transgender informant, Natalia.  

Natalia, now twenty-four years old and a trained industrial engineer, has 
been living most of her life passing as a boy in a small town. It was only 
when Natalia started primary school that she understood that she was 
expected to be a boy when her mother forced her to cut her long ponytails. 
The rest of her school years she struggled to “destroy all signs of femininity” 
within her and to live like the boys did. When Natalia, at the age of 
eighteen, started to search the online social network VKontakte for others 
like her, she completely lacked concepts for her transgender disposition, 
and hence ended up chatting with same-sex desiring men with whom she 
had very little in common. Looking back at this period, she describes 
overwhelming disorientation in trying to measure her own sense of being 
with them.   
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Natalia: When I was eighteen years old I was introduced on VKontakte to 
“boys like me”- with the gays. And I thought that I was gay. I didn’t even 
imagine that [there is such a thing as transgender people]. And when I was 
introduced to them they all asked me one question, […] when did I 
understand that I am…? 

M: That “you’re gay”?  

Natalia: -that I am gay, yeah. It was… very surprising for me, because I 
cannot imagine how you can understand that. I thought that you should 
know it.  

M: Yes, from the beginning or what?  

Natalia: From the beginning.   

It would in fact take Natalia five years before she found other transgender 
people online and started to find out about the possibilities for corrective 
surgery. When doing so, this had rather different consequences compared 
with the postponing dwelling among the queer male informants. Her object 
of desire was not just there waiting for her until she would be ready for 
interaction. More than anything else, Natalia’s desire is to live as a regular 
woman – to be the loving wife of a heterosexual husband, happily ever after. 
And for that she needs a new body. And that will take time. When meeting 
with me one year after she first got in contact with another transgender 
person online, she has just started with facial surgery and is struggling to 
earn money to pay for the next one. For Natalia, the extent to which online 
dwelling could serve to habituate a sense of belonging in offline space is 
thus much more limited.  

In a similar yet different way, Vasilii, an aspiring musician now in his 
mid-twenties who recently moved to Saint Petersburg from a city “in the 
Far East”, started searching for others online in a very determined way 
already when he was really young. Like so many others, he speaks about an 
enormous feeling of relief when first being connected and seeing that he 
was not the only queer in the world, but from then on, he seems to have 
been rather goal-oriented without much need to dwell around. He knew 
what he wanted, he wanted a boyfriend, and he was not going to waste any 
time.  

M: How did you understand your own feelings and who you were, without 
having anything to - kind of - connect it with?  

Vasilii: (sighing thoughtfully)  
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M: Did you find any publications or anything where you could read about 
people who were like you?  

Vasilii: The most interesting thing is that I have never been thinking about 
it. Because I knew that I love boys, I wanted to have a boyfriend, I wanted, - I 
am sorry, - to fuck them (laughing), and I have never been thinking about it. 
It was normal for me. 

However, the queer online forums he found were not really living up to his 
expectations.  

Vasilii: I was very young and I tried to search for (makes a feminine “silly” 
voice) “true love”. It was very stupid and everybody that I met…. –no it was 
not stupid, it was naïve, but every guy I met and told that “I am searching for 
true love. I believe in something genuine, not fake”, they were laughing at 
me. They didn’t tell me that it’s stupid, they told me that it is impossible in 
our society. 

So once again, this was a point when the informants experienced closures 
rather than openings in their search for queer others through digital media 
resources, as well as an experience exhibiting a different pace than the 
postponing dwelling of others.  

Despite this, the majority of informants illustrate that at the points when 
they were able to locate queer others online with whom they could feel some 
kind of queer recognition, this was truly overthrowing their sense of being.  

5.4 Summary 
Within Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty (1997/1962) discusses 
the intense discomfort experienced when one is disoriented and the need to 
overcome these moments through reorientation. But, as Ahmed suggests in 
her queer reading, if we instead stay with such moments we might be able to 
achieve a different orientation towards them, and “[w]e might even find joy 
and excitement in the horror” (Ahmed, 2006: 4). Thus, in this chapter we 
have seen how digital media’s ability to multiply space/place has offered 
sites to “stay with” the disorienting experience of queer dispositions. And 
while queer habituation takes time and requires work, I have argued within 
this chapter that these digitally constituted spaces have been valuable 
resources for such work.   

Through longer periods of online dwelling, in often passive ways, secret-
ly lurking queer online territory, or anonymously connecting strictly in on-
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line space, individuals who had been associating their queer desires with 
ontological threats – as alien phenomena or deadly sins – did cultivate a 
certain queer orientation. By using queer digital media with the possibility 
of locating others at different geographical scales, some informants were 
also allowed to appropriate local territory in a way that was considered safe 
and discreet. This notion of online dwelling as a way of habituating offline 
space can be pondered on in relation to other, less charged practices as well, 
such as my own habit of always familiarizing myself with new destinations 
to which I am about to go by taking extensive walks on Google Maps.   

Further, while others have pointed out the release and pleasures some-
times involved in exhibiting your intimate self in a culture imposing shame 
and the need to hide oneself, I have argued for the potential for empower-
ment within digital invisibility in contexts where queer exposure means 
great risks of stigma. While invisibility is commonly regarded a necessary 
evil according to the representational model of visibility, my informants, 
like, for example, those queer Russians interviewed by Francesca Stella 
(2012; 2013; 2015), imply that invisibility might in fact be that which is 
providing them with confidence and orientation.  

In line with the concern among many other scholars about the limitations 
and suspicions put on anonymity due to the increased pressures on 
authenticity in the “real name Internet” era (Hogan, 2012; van der Nagel & 
Frith, 2015; van der Nagel, 2017) it is important to ask what happens with 
such practices as those noted in this chapter for media users with a lot at risk.  

However, I would like to emphasize that the narratives told here are not 
only artifacts from a long-lost Internet era of IRC channels and MSN-
groups, but in fact covers a period ranging up until the 2010s, as some of the 
informants are only in their early twenties. Among still-running digital 
media resources, Mamba and BBS are in use and are possible to practice in 
these ways. And not that much has changed up until today, Adrian tells me. 
Each summer when going back to his hometown in Siberia he re-activates 
his account on Mamba, trying to get in contact with local queer men. He 
would like to offer others the support he was himself missing when living 
there, and he has been in contact with several members, and for more 
extensive periods of time with some of them. However, he says, it is impos-
sible to get anyone to meet offline: “It [is] the same. They are just chatting 
but nothing more. They are really afraid of meeting in real life”. 
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CHAPTER 6

(Re)organizing space and new digital spatialities 

In the first analysis chapter, we have primarily dealt with the role of digital 
media within the work of producing a basic queer orientation in a hetero-
normative world, drawing on early life narratives. This chapter, though, will 
look closer into the informants’ current queer digital media use and how 
different resources might be understood to co-produce and reorganize 
space within their everyday lives. More specifically, I will discuss how the 
informants’ queer digital media use relates to spaces of belonging at dif-
ferent scales, such as the family, the nation, and the global (Morley, 2000). 
Is queer digital media more related to appropriating the local, or is it 
regarded as complementary sites, perhaps steering individuals away from 
where they’re located?  

The chapter starts with an in-depth discussion of how the informants 
regard the place of queerness within the society they live in. This is related 
to notions on public and private spheres within Russia (Kondakov, 2017; 
Oswald & Voronkov, 2004), as well as contemporary discourses on the 
Russian nation as an imagined space of belonging (Edenborg, 2017). Even 
though at first disconnected from media, as will later be spelled out, this 
contextual knowledge is crucial if wanting to understand the ways in which 
the informants perceive of certain aspects of their queer digital media use. 

Challenging the “either or” of the closet metaphor, many informants’ use 
of the social network VKontakte supports a more “layered” and multi-
faceted way of perceiving queerness and privacy. In relation to this, I also 
discuss the risk and management of “context collapse” (Hogan, 2010; 
Marwick & Boyd, 2011) in terms of “queer digital leakage”. Thus, digital 
media use both helps and threatens the layering of the local through 
different forms of compartmentalization. Other informants, though, for 
different reasons, rather seek to expand their worlds beyond the national 
context into new transnational zones of commonality. Such spatiotem-
poralities might sometimes, as we will see, be understood as “queerscapes” 
(Hacker, 2007), evoking senses of belonging on a global scale.      
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6.1 Layers of privacy and concealment 
Ilja has a long-term boyfriend whom he lives together with, and a large 
network of queer male friends. He comes from Saint Petersburg and has 
been part of its queer male scene for at least ten years now, but nowadays he 
is not as interested in going out clubbing anymore. “Maybe it’s just me, 
getting old and lazy,” he says smilingly while pouring another cup of coffee. 
He and his boyfriend have an open relationship and enjoy meeting casual 
lovers, for which Ilja uses the digital bulletin board BBS, which is popular 
among the informants. He describes his life as fairly comfortable, and that is 
part of the reason why he is so skeptical towards Russian queer activists 
attempting to evoke public attention towards sexual citizenship before and 
around the Sochi Olympics. Further, he regards such action to violate the 
public and private divide and cannot see the reason for it because state 
policy, such as the “gay propaganda ban”, does not have any real impact on 
everyday life. To Ilja, the real problem regarding what is going on is that 
activists are causing trouble and bringing about unwanted attention 
towards his life. He explains:      

Ilja: I think that in Russia it is free to be LGBT, but when you do not ask for 
attention to it. When you’re gay or lesbian it is not a problem, nobody cares, 
but I think that when we ask for attention about it…it creates problems. 

[…] 

And I think that when people make some action, it makes problems for all, 
because I think its private business for people. […] so, you can say it, in 
family or in some private meetings, not in public, not on the square.  

Also, Pavel, now in his forties and who grew up in another (post)socialist 
country, Lithuania, agrees with Ilja that protests of this kind will only 
promote a negative image of queers and will not make any difference. This 
attitude among several of the informants resonates with earlier research on 
the widespread skepticism towards queer organization and public mani-
festations in Russia (Kondakov, 2017a; Soboleva, Yaroslav & Bakhmetjev, 
2014; Stella, 2012, 2013; 2015) 

What becomes clear among these informants is that they perceive of 
everyday life as very separate from “the public”. This was also a well-
documented aspect of the former Soviet society and, as argued by some, is 
still a prevalent feature of post-Soviet citizens’ views on social order 
(Kondakov, 2017; Oswald & Voronkov, 2004). But what is actually meant 
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then by “the public” in this context? As we have seen, in Soviet society all 
spaces were in fact included in “the public”, which was ruled by formal law 
and repression through state authority. Also, what would commonly be 
perceived of as “private”, such as the intimate sphere of sexuality, family 
life, and domestic space was included within the seemingly totalizing 
monopoly of the state (Kondakov, 2017a: 7). In consequence, as citizens 
started to practice public space in disobedient ways, this resulted in an 
alternative “public sphere” perceived as semi-private, where many deviant 
ways of living were accepted and quietly overlooked (Kozlovsky, 1986 in 
Kondakov, 2017a). This realm was more dependent on “norms of an 
informal customary law”, which over time became much more important to 
Soviet citizens than the official rule (Oswald & Voronkov, 2004: 105). “In 
this way”, Ingrid Oswald and Viktor Voronkov contend, “society 
increasingly estranged itself from the state or ‘official’ sphere. The Soviet 
citizens lived their lives by either avoiding contact with the official sphere or 
interacting with it in a routinized and standardized manner” (p.105).  

Among the informants, both Pavel and Ilja testify to this way of seeing 
Russian society: 

Ilja: In Russia, I think that the world has always been watched and 
understood at several different levels; it was fifteen years ago, it was one 
hundred years ago or two hundred years ago. There is the official level, the 
private level, the family level, and the levels are parallel, not mixed. 

[…] 

Ilja: And such “several-leveled-minds” still exist more or less. […] So much 
of official things are seen in accordance with such several levels, I think. And 
not only this ban [the gay propaganda ban], but for other official documents 
like the Olympics for example, many Russians think that this is a waste of 
money for nothing. So official information often uses this official level, and 
people listen to it and people understand that it is the official information 
and so they don’t pay attention to it in their private life. So, it’s just a partial 
attention.  

Pavel: [A]ll the time in Russia, there will be a kind of difference in what 
happens in political life and what happens between the people, so it’s kind of 
a specificity of Russia.  

While Pavel and Ilja are approaching their forties and have experienced 
Soviet times first hand, Vladimir is only twenty-two, but his idea about “the 
public” and “the private” shows that this conceptualization lives on also 
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among younger generations. Vladimir is a sociology student at one of the 
big universities in Saint Petersburg and regularly makes initiated references 
to social and political theories as he speaks. But, while coming across as a 
convincing and passionate advocator, just like Pavel and Ilja he totally 
disassociates himself with queer activism.   

Vladimir: Well I can’t say that I am an LGBT activist, I can’t say that I’ve got 
some political stance, because I don’t really understand what they are 
fighting for. So, what do they want? They want equal rights? They want to 
stop homophobia? It’s really a very provocative, very aggressive thing, so 
what are they going to do? For what are they doing this? Yes, I know about 
all these laws with the propaganda of homosexuality, and that there are 
restrictions to this etcetera, but I don’t think that they really influence on 
our everyday practices.  

M: You don’t think so?  

Vladimir: I have never been in a situation when this law could affect me. 

The resistance among these and the majority of informants towards the idea 
of queer public activism is also consistent with the markedly reluctant 
attitude noticed all the way into the 21st century among Russians towards 
participating in civil society and voluntary associations (Wagener 2001, in 
Oswald and Voronkov, 2004: 101). As noted by Kondakov, overt public 
political manifestations such as Pride parades are by post-Soviet queers 
rather associated with the USSR style of politics, enforcing rituals of public 
support (2017a: 11). 

Further, it might be important to notice that one of the most prevalent 
themes within the homophobic media discourse at the time of the fieldwork 
was in fact the association of queer citizens with advocates trying to 
influence and take over Russian society with the help of money from the 
West (Edenborg, 2015: 11). Seen as a powerful elite in collusion with 
Russia’s moral enemies, queers were described in official media and in 
popular speech as the “blue lobby” or “gay fascists”. In 2013, one of the 
major Russian TV channels aired a program entitled The Repressive 
Minority where participants were discussing “gay totalitarianism” (Riabov 
& Riabova, 2014a: 3–4). Being constantly reminded about these negative 
connotations of queer advocacy probably further enforced the importance 
of disassociating oneself from such behavior.     
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6.1.1 Keeping it private 
So, if queer dispositions are rather regarded as something “private”, what 
does this “private sphere” look like? Telling from the way in which many 
informants live their lives, keeping it “private” is not only a matter of 
staying away from the public in terms of the political, but also about 
discretion towards others. In her recent work on Russian men migrating to 
England, Marina Yusupova (2016: 178–179) tellingly found that one of the 
most significant cultural shocks among her informants was the visible 
queerness that met them in the UK. The heterosexual men she interviewed 
expressed not having a problem “with the fact that queer people exist, but 
with how visible they are in the UK”. 

Furthermore, for my informants, “the private” does not include family 
members or other near and dear ones. Instead, it seems as though queerness 
itself, and those involved in it, are more or less equated with “the private”, 
while excluding all others. And as such, the actual space for this privacy is 
commonly designated to online resources working as hubs for queer friends 
and sexual networking. This is highlighted by Fedir, who had visited 
cruising areas and had a few casual erotic meetings before finding an Italian 
online network for Bears and chubbies as an already grown up man. Still, he 
describes that this was the first time in his life that he felt entitled to a 
“private life”. Considering that all his previous queer contacts had been in 
venues like municipal beaches after dark, this is perhaps not so strange. This 
further highlights the need for different conceptualizations of “the private”, 
raised, for example, by Tatiana Matjeskova (2007), in order to comprehend 
how queer people understand lived space. Queer privacy, then, might 
perhaps be better understood, as Matjeskova suggests, as “the realm of 
subjects’ personal sexual identity, that is, as something that can be had and 
lost” (p. 138), implying a situational rather than spatial dimension. 

Because this private sphere is meant to be kept separate from other 
spheres, all informants speak about different degrees and practices of 
concealment, while at the same time being somewhat convinced that many 
of the people around them do know about their queer dispositions. There is, 
you might say, a “quiet peace-pact”, as Lefebvre (1984/1974: 56) would have 
it, or a “don’t ask – don’t tell” policy. So even if Sasha’s mother must be 
drawing her conclusions about his relationship to Nicolai when she stays a 
week in their shared household with all their holiday photos lying around, 
the endless routine of her asking whenever Sasha will find a girl and bring 
her grandchildren will still be repeated. Just as he will complete his part by 
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saying that he hasn’t found the right one yet. And, of course, Fedir’s friends 
must suspect the reason behind why he and Aslan only one large double-
bed in their apartment have, but no one will acknowledge it. Some 
informants tell stories about having at some point crossed that line, by 
suddenly answering truthfully to these routine questions, that “yes, in fact I 
do have a boyfriend”, or that “no, I am actually not interested in girls”, 
resulting in dramatic scenes and eventually letting the subject die a silent 
death, never to be spoken about again.  

And even if Ilja conceals his queer disposition towards straight friends 
and colleagues, he does express satisfaction with his queer life. My own 
inability to grasp this complexity is clearly manifested in my attempts to get 
to know him at our first interview in 2013:     

M: And… would you say today that you live openly as gay? 

Ilja: No. 

M: No. 

Ilja: No, but not very…mm secret, but not open. So, nobody asks me about 
it and I don’t tell about it. But now almost all my friends are gay.  

[…] 

Ilja: I don’t say to somebody that I am gay, not because they would attack 
me, they wouldn’t attack me if I say it in private. But the problem for me is 
that I don’t want for them to know it, it is my problem not theirs.  

[…] 

M: Is it like two different-  

Ilja: Yes, I try not to mix them. I think that it would not be a problem, but I 
don’t really mix. They don’t know, so they don’t know.  

M: Mm, it’s more comfortable?  

Ilja: Yes. I don’t know how they would react. And I don’t want to 
experiment (laughing). 

In a similar vein, Eduard and Roman, a young couple in love, are not really 
bothered by the fact that no one knows about them being together. 
Speaking about how neither Eduard’s family nor any of his friends know 
anything, he says that he “feels good this way”, as long as he lives in Russia.  

Sasha, who has been together with Nicolai for five years at the time, 
shares Eduard’s view on things. He and Nicolai live in a very close and 
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romantic relationship, but Sasha seems to have a somewhat quieter life than 
his partner. Every time I come to their small cozy apartment with elegant 
pelmets framing the windows, and a hirsute cat purring from the sofa, Sasha 
serves home-cooked food straight from the steamy hot pots by the stove. He 
blushes as we compliment his gastronomic accomplishments and speaks 
with a low and calm voice. But when asked how he feels about concealing 
his and Nicolai’s relationship, he suddenly speaks loud and clear, while 
Elena is translating.     

Sasha: I live in my apartment, and I see our relationship as complete, and as 
part of our society. But I don’t care about the opinion of others. I don’t see 
any obstacles for us. We live calmly, and we don’t cause any harm to anyone, 
and no one causes any harm to us. 

Nicolai: But at the same time, we hide it from everyone? 

Sasha: But I think that those people that are precious to us, our relatives, in 
some way they probably have realized that for themselves. But they are silent 
about it and we are quite happy about that. Why would we aim for anything 
more? If no one disturbs us regarding this. If there would be any specific 
aggression from someone, I think I would have dared to support “the open 
gays” in this case. But I don’t feel any explicit and open aggression. I am 
satisfied with everything now. Or even more than satisfied.  

[…] 

Sasha: You can easily destroy your relationship with friends, relatives and 
with everyone. I think I would never ask Nicolai of that, because why, why 
should we take this risk? It’s better to be silent than to risk your relationship 
with parents, because no one knows how they would react.  

[…] 

M: So then, it’s more like two worlds? It’s one world where nobody knows, 
and it’s one world where you have your gay friends, and you go to clubs?  

Nicolai: Yes. 

Sasha: But we are satisfied with that. Even on VKontakte I have two profiles. 
On one I am like gay, and in the other one, I am an ordinary person. On one 
profile I have gay friends, and on the other one I have my parents and the 
others who know me. So, in this sense, we have two faces. But it’s for the 
others. But for us, we remain the same. 

Queer privacy among the informants is thus better regarded as a “layer” 
than a sphere, perceived of as private, but which in fact has very little to do 
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with common conceptions of “the private” because it excludes many close 
relationships while including “public” locations. To Ilja, for example, it goes 
without saying that his use of BBS, where he places ads with sexual 
preferences in order to meet strangers, is a highly private practice. In fact, 
he regards both this, and, for example, going to gay clubs, as staying within 
“the private sphere”.  

Kondakov (2017a), in his work on queer Russians’ world-making, locates 
the queer political subject in Russia within such an alternative public 
sphere, and further highlights the potential for understanding their Internet 
practices in relation to this. We could, for example, think about the way in 
which Sasha describes his and Nicolai’s use of the mainstream social 
network VKontakte, where they have “two faces”, as an alternative use of 
the public, which is more consistent with queer history within the country 
instead of clustering at, for example, queer male dating forums. Similarly, 
Mamba, so widely used among the informants, is also a mainstream dating 
service, which Russian queer men have come to appropriate for their own 
purposes. Most informants have in fact two profiles on VKontakte, and I am 
told that this goes for most queer people they know, thus constituting an 
alternative layer of the social network. This feeds into earlier research on the 
potential for compartmentalizing one’s living through anonymous and 
pseudonymous Internet use (Ligh, 2016; McKenna & Bargh, 1998; van der 
Nagel & Frith, 2015; van der Nagel, 2017), which has mostly highlighted the 
problematic aspects of social networks like Facebook, and their expectancy 
on authentic identities, while my informants rather indicate the creative 
possibilities of multiple profiles. 

In the words of Sasha, we might trace a way of relating to these different 
profiles that are not best understood as hierarchically ordered, but more as 
parallel aspects of a total, which is experienced as “complete”. Towards 
others, they have different “faces”, but to themselves they “remain the 
same”. Having, for example, the possibility to relate to different others 
through the same devices, on the same resource, from the same sofa in your 
private home, creates a certain kind of unity of the geography of everyday 
living for Sasha. Having his family and school friends as near as his former 
lovers and queer friends, and all situated within the same forum, is 
something rather different than, for example, depending on secret cruising 
grounds when the city is sleeping in order to meet queer others. Thus, 
VKontakte most certainly becomes “a place” to return to over and over 
again.  
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Digital media resources, through the multiplying of space, thus equip the 
informants with infrastructure for entertaining several orientations at once 
and resources for keeping those spheres of living separate. Having several 
faces while remaining the same, within the world of a social media forum, 
might serve as a place giving structure to and habituating a separated but 
complete whole also offline.         

This way of looking upon life is well illustrated by Yegor, who keeps his 
queer disposition a secret to his colleagues and friends, while on the other 
side having a steady partner and a rainbow family. When speaking about 
queer Russians who are trying to migrate somewhere else because of their 
sexual orientation, he shakes his head and looks puzzled.   

Yegor: I think that the problem is in their minds, because maybe they have 
no good job, or maybe they don’t have friends. Because our life is not gay 
life, our life is life. It’s all the sides of this life, and gay life is just one part.  

To Pavel, who has recently moved to Saint Petersburg after eight years in 
Manchester, the way of queer living in Russia is also much more preferable 
to him than what he experienced in the UK. 

Pavel: Maybe I’ve been too long in Manchester, so I get bored. In 
Manchester everything is open. Everything, you know, nothing to hide. It’s 
not interesting anymore, everything is available… It’s no kind of, yeah, I 
don’t know how to say, kind of intrigue or something. […] Because it is not 
prohibited; it’s open. So, I am not interested in this.  

[…] 

Of course I am against this [gay propaganda] law, but I think it’s kind of, for 
me again, if I am trying to say it correct, if it is prohibited you will be 
interested in getting more and more, and again it’s prohibited and you’re 
kind of searching for something and it’s kind of illegal but you want to do 
this, and get more excited. 

Touching right at the heart of invisibility/visibility, Pavel adds tentatively: “I 
don’t know if I can compare it, but if you’re blind, so your feelings and your 
senses are getting stronger”. In Pavel’s view, living in a context where seeing 
and being seen as a queer being is much more delicate also creates intensi-
ties that he misses when being in more metropolitan gay environments.  

It is interesting to note the very different take on queer visibility while 
interviewing Dmitry, a sociologist from the European University in Saint 
Petersburg who is volunteering for the Coming Out organization and 
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helping them with surveys on the queer population. Dimitry says about 
some recent results that many queer Russians are simply not fully aware of 
what discrimination is, because people who have marked “I live open” on 
the survey still report looking after their manners in public and not talking 
about their private life.  

Obviously, there are competing conceptions on the value of queer 
visibility in circulation and on what kind of living to aim for in order to live 
a full life.  

6.1.2 Complications: queer digital leakage 
It must be recognized that for many the use of VKontakte for divergent 
orientations is not only a matter of discretion, but also of well-motivated 
fear, and consequently produces a lot of anxiety. Not least because these 
separations are continuously challenged by the ever-increasing bleed within 
and between digital platforms due to the logics of the “culture of 
connectivity” (van Dijk, 2013; c.f. Cassidy, 2013). Just like in offline space, 
where queers commonly depend on calculation and navigation in order not 
to be mistakenly “out”, such strategies come to also involve digital space. 
Thus, the patterns found among queer digital media users in, for example, 
Australia (Cassidy, 2013), England (Duguay, 2017), and Belgium (Dhoest & 
Szulc, 2016) of far-reaching strategies in order to avoid “context collapse” 
(Hogan, 2012; Marwick & boyd, 2011) are not surprisingly also noticeable 
among my informants.  

Many worry about having their “straight” VKontakte profile contami-
nated by queer traces. This includes, for example, having accepted risky 
contacts that are now connected to their profiles, being seen in photos 
uploaded by less cautious friends, or “liking” stuff that could in any way be 
regarded as suspicious. Besides controlling one’s own behavior in this 
environment, my informants are thus also expressing anxiety about what 
others might do. These risks, inherent to the culture of connectivity, imply 
what we might call “queer digital leakage”, that is, a context collapse specific 
to queer digital media users.  

Besides being about national regimes of privacy as described above, in 
line with which many queer Russians strive for discretion, these worries 
must of course also be understood in relation to the underlying threats 
inherent to dominant spatial discourse. The hidden character of queer 
living is not one out of many possible ways of organizing space in Russian 
society, but about “the façade” of heteronormativity, referring to Lefebvre, 
giving certain acts visibility, while condemning others to obscurity and 
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therefore belonging behind the façade (Lefebvre, 1984/1974: 99). Therefore, 
the threat of digital queer leakage is also about the threat of violence hiding 
behind such seemingly “tacit agreements” of discretion.  

Adrian, for example, does not doubt that his father would kill him if he 
found out about his queer disposition. Because Adrian cannot take any risks 
on VKontakte, he has instead chosen to completely exclude his family from 
there altogether. While we sit by his and Oksana’s kitchen table, 4,000 
kilometers from his home, Adrian speaks with a quiet voice about his 
attempts to keep the spheres separate. 

Adrian: There are some of my relatives on VKontakte, but I tell them that I 
am not there, you know, there is this maybe small risk that they will get 
inappropriate information about my life or something like that. That’s why I 
push them away from these resources.  

[…] 

M: There has to be a lot of effort to keep these two worlds- 

Adrian: That’s right! 

M: -apart, right? 

Adrian: That’s right. You know, even if I have a birthday, I meet my straight 
friends apart from my gay friends, and only those straight friends who know 
all about my life, they can join the gay party. And the straight friends, no, 
they should be somewhere on the side.  

M: It’s complicated!  

Adrian: It’s complicated. 

Adrian is obviously not as content as Sasha with having “different faces”. 
When speaking about his family and hometown, he clearly gets nervous and 
uncomfortable. If not being killed by his father, he is at least convinced that 
everyone would push him away if they knew, and the stakes of clearing 
queer space for himself simply seem too high to speak about the kind of 
satisfaction that some others express.  

In a similar vein, when aiming to post an ad on BBS, you are auto-
matically reminded of the risk of queer exposure, and other potential 
threats, by an encouragement to be cautious and to read their recom-
mendations on how to be so, by following a link. BBS recommendations 
explicitly include not to reveal your real name, place of residence, or 
workplace to the people you are in contact with, and if using a social 
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network for exchanging messages, to always use an alternative profile. The 
poster is also kindly reminded that maniacs or overly insisting courters 
might hide behind the pretty pictures of others, which could have serious 
consequences if you hide your orientation and/or live with your relatives.    

The efforts aiming to take control over the representations of the self 
towards important others within digital space, somewhat resonate with 
Mowlabocus’s argument about British queer male digital culture, saying 
that it mobilizes “new techniques of (self)surveillance for multiple reasons 
and with diverse effects” for queer men (2010: 82). Within Mowlabocus’s 
research, this primarily regards the techniques of visibility towards others, 
but as we have seen here, it could very well also include the techniques of 
invisibility. Hence, the multiplying of space though digital media carries 
with it both a multiplying of possibilities and of threats.   

Further, it is interesting to note that the main anxiety experienced by 
Adrian in regard to digital queer leakage is in relation to important others, 
and not towards “the public sphere” of formal law and state authority. In 
fact, none of the informants express any real personal fears about state 
surveillance online, even though it is well known by that time that 
VKontakte has become more closely affiliated with the Kremlin (The 
Moscow Times, 2014) and that online surveillance is increasing within the 
country (Freedom of the Net, 2016; Reporters Without Borders, 2014). As I 
and Adrian kept in contact over VKontakte after the end of the fieldwork, I 
asked him whether we should choose a different platform, or whether he 
felt safe sending messages on queer topics over VKontakte. His answer to 
this was very relaxed, contending sarcastically that “you can send it here, 
my government (if they follow everybody in our country on the Internet) 
knows that I am gay ”.  

Thus, the way of relating to state surveillance among the informants 
seems to somewhat resemble attitudes noted in research regarding cor-
porate surveillance on social media, as resigned due to a sense of not having 
anything to put up against such logics. Hence, it is not that the members are 
not aware of corporate surveillance, but that the desire to take part in these 
settings is so great that a certain degree of surveillance is reluctantly 
accepted (e.g. Allmer; Fuchs; Kreilinger & Sevignani, 2014; Humphreys, 
2011). The same then may be noted about state surveillance among my 
Russian informants.  

It is important though to remind ourselves that queer concealment – 
partly achieved and administered through digital media – is not a choice 
available to everyone. Some bodies simply stand out as queer, forcing sub-
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jects to live somewhat in the “open”. This goes for Vasilii, who was recog-
nized as genderqueer by boys in school, resulting in bullying and hyper-
visibility. For some, strategic concealment is not an option, either perma-
nently or in certain contexts or periods of their lives.  

So far, this chapter has shed light on how digital media might serve as an 
infrastructure, stabilizing parallel orientations in a heteronormative world. 
However, while digital media resources such as VKontakte and BBS support 
the management of the local, other resources also enable more distant 
connections. By creating queer proximity between geographically scattered 
individuals, geolocative applications and transnational online communities 
create new spaces and overthrow perceptions of proximity.     

6.2 Globalizing the local 
During the time of the fieldwork, Russian political and religious discourse 
explicitly framed queerness as a non-Russian quality. Since the early 2010s, 
queers have been continuously positioned outside of the national com-
munity of belonging by being connected with decreasing birthrates and 
ultimately the decline of the nation (Edenborg, 2017). Instead, they have 
been constructed as something belonging to the global West in general, and 
to Europe in particular, through tropes such as “Gayropa” or “Gayro-
maidan”, used initially in relation to the Euromaidan events in Kiev (Riabov 
& Riabova, 2014a: 9). Simultaneously countered by the political, moral, and 
fleshy muscles – ultimately symbolized through the ever more visible body 
of the nation’s strongman himself, President Putin – such discourse served 
to imagine a re-masculinized Russia as the positive opposite of an impotent 
and feminized Europe. While Russian masculinity came to equate with 
heterosexuality, by appeal to tradition and history, particularly male 
homosexuality was being symbolically displaced in Europe (Riabov & 
Riabova, 2014b).  

It was thus fascinating to see that while the idea of a “queer Europe” was 
being used to evoke ridicule within official discourse, it was simultaneously 
used among many Russian queers as a symbolic space of belonging.  

The cruising club Bang Dating Space, situated in my own backyard, was 
for example promoted as “the European Island in the center of St 
Petersburg”, and the homepage was translated into both German and 
English. But when trying to get in contact with someone from the staff, the 
manager answered through a bar man who – with a lot of effort – succeeded 
in explaining that I was welcome to come visiting before opening hours, if I 
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brought a translator with me. When meeting up a bit later, the manager said 
that it is not that they have a lot of guests from Europe, or that any of those 
working there are of other European heritage. “It is mainly a matter of 
atmosphere,” the manager explained through Dima, who had come with me 
to help translating. “People should come here for dating like in Europe; not 
only for having sex”.  

In that sense, Bang is perhaps more than anything the promise of a 
different spatiotemporality – such as articulated through the name of the 
club – the enforcement of a different time and space where “queer is already 
here”. In a similar way, just like some of my informants were thinking about 
themselves when young boys as aliens accidently thrown into an in-
comprehensible world, many were now thinking of themselves in relation 
to a foreign space of belonging.     

While staying in close contact over Skype with Oksana, who has moved 
to Norway when I and Adrian meet again in 2015, he explains that she 
keeps on insisting that he is “not really Russian”; that in fact, he is more 
European. As we sit by my kitchen table, drinking tea and talking about the 
future, Adrian smiles elatedly while saying that this might be the case, that 
perhaps he is actually not really Russian.  

And Adrian is not the only informant who nurtures faraway contact. In 
fact, most of them do, and several explain that they are very consciously 
targeting faraway others through transnational online forums such as 
GayRomeo. Alexandr, who’s English is a little limited, uses Google Translate 
in order to be able to contact queer others through GayRomeo, especially 
those passing through Saint Petersburg. He has several times met up with 
tourists and business travelers to show them around the city and sometimes 
to have erotic encounters. Lev, who doesn’t speak any English at all, has 
instead established contact with queer Russians living abroad.   

Lev: I maintain communication with many gays in different cities. And also, 
abroad with some Russian-speaking gays. […] So, I remain in contact with 
some of them through social networks like VKontakte, or I talk on Skype 
with some of them. 

The many contacts that informants have with faraway others, and the parti-
cipation in transnational networks, serve to connect them to a transnational 
sphere of queer others, and not only to globalize the local (Massey, 2005) by 
bringing others close either in flesh or in code, but also to enhance move-
ment on behalf of the informants themselves. This leads us to further zoom 
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in on ways in which queer digital media use renegotiates that which is 
perceived as proximate.    

6.2.1 Faraway proximity 
In general, Internet use is commonly understood to first of all entertain 
connections within a local territory (e.g. boyd, 2008; Byam, 2010; Jansson, 
2006), regardless of its potential for global bonds. In particular, geolocative 
hookup applications may be said to work in accordance with such logics 
because the whole idea is to locate others nearby. On Grindr, this bias 
towards those immediately close to you was, during the time of the field-
work16, accentuated by the fact that you could only search for profiles 
nearby. This logic has even led some commentators to call Grindr “the gay 
hyperlocal” (Roth, 2016: 442).  

However, other competitors like Hornet or Growlr have longer enabled 
their members to search for each other at whatever distance. And while the 
geolocative applications are not used widely among the informants in 
general, several in fact use them to connect transnationally.  

Alexandr, for example, really enjoys travelling himself and is, as we can 
see above, eager to find international friends. When going abroad he thus 
uses his Hornet account to get in contact with locals. Because he often finds 
that others are reluctant to meet instantly when travelling in Eastern 
Europe, Alexandr specifically enjoys that Hornet allows its members to 
check out others in any location, even though not being geographically 
present at the time. That way, he is able to find members at his destination 
beforehand and to initiate contact so that the groundwork is already laid 
when he arrives. As we meet for the last time in 2015, he has just been on a 
trip around the Baltic countries all by himself, and yet without being the 
least bit alone, as he had found people beforehand to show him around and 
hang out with at each destination. Alexandr underlines that he is not 
explicitly looking for dates, but for company and local knowledge. He and 
the guys he got in contact with were thus chatting and then meeting up for 
walks around the city, talking, and hanging out. Alexandr also emphasizes 
the social affordances of the application. 

M: So, your impression is that Hornet can be used both as a social tool- 

Alexandr: Yes of course, of course. 

— 
16 Later on Grindr did launch new features which enables members to make specified 
searches also in distant locations. 
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M: -so not only sexually?  

Alexandr: (with emphasis) Not only sexually! It is very good for sexual 
meeting, but it’s very good to use for only social meeting. You know, only 
chatting with guys. But usually I use it in other countries just socially. […] I 
want someone who can show me the city, show me some bars maybe, and 
possibly after that we talk or meet. 

Pavel and Yegor use Grindr and Hornet in similar ways while travelling, and 
for Yegor this is more or less the only time he uses the applications at all. 
Yegor has a monogamous relationship and is not looking for dates or sex, 
but finds Hornet to be a convenient and thrilling way of getting guidance 
and recommendations when in foreign locations. He laughs when saying 
that of course it would be possible to ask straight people for such 
information, but that “it works better with gay people”.  

This way of perceiving queer digital media resources is telling of a sense 
of queer global connection enhanced by the ability to map out and reach 
distant others. It is not only that queer others constitute keys to the 
appropriation of distant places, but also that the applications themselves 
constitute keys to a global space of belonging.     

While, for example, Licoppe, Riviére & Morel (2016), in their study 
among French Grindr users, found that the application was used with a 
“non-social” mode of interaction, there are many signs among my inform-
ants that both Hornet and Grindr are also used as a queer infrastructure for 
socializing, support, and friendship, and not least for a sense of global queer 
community. This further resonates with Ben Light’s (2014) notion that such 
resources might very well be considered as social media by queer users, even 
though not seeming specifically constructed for such purposes.  

While many informants used geolocative applications while travelling, 
and were consciously establishing contact with long-distance queer others 
as part of their queer digital media routines, some were more specifically 
biased towards building and/or being part of transnational communities. 
We will now look closer at how such queer digital media use produces 
transnational zones of commonality by zooming in on the bear-community.   

6.2.2 The bear-community: a digital queerscape? 
A year after finishing my fieldwork, I attended the wedding of some new 
acquaintances back home in Sweden. Because I knew almost none of the 
other guests, I relied heavily on bonding with those by my table during 
dinner. Luckily, I had been seated next to a socially skilled Bear, who 
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showed a lot of interest in my work. Fueled by champagne and the relief of 
connecting with someone, I spoke at length about all my incipient insights 
from field. By the time of the desert, he suddenly mentioned in passing that 
he had a friend in Saint Petersburg that he got to know through a Facebook 
group for Bears where this guy was very active. In fact, he and his husband 
had even been there visiting the other year. I took a chance, “Is his name 
perhaps Bogdan?” My new friend looked surprised, “Yes…how did you 
know?” He showed me a photo of Bogdan from Facebook to ensure that it 
was in fact the same person, and we then took a photo of us together and 
sent it to Bogdan who soon replied with amazement.  

This might perhaps seem as just a very unlikely coincidence, but in fact, 
it wasn’t that unexpected at the time, as I had gotten used to hearing about 
the transnational connections among my informants from within the Bear 
community. For example, the following episode reported by Fedir is telling 
of similar cases of perhaps not so coincidental cross-country coincidences.  

Fedir: It was in 1997–1998. […] This was an IRC chat. It was only on the 
Internet. […] And I spoke there with many many guys, and one guy told me 
that “You are a nice guy, but when you will be a little older and a little fatter, 
you will be my type.” And then around 2004–2005, I had an Italian 
boyfriend, and I went to him in Italy and spent three weeks with him. And 
we went to one club to meet his friends, some other Italian guys, and one 
guy looked at me very carefully and said, “Have you had a picture of yourself 
when you are on a boat, out hiking?” I said “Yes, I have had such a picture,” 
and he said, “We have met once on the Internet and I told you [you were too 
young and not fat enough], - (loudly) but now you are my type!!” (laughing 
out loud)   

It is worth noting that all the five Bear informants I have followed witness 
about how the initial difficulty of finding queer others led them off in fur-
ther geographical directions, using digital media resources such as, initially, 
IRC channels and MSN- groups, and later on online communities and geo-
locative applications. While first having tried to fit in to mainstream queer 
male platforms centered on a Russian uptake, generally leading to dis-
orientation, they have through wider searches been able to locate niche 
resources often based in southern Europe, the US, or Scandinavia. For 
Aslan, after having found his first bear and chubby MSN-groups during the 
early days of the Internet, he has strategically only attempted to get in 
contact with “foreigners” and has not even considered the option of a 
Russian queer community.   
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Aslan: Honestly I didn’t even think that in Russia or Azerbaijan these things 
can [happen], that’s why I was looking for a relationship with foreigners 
because they were more open about it, they were more…it was easier with 
them, […] than people in Russia, because to locals the subject was closed, it 
was bad to talk about. And even now I think it’s the same, you don’t really 
talk about it, that’s why it’s easier to talk with foreign people because the 
mentality is completely different.  

The Bear informants’ sense of subcultural community, by the time of meet-
ing me, seems centered around online hubs with people spread out globally, 
but connected digitally, and often transcending into offline contact. Staying 
in such close connection with faraway others further appears to decrease 
distances, as that which is geographically distant becomes intimately 
entwined in one’s lifeworld and becomes proximate throughout everyday 
practices. Hence, going all the way to Egypt to see a flirt is, for example, not 
regarded by Fedir as a very sensational detour.  

M: Did you go to Cairo just because- 

Fedir: This guy. 

M: -you had met this guy on the Internet?  

Fedir: Yes. Of course, first of all I went to Cairo for sightseeing, for seeing 
the pyramids and so on, but for seeing the pyramids I could go there for just 
one day and I went there for four days; one day I saw the pyramids and three 
days I spent with this guy. 

While Bogdan and Lyosha have been a couple for more than ten years, 
Fedir, Aslan, and Dima have basically only had relationships with foreigners 
living outside of Russia, whom they have all met through community-
specific online resources. Aslan had an important relationship and mentor 
figure in a Greek man that he met during his early twenties, and who 
arranged for Aslan to come and live with him for a period of time in Greece. 
He later also had a long-term Italian boyfriend, whom he lived with in Italy. 
Also, Fedir had moved away to live in Italy for love, while Dima has only 
had long-distance relationships across national borders. Since moving to 
Saint Petersburg five years ago, Dima has had three long-distance boy-
friends that he met over Mamba, and which he describes as fairly exhaust-
ing. Being deeply involved and socially dependent on geographically distant 
connections makes the difference between online and offline rather flagrant, 
as well as the work involved in trying to merge them together. In order to 
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stay in touch with their many transnational friends, Aslan and Fedir use 
webcam sites, Facebook groups, or online forums primarily based in other 
countries.   

In line with Hanna Hacker’s (2007: 79) argument, this is telling of how 
queer desire can produce zones that constitute “queerscapes”, as in “trans-
national ‘enabling networks’ for elaborating queer understandings of space, 
gender and sexuality”, which did not appear to be in reach within the Bear 
informants’ immediate surroundings.  

The inclination for finding queer others has thus led the Bear informants 
to search beyond what they have been able to find within reach. 
Considering the work inherent in the production of a queer orientation in 
the world, queer digital media dwelling has created orientations towards 
actual far off geographical destinations and has spurred long-distance 
movement. According to Ahmed (2006), orientation always leads some-
where; there is an object at the end of the line, and whether that has been 
the object of sexual desire or desired queer others, following that line has 
meant ending up in unexpected locations.  

6.3 Summary 
Because this chapter has focused on the ways in which digital media use 
facilitates queer transnational connections and mobility, it is also urgent to 
remind the reader of the limitations placed on such mobility. Entertaining a 
transnational community, like some of the Bear informants, takes a lot of 
financial resources if wanting to transcend the online/offline divide, and not 
just anyone can go all the way to Egypt for a date. Further, being illegally in 
Russia like Aslan was during parts of my fieldwork, due to new visa restric-
tions, certainly makes bodies immobile in so many different ways, from 
being afraid of passing through check-points such as the metro system, to 
the inability to simply leave the country and be allowed to come back. 
Hence, we should be very careful with assuming that digital media alone is 
what is promoting movement, and we should see it as but one factor within 
the larger matrix of the politics of mobility. 

In this chapter I have further illuminated that social media networks 
such as VKontakte not only appear as a threat to conflicting investments, 
due to context collapse (c.f. Cassidy, 2013; Dhoest & Szulc, 2016; Duguay, 
2017; van der Nagel, 2017), but may also be regarded to support parallel 
investments. Over the years of working with this project, I have several 
times been asked whether queer digital media can be conceived of as a way 
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of “staying in” – perhaps as a digital closet? I do think that my material 
shows that it is not that simple, and that even if certain technologies offer 
opportunities for queer concealment, they still produce space for queer 
individuals to connect. As argued by others about queer world-making, we 
must not downplay the importance of “everyday strategies used to lead an 
everyday life but do not necessarily openly challenge anti-gay policing” 
(Kitchin, 2002: 209). In Ahmed’s writing, she contends that even if closets 
provide a way of “staying in”, and by that could be seen as a betrayal of 
“queer”, “closets still ‘make room’ or clear spaces, in which there are things 
left for bodies to do” (Ahmed, 2006: 175–176). However, there are good 
reasons to reconsider the closet metaphor within this environment because 
closets do suggest a kind of “either or” logic, even if constantly challenged 
by the impossibility of being fully in or out (Sedgewick, 1990). This logic is 
somewhat reproduced also within Ahmed’s way of discussing desire lines as 
she regards queer turnings as both a “turning towards” and an unavoidable 
“turning away” (Ahmed, 2006: 21; 71). To Ahmed, following desire lines 
takes the subject off “the straight line” in a fairly one-directional fashion. 
However, what I see in the ways in which my informants are inventively 
using queer digital media resources is the fostering of contradictory 
orientations and the enabling of queer turnings that do not turn away from 
“the straight line”. Rather, lines run in parallel, or in intricate multiple 
patterns, supporting ways of staying with their complexity. And perhaps it 
could even be regarded a way of “staying in”, which in that case turns the 
closet metaphor inside out, as it is a way of being out (in all ways regarded 
as important/possible) without opening any doors, thus exposing the 
cultural specificity of the closet metaphor.   
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CHAPTER 7

Mobility: to walk off line 

If we this far have mostly focused on perceptions of the spaces surrounding 
the informants in relation to their queer digital media use, we will now take 
a closer look into movements within and across these spaces. In the writing 
of Shaun Moores (2012), he draws on John Urry (2000) in arguing for the 
importance of different forms of mobility for our perceptions of place. 
While much theorizing on postmodern geography has tended to under-
stand mobility in opposition to place, Moores, like, for example, Doreen 
Massey (1991; 1995; 2005), regards place as open-ended and as constituted 
through the very comings and goings to that beyond. This includes physical 
as well as virtual or imagined movements becoming central aspects of 
routine and everyday living. 

As has been argued throughout the analysis, queer digital media use 
might also constitute spaces in their own right through multiplying 
(Moores, 2012; 2017), and these have been described as spaces where my 
informants come to feel a certain degree of privacy and at-homeness. 
However, the repeated turnings towards these spaces also serve to orient 
bodies and incline them to move further towards others who could return 
their desire (Ahmed, 2006). The urge for fleshy connections implies 
eventual transcendence from online space into offline space, and therefore a 
move from one site to another. Completing such transcendence means 
following lines towards those enchanting objects of desire, into a world of 
other uncertainties and risks.  

This points towards a discontinuity of queer digital media use, typical of 
queer living more generally, where movements across “the lines that divide” 
(Ahmed, 2006: 142) are not to be taken for granted. Taking this as a starting 
point, we will in the following pay strategic attention to what Morley (2001) 
calls the factors governing different mobilities within both online and offline 
territories, or what Hannerz (1997: 12) writes about as small-scale discon-
tinuities and obstacles within assumed processes of flow. Or plainly, in line 
with Ahmed (2006: 139), a phenomenology of that which “stops bodies”.  
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I am thus interested here in how the informants travel across these 
multiple sites, particularly articulating the dynamics between online and 
offline space. As has already been touched upon, many informants initially 
tended to treat the online sphere as importantly separated from the offline 
everyday life, and going from online contact to offline meeting could be 
extremely slow. So how then does this work in the present time? And how 
are we to understand the different paces and rhythms of online/offline 
transcendence?  

In this chapter, we will first look into the hopes for quick offline contact 
produced through online connectivity and the ways in which this is 
achieved or not using different digital media resources. Zooming in on the 
economies of trust also governing such movements, I will further develop 
on how fast online/offline transcendence is interconnected with embodied 
positionalities. Further I will illuminate discontinuities of queer mobility by 
bringing in examples of how the informants approach offline queer venues 
and public space in order to connect this with the movements between the 
online and offline. Staying in close dialogue with Ahmed’s queer phenom-
enology, the central argument of this chapter is that “moments of 
switching” are fundamental to queer digital media use.    

7.1 Temporalities of queer digital networking 
Geolocation software has in recent times presented queer individuals with 
previously unimaginable possibilities for mapping out geographies beyond 
the traditional queer meeting places and for facilitating fast hookups “on 
the go”. Grindr, the first and largest of contemporary all-male geolocative 
applications, now operates in 234 countries with approximately three 
million active daily users (Grindr.com, 2018) and has garnered much 
attention among queer media researchers (e.g. Alm, 2017; Baptiste, 2013; 
Blackwell, Birnholtz and Abbott, 2015; Brubaker Ananny & Crawford, 2016; 
Licoppe, Riviére & Morel, 2016; Møller, 2016; Roth, 2016). Not least, these 
resources have been argued to tie in with queer public sex cultures and that 
there is even a kind of immediacy inbuilt in the very technology (Licoppe, 
Riviére & Morel, 2016). But how are such resources of fast connectivity – 
while feeding on embodied positioning and interweaving of straight and 
queer space – functioning in a setting where many, as we have seen, are 
depending on strategic queer concealment within their everyday life?  
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7.1.1 Looking for fastlove 
Suddenly a ♥ appears on Nicolai’s screen. No words or further implications, 
just a heart, being one of the standardized possibilities for making contact 
on Hornet. We sit at a café outside my hotel in the old Dostoyevsky area 
during one of my first visits, where they make the most astonishing cakes, 
for which Nicolai and I share a common passion. It is a traditional, homely 
setting with women in aprons and kerchiefs behind the counter, red and 
white checkered tablecloths, and discreet piano music playing in the 
background. By the table besides us, an elderly lady and her grandchild 
share a cake with orange frosting. Otherwise it is fairly quiet, as the lunch 
rush has faded out. The nudge comes from a stranger, and Nicolai looks 
excited and invites me to come over to his side of the table so that we can 
more easily look together. On the profile of the user behind the heart, we 
can see that he is 300 meters away, but he has no public pictures, as the app 
offers the possibility to have one’s pictures in locked mode. Nicolai hence 
asks the user to unlock his pictures for him to see, which he does, and 
Nicolai laughs and shows me two “dickpics”, but none exposing the mem-
ber’s face. He shakes his head and explains over the translating system in his 
phone that he never interacts with anyone who won’t show their face, and 
consequently disregards him. Nicolai’s own Hornet profile contains some 
basic information about his height, weight, and a couple of locked half-
dressed photos of him exposing his face, one in boxers in front of the 
mirror, and one at the beach. The nearest guys show up as green dots on his 
home-grid, with one only sixty meters away. However, I get the impression 
that Nicolai uses the application primarily as a way of queering his 
environment, and not necessarily to initiate meetings, for which I happen to 
know that he and Sasha use BBS.  

Nowadays, many of the informants do strive for fairly quick online/ 
offline transcendence while connecting with queer others. But several are 
dissatisfied with the pace of geolocative applications in Saint Petersburg. 
Adrian tried out Grindr when he arrived in Saint Petersburg from Siberia 
two years ago, but he found it inefficient and slow. At that point, he was 
eager to meet people in person fairly quickly, but found that most people on 
the application were rather hesitant to take the step from online to offline. 
He sighs and looks blasé, as he says that it is not like everyone is ready to 
meet just because he is now in a big city.    

Adrian: Most people there [at Grindr] they just want to chat with each other, 
but they’re not ready for real conversation. They are not ready to meet each 
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other somewhere, to have a coffee, or to speak. Only on the Internet. I am 
not interested in that. 

[…] 

Adrian: it’s easier than in Siberia for example. But it’s not as easy as it seems 
at first when you for example open this app, there are a lot of photos; a lot of 
guys, and you think “Oh tonight I will date one of them”, -no! I suppose 
most of us need this chatting first of all. 

Perhaps rather surprising, the digital bulletin board BBS is instead brought 
up by many of those looking for casual hookups because it is considered 
very efficient and fast. It is also valued for its discretion and anonymity 
because it does not contain any profiles17. BBS, a traditional digital bulletin 
board where members place anonymous ads without needing to have a 
membership, is further said to work poorly on mobile devices, and it is 
more or less bound to stationary computers (at the time of the fieldwork at 
least). In that way, BBS and the geolocative applications presumably support 
rather different spatialities. While the applications are often thought to tie 
in with queer public sex-cultures, BBS is more likely to take casual sex into 
the home. On the other hand, as shown by Christian Licoppe and his 
colleagues, as well as Jody Ahlm (2017), even though in theory enabling 
public meetings on the go, also Grindr is more commonly used to arrange 
sexual encounters at home, and by that enable a firmer sense of discretion 
and privacy. Hence, it might be that the spatial differences are not that big 
after all. Also, when it comes to temporalities, even though being two such 
different digital media resources, BBS seems able to evoke the same kind of 
fast pace as described by others in relation to geolocative applications (e.g. 
Licoppe, Riviére & Morel, 2016). In fact, several informants regard BBS to 
be the most efficient way of enabling quick hookups.  

Ilja, for example, who lives together with his boyfriend but enjoys casual 
sex with others occasionally, like Adrian tried out applications for a while, 
but did not find them very useful. He explains that “the green dots” 
(signaling whether you are online or not) do not say anything about if the 
member is actually actively on the application and actively searching right 
now, or if he’s even into what Ilja is looking for. Perhaps the man behind 
the dot is just surfing around while having a coffee with his mother? While 

— 
17 The popularity of BBS among the informants should be regarded in light of the fact 
that recruitment was partly done through Nicolai’s ads on BBS. However, it is 
mentioned and used also among other informants. 
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on the other hand, the odds are fairly good if placing an ad on BBS, with 
exact preferences of what you want and when, that the ones responding are 
the right ones and ready to meet ASAP. During the course of twelve hours 
on a regular day, the sub-board centered on Saint Petersburg will have 
approximately 600 ads calling for erotic meetings commonly emphasizing 
immediacy, and a few hundred more during weekends. It is also possible to 
select which metro station you are near in order to find people in the right 
area.   

So, while geolocative applications are generally regarded to enforce 
instant online/offline transcendence, a very static and place-insensitive 
technology such as a digital bulletin board seems just as forceful for quick 
connectivity. Ilja also tells about how BBS is able to put his body in motion, 
because logging in always ends with meeting someone, even if that was not 
the initial intention. Hence, he avoids going there if he does not have the 
time to meet.     

M: And are there any other Internet platforms that you use? 

Ilja: BBS. 

M: Only BBS? Yes. And how often do you log in to BBS?    

Ilja: Not regularly. It depends on how I feel. Sometimes I want it often, 
sometimes I don’t log in at all.  

M: And do you only log in when you are looking for someone, or could you 
also log in just to have a look around? 

Ilja: If I start doing that, it usually ends up with that I find someone 
(laughing).  

M: Ok, so if you log in, you end up with a meeting? 

Ilja: Yes, I cannot stop it. So, if I don’t want to have a meeting it is better not 
to start. 

Before, it was a very big step for Ilja to take, to go from chatting online to 
actually meeting offline, but now, he says, “I’m fast, it’s very easy.” So even 
though being largely bound to stationary medium, this digital bulletin 
board serves to put his body in motion and set it off on journeys not plan-
ned beforehand. Ilja knows that BBS constitutes charged grounds, and 
knows better than to dip his toe in if he does not plan on jumping in all the 
way. 
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It might also be that the geolocative positioning and profile-driven inter-
action on geolocative applications can instead serve to slow down the pace 
of online/offline transcendence in Saint Petersburg by making users more 
cautious. While talking to Mikhail about his use of the dating site Mamba, 
interesting aspects of digital queer visibility emerge. As Mikhail moved to 
Moscow at the age of nineteen, he started to use Mamba for queer net-
working with the aim of finding new friends and to start dating. Since he 
had moved so far away from everyone he knew, he somehow felt safe 
enough to use a face-picture of himself at the site. But as he started to get in 
contact with people he realized that many were in fact being suspicious 
towards why he had a picture of himself. He thus tried taking away the 
picture and then immediately started to receive many more messages than 
before. If previously he would get one or two messages a day, mostly from 
others who also had face pictures on their profiles, he now had five to ten 
messages a day largely including members without pictures. When he spoke 
with other members about this, he learned that face-pictures were by many 
considered to indicate a very visibly queer person, and that others did not 
want to risk connecting with such a person.   

In a similar vein, Yegor associates Mamba-profiles including face- pic-
tures with those who are only looking for sex, while the “more serious” 
daters will be hidden behind the blank profiles.  

Thus, the regimes of visibility and exposure inherent within different 
resources seem to be approached in less expected ways. While visibility is 
commonly thought to promote trust and sincerity in digital culture, in 
certain contexts it might instead be perceived as suspicious and in fact 
undermine efforts of queer connectivity. This further means that different 
kinds of temporalities are produced than those perhaps primarily regarded 
as inbuilt.  

7.1.2 Involuntary slow motion 
The pace of online/offline transcendence is not always up to the individual 
digital media user to decide, as we could see with Adrian, who was dis-
appointed at the slowness of offline meetings with his acquaintances from 
Grindr. In fact, the general reluctance towards offline contact among those 
using queer digital media resources within Saint Petersburg is brought up as 
a more general problem. This is not only in regard to sexual networking, 
but also in regard to attempts to build active queer communities through 
digital media.  
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Aslan and Fedir have wanted to establish a queer social network to do 
things together with in Saint Petersburg ever since moving here a few years 
ago. As we have seen, most of their friends live abroad, and in the evenings, 
they keep in contact through video chats at home. But the couple is very 
social and enjoy cooking for others, and as we know, the alluring smells of 
Hungarian hot pots, or the taste explosions of a dozen carefully prepared 
Azerbaijani side dishes translates poorly over a webcam. So, while Aslan 
and Fedir are in a monogamous relationship and are not looking for sexual 
networking, they have still registered an account in common on both 
Hornet and Growlr, hoping to find new friends. However, even though 
having extensive contacts online, getting people to meet up offline is very 
demanding.  

Aslan and Fedir shake their heads when talking about inviting people for 
a barbeque in the park last summer. They had prepared everything, cooked 
and bought drinks for everyone, and invited all their queer online contacts 
in Saint Petersburg – all the others had to do was to show up! And of 
course, they did not expect everybody to come, but neither that they would 
be sitting there alone without one single guest, such as they were.  

Also, for others, it has proven difficult to build local queer communities 
online that transcend into the offline. Bogdan has recently started a 
Facebook group for Russian Bears, from which to organize activities and get 
togethers. However, he has found that most members are not ready to go 
beyond anonymous chatting. 

Bogdan: So, the community is…more on paper, so just like a virtual 
community. And I think that it is because […] they cannot be open. […] 
Even on the Internet, on Facebook, they use nicknames, they never use their 
real names. Some of their colleagues can be in the community […], if you 
are gay you will never say that “Yes, I am gay”, and you will never want 
others to know that you are gay, because you have family and some of the 
guys have wives and kids. 

Thus, regardless of the informants’ own intentions, much of the digital 
media use in relation to local queer others is affected by this hesitancy 
towards online/offline transcendence. Further, the movement from online 
contact to offline meeting is also dependent on a trust economy, where the 
currency is unequally distributed depending on other factors that are 
important to acknowledge if wanting to understand the obstacles to quick 
offline connectivity.  
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As the important work by anti-racists and scholars of color have made us 
increasingly aware, queer subculture is all too often reproducing racist and 
white-supremacist normativity, leading a queer individual of color to face a 
more complex set of exclusions (e.g. Cohen, 2005; Harper, McClintock, 
Muñoz & Rosen, 1997). Aslan, coming from Azerbaijan, has learned the 
hard way about racism in Russia towards people from the Caucasian region, 
and this negatively affects his ability to engage in queer digital networking. 
While Fedir is from Hungary, and he and Aslan speak just as good Russian, 
they do not have the same possibility to reach out to local queer others 
online because people tend to react with suspicion as soon as they hear 
Aslan’s name. Further, both Hornet and Growlr are encouraging members 
to mark their “ethnicity” when registering a profile, thus underlining the 
centrality of race.     

Aslan: I usually mark “Caucasian”, but in that way, the first thing is that you 
get all these questions all the time. And this is really what makes me…quite 
angry. […] When [where you come from] is the first thing they ask about – 
and you understand that it is not because he is curious, but because he saw 
your picture and what you look like.[…] And immediately you understand 
that it wasn’t that you are an interesting person but only about your color. 
So that’s why I am not really trying to be on the Internet and all these things, 
because even if I want to meet some guys, or if I see some profiles of some 
couple there, I will never send the first message, I always ask Fedir to do this, 
because I know that immediately if I start something I don’t really have the 
strength to explain all these things. It really affects me really badly.    

Hence, independently of the pace of online/offline transcendence sought for 
and negotiated through different forms of queer digital media use, it cannot 
be disregarded that there is a politics of mobility that also includes such 
movements. This includes the different situatedness of individuals 
highlighted in Aslan’s case, but also involves the more general restraints on 
queer mobility due to heteronormativity and homophobia.    

7.2 The discontinuities of queer mobility 
Having focused until now on the more obvious forms of online/offline 
dynamics, with a starting point in the contacts that informants initiate 
online, we are now to move over to a more general analysis of the role of 
queer digital media for the informants’ movements around the city. 
Extending the discussion to “comings” and “goings” (Moores, 2012) from 
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traditional queer meeting places offline further serves as a basis for con-
tinued discussions on online/offline transcendence.    

7.2.1 Comings and goings 
Even though queer living has been stigmatized and illegal in Russia 
throughout most of the 20th century, there have still been – as we have seen 
– unofficial meeting places for queers to connect, not least in the urban
centers. Today, Saint Petersburg holds both more traditional cruising
grounds, such as public beaches and sauna clubs, but also a fairly rich
nightlife (as described more in detail in Chapter Two).

Among the informants, though, many tell how at the same time as such 
an alternative landscape is right there in front of them, it might at first 
appear as inaccessible as if on the other side of the world. Several 
informants illuminatingly describe their initial struggles with trying to 
appropriate such queer locations. Roman, growing up in Saint Petersburg, 
says about his feelings connected with entering a gay club for the first time 
that he was extremely nervous and afraid. His boyfriend Eduard translates 
as Roman mumbles in Russian: “He says that he felt like something would 
fall in his head, or the police would come there and arrest everybody.” 
Others, though, did not even dare to go inside.  

Growing up in Baku, Aslan knew about a park where queer men were 
said to meet one another, and every time Aslan went by, something inside 
was begging him to go there, just to see what was going on, “what were they 
doing in there?” But simultaneously he knew that, at the very same moment 
as he would walk into that park – Aslan snaps his fingers with a serious face 
– someone could see him, and all would be lost. So, he never went. Not even
once. Similarly, both he and his boyfriend Fedir experienced initial dif-
ficulties in entering into queer clubs. It might be somewhat hard to under-
stand that either one of them would ever hesitate to enter anywhere while
sitting with them today, observing their rock-solid presence in the room.
Fedir, with a particularly well-mannered and self-assured way of getting
through even when his English lets him down, and Aslan with his impres-
sive social skills and gentle firmness. As they sit in front of me across the
table, holding Aslan’s pottery teacups between their big hands, the young
men nervously circulating around impossible entrances seem far away. And
yet it was not that many years ago. Aslan remembers moving to Moscow
and trying to approach the gay scene.
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Aslan: I knew that there were like gay clubs, and once I went to the gay club 
in the nighttime, I was thinking to enter the gay club, and I walked around 
for hours, like “should I go inside” or like “no, I’m alone, I don’t know what 
it looks like”, or “someone will see me from the outside” even though it was 
nighttime, and it was in a place where, especially in Moscow, no one will see 
you. But it was so…it was so hard for me to do this. Because I never had this 
kind of experience. And I didn’t go inside, I didn’t walk in, I was just 
standing outside and like watching (laughing)…I didn’t go inside. And then 
with this Irish guy we went together. 

Similarly, Fedir, while going to a university in Saint Petersburg, and Yegor, 
while attending a university nearby Moscow, knew about gay clubs running 
at each location, but simply had no idea about how they would ever dare to 
pay a visit. Even though struggling with trying to accept himself, and being 
desperate to meet queer others, it never came across Yegor’s mind to travel 
to Moscow and visit the club he knew existed, as he says: “I couldn’t even 
imagine how I would go to Moscow and go to that club, it was impossible to 
me”. Instead, he placed a contact ad in the local newspaper through which 
he met with some older men who became mentoring figures for him. It was 
not until he had an Internet connection years later and found queer bulletin 
boards and IRC channels that he got in contact with people who would take 
him to the gay clubs in Moscow. 

In fact, the same can be said about both Fedir and Aslan, who only dared 
to go into those much-desired spaces when they had established online 
contact with someone trustworthy enough to take them there. “The Irish 
guy” mentioned by Aslan above, was someone he met on a transnational 
Bear and chubby online group, who showed up in Moscow and wanted to 
meet. So together they went to the club that Aslan had been circulating 
outside, but this time all the way inside. In Fedir’s case it was “the Italian 
guy” from an IRC chat, visiting in Saint Petersburg, who took him out, as he 
was simply “too afraid” to go there himself. Hence, they were able to 
develop reliable relationships through queer online resources that in signifi-
cant ways made it easier for them to appropriate their offline queer infra-
structure. In these cases, Aslan and Fedir, just like Ilja, while being urban 
citizens with offline queer meeting places within reach, still had to develop a 
sense of queer comfort through digital media dwelling before they could 
extend themselves offline.  

Also, the informants migrating to Saint Petersburg from rural areas have 
relied on queer digital media networking once arriving in order to approach 
offline meeting places. By the time of our first meeting, Adrian has become 
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a frequent clubber and goes out almost every weekend with his best friend 
and roommate Oksana. However, it was not all that easy entering these sites 
initially.  

Adrian and I bump in to one another by the bar at Club Cabaret together 
with Oksana and their friend Danil. Then Adrian invites me to his and 
Oksana’s place at the end station of the metro line, where we drink bubbly 
wine in the kitchen while Oksana puts on makeup in the room next door. In 
a few hours we will be hitting the narrow dance floor at the Blue Oyster with 
Adrian intimately wrapped up together with a handsome fellow we just met. 
But now he tells me about moving here from Siberia two years ago. I guess 
it would be easy to assume that once arriving in the so called “gay capital” of 
Russia, with all the possibilities available just awaiting to be explored, he 
would have dug right in to it like a kid in a candy shop. However, this was 
not the case, as Adrian assures, “No, no, no, no, no, […] the first thing I did 
when I came here was that I created a new account” on Mamba, complete 
with face picture, which he had never dared to do before. He says the 
following about going to a gay club for the first time: 

Adrian: [I]t wasn’t so easy. But the first club that I went to was the Blue 
Oyster.  

[…] 

M: Right. And did you go there by yourself?  

Adrian: No, of course not. The first time I had some dates, I had a constant 
partner but he didn’t go to clubs – my first partner here. And then Mamba 
again! I got acquainted with other guys, and they invited me to go to the 
Blue Oyster. 

Before approaching a traditional queer meeting place offline, Adrian had 
had the time to live in Saint Petersburg for quite a while, to start to date 
men through Mamba, to meet his first boyfriend, and then to find new 
friends online, also through Mamba, who would take him there.   

I would like to connect these accounts about the (in)accessibility of 
offline queer sites in relation to online media use with Ahmed’s (2006) 
notions about “the straight line” and “queer tables”. In Ahmed’s writing, she 
talks about the heterosexual orientation of space in terms of a straight line, 
as heterosexual endings “line up” straight ahead if you do not actively 
deviate from the main sociospatial tracks. Queer desires, causing dis-
orientation by not being extended by the straight line, are thus what makes 
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people deviate from such lines and move towards their objects of desire. But 
as Ahmed (2006: 170) notes:  

[w]hen we tread on paths that are less trodden, which we are not sure are 
paths at all (is it a path, or is the grass just a little bent?), we might need even 
more support. The queer table would here refer to all those ways in which 
queers find support for their actions. 

Hence, the “queer table” is not just simply a table at which “queers” gather, 
but a surface that supports “proximity between those who are supposed to 
live on parallel lines, as points that should not meet. A queer object hence 
makes contact possible” (2006: 169), and thus involves shifting grounds.  

What is interesting here is the significance of digital media in how queer 
subjects come to divert from that straight line, and end up in other places. 
Of course, queer people have obviously met and gotten together before they 
had Internet connections, but considering the immense difficulties trying to 
take that step “off line” and tread new paths, we may definitely say that 
digital media propels mobility, and possibly speeds up such departures.  

So here we also see an interesting conceptual paradox surface, as the 
informants are most likely to “go off line” online in order to reach objects 
that are not points along the straight line (Ahmed, 2006: 71). To “go off 
line” and follow such paths is not an easy task, as Aslan attests, standing at 
the very intersection glimpsing at that strangely intriguing direction but not 
being able to steer his feet any farther. Rather, once again, such redirection 
takes work, and in the same way as work was performed online in order to 
produce a basic sense of queer orientation, such digital media work is of 
continued value for the ongoing processes of queer turning. However, 
because “such turns are repeated over time, then bodies acquire the very 
shape of such direction (Ahmed, 2006: 15)”, which is why the turns taken 
online, bleeding over in offline paths, are likely to make us feel at home in 
new worlds of proximity. As time went by, Adrian became less dependent 
on Mamba as he had a group of people that he met every weekend, and he 
gradually initiated and entertained other relationships on site.  

In fact, Adrian’s story in that way very much resembles Moores’s (2012; 
2017) writing about migrant experiences among people he has interviewed. 
Moores argues that migrants who have initially felt strange in an unfamiliar 
environment, over time and partly by using digital media, become more at 
ease with the environment in question until the point of being fully 
extended by it. Through repeated dwelling, Moores’s informants gradually 
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habituated space and presumably it eventually became a mere background. 
Drawing on non-representational theory, Moores thereby wants to draw 
attention with this example of migrant experiences to ways in which place-
constituting movements, including a range of mediated mobilities, turn into 
“body schemes” that are largely pre-conscious and habitual.  

However, according to Ahmed, queers do not simply transcend the 
straight line by habituating desire lines (2006: 75), but rather remain highly 
dependent also on the ways in which their bodies travel the mainstream 
geography of the city. She discusses this as a kind of “queer failure” of things 
being habituated. For as she contends, certain bodies will always have to 
carry the weight of “standing out”. Therefore, queer individuals remain 
dependent on a spatiotemporal hypersensitivity in which media is a prime 
factor for navigating space. No matter how many times the informants 
might come and go, the gay clubs, for example, remain contested sites 
where the informants have to be cautious for other reasons than their own 
hesitations. Just outside the Blue Oyster, where Adrian, Oksana, and I are 
dancing the night away surrounded by queer others, is the city’s 
mainstream nightlife, and I am rigidly informed about the procedures of 
how to enter and leave. To never leave the club alone; to not take a cab 
straight outside; to arrive at times when there are not so many people in line 
for the surrounding entrances; to wait outside if there are. On another 
occasion, I visit the opening ceremony of the queer film festival Side by Side, 
where Alexandr is volunteering, only to find the entire crowd waiting 
outside as the organizers have received bomb threats and the building has to 
be searched. Together we wait in the cold winter evening all dressed up for 
an hour, while homophobic activists every now and then run past, waving 
signs and shouting out their hatred. Similarly, Stella, in her work on queer 
space in Moscow found that some clubs even advised the visitors to stay 
until closing time at six a.m. in the morning, simply to avoid gay bashing 
(2013: 467).  

If it is true that places are constituted by their comings and goings, there 
are indeed charged places that emerge through such discontinuous ways of 
entering and leaving.  

Drawing on Young’s (1980) critical phenomenology of female bodily 
comportment, we might thus contend that the queer body stands in dis-
continuous unity with itself and its surroundings. While Merleau-Ponty 
(1997/1962) argues that the body can never exist as an object in space 
because it is the origin of all space, the queer body is depending on being an 
object as well as a subject in relation to the same act, such as reaching out 
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for queer others, as a matter of precaution. Queer bodily existence in a 
homophobic world has to be self-referred – to exist in space – living itself as 
an object, in order to keep itself safe from harm. The queer body-subject 
thus internalizes the surrounding time and space, turning into orientations 
and leanings, including the habitual incorporation of (im)possibilities and 
expectations, which are navigated and lived in part through queer digital 
media use.  

7.2.2 A broken directedness 
This illuminates the privileges connected with being extended by the space 
surrounding you, and how this is in turn a prerequisite for the kind of 
“flow” assumed by Merleau-Ponty (1997/1962, in Young, 1980: 145), which 
is inherent to the body’s ability to embrace the whole space with “pure fluid 
action” through “the continuous calling forth of capacitates, which are 
applied to the world”. But in the experiences of the informants, there is 
rather a broken directedness within the queer embracement of space, similar 
to that noticed by Young (1980) and Fanon (1986).  

Natalia describes the broken link between a here and a yonder for those 
not extended by the straight line in the following way: 

Natalia: There are moments that all people have… things that you take for 
granted, you have hands, you have eyes, you have a nose, and you have the 
possibility to express your opinion every day and with everyone. And for 
example, girls can go to the club and can expect some attention from boys, 
but I can’t expect that, and if I would go to a boy and suggest something I 
would be beaten up.   

Also illuminating is that some informants feel very uncomfortable with the 
idea of online dating, and both Vasilii, Alexandr, and Vladimir are 
romanticizing about meeting the man of their dreams by accident out on 
the street.  

Vladimir: The institutional structure is made in such a way that we can’t be 
open, we cannot trust any ordinary man on the street. For example, if I 
would like somebody, it is absolutely impossible to come [up to him] and 
say, “Hey guy, can we get a coffee?” or something like that. 

[…] 
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I think that the unnatural thing is that because the system works against us, 
we go to meet with some guys on webpages and on the Internet, not in our 
everyday life where we are living. 

Without in any way rejecting these sincere wishes for an authenticity to be 
found outside of the online realm, there is also, I think, an aspect of this that 
has to do with the general “virtuality” of queer living. As discussed by 
Mowlabocus, queer living has always been somewhat “virtual” because the 
“real world” is a heterosexual world. Therefore “[g]ay male identities and 
lives […] have had to be constructed, maintained and mapped alongside the 
world of ‘normal’ life. Gay life has not had the opportunity to exist ‘here’ 
and has, for too long, been something located ‘out there’, elsewhere, 
somewhere (over the rainbow)” (2010: 213). In light of this, the dream of 
simply meeting your true love on the street, of being courted by a handsome 
stranger on the bus, or similar strikes of serendipity within “everyday life” 
are also the dream of being part of the mainstream and the unavailable 
luxury of extending with the straight line. 

During interviews with Roman and Eduard, who met just a few weeks 
before we first see each other, we talk a lot about how to move around the 
city as a queer couple. They are very much in love and speak about their 
relationship in deeply romantic vocabulary. While sitting together by the 
table in my apartment they are constantly being really close, holding hands, 
and giggling.  

Eduard is clearly frustrated that he is not “admitted” to show public 
affection. “Why shouldn’t I be allowed to hold my boyfriend’s hand or kiss 
him if I feel like it?” he bursts out, while in the next moment defensively 
arguing, “But on the other hand, I want to be safe, and I want Roman to be 
safe. I can’t even imagine that I would walk down Nevsky Prospect hand in 
hand with Roman. I can’t imagine people’s reactions.” Roman is the more 
daring among the two of them, and Eduard explains that sometimes Roman 
“holds space”, when he has ensured that nobody is watching, and then 
suddenly takes Eduard’s hand or put his arms around him, which com-
pletely stresses him out. Eduard freezes while talking about it and looks 
demonstratively around him, saying, “I am still shocked every time”. 

It is then interesting to hear them talk about a recent visit to the Blue 
Oyster the next time we meet up. They have previously talked about their 
mixed feelings about gay clubs and that they do not frequently go out. 
However, now they seem excited about having been there together as a 
couple.    
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Eduard: We just spent one hour there but it was really fun, because on the 
street you must – you’re still afraid of something, but when you came inside, 
eh, [we were] absolutely free! (laughing)  

M: Mm, so were you like kissing- 

Eduard: Mhm. 

M: -and dancing- 

Eduard: Mhm.  

M: Oh, that’s nice… And what do you think about the atmosphere in there, 
among the other people?  

[…] 

Eduard: It’s not about the atmosphere, but we liked to be there just because 
we were there together, but the atmosphere overall…we didn’t think about 
it.  

Comparing the experiences of moving around the city as a couple in love, 
where they are constantly aware of who is watching, being inside the gay 
club they did not have to think about their surroundings, even to the extent 
that the surroundings seem to have disappeared.  

I find this observation by Eduard and Roman to be very telling about the 
spatiotemporal discontinuity of queer desire, and the rare entitlement to 
pre-conscious movement among others, especially in terms of affection. In 
Ahmed’s writing, she compares such moments of indulging in a desire line 
with the ordinary example of zooming in on something that carries you 
away, such as a book being read, or a task at work calling for undivided 
attention, while the surrounding room might start to fade and get blurry. 
And then, if suddenly your phone rings, the enchantment is broken, and 
you start looking for where you put it. But as “you move out of one world”, 
Ahmed notes, you do not simply fall into another, but rather, there is a 
moment of “switching”. “One moment does not follow another, as a 
sequence of spatial givens that unfolds as moments of time. […] Such 
moments of switching dimensions can be disorienting” (Ahmed, 2006: 158). 
And as we have seen regarding the comings and goings from queer venues, 
queer living is filled with such moments, and we can only imagine the 
discontinuity experienced by Eduard and Roman when taking the step back 
into the mainstream nightlife outside the Blue Oyster.  
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7.2.3 Moments of online/offline switching 
So once again looking more specifically at the movement between online 
and offline spaces, it could be argued that the many different ways that we 
have seen throughout the analysis, where online/offline transcendence is 
slowed down, stopped, or hesitated, constitute such moments of shifting. 
Rather than the often-assumed “flow” of sites visited – whether online, 
offline, imagined, or real – in a seamless unfolding of space and time, queer 
digital media use among the informants is instead constituted by these very 
moments of switching. This further has clear resonance with studies into 
disconnective practices (Light, 2014; Karppi, 2014; Sundén, 2018), but with 
a more distinct spatial perspective.    

Even if many informants are striving for faster online/offline trans-
cendence with the contacts they initiate through digital media resources, 
there are still ways of consciously slowing down. Besides the risk of queer 
exposure towards important others, one of the fears slowing down online/ 
offline transcendence is that of homophobes lurking behind the digital 
contacts they have made. Such sudden breaks cutting off desire lines is 
nothing new to queer culture due to the movements between online and 
offline space, but rather a continuation of the old threat of homoerotic 
encounters turning into homophobic lash-outs. There was a time during 
the fieldwork in 2013–2014, however, when this risk seemed more present 
than before and after due to the uprising of neo-Nazi groups specializing in 
hunting queer men through their social media profiles and luring them into 
offline meetings.  

Most informants recognized the potential threat of homophobes hiding 
behind the ads and profiles of queer men in online searches, and even if 
none of them had become victims to such attacks, the stories of violence 
towards queer others in relation to online dating circulated like haunting 
ghosts in the collective minds of queer men at the time. The particular 
effectiveness of these terror campaigns, for the most part led by a network 
started by the well-known convicted neo-Nazi leader Maxim Martsinkevich 
and calling themselves Occupy Pedophilia (Окупай – Педофиляй), was that 
the abuse and torture they subjected their victims to were also being filmed 
and distributed widely on VKontakte, spreading dread and horror far 
beyond those immediately affected. Within the films, victims could be seen 
having their heads shaved, being beaten up, raped, having to “confess” 
themselves as pedophiles, and drinking urine. Looking into the eyes of 
someone having just had erotic or romantic conversations with a presumed 
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flirt online, and now instantly thrown into the harshness of offline physical 
violence, painfully illustrates the most violent clashes of online/offline 
transcendence for queer individuals within a homophobic world.  

During the same time period, I interviewed Sergey, a young queer 
activist working with the Rainbow Association in Moscow, who were trying 
to reach out online to the men and boys who had become victims of Occupy 
Pedophilia and similar groups in order to offer support and prevent 
attempted suicides after their public shaming. He explained about how he 
advised queers to protect themselves online.      

Sergey: I advise them not to tell much about themselves, not to share their 
home address, mobile number, or private information. And, before making 
new "friends", chat with persons for some weeks to understand who is 
talking with you. If they have some bad experience from that person, they 
should immediately stop talking with them and add this person to the "black 
list". If they want to meet with new "friends", they should talk with them 
before, using web-cams, and meet only in very public places, like central 
metro stations. It will be better if they take some friends to go with them to 
the meeting to support them if something goes wrong.  

According to Sergey, then, there are quite a number of steps one should 
take, slowing down and smoothing out the movement from an online flirt 
to an offline encounter – to chat for weeks, to talk on the phone, and to see 
the person face-to-face over a web-cam.  

Similarly, the message appearing when posting a new ad on BBS reminds 
about the rules for posting, as well as the risks of doing so. It underlines that 
you are responsible for your own contacts as well as possible criminal 
offenses, and it encourages cautiousness and reading their recommenda-
tions on how to be so by following a link. BBS’s recommendations on safe 
online queer networking include a long list of precautions, including 
searching the new acquaintance for common friends, always meeting for the 
first time in a crowded place, not taking him home with you but saying 
goodbye in a neutral area not too near your place of residence. Once 
meeting, the poster is also recommended not to tell too much about one’s 
“real” identity, as it “may cost you your life”.  

If we can talk about a “coming” and “going” in relation to online queer 
resources, we might note that these movements are reminding of those 
when entering the queer male venues at Ulitsa Lomonosova, where the 
mainstream nightlife outside is constantly taken into account. To go slow, 
to be discreet, not to leave from there alone.  
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It would definitely be an exaggeration to say that the movements of 
online/offline transcendence within queer networking are always made with 
the same degree of precaution as those of coming and leaving a club among 
the informants. But there are moments of switching, similar to the strategies 
recommended by Sergey and BBS that most informants seem to have 
habituated.  

Ilja, for example, even though speaking about his BBS sexual networking 
as “very fast”, also mentions different safety procedures that he always 
applies, regardless of the resources used. He commonly calls the other 
person first to get a sense of his personality, and then he always starts by 
meeting up in crowded places. Eduard, who used BBS for casual sex before 
he met Roman, also talks about the importance of first meeting in public 
and to talk for a while in a café or pub to get a better impression of the 
person. The same goes for Mikhail, who speaks about the first meeting as a 
“safety meeting”, usually arranged in public places, and during which he 
would not say anything about his job, family or where he lives.   

Most likely, this is not only due to Occupy Pedophilia’s persecution of 
queers at the time, but rather implies levels of queer online surveillance, i.e. 
the strategic targeting of queer populations by homophobic violence not 
commonly captured in accounts focusing on non-marginalized individuals. 
Even though a rare phenomenon, in the sense that only a few are targeted 
among the thousands of queers frequenting queer digital media resources, 
the wide spread of these images and films evokes collective fears and has 
significance for the dynamics of online/offline transcendence.  

Moving between online and offline space is among the informants some-
times experienced more as a rupture than as a shift, like the many occasions 
discussed when they have been “busted” for their queer online activity by 
their straight environment leading to all kinds of embarrassing, precarious, 
and potentially dangerous situations. Both Fedir and Aslan remember the 
times when the only places where they had Internet connections were 
through stationary computers at their workplaces. In the mornings, Fedir 
would arrive before everyone else to the laboratory where he was working 
so that he could chat and/or search the web for queer others for a couple of 
hours before the working day began. Because he was knowledgeable about 
computers, he understood that he had to delete all of the history of his 
surfing. But one morning his boss came in early and saw the computer 
screen in front of Fedir with a big icon screaming “gay chat”.    
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Fedir: He just came to me, looked at my monitor, and I didn’t have the time 
to close it. He said “Oh, gay chat?” and just went away. I started to think 
“what to do? (with desperation) What to dooo?”  

M: So, what happened?  

Fedir: Then I called him and asked him “Do you have an English dic-
tionary?” “Yes”, so I went to him and I looked up the word “gay”, and I 
asked him “do you know what this means? There was an invitation from 
ICQ for some gay chat, like spam, but I felt very strange in this chat; they 
asked me very strange questions.” He laughed “hahahahaha” and started to 
explain to me what “gay” means. And from that time, he decided that I am 
very stupid when it comes to this area, but he totally didn’t understand 
(laughing).  

Unfortunately, Aslan did not have the same knowledge about computers 
and did not know how to delete his browsing history, so once while 
indulged in the Bear and chubby groups that he had found, his boss 
confronted him. Aslan hides his face in his hands when remembering, and 
says, “I wanted to die really! I was so embarrassed, because like he knew 
everything, and it was so, you know, all these websites and dirty things, it’s 
like somebody opened your soul!” Luckily, Aslan says, his boss was from 
England and didn’t react violently or anything. But of course, these kinds of 
ruptures might also be potentially dangerous, like for the many informants 
who speak about the risk of their parents busting them, which is still often 
associated with a threat to their very being.  

While others have argued for the disappearance of media from our active 
awareness within a mediatized world (Deuze, 2012; Hine, 2015, Moores, 
2012), I would suggest that these kinds of ruptures within movements 
between the online and offline constitute moments when media rather 
appears. We might put this in relation to Ahmed’s (2006: 168) metaphor of 
“queer furnishing”. While furniture generally tends to disappear from view 
– in fact this might be what makes furniture “furniture” – queer furniture is 
perhaps the one we notice, like we notice the arrival of bodies out of place. 
In a similar vein, queer media use rarely has the privilege of simply turning 
into furniture in our everyday life, but is noticed in how it stands out from 
the straight line, and how it orients us in skewed directions. Ultimately, 
even when for a moment letting ourselves disappear into the mere comfort 
of, let us say, an often-used piece of queer armchair, perfectly extending the 
shape of our bodies, ruptures like the ones just discussed quickly remind us 
that it will never be just furniture in the eyes of others.  
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7.3 Summary 
As we have seen within this chapter, digital media sometimes serves to open 
up offline queer space and make it more available by connecting bodies and 
producing ties that draw subjects further off the straight line. By propelling 
desire, bridges were built by which Aslan, Adrian, and Fedir eventually 
made it all the way into that club. The same kind of speed-up is seen in how 
Ilja experiences entering into the space of the digital bulletin board, 
inevitably putting the body in motion to reach those objects of desire. 
Through the uses of digital media, queer desire is spreading out across the 
city and cross-country, bodies are being connected, and sites are being 
occupied. However, we have also seen how this is not to be simply regarded 
as a smoothening out of space, turning it into a seamless flow of queer 
desire within the otherwise heteronormative environment. Rather, move-
ments are jagged, due to the discontinuous alignment of straight and queer 
time and space, often producing a highly conscious balancing of the 
online/offline divide. Further, regardless of careful navigation – ruptures 
and clashes might take queer digital media users by surprise as a result of 
the forcefulness of heteronormative culture suddenly throwing them back 
on the straight line. 

Moving from the past, through the present, and towards the future, the 
analysis is now to end with glimpses of the “protention” as discussed by 
Husserl and Merleau-Ponty (1997/1962) (in Kelly, n.d., 2018) – that is, the 
kind of forward leaning – that is inherent to the informants’ living present 
and in how they project themselves towards the world through digital 
media resources.  
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CHAPTER 8

Futurities: from here to queer? 

Queerness is not yet here. […] We may never touch queerness, but we can 
feel it as the warm illumination of a horizon imbued with potentiality. We 
have never been queer, yet queerness exists for us as an ideality that can be 
distilled from the past and used to imagine a future.  

José Esteban Muñoz, 2009: 1 

Over the past two decades, Western queer studies have seen a turn towards 
what has been referred to as an “anti-relational” paradigm (Bersani, 1995; 
Edelman, 2004). As a response to the mainstreaming of gay and lesbian 
living within the global West, with it being more and more assimilated into 
narratives of domesticity, reproduction, and bourgeois lifestyle, some queer 
theorists have encouraged a “tactical embrace” of negativity (Edelman, 
2004). Perhaps the most influential reference within such discussions is Lee 
Edelman’s (2004) No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive, where he 
points out the symbiosis between every conception of the political and the 
social, and what he calls “reproductive futurism”. The very object of poli-
tical imagination, Edelman argues, is always the protection of “the Child”, 
against which queers pose a threat. The only way of making queer lives 
understandable and incorporated into the political is thus through 
alignment with such imaginaries because "we are no more able to conceive 
of a politics without a fantasy of the future than we are able to conceive of a 
future without the figure of the Child" (2004: 11). Due to reproductive 
futurism, the queer body, not subjecting itself to assimilationist agendas, 
becomes an internal antithesis to the social and political itself. The ethics of 
queer theory should, therefore, according to Edelman, be centered on the 
unthinkable outside space of politics such as we know it – a space of a 
present with “no future”. Thus, it is also about turning away from certain 
ways of imagining happiness in terms of reproduction, community, and the 
generational line, while still indulging in the pleasures of the moment.   
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However, there have been counter-calls for the necessity to continue 
trying to imagine queer utopias of possibility outside of “reproductive 
futurism” (Ahmed, 2010; Munoz, 2009; Dean, 2006). There are also reasons 
to question how far a tactical embrace of anti-relationality might take queer 
thinking outside of the global West (as argued by Kulpa & Mazielinska, 
2016/2011: 18). What use do we have of such critique in contexts where 
there is simply no queer future to reject? Where no queer shelter is to be 
found within the comfort of the social mainstream? In one of José Esteban 
Muñoz’s (2006: 825) readings of Edelman, he argues that “the antirelational 
in queer studies was the gay white man’s last stand”. Being able to say no to 
the relational, and to break with conventions of the social, might at least 
require the potential of being included in society to start with. Thus, such a 
refusal might also be read as a privilege and is telling of the Western bias in 
certain branches of queer theory, downplaying the fundamental need for 
community and the relational for understandings of queerness among 
(most) others.    

Seen from the horizon of the human subject, the question regarding 
queer futurity is not what is “properly queer”, but what gives hope for a 
livable future. Further, drawing as this study does on an understanding of 
the inherent futurity of the living presence, the queer future does not seem 
to be something we can just strategically disassociate ourselves with. Here, 
Muñoz’s productive polemic against the anti-relational turn in Cruising 
Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity is potentially of more help. In 
contrast to Edelman, Muñoz (2009: 1) turns to hope as a critical metho-
dology, understanding queerness as above all a temporal arrangement – “a 
rejection of a here and now and an insistence on potentiality or concrete 
possibility for another world”. As such, Muñoz regards utopia as something 
we simply have to hold on to, or perhaps risk, if wanting to engage in queer 
world-making (p. 25).  

Muñoz emphasizes the place of belonging as being central for queer 
futurity, and David Morley similarly regards futurity as closely connected 
with “the home”, quoting Paul Gilroy as he states: 

Just as nostalgia need not be seen as an entirely regressive and negative 
phenomenon, we can also regard the search for some sense of home more 
positively as a ‘future-oriented project of constructing a sense of belonging 
in a context of change and displacement’.  

(Morley, 2000: 43) 
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In a related vein, Emil Edenborg in his writing on queer belonging in Russia 
picks up on Floya Anthias, arguing that “to belong is to be accepted as part 
of a community, […] and to have a stake in the future of such a community 
of membership” (Anthias, 2006, in Edenborg, 2015: 5 [emphasis added])”.  

Once again taking Morley’s (2001) productive question of what it means 
to approach digital media resources for those who might not feel “at home” 
within popularly imagined communities, this chapter continues to sketch 
out a more profound understanding of queer orientation and digital media 
in terms of the informants’ perceptions of the future. For if it is, as Ahmed 
argues, the very tendency of deviating from the straight line that produces 
“queer orientation” as an embodied and spatiotemporal accomplishment, 
we might ask how this orientation is molded by the fact that so many “go off 
line” online? What is the role of queer digital media’s spatiotemporal reach 
within perceptions of the future? Does the informants’ queer digital media 
dwelling in the present imply a forward-leaning into the future, and if so, in 
what directions?  

First of all, this chapter discusses queer futurity rather straightforwardly, 
drawing on ways among the informants of describing dreams, passions, and 
prospects. In doing so, I understand futurity in the most basic phenom-
enological sense, as the temporal aspect of orientation, that is, the forward-
leaning in how we project ourselves to our world. There is an endpoint to-
wards which our lines are stretching, where we are continuously still to 
arrive.  

Among the informants, two main ways of relating to the future surfaced, 
where one meant perceiving of the future as a spatial journey towards an 
“elsewhere” away from Russia, while the other one meant relating to the 
future in much more indirect ways and with a much clearer investment in 
the present. This chapter first looks into those focused on the here and now, 
for whom the future is often seen as a threat. Among these informants, their 
queer digital media use can largely be regarded a way of dealing with the 
complexity of the present, while the future is only sensed as an abstract or 
imaginary potential. Thereafter, we will look at the theme of “digital 
migration”, that is, of orientations with a clear idea of the future largely 
fueled through engagement with transnational digital communities and 
individuals, and thus steering informants away towards a queer elsewhere. 
The queer digital media practices among these informants might almost be 
understood the opposite way, as fundamentally leaning towards an 
imagined future and away from the present.  
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8.1 Digital complexities of the present 
Among the informants, a large proportion seem to imagine themselves 
living their lives where they are currently situated, or at least within Russia. 
This is not necessarily to be noted in how they speak about the future 
(which they often do not), but in their concentrated focus on the present. 
The future, when mentioned, in these cases often seems to be a threat rather 
than a promise, but this threat remains largely unarticulated. One of the 
situations where this is actualized is when being confronted with the 
question of how they identify sexually, bringing the problematic expec-
tations of the question on uniform and recognizable sexual identities to the 
fore. As noted by Baer, Anglo-American gay and lesbian terminologies do 
not always translate well in Russia, primarily because they can promise a 
more fixed mode of identification than the lived life of many queer Russian 
citizens (Baer, 2011).  

Eduard and Roman have just arrived at my apartment for the first time, 
and Roman is tittering while looking around and whispering something 
into Eduard’s ear. “He says he hopes to live with me in an apartment like 
this someday,” Eduard translates smilingly. They already live in a shared 
apartment at the time, but I have come to realize that mine does stand out 
in relation to the ones I have visited among the informants, which have 
often been badly maintained by landlords. It is not that this one is spacious 
or luxurious either, but it is open and airy, with all of the furnishings 
looking like new arrivals straight from IKEA and everything being intact 
and immaculately clean. Catering towards business travelers and tourists, 
the Airbnb apartment could be picked out from any Scandinavian real estate 
advert, as bright white as an untouched canvas, possible to project whatever 
middle-class life upon. And surely, that was also why I chose it in the first 
place. Now, Roman curiously inspects the light oak furniture, the naked 
white walls, and the standardized signs of homeliness – candlesticks, pot-
pourri, and cushions in discrete accent colors.  

But it is not just that simple, Eduard explains, as we soon sit down with a 
cup of tea. Eduard has in fact not quite decided on how he wants to live his 
life. He feels uncomfortable with sexual identity labels because, as he says, 
calling oneself “gay or something, it’s like you must act in line with some 
kind of stereotype and…I just want to feel free”. He has had relationships 
with both men and women before, and even if being madly in love with 
Roman, he is very much oriented towards having children. Since he per-
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ceives of this as an impossible equation, he is not sure if their relationship is 
sustainable in the long run.    

Eduard: I can’t say that I have chosen one hundred percent, because I am 
confused over such things as what will be in the future? I’m already twenty-
five and the problem of children and so on. Because I want to have children, 
and how to do this if I really now love a boy? So, it can become a problem, 
and I am kind of nervous. And I am really thinking about this now, because 
not so long ago I met Roman and everything is so great, but we have already 
talked about this… 

M: About children? 

Eduard: Yes. But…we haven’t found a way (laughing). So, we have just 
decided to live on and we’ll see how it goes… […] I want to have kids, that’s 
the problem, and I want to be with Roman. So, I have this strange idea that I 
have to make a fake marriage with a girl or something like that. Just for 
children. If some girl who likes girls wants to have children, and I like boys 
and I want to have children. [emphasis added] 

Since there is seemingly no solution other than a “fake marriage”, which 
Eduard regards with dislike, the future becomes a dead-end, and time 
constitutes a forceful enemy. A future to Eduard is unimaginable beyond 
the temporal logic of “the generational line”, i.e. “imagining one’s futurity in 
terms of reaching certain points along a life course”, such as dating, 
eventually resulting in monogamy, leading to marriage, followed by child 
rearing, and so on (Ahmed, 2006: 21). And his queer life is obviously not 
leading him in that direction. 

Eduard: The problem is how to keep this a secret from my parents, because I 
want my mother to see that I am a happy man with a wife, with children, 
with a house, with a car, with a good job, and so on, but, eh…it’s hard to 
organize when you…need to lie a bit.  

Eduard states that the pressure to have children is already starting to grow, 
now at the age of twenty-five, and he is aware that it will only get worse as 
time goes by. Therefore, the relentless movement of the clock makes the 
problem ever more urgent.  

While Ilja’s parents have been dead for some time, he has still experi-
enced similar pressure in his social life and from other relatives. Even 
though soon approaching forty, Ilja speaks about sexual identity and the 
future in similar ways as the much younger Eduard.   
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Ilja: I think that I’m not finally homosexual, maybe sometimes I want [to] 
have a family, a usual family, but I have thought about it many years and 
don’t do it, so I think it’s a dream - [or] not dream, but sometimes I want to 
be… a usual man, and other times I feel that I am homosexual and I cannot 
do anything about it (laughing). 

Looking at these informants’ intense focus on a present without a con-
ceivable future, their queer digital media use might be read as a way of 
dealing with these temporal tensions. As we have seen in previous chapters, 
many use the social network VKontakte as a way to maintain and keep 
separate different aspects of their lives, and to nourish the image of 
themselves as straight men towards important others. Further, by some the 
social network is also used more proactively to win time. By posing as a 
technology for authenticity through its different enforcements of visibility 
(e.g. pictures, personal information, entries, etc.) and placement (through 
tagging, geolocation, etc.), and simultaneously functioning as peer-to-peer 
surveillance, social networks present queer individuals with creative 
possibilities to promote desired impressions. For example, Nicolai, being a 
digital enthusiast, and the one providing me with mobile phones, sim-cards, 
network profiles, and so on throughout my fieldwork, has a playful way of 
using VKontakte for more calculated deception. On one occasion I am 
introduced to his avatar girlfriend, which he has created on VKontakte 
using a random Canadian girl’s Facebook profile for visual settings. He has 
listed her as in a relationship with his “straight” VKontakte profile, and 
every now and then he creates entries, making it look authentic towards 
others. In this way, he is able to evoke the image that he is actually taking 
steps along the generational line.  

More than anything, these informants’ use of social media is then 
focused around the complexities of the present, through the multiplying of 
space, enabling parallel investments in different simultaneous orientations. 
The focus on the present is also highly visible in the popular use of the 
digital bulletin board BBS, freed from profile histories and user informa-
tion. Ilja clearly states that for him “one life” is not enough, and when asked 
about developing his “dream” of having a “usual family”, he says: 

Ilja: It is just one of my dreams (laughing). My dream is to live seven or ten 
different lives at the same time (laughing). At the same time to have a family, 
and to have a boyfriend, and to have [sexual] meetings, and to live here and 
to live in the US and-  

M: (laughing) It’s hard to be only one person?  
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Ilja: Yes, it is very hard. 

Ilja thus nurtures multiple different lives at once, and using BBS as an 
organizing infrastructure for his queer networking he is able to have at least 
a few lives. Besides enabling fast and efficient contact in a discreet way, Ilja 
specifically highlights the temporality of the anonymous bulletin board, 
where you are “every time new”.    

Ilja: It is different from networks where you have a profile, photos, history, 
and friends. So here you can be new every time. And every time in 
accordance with how you are feeling right now. And when you have a profile 
on social networks it has a long history and [the guy] who looks at your 
profile, he can see all this history and he can… I think it is not needed for 
such meetings. If it would be interesting, such history can start – a new 
history. Like with my boyfriend.  

Through BBS, Ilja has met his boyfriend as well as many lovers and friends. 
But also, in situations where digitally initiated acquaintances do turn into 
social relationships, he appreciates having met them through BBS rather 
than a network because he does not want to “connect” all aspects of his life, 
such that they all correspond to the same time table, but sometimes wishes 
to start “new histories”. On the negative side of it, people tend to disappear 
and be exchanged, but on the positive side “a new life starts” every time he 
throws himself out there with a new ad.  

Further, Ilja has a very pragmatic way of viewing life. He says that he 
does not really “believe in love” or the ideal of a nuclear family, even if “it’s 
a nice picture, like an advert”. Thus, he is not as skeptical as Eduard towards 
the idea of having a “fake marriage” with a woman in order to have 
children, as it is not as clear-cut between what is fake and what is real to 
him. On BBS, there is a special section for queer men and women who want 
to connect for arranged marriages, and Ilja is well aware of this. He knows 
of many other queer men who have either entered such marriages or who 
live in heterosexual nuclear families even though having same-sex contacts 
on the side. For Ilja, having such an arrangement, while keeping on living 
his life/lives the way he does, would be in line with how he looks upon the 
multiplicity of realities he is involved in. For him, a romantic twosome 
relationship or a unified and open sexual identity is not what makes up a 
queer future, as he states, “For me, life is what happens through meetings”.  

Rather than there being a placelessness to this queer living, such as sug-
gested by Knopp about queer world-making (2007), we might perhaps 
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speak of a certain timelessness. Practices and ways of projecting oneself to 
the world are concerned with stretching out space into multiple, discon-
nected sites. As noted by Eduard and Roman, the future, symbolized by the 
child, remains a dead-end so far, and indulging in queer desire is to “live on 
and see how it goes”. For now, it is only the two of them, a passionate 
present without a conceivable future. Hence, it is also telling that the couple 
deleted all of their queer digital media profiles and accounts when they got 
together. They are committed to having a monogamous relationship and do 
not perceive of sexuality in terms of identity. Thus, there is no need for 
them to build queer profiles or memberships aiming at constructing a queer 
community.  

At first glance, this way of living might be understood in relation to the 
anti-relational thesis, with its accentuated focus on the intensities of the 
present and the withdrawal from the social, as understood by Edelman 
(2004). However, it is important to note that that would mean a rejection of 
something that the informants have never possessed, and thus, as noted by 
Baer (2002), would rob Russian queers of their own history. This is because 
the investment in the present is not so much a rejection of something that 
could be had as it is a consequence of not having a (queer) future. In that 
sense, for many following their desire lines makes the very thought of the 
future disorienting because the future such as they know it does not extend 
their bodies.   

This is further stressed if looking into the experiences of Natalia, who on 
the one hand could be said to be very invested in the future because her 
entire existence is dependent on there being a future into which she can 
actualize herself. This actualization is also symbolized by the vision of a 
loving husband who sees her as the woman she is. But at the same time, 
beyond the realm of romanticized pictures of a marriage, she has in fact no 
idea how things are to work out more practically for her. Will she be able to 
stay in contact with any of her friends and family? How will she support 
herself when having to give up her job? Will she have to move and start a 
new life somewhere else? She does not really want to grapple with these 
questions, yet still for every hormone treatment and surgery she moves 
closer towards a future in which the current segmentation of things, where 
no one knows about what she is and how she wants to live her life, will have 
to break down.    

Since Natalia and I met for the first time in 2015, she has created a 
female VKontakte profile in addition to her male profile. While her male 
profile includes her given name and a bunch of photos, her female profile is 
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completely discreet, containing only her chosen name and no personal 
information. Further, she has built up the profile very vaguely with a picture 
of a women photographed from the back and a few links and entries. 
However, digital affordances of compartmentalization and the stretching 
out of the present become of limited value at the moment when Natalia’s 
body is really starting to change. Being a transgender woman in an 
industrial province in northern Russia, Natalia knows that there will be a 
point when she will have to go away somewhere to hide while she is 
transitioning. And beyond that point there will be no more possibilities for 
her to conceal her transness anymore. While several of the other informants 
seem to regard their queer VKontakte profiles as stable nodes for their queer 
dispositions, Natalia’s female profile clearly signals “liminality” (Turner, 
1967) – a kind of unstable in-betweenness that eventually has to dissolve 
into something else. Within the standardized questionnaire included in the 
profile, she has answered cryptically: “Activities: Role play” and “About me: 
I, myself alone, will have to take care of it”. As we stay in touch on 
VKontakte, I get to follow her during her first hormone treatment as the 
fleshiness of her desire line becomes more and more flagrant, but still 
possible to conceal just a bit longer. For Natalia, following that line, 
unconditionally means that segmentations will collapse, and the question 
remains unanswered where that will lead her from there.        

8.1.1 Future progression and digital time-travels 
It seems at this point crucial to also complicate the picture a bit before 
contending that queer lives can be lived only as a stretched out present, 
partly achieved and stabilized through digital infrastructure. Turning to 
Muñoz (2009), we see how queerness can be regarded as a way of reworking 
the present through a radical hope for a different future. And if taking a 
closer look at these informants, there are no doubt ways of conceiving of a 
future in a more abstract sense. For even though many avoid thinking about 
their own futures, there are still imaginaries of temporal progression to tune 
in on. For many of those accepting the complexity of the queer present as a 
way of living, there is a queer futurity inherent in how they think of time 
progression. Even if it is not a dream about a livable queer life of one’s own, 
queerness is understood to be a more or less organic outcome of the distant 
future for their country.  

To Ilja, time will enable a less complicated queer living, as generational 
shifts will promote liberal attitudes. But this future cannot be forced 
because, as Ilja points out:  
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Ilja: We have a really bad history of revolution. When people want to change 
everything at once, it creates a very bad situation, which has happened 
several times. So, I think that change should go slowly and by itself as people 
change, and you should not push it.  

It might be suggested that, as a queer-dispositioned individual, Ilja finds 
existential security within this “symbolic future”, as a time yet to come. In 
the words of Munoz (2009: 1), queerness is lived as “an insistence on 
potentiality or concrete possibility for another world”. There is a certain 
queer “shimmering” (Kelly, 2018: para 26, with reference to Sokolowski, 
1974) or width of the living present, in how it leans forward towards the 
promise of progression. 

Further, imaginations of space and of time are intimately interconnected 
as noted by, e.g., Massey (2005), and the future that these informants are 
leaning towards is often made sense of through geospatial tropes. While Ilja 
refers to the gradual development of queer rights in the US over the last fifty 
years, Alexandr tells about experiences from a visit at a German queer film 
festival last year where he forebode his future. 

Alexandr: And there I saw a lot of old people, who came to some [of the] 
parties and activities, and they could feel free. And I understood that when 
they were at my age, they felt the same, they felt the same as we in Russia and 
St Petersburg feel right now. It was in their lives, and they can feel more 
safety, more freedom, only when they get old. And I think that when we are 
in that age, maybe then…we can feel free. We can feel the same.  

In a sense, then, Alexandr’s extensive contacts with foreign tourists in Saint 
Petersburg, whom he consciously targets through geolocative applications, 
is perhaps more than anything visitors from the symbolic future, providing 
a sense of belonging to something beyond the limitations of the present. 
Within Kulpa and Mizielinska’s (2016/2011) work with CEE queer time-
lines, they regard the time in CEE since 1989 as being constructed through a 
“knotting” and “looping” of times, rapturously interweaving different time-
lines, sometimes “backward” leaning in regards to a Western timeline, but 
“forward” leaning in regards to a CEE timeline, and so on. I think that this 
figure might also work elegantly as an illustration of the movements in time 
and space enabled through global digital media, on a micro dimension of 
experience. 

These ways of imagining and expressing a queer future clearly borrow 
from globalization discourse, collapsing global space into a modernist 
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understanding of time as a linear progression (Hacker, 2007; Massey, 2005). 
But what is interesting is the way in which these tropes on the individual 
level of the perceiving subject offer symbolic queer lines to extend with, 
which are likely to make the discontinuities of the present more livable. 
Thus, these leanings should not necessarily be understood as orientations 
towards actual locations, but as symbolic spaces and timelines, promising 
more livable lives yet to come, and also possible to borrow from in the 
multiplying of the here and now. While not explicitly wishing to enforce a 
queer future upon the present, or while experiencing the near future as a 
queer death, queer spatiotemporality still stretches beyond.  

8.2 Digital migrations: towards a queer elsewhere 
If the personal future so far has been perceived of as a threat or a dead-end 
among those primarily being oriented towards the complexities of the queer 
present, we will now take a closer look at those clearly orientated towards a 
future elsewhere. As has been argued in previous chapters, the long-term 
investments in transnational queer digital media resources also orient some 
informants in directions “away from here”. While transnational imaginaries 
are used by some to appropriate and “globalize the local”, for others 
(Massey, 2005) the transnational queer digital media connections produce 
bonds and directions towards very real geospatial locations.  

Over the past decades, Russia has steadily been among the top five 
countries from which queer asylum seekers in the United States and 
Western Europe have fled (Gessen, 2017). The recent escalation of state 
persecution towards queer Russian citizens, not least in Chechnya, has 
further intensified this tendency. Dmitry, from the Coming Out organi-
zation in Saint Petersburg, said when we met in 2014 that they were 
overflowing with questions from queer citizens around the country asking 
for legal advice on how to emigrate. According to Dmitry, it was not 
primarily people engaged in queer activism, and who might be the main 
target of state persecution, but rather more regular “discreet” queer 
individuals who wanted to leave the country. In this situation, many queer 
Russians had already established strong ties through transnational queer 
digital media networking pulling them towards other geospatial sites.  

8.2.1 Exit, pursued by a bear 
Bogdan and his boyfriend Lyosha have not made a concrete plan on 
migrating, but the goal to do so is very much present in how they speak 
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about their dreams and life prospects. One of the first things that Bogdan 
says at our first meeting is that he wants to move abroad. It is not that he is 
strictly oriented towards a specific site, but towards a mode of living, of 
unity and continuity.  

M: You said that you wanted to move abroad. Where would you want to 
move?  

Bogdan: I am not sure yet…I think somewhere in Europe, maybe 
Germany…maybe… of course, I like Sweden also (laughing), but to Sweden 
it is very hard to move from Russia. If you live – like my Italian friends – if 
you are Italian, it is very easy to go to Sweden and live and work there. But if 
you are not a European citizen… 

M: It is much harder… 

Bogdan: It is much harder. Very much. To Sweden it is almost impossible, 
the only thing is marriage, and I can’t (with emphasis) - I can’t have a fake 
marriage. It is not fair, and it is illegal. I know people who pay for that, but I 
don’t know…  

As we have seen, Bogdan, like the other informants belonging to the Bear 
community, has a particularly transnational lifestyle, and his network 
stretches widely over the globe. Several of the informants maintain close 
friendships with people from all over the world on a weekly basis. While 
Bogdan, Dima, Aslan, and Fedir’s attempts to build up Russian digital 
milieus for Bears have had their limitations, their online resources do 
function as social spaces in their own right when it comes to their more 
distant contacts.  

At the same time, these informants are clearly oriented towards a future 
“away from Russia”. To the two couples – Bogdan and Lyosha and Aslan 
and Fedir – the future “away from here” is also a vision of their lives 
together, a time and a place where they can live like any other romantic 
union. While many informants, as we have seen, are fairly reconciled with 
ways of living as a queer couple in contemporary Russia, including a certain 
degree of secrecy and discretion, these informants are oriented towards a 
different kind of future for themselves, with seemingly less tension between 
contradictory investments. And that necessarily means leaving Russia 
behind.  

Their ways of imagining a queer elsewhere towards which they are 
heading remind of David Morley’s use of the concept of Heimat, tradi-
tionally understood as “an idea – or perhaps, better, a fantasy – of the ulti-
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mately heimlish place where, to put it more prosaically, in the words of the 
old Cheers theme tune – ‘everybody knows your name’” (Morley, 2001: 
425). It is interesting that Morley specifically picks up on this line from the 
tune, which has rather particular implications if read queerly. A place where 
“everybody knows your name” would be a place where you are completely 
“out”, where everybody “knows about you”. A queer Heimat might be read 
as a space that completely extends the queer body, such as the community 
spaces and nightclubs, or perhaps digital media spaces that enable queer 
dwelling. Places where queer becomes mere furniture. But these are usually 
temporary places for the queer subject to visit. On all sides of the screen, 
subsuming the queer digital forum member, is an entire world of dis-
orientation. And even if it seems as though the queer nightclubs in Saint 
Petersburg will never close, eventually they do, and outside awaits the 
challenges of comings and goings. These are the discontinuities inherent in 
the living present of the queer dasein.  

However, in times of global awareness and transnational media, dreams 
of a more overarching continuity are nurtured, especially of course among 
those turning in particular directions where such ideals are at the forefront. 
This is seen in how the future elsewhere is commonly described in romantic 
vocabulary, in terms of harmony with the social environment, perhaps most 
vividly illuminated through Vasilii, who shares the Bear informants’ trans-
national orientation. Vasilii says that he has two aims in his life – to have a 
music career and to have a happy same-sex marriage with children. His first 
aim is to be achieved in Russia right now. For his second aim, though, he 
will have to leave the country, and he imagines this future to take place in 
Europe.    

Vasilii: I have (laughing) a clear picture about my [future] family. I think I 
told you the last time. So, I repeat: Ireland maybe, Norway maybe… or 
another country in Europe. And… a small house beside a big city. Husband, 
two children – twins, a girl and a boy, and a big garden behind the house. 
Do you understand (laughing)? And a big garden of willows. Maybe some 
pond with ducks (laughing). And two chairs, and maybe a big white cat.  

Both are laughing. 

[…] 

Vasilii: And enormous love. An atmosphere of enormous love. Enormous 
friendship, enormous…kind feelings.  

M: Between you and your husband? 
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Vasilii: Overall, in my house. Every guest will feel like home. And a very 
warm atmosphere. And nothing bad, nothing cruel, will be able to enter my 
circle of love. (Laughing) I will make a circle around my house 
and…nothing bad can get in.  

M: And do you think that you could create this kind of dream here in 
Russia, or do you have to go away somewhere else to do it?  

Vasilii: I have…two aims in my life – to have a music career and to make a 
family like I described. I want to make a family abroad. It’s very important. I 
don’t like Russia. I don’t want to raise my children in Russia.  

Bogdan and Lyosha, who were both born and raised in or nearby Saint 
Petersburg, also dream of a quiet life away from the cities in a liberal and 
calm surrounding. When visiting in their apartment in 2015, we spend a 
large portion of the evening looking at houses in the Swedish countryside 
on the Swedish real estate site Hemnet, and they get carried away by the 
picturesque photos of small red and white cottages. However, Bogdan is 
aware of the difficulties of actually migrating to Sweden, even though it is a 
place that he is strongly connected to. He has visited Stockholm several 
times and is well-acquainted with the Bear clubs I refer to. He has also, as 
we previously could see, Swedish friends who have come visiting him in 
Saint Petersburg. Besides, he often goes to Finland, and has even fronted the 
Bear section in the Pride parade in Helsinki, which he announces with 
contentment. Yet, Scandinavia remains a space he primarily visits digitally, 
while having to consider other countries as “entrances” to a European 
future.   

While spending time with me over the years, Aslan and Fedir have, on 
the other hand, been continuously preparing for their migration “towards 
Europe”, and eventually more specifically towards Hungary. Like Bogdan, 
they have their strongest digital ties within other European countries, such 
as Italy, but are aware that they have to start somewhere in order to 
“become Europeans”. For every time I meet with Aslan, he becomes more 
and more frustrated with life in Russia in general and Saint Petersburg in 
particular, inflamed by new immigration laws affecting him badly. Aslan 
does not have Russian citizenship, and is thus an illegal immigrant, putting 
the entire idea of a future – where and how? – within question marks. For 
him, leaving Russia is in a very literal sense about finding a home.  

When I meet Aslan and Fedir for the last time in 2015, they have more 
or less stopped their attempts to invest in the here and now in Saint 
Petersburg, and they live much of their social life primarily on video-cams 
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with long-distance friends. As we have seen, Aslan and Fedir first dis-
covered the Bear and chubby community through digital media forums, 
which largely draw on a European and/or American membership base. 
Thus, in their cases it seems as though their basic queer orientation in the 
world is stretching towards other geolocations. In the words of Ahmed 
(2006: 94), we might say that if “becoming” queer is an effect of “the contact 
we have with others as well as objects, as a contact that shapes our orien-
tations towards the world and gives them their shape”, then the trans-
national orientation of these informants is basically a matter of repeated 
turnings towards objects of desire. Over decades of online queer dwelling 
and socializing, connecting with and investing in faraway others, they are 
somewhat “disconnected” with their local surroundings. As argued by, for 
example, Muñoz and Morley, futurity is deeply entwined with senses of 
belonging, and in these cases a basic sense of belonging somewhere else.  

However, in the same way as it was important to note that the stretching 
out of space in the present cannot be lived completely without “protention” 
(Kelly, n.d., 2018), it is equally important to emphasize that the orientation 
away from here is not lived as a total rejection of the present, but is 
entwined with more abstract senses of belonging also where they are. This is 
not least so in regards to the “retention” of personal histories. Thus, in 
order to understand the kind of orientations produced and maintained 
through transnational digital ties, we should not overestimate the power of 
digital dwelling over embodied local ties. Even though many express severe 
displacement and alienation in relation to their Russian heritage, they are 
obviously also emotionally anchored here.  

8.2.2 The ambivalence of digital orientations away from here 
Among the informants oriented towards a queer elsewhere, there is 
simultaneously a leaning towards a past of conflicting investments, and a 
future drawing the subject away. There is definitely an air of melancholia to 
this queer “shimmering” of the living present (Kelly, 2018: para 26, with 
reference to Sokolowski, 1974). While the political and public life of the 
country has never been open for queer extension, Aslan and Fedir are 
deeply and passionately invested in Russian fine arts and culture. Together 
with them I visit the national museum where Fedir is able to tell me in detail 
about every single piece, and to the Mikhailovsky Theatre to see the classic 
ballet. For them, the sphere of arts has clearly provided a space for national 
belonging and pride. They know every premier danseur worthy of knowing, 
and speak with astonishment about their individual skills as we watch the 
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strong bodies, sensually exposed through skintight tricots, preform magic 
on stage. Through the abstract, they do lean towards Russia with a sense of 
belonging.  

However, while the informants who primarily focus on the here and now 
of the living present can be said to make “queer turns” in their everyday life 
without necessarily having to turn away from contradictory investments 
and belongings (cf. Ahmed, 2006: 21; 71), being oriented towards a future 
elsewhere certainly implies such a turning away, evoking both oppositional 
feelings and ambivalence. Even if the binary jargon of these informants 
commonly poses a “backward-leaning Russia” against a “forward-leaning 
Europe”, it is just as much filled with melancholia and displacement.        

Dima, who is during our entire contact preparing himself to move to 
New Zealand, is ambivalently drawn towards his hometown in Northern 
Russia, while being aware that his future is not to be found there. If Aslan 
and Fedir have spaces of deep national belonging within the arts, Dima 
speaks emotionally about the nature where he comes from. He knows that a 
lot of queer citizens in Russia want to leave the country and that he should 
be happy for having the opportunity, but to him it is not so easy.    

Dima: I am quite happy to get this opportunity to leave this country. But on 
the other hand, I don’t want to leave this country. You know I started to 
understand that I love this country and this city really, only in the last two 
years. I don’t know why actually. It’s not connected with this new [political] 
situation, you know. But I’ve started to notice all the beautiful stuff about 
Saint Petersburg. I don’t really like the other cities. I like [my hometown] 
and I really want to visit it before I go to New Zealand.  

M: It’s supposed to be really beautiful, right?  

Dima: Yeah, because the nature is very beautiful. That’s what I like about it. 
And you know, I am very sensitive to smells, and the smell of [my 
hometown] is absolutely different from any other cities. […] I really love 
that city. But on the other hand, it doesn’t have anything. Only the nature 
and my childhood memories.  

Obviously, Dima’s hometown is a place of the past and not of the future, 
captured through the nature frozen in time and brought to life through the 
senses. According to Merleau-Ponty (1997/1962: 155–156), the body 
remains our permanent way of communication with space and time, and 
the site for “retention”, which is how the past is continuously part of the 
present. Remembering the smells and beauty of his hometown evokes a 
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space of belonging, hopelessly left behind in time. But now he is already on 
his way. Dima has by this time arranged for a job and an apartment in New 
Zealand, and he is only waiting for his visa to arrive. In the meantime, he 
has located some local Bears in the city where he’s going to live through the 
Growlr application. Just like Hornet, Growlr allows its members to search 
other members in locations where they are not yet present, and thus Dima 
has been able to prepare the grounds over there while waiting. One of the 
members that he has gotten to know is a guy working for a local queer 
organization, who has already promised to show him around and take care 
of him. Dima makes it clear that it is not a date, but that he would really like 
this guy’s help and company. Speaking about this, Dima, for the first time 
since starting to talk about moving away, actually seems a bit excited.     

Within the ambivalent leaning towards a future elsewhere, queer digital 
media use is once again to be regarded as a source of mobility and a key 
towards a sense of global belonging. It is not the only thing putting bodies 
in motion, but it co-produces ways of leaning towards the world and the 
future. By making the distant seem near, through the facilitation of queer 
proximity, lines emerge leading the subject in unexpected directions. For 
those among the informants who are on their way away from Russia, queer 
digital media use is clearly orienting them away from where they stand. This 
tendency is likely enforced in contexts where queerness is repeatedly 
articulated as a “there” rather than “here” through politics of belonging. 
Thinking about the digitalization of queer cultures more generally, these 
kinds of dispositions in time and space for queers living outside of the 
global West definitely deserve more attention.    

8.3 Summary 
Within this chapter, I have argued that fundamental ways of relating to a 
queer future are inherent in the ways in which the informants use queer 
digital media resources. While some informants are primarily focusing on 
the here and now, thus using social media and digital bulletin boards to 
stretch out space and to counteract the linear timelines of profile-driven 
online queer connectivity, others more specifically lean towards a future 
elsewhere through engagement in transnational connectivity and digital 
queerscapes. Within this chapter, I have called such leaning “digital migra-
tion”, not to imply that the digital is itself facilitating actual physical 
migration (which we know to be far more complicated), but rather to 
emphasize how bodies might in fact have somewhat migrated already 
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through the ways in which they have become oriented towards other geo-
locations due to extensive online dwelling.  

At the same time, it is fundamental to remind ourselves of the politics of 
mobility and that, as Massey puts it, the lines on a map in fact constitute “a 
cartography of power” (2005: 85, also Massey, 1993), blessing some bodies 
with global mobility while others are condemned to stasis. This issue is also 
raised with much concern by Dmitry from the Coming Out organization in 
Saint Petersburg. Dmitry maintains that the queers who are most vulnerable 
to persecution and violence in Russia are the ones in smaller cities and 
towns out in the provinces, and that for many of those, even moving to the 
big cities is out of reach due to socioeconomic constraints and responsi-
bilities towards their families. Even for those with resources and independ-
ence, queer migration is still not an easy or self-evident process. In fact, it is 
well documented that such cases often are “onerous, inappropriately intru-
sive for applicants and [have] low rates of success” (Wood, 2016: para 5). It 
is furthermore true, as noted by Morley (2001: 431), that “[w]hile the border 
of Europe may be seen to fall in different places, when seen from different 
perspectives, the one thing it is definitely not doing – despite any talk of an 
increasingly ‘borderless’ world […] – is disappearing”.    

Further, the contrast between queer “Heimats” nurtured online and what 
awaits at the actual geographical destinations might often be fairly obvious. 
While Dima is currently struggling with expectations of queer “openness” 
in his new home country of New Zealand, Aslan and Fedir are shocked by 
the hatred towards queers they have also encountered in Hungary. After 
having posted an openly queer message in a Hungarian Facebook group 
with the aim to support newly arrived migrants, Fedir received so many 
hate messages that he eventually had to delete the post. Aslan writes the 
following as we chat on Facebook a year after they left Russia: 

Aslan: We didn’t expect that Hungary would be a good place for LGBT 
people, but at least I was expecting more tolerance, as it's in the EU… 
Unfortunately, it has a lot of issues with LGBT, and yes it's better than 
Russia but worse compared with other EU countries.  

For Fedir and Aslan, the search for a queer Heimat continues.  
It must thus be recognized that the discontinuities of queer living within 

times of global digital networking likely include the disorientation occur-
ring in relation to a mediated elsewhere of belonging, increasingly posi-
tioned in Europe and the United States, which can often only be reached 
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online. Just as the urge among many queer Russians to leave the country is 
building up, so are the walls around fortress Europe and Donald Trump’s 
America. As the contrast between possibilities that are in reach online and 
offline are sharpened, so the politics of location in digital culture becomes 
brutally clear to my informants.  
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CHAPTER 9

Bodies against the flow 

One dark January evening, Aslan and Fedir take me to a concert with an all-
female band, iconic among the local lesbian crowd. We first have blinis with 
extra everything with their friend Anna, and then we walk together back to 
the Ligovsky district nearby my apartment where the club is situated. While 
walking, Anna tells me about her girlfriend who is from Saint Petersburg, 
but now lives in Finland. She was able to move there because of Finnish 
ancestors, but now they have a long process in front of them before they will 
be permanently reunited. First, the girlfriend has to be there for three years 
before she can get a residence permit, and thereafter she and Anna will 
marry, and only then can Anna come there to live as well. In the meantime, 
they meet once a month. “It’s difficult,” she says, “but at least we have a 
plan.”  

We turn down a narrow backroad leading from Ligovsky to a space that 
looks like an abandoned industrial area. The ground is dusty and 
surrounded by brick buildings with broken windows yawning empty 
towards the night. But every here and there the light glimmers from a bar, 
café, or shop, squeezed in between the rundown houses. Soon we arrive at a 
small square where someone has put up a couple of food trucks. Nearby, 
someone else is serving drinks in a lit up bungalow, just big enough for the 
three guests involved in an intense discussion inside. Every here and there, 
somebody opens an unexpected door and lets out the sound of laughter and 
music. And there as well, in a dark corner, is our club.  

It is packed inside, and I immediately am introduced to a bunch of 
Anna’s friends. Quick looks of agreement, a nod, an insinuating smile; “Yes, 
we’re all lesbians”. They are really excited about the concert. One of them 
has even dated one of the band members, I am told. The small room is hand 
painted in bold colors and patterns, and the air is filled with smoke. A 
couple of kids are running around with ear-protectors around their necks, 
and a straight couple in identical hats are holding one another just by the 
stage. There is obviously a range of lesbian fans, but also other people, of 
mixed ages, including families and couples. The group seems to have a 
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steady crowd. When the five band members finally come on the stage and 
grab their instruments, we all get squeezed tightly together. I do not 
understand anything of what the insanely cool musicians say between their 
overwhelming punk folklore songs, but I understand that it is witty, as 
people look at each other and laugh with amused faces. Aslan and Fedir 
happily sing along with the chorus, and I am thinking to myself that “this is 
also queer Saint Petersburg 2015, and this I must remember.”  

So now I am writing it down. Because there and then, I had the feeling 
that this should not get lost in the treatment of my fieldwork. I am not 
entirely sure about what it was that made me go straight back home 
afterwards and write everything down in detail, but I guess it was an insight 
about how it is all too easy for complexities to get lost in order to create a 
more effective narrative. Or to make too much out of the glimpses of a 
social reality that you are offered when doing ethnography. And of course, 
this risk is much greater when you do not know that much about the larger 
context. When I had come here for the first time in 2013, I was expecting to 
meet a war zone, where queers were being fought from every front of 
society, because that is how it came about in the news reports I had 
followed. Gradually, over the years that went by, I rather came to under-
stand that for many, queer living here was much more layered and 
multifaceted, and that battles were more rarely to be noticed on the surface. 
Still, it was easy to fall into binary images of the queer spheres as completely 
cut off from the rest of the society. That is how I had organized my life 
while being here, and that is how many of the informants described their 
multiple living. But what kind of image did that create of Russian society at 
large? A unitary mass of people unwilling to take in the existence of queer 
citizens? Of course that was not the entire picture. There were spaces like 
these, at the backroads, where people squeezed in side by side. Not to forget 
about the groups of parents organizing under the local LGBT Network in 
support of their queer children, which Alexandr had told me about.  

A few years later, in 2018, an intriguing phenomenon occurred when a 
group of young Russian air-transport cadets filmed themselves making a 
parody of the 2002 Benny Benassi track “Satisfaction”. The original video – 
itself a parody of hypersexualized consumer culture – was made highly 
homoerotic by the cadets. Throughout the video, the young men are seen 
twerking and humping, dressed only in boxers. The film features gay 
subcultural attributes like harnesses, neckties, and captains’ hats effectively 
providing the actors with some anonymity, and it is set in the overly 
eroticized settings of men’s dressing rooms and urinals. Though the cadets 
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seemingly did not mean for the clip to become public, it somehow leaked 
and started its own life and became widespread over the Russian Internet. It 
was soon to be picked up by the state media, framing it as a moral downfall, 
and calling for the cadets to be punished. While the clip was debated on 
numerous newscasts and talk-shows, and even commented on by sexolo-
gists with serious and concerned faces, who declared that they saw “clear 
signs of homosexuality” within the video, it was to be digested in a fairly 
unexpected way by other citizens. Soon after, other clips started to be spread 
as well, where other professional groups were filming their versions of the 
homoerotic parody, in support of the cadets. Within the weeks following, 
groups ranging from emergency workers to agricultural services, jockeys, 
nurses, and members of the Russian women’s biathlon team posted clips 
online with the hashtag #Satisfaction. Perhaps most noticeable was the clip 
filmed within a small kitchen by two elderly babushkas, twerking while 
doing the dishes. Masha Gessen, in a comment on the boom of support for 
the cadets, wrote in The New Yorker: 

Given Russia’s official and highly politicized homophobia, these parodies are 
pure protest, raunchy and playful. They demonstrate that Russians can still 
form horizontal connections, despite the state’s monopoly on the public 
sphere, and despite the threat of harsh penalties for protest in general and 
‘propaganda of homosexuality’ in particular. 

(Gessen, 2018) 

The ways in which resistance, solidarity, obedience, and hope for a different 
future are expressed in an increasingly authoritarian regime are no doubt 
more delicate than in other places, and I make no claims whatsoever of 
having through my study covered the complexities of queer living in con-
temporary Saint Petersburg. I do believe though, perhaps on the contrary, 
that the patterns of queer digital media use and perceptions of space, time, 
and being, which I have illuminated within this study, have resonance that 
is not limited to Saint Petersburg, to Russia, or even to queer experiences in 
general for that matter.  

Through the empirical analysis of this study, I have highlighted and 
discussed ways in which queer digital media use re-organizes and co-
produces senses of space, time, and queer being in contemporary Russia. 
We have seen that at an early stage of queer habituation, digital media use 
helps “find one’s bearings” when shook by alienation and disorientation. By 
locating queer others, the informants reached a sense of existential security 
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and grounding, even though being situated in environments otherwise 
experienced as heteronormative and homophobic. Further, the multiplying 
of place through digital media provided safe spaces to “do the work” of 
establishing a basic queer orientation in the world by offering a space for 
“queer online dwelling”. Being able to go slowly, and to feel one’s way 
forward in a space experienced as relatively safe and private, the informants 
took their time before online contacts transcended into offline meetings. 
These same patterns were shown among informants from both rural and 
urban settings, and ranging in age from their early twenties to their forties, 
thus covering different forms of digital media resources, including IRC 
channels, dating forums, and geolocative applications. This might be 
regarded an illuminating example of how people are indeed the ones form-
ing the media they use, just as much as the other way around (cf. Miller et 
al., 2016)   

Queer digital media use is also intimately interwoven with how the 
informants perceive of the space of queerness within their lives. Through 
the multiplying of space, many find an infrastructure for different layers of 
privacy and concealment. While queer-catering digital resources enable the 
acting out – and the organizing – of a private queer sphere, mainstream 
social networks are commonly perceived of as a space where semi-private 
and intimate selves may be lived in parallel, even though rigidly separated 
through different profiles. This way, the possibility of discontinuous queer 
lives is reinforced, where contradictory investments might still be lived as a 
more or less complete total. At the same time, however, this also implies 
new risks of “digital queer leakage” due to the difficulties in keeping 
information under control within the “culture of connectivity” (van Dijk, 
2013).  

Besides this, queer digital media engagement also produces new spati-
alities with discontinuous relationships to geographical space by bringing 
that which was once far away “within reach”. As “queer turns” are continu-
ously made towards geographically scattered others, distances shrink, and 
connections are established that sometimes constitute transnational queer-
scapes and senses of global co-belonging. In this way, queer digital media 
use also propels mobility and helps the informants to “walk off line”, 
sometimes across vast distances, and sometimes only across the road to a 
previously inaccessible location. For those inclined to slow down their 
online/offline transcendence, different resources are used to control paces 
and rhythms in order to enhance safety, discretion, and orientation. Thus, 
queer digital media use does not imply a smoothening out of space, but 
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rather ties in with the more general discontinuity of queer living due to 
politics of mobility. Besides the informants’ own conscious attempts to 
construct “moments of switching” as a safety precaution when going from 
online to offline, these were also an effect of disorientation occurring when 
moving from one space to another, as well as ruptures and clashes between 
the online and the offline that were out of the informant’s control.  

Lastly, I have highlighted that queer digital media use must be under-
stood in relation to futurities, that is, where the queer media user is orient-
ing herself in the future. Queer digital media use co-produces orientations 
in time and space that might enhance the intensity of the present, but also 
the strength of a forward-leaning towards distant horizons. However, the 
much less smooth movement in flesh across actual borders, compared to 
the ease with which code flows across digital landscapes, urgently calls for 
attention to the discontinuity of such desire lines.    

9.1 Queering digital media phenomenology 
Throughout this book, I have mainly been using the term “queer” as a way 
of describing “the lifeworld of those who do not or cannot inhabit the 
contours of heterosexual space”, and thus insisted on the “sexual specificity” 
of “queer” (Ahmed, 2006: 172) as deviations from the straight line of 
compulsory heterosexuality (Rich, 1980). The aim has not been to illumin-
ate examples of what is “properly queer”, nor to be a celebration of devia-
tion, but to phenomenologically describe how it feels to be oriented towards 
the “wrong kind” of bodies, and how this affects how individuals come to 
perceive of and take up space in a straight world by means of digital media.  

Within this concluding chapter, I would like to move from the “queer 
noun” used to describe sexual orientation, towards the “queer verb” in 
order to discuss how that which has been highlighted empirically until now 
can also be said to queer ideas about digital media culture. This implies a 
strategic move towards a theoretical position that rather uses the queer 
concept as a way to bend and challenge ideas that are commonly taken for 
granted within the research field. Through such a position, aligning with the 
etymology of “queer” as a crooked, skewed, and wonky angle, we might 
draw conclusions on what digital media studies can gain from a queer 
perspective. This critique not only serves as a “corrective” of unacknow-
ledged or disregarded groups of media users, but also aims to twist the basis 
of the discussion towards different terrains and perspectives. Within the 
following, I will therefore further discuss ideas surrounding the “real name 
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Internet”, the online/offline collapse, and the disappearance of media as 
highly interconnected prominent tropes within current digital media 
studies.   

9.1.1 Navigating the real name Internet 
To begin with, I would like to shed further light on the fact that the inform-
ants within this study use digital media in ways that resist the increased 
centrality of anchored and coherent identities and self-presentation within 
digital media culture by often opting for resources or practices that enable 
concealment and anonymity (cf. Cassidy, 2013, Duguay, 2017; Dhoest & 
Szulc, 2016; Fox & Warber, 2015; Hogan, 2012; Marwick & boyd, 2011; van 
der Nagel & Frith, 2015; van der Nagel, 2017). Resources prompting profile 
management and geolocative positioning are commonly either disregarded 
or are appropriated in more discreet ways because they do not provide the 
users with the sought after sense of control and security. When used, geo-
locative applications are often rather a platform for anonymous chatting 
with fairly cautious online/offline transcendence, or they are used while 
travelling in distant locations. Further, none of my informants seem 
devoted to profile-driven queer forums such as Qruiser in Scandinavia or 
the giant transnational network Gaydar. Instead, a digital bulletin board is 
preferred by several informants for its discreet and non-profile-driven 
functions. On the mainstream social network VKontakte, the informants 
further juggle multiple profiles and selectively choose what side of them-
selves to present. Some also experiment with more calculated forms of life-
style deception on social media, such as digital girlfriends connected to their 
profiles.    

Tying in with previous studies on the value of anonymity and pseu-
donymity in online culture in general (Hogan, 2012; Marwick & boyd, 2011; 
van der Nagel & Frith, 2015; van der Nagel, 2017), and for queer individuals 
more particularly (Cassidy, 2013, Duguay, 2017; Dhoest & Szulc, 2016; Fox 
& Warber, 2015), these results point at the risk for context collapse within 
the “real name Internet”, but also at the creative possibilities still inherent in 
the multiplying of space by digital media for compartmentalizing con-
flictual orientations and for habituating segmented spheres as part of a 
complete whole. It could potentially be that the history of alternative public 
spheres in Russia, where citizens have been practicing space in deviant but 
largely overlooked ways (Kondakov, 2017a; Oswald & Voronkov, 2004), has 
further implications for the co-existence of multiple profiles on Russian 
social media. Considering how queer Russians are encouraged by state 
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authorities to exercise discretion, and how some of the informants conceive 
of their queer disposition in terms of an “open secret” in relation to near 
and dear ones, it might even be that such digital media practices are not that 
controversial. Considering the essence of the propaganda ban as a prohi-
bition not on queer existence, but on queer visibility, we might contend that 
the issue of digital invisibility has a specific meaning in this context.      

While numerous other studies have established that anonymous digital 
media resources are valuable for identity exploration among queer youth, 
(e.g. Craig & McInroy, 2014; DeHaan et al, 2013; Hillier & Harrison, 2007; 
McKenna & Bargh, 1998), there is often an inherent “coming-out narrative” 
to this argument, where anonymity is regarded as a stepping stone while 
one is in a particular sensitive phase of developing a recognizable sexual 
identity that is ready to be exposed outside of “the closet”. However, my 
work is telling of an altogether different way of living queerness, where the 
possibility to be anonymous online rather provides an infrastructure for 
those wishing not to “come out”, but to uphold several different and often 
contradictory orientations. Questioning the hegemony of the Western 
narrative of open and unitary sexual identities, what is perhaps primarily 
“queer” within, for example, Ilja’s digital media use, is the way in which it 
supports and enables a multiplicity of realities and caters to the needs of 
discontinuous queer living. Here, it may further be noted that the profile-
driven digital media resources that are constantly feeding on visibility in 
terms of traces, memory, and storage are enhancing the temporality of the 
generational line, while the kind of ephemeral digital media practices of, for 
example, a bulletin board like BBS are intensively invested in the queer 
present. Every time one logs in to BBS, all you will see are the calls for 
intimacy that have burst out across the city within the latest hour or so. 
Every time, as Ilja says, a new history begins.     

As has been argued throughout the analysis, this highlights the bias of 
“politics of visibility” within discussions of empowerment through digital 
media, which is commonly recognized in terms of the opportunities for 
“private exposure” and non-normative “expressivity” (e.g. Albrechtslund, 
2008; Christensen & Jansson, 2011; Koskela, 2004; McGrath, 2004). 
However, we do not frequently hear about the empowering potential of 
invisible within online existence, which still must be said to be one of the 
distinct potentials offered within digital media culture. Queer digital 
invisibility ties in with several attributes of queer male subcultures such as 
darkrooms, steamy sauna clubs, and glory holes – all part of erotic practices 
commonly described as simply “anonymous sex” and historically connected 
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with lifestyles not organized around visibly recognizable sexual identities. 
Just like such spaces and practices have served to connect queer-desiring 
bodies, have helped to habituate orientations, and have produced geogra-
phies of queer desire in seemingly impossible environments, digital media 
might offer the invisibility and shield to do the same.   

Within the words of Lefebvre (1984/1974), we might recognize these 
hidden activities as part of “the spatial unconscious”. But it should be ac-
knowledged that the spatial unconscious spans much vaster terrains than 
those of queer subcultures, and this is probably one of the moments where 
digital media studies can gain from a queer angle. For what about all the 
excesses hiding under the surface of a respectable living, not to be brought 
up to the surface for others to see. Those searching for sex for sale, fetishist 
communities, porn surfers, infidelity sites, you name it. We could perhaps 
talk about a spatial unconscious also on the micro-scale of the lifeworld, 
which is commonly disregarded in media studies. Is it not then reasonable 
to assume that the invisibility found online helps organize consciousness for 
most of us these days? In line with a number of previous researchers (e.g. 
Hogan, 2012; Marwick & boyd, 2011; van der Nagel & Frith, 2015; van der 
Nagel, 2017), I think that much more attention should be paid to all of the 
ways in which the anonymity and invisibility of digital media allow for 
spaces for the individual lifeworld to extend within.  

9.1.2 The online/offline collapse 
No doubt, the digital compartmentalization of orientations opposes the 
pressure on continuity between spheres of living within the “culture of 
connectivity”, as different resources, spaces, and timelines – from the online 
to the offline and back again – are supposed to subsume into a unified flow 
of content, all connected through your Google account (van Dijk, 2013). In 
the discussion above, I have thus emphasized the persistent “disconnective 
practices” (Light, 2014) and segmentation strategies within online culture 
among my informants.  

However, another angle of this continuous digital media landscape is the 
idea that such flow also serves to dismantle all distinctions between online 
and offline space, commonly adopted within media studies today. Because it 
has been established that most people connected online are also connected 
offline (e.g. boyd, 2008; Byam, 2010, Jansson, 2006), and that we hardly 
notice when “going online” today (Hine, 2015) as we navigate through 
everyday life with mobile digital devices, Nancy Baym (2010: 721), for 
example, draws the conclusion that “[o]nline and offline are not different 
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entities to be contrasted” and that mediated communication should not be 
regarded as a space but as a tool. As noted by Cassidy (2013: 44), it is thus 
“largely accepted in this field that mediated communication does not 
constitute a place separate from the ‘offline’ world”. This way of perceiving 
digital media is further noticeable within prominent tropes from the field 
such as Mark Deuze’s (2012) “medialife” or the notion of digital media 
being “seamlessly” integrated into everyday life (Hine, 2015).  

As I have shown within this study, however, by drawing on the ac-
centuated focus on space within media geography (e.g. Couldry & 
McCarthy, 2004; Falkheimer & Jansson, 2006) and media phenomenology 
(Bakardijeva, 2005; Bengtsson, 2006; 2007; Moores, 2012; 2017; Morely; 
2000; 2001; Pink & Leder Mackley, 2012; 2013; 2016), such totalizing con-
ceptualizations of mediaspace make little sense from the perspective of the 
lifeworld. I believe that even if primarily aiming to capture macro-dimen-
sions of media culture, such tropes of a complete collapse between the 
online and the offline can make us insensitive to the many ongoing nego-
tiations and navigations across varyingly connected landscapes that are 
characteristic of social living in present times.  

Instead, tying in with scholars interested in how shifts, boundaries, and 
breaks are constitutive of connectivity itself (Light, 2014; Karppi, 2014; 
Sundén, 2018), I have argued that the moments of shifting between online 
and offline are important and not least political aspects of our digital 
thrownness. While an online/offline collapse seems to imply a somewhat 
harmonious flow between different angles of a unified subject, queer digital 
media use is, as we have seen, likely to conflict with other notions of com-
munity and shared space. 

Throughout the analysis, we have seen how many informants treat their 
queer online sphere as strictly separate from parts of their offline life. 
During extensive periods of time, the queer spaces reached online through, 
for example, dating forums like Mamba or transnational IRC channels were 
completely cut off from the entire offline sphere. Also, geolocative appli-
cations, specifically designed to tie in with the offline, are commonly lived 
as an online space that is not easily transcended. This is telling of how many 
people – including, but not exclusive to, queer individuals – use new com-
munication technology to go off line, i.e. to break with forceful spatial dis-
courses and normative expectations.   

In such cases, logging off will likely evoke a “queer effect” of disorienta-
tion. Therefore, the smoothness of online/offline transcendence should also 
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be discussed in terms of normativity. Borrowing once again from the writing 
of Ahmed, it must be recognized also in relation to digital media use that:  

[t]he politics of mobility, of who gets to move with ease across the lines that 
divide spaces, can be re-described as the politics of who gets to be at home 
and who gets to extend their bodies into inhabitable spaces, as spaces that 
are inhabitable as they extend the surfaces of such bodies (2006:142, 
emphasis added). 

As we have seen, going, for example, from an online queer resource to an 
offline meeting, is not just done by smoothly sliding in and out of online 
space as one feels like, and my informants have developed all kinds of 
strategies to slow down and take control over such movement.  

Within Mowlabocus’s work on British queer male digital culture from 
2010, he draws on Campbell (2004) while aiming to queer the then still 
persistent idea of the online/offline divide within digital media studies and 
popular discourse by exposing the interconnectedness of queer digital 
media with territory and the physical body. With reference to Shaw’s state-
ment from 1997, that especially queer men’s digital cultures have always 
had a “symbiotic relationship” between the online and the offline, Mowla-
bocus (2010) argued that queer men use online media to facilitate offline 
erotic encounters, dating, and finding queer others, and that their online 
worlds can consequently not be understood in isolation from their offline 
worlds. This, at the time, indeed provided an illuminating example to the 
larger field of digital media studies. 

I would say that today, however, when it has become more common to 
speak of the online/offline as inseparable, that the queer task might rather 
be to highlight the ways in which this divide remains foundational for many 
people’s perceptions of the situational geography of everyday living. Thus, 
with a more distinct focus on the spatial dimensions of digital media use, we 
might problematize assumptions about a fairly harmonious and frictionless 
medialife, where media is simply “furniture” or the water we swim in. 

A queer perspective on a seamless medialife might thus call for an in-
creased attention to movements across mediaspace (Couldry & MacCarthy, 
2004), which are better understood in terms of “discontinuities” and “rup-
tures”. 
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9.1.3 The disappearance of media 

Returning once again to Shaun Moores, the third notion I would like to 
raise, which is different but interconnected with the previous ones, is the 
“disappearance” of media and media use from our active awareness within a 
mediatized world. Similar to how Hine (2015) argues that the Internet in 
present times is simply a mundane piece of infrastructure to be forgotten, 
Moores (2012; 2017) also predicts media to disappear from view. As 
everyday media use becomes habituated, he argues, it no longer takes the 
form of navigation and conscious action, but should rather be understood 
in terms of the “primacy of practice”, as more or less preconscious aspects 
of the body-scheme. While other media phenomenologists have often too 
easily equated at-homeness with domesticity, Moores, in line with Merleau-
Ponty, here makes the mistake of assuming at-homeness to be a basic con-
dition of habituated space, as if space was just as open and extendable for 
anyone. Falling back on the persistent trope of “flow”, Moores draws on 
Ingold’s (2011) comparison between the habituated use of tools and the 
pedestrian scheme, “in which each ‘step’ follows another and anticipates the 
next in a continuous, flowing, ‘processional’…order” (Moores, 2014: 202).  

As I have illuminated throughout this book, however, queer digital 
media use, whether in the form of geolocative applications possible to carry 
along while on the move, or the secretive sneaking of queer resources on the 
home computer, do stand out. Even if there might be an intricate layering of 
space in using a geolocative application while in the middle of Nevsky 
Prospect in broad daylight, regarding this as actually disrupting the division 
of space as either queer or heteronormative is a naïve conflation of code 
with flesh. Using that application will never be like checking out Facebook 
while waiting for the bus, but will be a practice that stands out in normative 
space, and therefore has to be done with care and discretion. Seeing queer 
digital media as queer furniture, as I have suggested, means recognizing that 
such media use might not be so comfortable (Ahmed, 2006: 168).  

Therefore, Moores’s idea of “the primacy of practice” lends itself to 
norm-critical intervention because there is a politics of mobility involved in 
questions of media use that is ignored in assumptions of the disappearance 
of media from our active awareness. Queer embodiment in a straight world, 
for most of us, depends on calculated management of the situational 
geography of social life, including digital media. In line with Young’s (1980) 
notion of a “dis-continuous motility” within female bodily comportment, I 
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would thus suggest that heteronormativity produces a spatial hyper-sensi-
tivity that is central to queer embodiment and mobility across social and 
territorial spheres, which is not overcome by habituation with or without 
media involvement.  

As we have learned from Ahmed and other critical phenomenologists, a 
body’s capacity to “extend” or “sink” into space is relative to how space is 
oriented, which is why achieving at-homeness implies very different kinds 
of “work” for different people. For a fair amount of us, such as the disabled, 
those with racialized bodies, genderqueers, etc., it might even be that such 
habituation, where one forgets where one’s body ends, and the world 
begins, and one is merely flowing through the “primacy of practice”, is a 
rare privilege. The open transcendence of a body-subject towards its world 
must thus be recognized as a freedom that has everything to do with politics 
of location.  

By a strategic focus on discontinuities and obstacles, I have aimed to 
develop on that which “stops bodies” in flesh and in code within digital 
media use (Ahmed, 2006: 139). To focus on that which stops bodies 
requires a critical suspicion towards the concept of flow, whether it is about 
a never-ending flow of content between multiple sites of a unified subject, 
or a seamless flow between the online and the offline. It also implies ques-
tioning the phenomenological presumption of the continuous motility of a 
body-subject in an open transcendence towards its world. A phenom-
enology of that which stops bodies is a phenomenology that is able to cap-
ture migration politics, censorship, no-go zones, disorientation, ruptures, 
and clashes that are central to most of our lived experiences. We all have 
our crookedness – the objects we desire that are not placed along the 
straight lines, or the characteristics we hold that make our bodies and prac-
tices stand out in space. And no matter who we are, when taken out of 
context, we all get disoriented. Hence, putting the light on discontinuities 
and digital media use in relation to queer living also serves as a strategic 
point from which to say important things about the ways in which digital 
media use is perceived and lived among people more generally.        

9.2 Bringing digital media into queer phenomenology 
Sara Ahmed’s queer phenomenology has equipped this study with tools for 
understanding the significance of nearness and habitual actions in the 
shaping of our sexual and gendered bodies and worlds (2006: 2). But can we 
really put these questions at the center of analysis today without a thorough 
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understanding of the role of digital media use for orientations in time and 
space? Claiming the opposite, I have throughout this book aimed to pair 
queer phenomenology with theories of digital media use. As discussed so 
far, this has produced illuminating perspectives on digital media geogra-
phies, such as what it means for perceptions of mediaspace when people “go 
off line” online. But the question remains, what does this synthesis imply 
for the queer phenomenology? What is put in motion within Ahmed’s 
writing about lines, orientations, turnings, and tables in the meeting with 
digital media?     

9.2.1 Proximity and digital queer tables 
Within queer phenomenology, the focus is on the proximity of bodies and 
on what connects them. Within Ahmed’s own writing, she thus uses the 
table as a figure for understanding queer proximity, as that which facilitates 
and supports queer contact despite the dominance of the straight line. 
Ahmed states: “Queer tables and other queer objects support proximity 
between those who are supposed to live on parallel lines, as points that 
should not meet. A queer object hence makes contact possible” (2006: 169).  

Throughout this study I have thus read digital media resources as queer 
tables, and we have seen examples of how these resources become funda-
mental for putting bodies in motion towards queer others and for taking the 
steps onto grounds not previously trodden. Further, queer digital media 
connects individuals with transnational queerscapes and produces pre-
viously unimaginable spaces of commonality between points that would not 
have touched otherwise. As surfaces that support queer action and the 
changing of grounds, digital media resources should definitely be regarded 
as queer tables, and perhaps the most commonly used today. However, 
Ahmed’s writing does not account for digitally enhanced proximity and 
bodies in code, as she at several points emphasizes the physical embodiment 
of such vicinity, saying, for example, that “[a] queer object hence makes 
contact possible […] The contact is bodily, and it unsettles that line that 
divides spaces as worlds” (2006: 169, emphasis added). I do not point this 
out to be picky, but because it is actually telling about the underlying as-
sumptions about connections and relationality in Ahmed’s writing.  

Thinking about the kind of proximity that is enhanced through queer 
digital media use, we see that proximity is not about actual physical distance 
between bodies, but about that which appears to be in reach. Through queer 
digital media use, that which was distant, impossible, and unthinkable 
becomes part of the lifeworld of possible actions. An Internet connection 
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overthrows traditional understandings of proximity and puts a never-end-
ing resource of objects “in reach”. At the same time, this “reach” cannot 
simply be conflated with the proximity of flesh, so triggered by desire. 
Rather, through the enabling of a certain kind of reach, digital media draws 
out a multitude of desire lines, with often unclear and discontinuous rela-
tionships to offline distances.  

But in Ahmed’s phenomenology, space seems fairly unitary, as if a turn-
ing towards an object of desire “off” the straight line necessarily means 
leaving the straight line behind (e.g. 2006: 21; 71). It is possible, though, she 
acknowledges, to follow the straight line “as a deviant body”, but the pos-
sibility of following several lines is not really considered. To Ahmed, lines 
lead towards something, but also away from something else. When speaking 
about queers “staying” with the straight line, she writes about this in terms 
of “closets”, contending, “If the closeted queer appears straight, then we 
might have to get into the closet, or go under the table to reach the points of 
deviation” (2006: 175). But what if the points of deviation are not further in, 
or underneath, but just next to? If the straight line is not lived as a closet, 
but as one of several lines being followed?  

Within recent writing by queer digital media scholar Jenny Sundén, she 
strategically focuses on “the break” and “delays” in digital media culture, 
such as waiting for a response in a Facebook messenger thread, as a kind of 
critique to the norm of constant connectivity (Sundén, 2018). While com-
monly imagined more of “a cut” from connectivity, Sundén, like, for 
example, Ben Light (2014) and Tero Karppi (2014), regards the break to be 
an intimate aspect of connectivity itself. Rather than moving between 
connection and disconnection, as a static on or off, we are constantly on a 
continuum of connectedness, which in fact enables multiple connections in 
parallel, such as several ongoing conversations.  

As such, Sundén means that “the break” can serve to expose the norm of 
constant connectivity within media culture, but also as a critique of other 
linear ways of relating and connecting. It might even be that “the break” 
opens up for different ways of imagining how we come and stay together. In 
this respect, Sundén’s ideas go along well with Moores’s notion of the 
multiplying of space through digital media, in which the multiplicity of 
spaces cannot be hierarchically ordered but is a matter of simultaneity. It is 
not that the digital media user who is subsumed into her Facebook feed is 
disconnected from physical space, but instead that she is co-present at 
several sites at once.       
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So, if connection does not necessitate disconnection from somewhere 
else, Sundén notes, this implies ways of imagining relationality where con-
nections might work in parallel:  

To turn to something may mean turning away from something else, at the 
expense of something else. But it could also mean turning away partly, or 
turning toward merely momentarily, to then move on, in more fleeting 
forms of attention and connection (2018: 70).  

These are indeed inspiring figures to think with in relation to my results, as 
the queer dispositions of my informants commonly seem to be lived as 
turnings that do not imply a definitive “turning away” from the straight 
line. Through the contradictory synthesis of invisibility and visibility, cap-
tured within the “open secret” of queerness with which one might 
understand oneself to be open and closed at the same time, linear ways of 
connecting are most definitely put into question.   

Within the queer lives of my informants, digital delay, invisibility, 
anonymity, and slowness are all parts of ways of connecting that are not 
easily captured through binary or linear ways of thinking about rela-
tionality. Thus, it is a fairly different kind of queer table that figures within 
the queer digital media phenomenology. One that is perhaps not possible to 
categorize as “queer” as opposed to “straight”, but which serves multiple 
functions.  

Thus, taking in the notion of the multiplying of space through digital 
media opens up for other ways of seeing queer orientation that might be 
more in tune with the experiences of many queers living outside of the 
global West. As we have seen throughout this study, intricate webs of lines 
spread out, and these sometimes work in parallel or in tandem with other 
contradictory orientations in life towards, for example, family and friends. 
Rather than a closet, we might perhaps revisit Ahmed’s figure of the queer 
table, taking into account the kinds of tables that this book is filled with.  

Most of my informants live in typical kinds of one-room krushchyovka 
apartments, built by the Soviet Union to solve the housing crisis in the 
urban areas during the 1960s, and being a kind of low-cost, prefabricated 
building with very limited living space. The kitchens of these apartments are 
usually as small as six square meters, which is not uncommon also in other 
housing alternatives from the Soviet era. In apartments that small, the table 
becomes multi-dimensional, and its surface comes to support all kinds of 
relationality. By the table in Sasha and Nicolai’s apartment, I have con-
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ducted interviews, drunken improper amounts of vodka, had home-cooked 
meals, and sung The Internationale together with Sasha’s mother. Similarly, 
the small kitchen table in my own Airbnb studio has been the surface 
supporting my work, over which my informants have generously let me 
into their worlds, and where I have written my texts. But it has also been 
where we have gathered for parties, had intimate off-the-record con-
versations, and where the screen has daily revealed the face of my wife when 
I have called home in the evenings.  

To Ahmed, the queer table is the surface that supports deviation from 
the straight line. But what if the same surfaces that support ways of “staying 
with the straight line”, such as the proximity between mothers and sons, 
also support such deviations – as journeys without actual departures? 

Within this study I have discussed “queer digital media use”, not (only) 
in terms of specific queer-catering resources, but as in the digital media use 
that supports queer action. This has opened up for including resources and 
practices that would perhaps not otherwise read as queer, including main-
stream social media and seemingly straight dating forums, as well as acts of 
queer concealment. As queer tables, digital media produces non-linear and 
discontinuous ways of imagining relationality, and it has taken me some 
time to sit comfortably at this table. To start with, I guess I wanted to get it 
back in place, more in line with how it had functioned within the furnishing 
of my own lifeworld as a queer-dispositioned individual. If only momen-
tarily making this the story of my own journey as an ethnographer, I thus 
have to admit that this table at first constantly made me slip or fall off my 
chair as I tried to work at it. How to grapple with the dispersed subjectivities 
involved, and their slippery ways of describing queerness, as opposed to 
what I was used to? How to get rid of the all-pervasive trope of “the closet”, 
constantly hunting queer thinking within the global West? It was certainly a 
disorienting experience. As such, the informants, through their incredible 
patience and loyalty, operated as queer objects supporting my feet in 
walking onto what was, for me, untrodden grounds. Resonating with 
Kirsten Drotner’s (2000) discussion on media ethnography as a process 
where the researcher gradually changes her worldview and even her very 
self-perception, this book thus definitely follows my own progression of 
getting my head around a broader variety of the forms that desire and 
sexuality might take in our lives, and for that I am endlessly grateful.        
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9.3 For those not at home: towards a queer digital media 
phenomenology 

So now we are starting to see the end of the line. A book with which I have 
lived for six years. I decided rather late to name it as a call for a continued 
“queer digital media phenomenology” because it turned out to be such a 
productive synthesis. Thus, I believe such continued work would have 
much to give to both the field of media studies and to queer studies. As 
always, when working with the queer concept, it is good to remind oneself 
that it soon loses its explanatory force when made too static. Thus “queer” is 
at its best when staying fairly flexible, as a critique of normativity. I would, 
however, follow Ahmed in that we should not forget about the sexual speci-
ficity of the concept’s origin. I do maintain that it is highly premature to say 
that queer no longer has work to do in relation to heteronormativity, and I 
think that we should meet attempts to hijack the concept for varying cele-
brations of deviance with a fair amount of suspicion.     

Thus, even if a queer digital media phenomenology could be put to use 
to do other things, the starting point here has been the body diverting from 
the straight line. I think a queer digital media phenomenology should be 
able to answer questions about the role of digital media in the time-space 
relationships of the individual queer lifeworld. Thus, it should account for 
the spatial complexities resulting from queer digital media use and the 
multiply situated body-subject.  

Within her writing, Ahmed contends that a “queer phenomenology” is 
“one that faces the back, which looks ‘behind’ phenomenology, which hesi-
tates at the sight of the philosopher’s back”, reminding us that what we can 
see is a matter of which way we are facing (Ahmed, 2006: 29). Throughout 
this book, I have repeatedly come back to the discussion raised by David 
Morely (2000; 2001), leading the way forward for the intended synthesis, 
about what it means to approach digital media for those not usually “at 
home”. I believe that “the homeless” are commonly those behind the media 
phenomenologists’ back. This implies both those not at home within the 
traditional confines of domesticity, but also those whose bodies are con-
tinually “stopped” in space. It should therefore be the task of queer digital 
media phenomenology not to take an open and unbroken directedness 
upon the world as the default mode of acting.  

As such, there are numerous stories left to tell. I leave Aslan and Fedir as 
newly arrived immigrants, in a place that was previously far away but 
experienced as more proximate than where they were physically located. 
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How do such moves renegotiate the lifeworld, and in what direction are 
their queer digital media practices now oriented? I also leave Natalia within 
the liminal stage of transition, before having confirmed her lived gender 
identity. But what role might digital media have in the habituation of her 
new life thereafter? Will there be any need for multiple profiles, and in that 
case for what? Not least, I leave the major part of the informants in a Russia 
where the war on gay propaganda is continuously fought on digital battle 
grounds, and we might definitely ask how this will affect perceptions of 
privacy and safe space in the long run.  

On that note, I leave the reader with a call for the continued need for 
fine-tuned queer digital media studies, staying close to the lifeworlds of the 
digital exister (Lagerkvist, 2016), and her vulnerability as well as her 
strengths, in the search for existential security and athomeness. 
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While some early digital media studies treated the Internet as a separate 
and often mystified “cyberspace” we are today commonly considered 
to live lives where we can no longer define where the online ends and 
the offline begins. But how is digital media use actually experienced 
in terms of time and space by their users? Is it simply an endless flow 
of connectivity? What about those who try to escape the confines of 
everyday living, and whose online habits are in conflict with the larger 
social and societal geography surrounding them?

Within this dissertation, the reader follows queer men living in con-
temporary Russia, and their everyday perceptions and negotiations of 
the time and space in which they live, with and through digital media. 
How does their queer digital media use relate to the conflicts and 
tensions connected with queer embodiment? Where does digital media 
take them? And what does it actually mean to go online/on line and to 
go offline/off line?

Arguing for the need of critical perspectives on the spatio-temporality of 
digital media use, the study presents a queer digital media phenomenology 
aiming to capture the queer body-subject simultaneously situated in 
several often conflicting sites across mediaspace.

Matilda Tudor is a researcher and teacher at Södertörn University in 
Stockholm. Her research interests are located in the intersections of 
gender studies, queer studies and digital media use
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